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In the name of God, Most Gracious, Most Merciful 

The Qur'an States: " Invite all to the way of thy Lord with wisdom and beautiful 

preaching. " 
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Abstract 

Voluntary work became one of the symptoms of modem state. It is represented in the 

spontaneous appearance of voluntary organizations and civic activities, which means 
that people are trying to participate in managing their life. Keeping in mind that 

people's in social affairs participation is not new. It is as old as human creation on 

earth. Whereby human civilization did depend on this kind of voluntary activities to 
build its greatness through ages. 

Observer to current situations in many parts of the world, will notice that political, 

economic, armed conflicts and natural crisis is increasing world wide leaving critical 

social conditions. In the same time he will notice a governmental deficit in trying to 

dandle those crisis. I believe it is not government alone that should face those crisis, it 

is also business and people responsibilities. 

Depending on those bases, this thesis will studies the field of voluntary work in term 

of origins, institutional structure and the applications from the social development 

side, as well as its impacts on the individual's life and society. It will attempt to build 

a managerial and organizational framework for voluntary organizations in term of 

planning, organization, decision making and leadership. 

Also it will studies the relationship between voluntary work and the new concepts 

emerging from the New World Order. This mission represents joint responsibility 

which all-social forces and sectors should take part in. It requires to mass all potentials 

and centres on targets that end in overcoming backwardness and address the 

challenges of development. All of those issues will be placed within the perspective of 

Islam. 
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Introduction 

Subject of the Thesis 

The issue of development and raising the standard of living in every society is an 
international concern Worldwide. For that reason organizations were established. One 

of the best example are the United Nation agencies, Developmental Funds such as The 

State of Kuwait Fund for Development, the Saudi Arabian Fund and The United Arab 

Emirates Fund. Even specialised Banks were established such as The World Bank and 
The Islamic Development Bank. Conferences, seminars, workshops were held in most 

major cities of the World. The term of development, particularly the social 
development, become the centre that all potentials rotates around in every society. 
Butrus Ghdli the late Secretary General of The United Nation indicated in one of his 

interviews that the next challenge that will face the UN will not be the armed 

conflicts, but the issue of development in most countries specially in Africa, Asia, 

South America and the Eastern part of Europe. 

The most important question in this regard; are governments able to achieve 
development particularly on the social level? The answer will be, governments alone 

are not capable to achieve development. The reasons are: (a) most countries are 

suffering from deficits in their budgets due to huge military expenditures. (b) the raise 
in unemployment rates. (c) the mass damages of natural disasters and armed conflicts. 
(d) the desire of individuals to participate in running their societies due to the 

appearance of new concepts such as democracy, human rights and the freedom of 

expression. According to the previous mentioned reasons; I believe that the idea of 

public participation is accepted. This participation must be organized and legalized to 

achieve the required goals. 
I believe that public participation through voluntary work is the best form to achieve 

social development which can overcome governments lack ness in the social arena. 
Depending on this concept and from the Islamic perspective, springs the idea of this 

thesis. With keeping in mind that the Islamic World is not suffering due to lack in 

natural and human potentials. On the contrary, the Islamic World enjoys a strategic 

geographical location with the availability of human and natural resources. I believe 

that the main obstacles are the methodology in organizing and running those 

potentials. 
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On the other hand statistics issued by distinguished organizations such as the World 

Bank, the Islamic Development Bank and the social agencies of the United Nations, 

show that rich Islamic States spend huge amounts of money on the social 
development activities; but the results of this spending is not as expected. 

Goals and Objectives: 

This thesis intends to design a successful structure for social voluntary organizations 
from an Islamic perspective. It is an attempt to provide an institutional conception for 

those organizations, which might help them in participating effectively and positively 
in social development. In addition, it is an attempt to contribute in the dialogue about 

an important side of contemporary development, which is rarely discussed from a 
developmental aspect, but it is usually examined from jurisprudence Fiqh and Shar-i'a 

sides. 
Also it is an attempt to present the Islamic perspective for the concept of development, 

through balancing between material and moral sides within the Islamic value system. 
Finally, I will try to provide the suitable managerial tools for management of 

voluntary organizations, which might assist them in running those organizations. 
I decided not to include a case study in my thesis, since this will be outside the scope 

of this thesis. In future, it would be useful to conduct a research by examining few 

Islamic voluntary organizations such as Zakat House in the State of Kuwait, Zdyid 

Charitable Foundation in United Arab Emirates, and Rabitat At-', klm Al-Islami in 

Saudi Arabia. In this case those principles could be applied on them. 

Hypothesis 

This thesis hinges on an axis, which indicates that voluntary work, as a public social 

activity, could be considered nowadays amongst society's most important sources of 

power. At this stage, voluntarism acquires prime importance as an efficient tool for 

civilization, development and progress, in particular following the profound changes 

which most countries gained. 

It is noticeable that governmental role start shrinking, especially at the social level. 

This withdrawal is a normal result for the current situations in international markets 

(fluctuation of oil prices and stock markets, huge governmental expenses on armed 
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forces, increasing in natural disasters, increasing in political crisis and conflicts world 
wide, increasing of desertification and earth temperatures). 

It is an issue that deserves dedicating time and effort to examine the Islamic solutions 
in this regard. Therefore this attempt goes in the same path. It tries to take part in 

mapping a general view about the main features of that multifaceted experience, the 

environment in which it works as well as the challenges and obstacles ahead, and 

ways and courses to activate them. 

Therefore this thesis attempts to answer the following questions: 
1. What is the Islamic perspective for development, and the relation of shaffa 

with daily life of individual? 

2. What are the basic landmarks for structuring institutional, legal and 

operational framework of voluntary organizations? 
3. How could social and developmental role of voluntary work be activated? 
4. What are the challenges that might face societies, and what is the proper way 

in handling those challenges? 

5. How does Islam establish its value system, and how did it balance between 

spiritual and material aspects into human soul with a mixture that served 
building healthy society? 

6. What are the challenges and the future of the voluntary sector? 
7. What are the Islamic solutions for social development? 

Methodology 

This thesis deals with theory, foundation, application and analysis. A descriptive 

methodology were followed to give full description about the bases and rules of 

voluntary work. References were the Qur'dn, Islamic literature, periodicals, working 

papers, researches, and articles. 
An analysis were to link between impact of value system of Islam and its relation with 

comprehensive development. I tried to focus mainly on the close relation between 

philosophy of development in Islam and its relation with voluntary work. 
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Division of the Thesis 

In light of the above, this thesis is divided into seven chapters and conclusion as 
following: 

Chapter (1): 

Voluntary work from Islamic Perspective. 

Concepts and Definitions: will examine: 
Western Framework. 

Islamic Framework. 

Samples of terms and expressions included in the Qur'dn and Sunna. 

Foundations of voluntary work in Islam. 

Examples and Applications from Islamic History. 

Summary 

Chapter (2): 

Islamic Contemporary Status of voluntary work. 

General introduction and background. 

Reasons for backwardness and obstacles of development in the Islamic World. 

The current situation of Islamic voluntary work. 

Summary. 

Chapter (3) 

Sources of Finance. 

Comrnon sources of Finance. 

Common fund raising methods. 

Islamic financial resources. 

Islamic financial resources vs. Common sources of finance. 

Summary 

Chapter (4) 

The legal Framework of voluntary organization. 

The importance of legislation, and law relevant to voluntary organizations. 

Freedom of formation and legal Existence of voluntary organizations. 
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Financial sustainability. 
Accountability and Transparency. 

Legal framework of civil society in Islam. 

Areas of Action. 

Summary 

Chapter (5) 

Management in Voluntary Organizations. 

General preview on Management. 

Comparison between management in the following sectors: government, commercial, 

and voluntary. 

Factors of success in voluntary organizations. 

Islamic methodology in management. 

Summary 

Chapter (6) 

Voluntary Work and Challenges of Next Century. 

Challenges of next century: 
Globalisation. 

Privatisation. 

Information Revolution. 

Immigration from Rural Areas to Suburbs and Urban. 

Appearance of new concepts. 

Positive Impact of challenges 
Negative Impact of challenges. 
Role of voluntary sector in facing those challenges. 
Islamic treatment of mentioned challenges. 
Summary. 

Chapter (7) 

Future of voluntary sector: 

Political development. 

Social development. 
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Economic development. 

Cultural development. 

Environmental development. 

Summary 

Conclusion. 

At the end of this research will be the conclusion, which comprises general and 
important results, with an attempt to connect those results with real life of society. 

Bibliography 

Appendixes 
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Table of Transliteration 

Notes on Transliteration: 

The following system has been followed in transliterating the Arabic words and 

names used in the text. 

s m 

sh n 
b L)4 h 

ci t U; 2 w 

th U 

c 4 t 4 

kh gh 
d f 

.1 dh i I 

r i q 

z 48 k 

Note: The Arabic Muslim names have generally been transliterated except for those 

whose un-transliterated names have already been used in English literature. 

Notes on Referencing: 

All direct references, in form of quotations or paraphrasing, have been acknowledge 

by mentioning first, the name of the author, followed by the name of the book, the 

publisher, the place of publication and the year of publication. 
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Table of Glossg; y 

(A) 

'Arnal Al-Sahabi: action of the companion. 

'Anýdr: people of Al-Madina. 

'Aq-lda: doctrine. 

(B) 

Bait Al-Mdl: Treasury depart. 

At-Bir: Call for pious ness. 

(D) 

Ddwdwin: Ministries and departments. 

(F) 

Fidya: Ransom. 

(H) 

Hibdt: general donations. 

(1) 
Al-'Ibsdn: philanthropy. 

Al-'Ithdr: altruism. 

Al-'Ijmd': consensus. 

Al-'Iman: faith. 

Al-'Infaq: spending and giving. 
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AVIýtiýdb: accompanying. 

Al-'Istinbat: Deduction 

(J) 

Al-Jizya: poll tax. 

(K) 

Kaffardt: atonemet 

At-Kharaj: tax. 

Al-khiff: Charitable. 

(M) 

AI-Maýdlib Al-Mursala: common weal. 

Muhajif-In: Muslims who immigrated from Mecca to Madina. 

Mujtahid-In and Fugahd': Muslims scholars. 

(N) 

Ni0b: Rate or amount. 

Al-Nudhfir: vows. 

(Q) 
Al-Qiyas: juristic reasoning or analogy. 

Qur'dn: the Holy book of Mus ims. 
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(R) 

Rikdz: Treasure. 

(S) 

$adaqa: voluntary contribution. 

SharVa: legislation, law. 

Shar'u man qabland: legislation of precedent. 

Sh6ra: Consultation. 

Sunna: Acts, saying and conformation of the Prophet. 

(1) 

Takaful: Sponsorship. 

Taqwa: Righteousness. 

Tawýid: singleness of the Divine. 

Al-Thuri: progeny. 

(U) 

Al-'Urf. Customs and tradition. 

'Ushfir: custom tax. 

(W) 

Waqf and Awqdf. Endowment 

AI-Waýiya: the Will. 

(Z) 

Zakdt: alms and charity. 

Zihýu: oath for terminating marriage. 
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Chapter (1) 

Pages: 19-47 



1. Voluntarv Work from an Islamic Perspective 

Islam is a social religion that hinges on cooperation, solidarity, and fraternity. It also 
depends on giving, spending, sacrificing and working on satisfying the needs of 
humans. Muslims are urged to engage in philanthropy, welfare and giving in different 

modes. Those principles, for which Islam calls, require cooperation between two 

parties or more, I within the framework of the Islamic social system. It is an instinct 

ingrained into the human soul by the Divine. The cornerstone of this instinct is that 

humans are social creatures who cannot live alone, but need one another, whether as 

givers or beneficiarieS2. 

Islam urges and motivates for establishing this network of cooperative relations 

among society members. In addition Islam rewards for that now and in the hereafter. 

This network is comprised of material and moral aspects, making moral and value 

aspects no less important than material ones. It is a matter of balance and harmony 

within a framework of allowed (shar-i'a) means. 

This tendency and motivation toward constructing discipline in society was the basis 

for Solidarity and Social Security System. Accordingly, it rests (as is clear from its 

name) on solidarity, cooperation, and cohesion among society members in a bid to 

confront social burdens and push society forward for further progress and prosperity. 

It is important to mention that public participation through voluntary work was the 

best tool for establishing this system. This will be discussed in detail when addressing 

concepts and definitions. Islam's encouragement of motivation for voluntarism springs 

from the vision that constructing the earth is a form of worshiping the Divine. The 

notion comes from the revelation that worshiping the Divine is the primary reason for 

the existence of humans on earth. 

Al-Khayy5t, 'Abd Al-'Azlz, Al-Taddinun Al-'Ijtimd'I F-I Al-Islam, , 
Mu'sast Al- Risala , 

Ddr Al- 

Aq4d Beirut, Lebanon, 1972, p. 292. 
2. Al-'Asal, 'Ibrdhirn, AI-Tanrni. va F-I Al-Islam, Mafa-hTm, Mandhij, Tatb7qat, , AI-Mu'sasa Al-Jdmi'ya, 

Beirut, Lebanon, 1996, p. 65. 
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The Qur'an states "I have only created Jinn and men, that they may serve me 3.11 

This synchronization between spiritual and material aspects is the most important 

characteristic of the Islamic theory of development. 
The Qur'dn states "And He has subjected to you, as from him, all that is in the 

heavens and on Earth . 
4, ' The Qur'dn also states "It is He who has made Earth 

manageable for you, so traverse you through its tracts and enjoy the sustenance which 

He furnishes. 5") 

It means that everything in this universe can be employed by humans for helping them 

to achieve the mission of worshipping the Divine through constructing the earth 

morally and materially. 

All of the said have been done to develop the society in a bid to realize prosperity for 

all human beings, both on the spiritual and practice levels. Those ambitions could not 
have be accomplished through individual effort. Collectively or teamwork is the 

required target. Therefore all society members must participate positively. This 

requires deep rooted and sophisticated potentials on economical, political, social, and 

management levels. Any failure striking those potentials will block or paralyse 

progress of the society and will be fertile ground for various social diseases 6. 

Voluntary work is a public activity. Hence every member should be aware of his/her 

responsibilities and rights as well as the role that he will play. To activate this process 

efforts should be made to involve participation of all social groups of various views, 

within a democratic atmosphere that depends on consultation (Shfira) and open 

dialogue. 

The Qur'dn states "Their affairs by mutual consultation . 
7" This positive atmosphere 

creates a sort of internal motivator within the individual, which will bring up hidden 

potentials and make individuals feel a part of decision making process. In this way 

Muslims will abandon passiveness and participate effectively, positively, and 

voluntarily in an attempt to solve the problems of society and to push toward 

3. Sara Al-Dhdriyat 51: 56. 
4. Sara AL-Jdthiya, 45: 13. 
5. Sara At- Mulk, 67: 15. 
6. Al-Asal, op. cit., p. 65. 
7. Sara Al- Shard, 42: 3 1. 
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development. This represents the philosophy of voluntary work from an Islamic 

perspective. 

That was a brief outline for first chapter, which will comprise the following: 

1.1. Concepts and definitions: will examine: 

1.1.1. Western framework for the voluntary work. 
1.1.2. Islamic framework for the voluntary work. 

1.2. Samples of terms and expressions included in the Qur'an and Sunna 

regarding voluntary work: 

1.2.1. Competition for obedience. 

1.2.2. Philanthropy. (AI-Iýsdn). 

1.2.3. Altruism. (Al-lithZar). 

1.2.4. Call for pious ness. (Al-Bir) 

1.2.5. Spending and giving (Infa-q) 

1.3. Foundations for voluntary work in Islam. 

1.4. Examples and applications from Islamic history. 

Summary. 
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1. I. Concepts and Definitions 

1.1.1. The Western Framework for Voluntary Work 

The concept of voluntary work according to the presentations of the western 
perspective revolves around the following philosophy " Happiness is all that humanity 

strives for. Times that human spends for better change is considered one of the best 

times for him. Performing something that reflects positively on others' life, will bring 

relief, comfort and self satisfaction. 8)ý 

When we review our life system in general, we note that happiness is all that human 

looks for. Despite our continued attempts (direct or indirect) to attain happiness, it still 

remains the ultimate goal for human soul9. Scholars and development specialists 

examined this concept and philosophy. They found a strong relation between the 

concept of development and voluntary work particularly from economic and social 

sides. This was based on the consideration that human is the centre of development, 

the generator of development, also the beneficiary from its results in all aspects. 

Hence, it is important to use all means, potentials and conditions to achieve happiness 

and prosperity for all humanslo. 

It is important to mention that the concept of voluntary work is similar to other 
I theoretical concepts in term of controversy' . 

Here below are groups of definitions for voluntary work that might clear this concept: 

1. The concept of voluntary work within a social development context (presented by 

the Association of Sociologists in the United States of America): " Efforts spent 

8. O'Connell, Brian, Ejjýctive Leadership in Voluntary Organizations, Walker &Company, NY, USA, 

198 1, P. 1. 
9. Mid. pp. 1-2. 

10. For more details regarding achieving success and happiness refer to Dale Carnegie publications. 
They are a group of lectures and symposia that discuss this aspect. 
11. Rdshid, M. Rdshid, AI-Tapwa% , 

Association of Sociologists, Al-Shadd, UAE, 1994, pp. 11-12. 
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by specialized or semi specialized volunteers whom they acquire experience and 
12 talent 

"Also they play effective role through participation in achieving services that aims to 
bring prosperity to individuals and societies in an integrated mode leading for the best 

benefit for the said. 13-)) 

2. The concept of voluntary work within the context of modem development 

perspective: " it is the process that aims to increase the chances for a better life for 

some people in a certain society, without causing any drop in the standard of 

living for others in that society. 1417 

3. The concept of voluntary work within the economic context: "Economic 

development is the process of elevating the level of national income, which 

entails a rise in individual income. ' 51, 

4. A comprehensive concept for voluntary work within a comprehensive 

development context: some sociologists discuss voluntary work within the 

developmental frameworks in the light of psychological and social concepts. For 

instance, developing motivation for better performance, developing potentials of 

creativity and leadership, developing educational methods and social upbringing, 

abandoning all customs and traditions that hamper productivity, work, and mental 

openness, abandoning all ethnical biases, increasing of ambition and promotion 

16 standards, and increasing dedication to education 

12 

. lbid. p. 11. 
13 

. Ibid. p. 12. 
14. Al-Jawhri, 'Abd Al- Had!, Dirdsdt F-1 Al-Tanmiya A1-Jtimd'iyya, Nahdat Al-Sharq, Cairo, Egypt, 
1982, p. 10 
15 lid, Hasan, Dird. vit Ft AI-Tanmiya wa Al-Takht Dar Al- Marifa Al- Jami1a, Alexandria, Egypt, 
1996. p. 84. In this regard, national income and per capita could not be elevated without identifying the 
needs of society and participation of its members in this process. Their participation is significant for 
implementing the required economic correction policies. It will guarantees non-resistance to any 
required changes. 
16. Al- Sarnal(iti, Nabil, '11m 'Jtimd' Al- Tanmiya, 'Ijtmj'ydt Al-', ýIm AI-Thdlith, Dar Al- Ma'fifa Al- 

Jami'la, Alexandria, Egypt, 1996, p. 34. With reference to studies of David Maclilland, Everett Hagen, 
Shom Peter, Kinkel, and Palmer. 
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5. The concept of voluntary work from the Sociological perspective: in their 
literature, sociologists indicate that voluntary work is considered one of the most 
important tools for social care. 

Some sociologists indicated that voluntary work is "a designed move to achieve 
better life for society as a whole through effective participation and initiatives of 

society members. 17"Others said, " It is serving and concern through interest in 

assisting society members. "" 

Service could be simply explained according to the following statement inscribed on a 
tomb: 

" Everything I spent is gone. 

" Everything I kept is lost. 

" Everything I spent in charity remains forever'9. (Notice the agreement between 

this saying and the Qur'Zin when states: "What is with you must vanish; What is 

with God will endure . 
20)5) 

6. Definition of voluntary work according to the UN context: " All operations that 

constitute and unite efforts of citizens and government to improve social, 

economic and cultural conditions of local communities that assure survival of the 

nation. 
21r) 

-I believe and I choose this definition to clarify the definition. 

7. Voluntary work within the framework of social service: " It is an individual effort 

spent for the sake of his society through an internal motive without expecting 

anything in return, aiming to shoulder some responsibilities in the field of 

organized social work leading to prosperity of humanity". (This definition is based 

on the assumption that chances are available for citizens to participate in 

17 

. Ibid. p 34. 
18 

. Ibid. p. 34. 
19. O'Connell, Ejftctive leadership, op. cit., p. 3. 

20 
. Sura Al-Nabl, 16: 96. 

II. Al-SamdlOti, op. cit., p. 154. 
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social efforts, which considered a characteristic enjoyed for all society members and 

at the same time is an obligation all are committed to 22. ) 

Based on the above mentioned concepts we could conclude the basic components of 
voluntary work to be: A human effort whether physical or mental, without expecting 
any material or financial reward. 
In case of receiving any return, it is made for covering operational expenses. This 

effort springs from internal motivation without any external pressure for shouldering 

any social responsibility toward society. 
Furthermore, voluntary work is based on talent and pervious experience. This does not 
prevent from training and applying scientific methods. Volunteers may participate 

mentally or physically in any society, but it is preferred that this effort is spent within 
their own society. 

1.1.2. The Islamic framework: 

Islamic culture considered the concept of voluntary work from different angles, 

whether from the verbal, jurisprudence, or terminology point of views. I shall present 
the three mentioned indications for voluntary work in Islam, and shall conclude with 

the philosophy of development in Islam and its relation to voluntary work. 

The verbal (linguistic) meaning for voluntary work: is donating. "To volunteer 

something is to donate it by one's own volition . 
231, It is obvious from this definition 

21 
. 

Rashid, op. cit., p. 12. 

23 
. Refer to the following dictionaries: 

0 Al-R5zi, Muharnmad A, Mukhtdr Al-$dbdb, Ddr Al-Kitdb AI-Ijadlth, Kuwait, 1987, p. 
400. 

" Al-Bustdni, 'Abdullah, Al-Miji, Ddr Al-Kitab Al-Lubndni, Beirut, Lebanon, 1990, pp. 
380-381. 

" Ibn Fdris, Abri-AI-Hass5n Abmad, Mujam AI-Lugha, edited by ZuhIr A. Sultan, Mu'sast 
Al-Risdia, Beirut, Lebanon, 1986, p. 589. 

" AI-Wdj7z, Majrn' At-Lugha Al-'Arabiyya, Al-Sharqiya Advertisements Company, Cairo, 
Egypt, 1980, p. 397. 
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that the concept of voluntarism hinges on the idea of unpaid initiative from a 

productive, service, administrative, or directive aspeCt24. 

2. The Legislative (shar-i'a) meaning of voluntary work is what Islam legislated in 
25 26 addition to duty 

. It is an "undutiful compliance" 

In other words it is a non-obligatory spontaneous voluntary act27. It could also be 

defined as undutiful grace with anticipation of reward from the Divine 28 
. 

most 

Muslim scholars agreed upon this meaning when interpreting the Qur'anic meaning 
291, for "... volunteer the good... 

3. Terminology Indication: at the beginning of this chapter we mentioned that Islam is 

a social religion that pays great interest to an individual's life and society as well. 

This interest is based on the rule that the individual is the nucleus of society, and 

society is the nucleus of the state. In this case any attempt to improve the individual is 

an attempt to improve society and vice versa. Islam pays attention to this network of 

relation, following a policy that takes the interests of both parties into consideration. It 

is an overlapped relation within a network of relations. But when a contradiction 

occurs between the interests of individual and society. Islam gives primary concern to 

30 society . It is the interest of the group that comes first. 

24 
. Bader, 'AbdulMun'im M., "'Ald- Tatawa' Wa 'Aýddlh Al-, ýlm Al-'Isldmi ", Majalat Al-Muslim Al- 

Wdfir, volume 33,1882, p. 122. 
25. Qaldji, Muhammad R. & Qunaibi, Hamid S., Mu jam Lughat Al-Fuqahd, Dar Al-NAfa'is, Beirut, 

Lebanon, 1985, p. 134. 
26 

. Mashat, Usdma H., Al-Khadmat AI-TaPawuyya, Al-Mafa-him wa AI-TatbTqdt,. Pilgrimage Research 
Centre, Mecca, Saudi Arabia, 1996, p. 1. He indicated that Al-Azhdri identified voluntary work as what 
is donated by one's own volition, and not imposed as duty. 
27 

. AI-Hdti, Y5suf A. &'Asir-i, Khalid E., MashrtViyat AI-Khadmdt AI-Tapwuyya F-I Al-Qur'dn wa Al- 
Sunna wa F-I Sirat AI-Salqj'Al-ýdliý, Mecca, Saudi Arabia, 1996, P 2. He indicated that the scholar 
(Bin Man? 0r) referred the same meaning in his Dictionary (Lisdn Al-Arab) volume 8, p. 243. 
28 

. 
Ibid. p. 3. 

29 
. 
Silra Al- Baqara, 2: 158. 

. 10. Al-'Asal, op. cit., p. 65. 
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The social philosophy of Islam springs from concentrating on unity, from massing, 
and collecting people together. Besides discarding segregation and individuality. 
The Prophet states: "Believers in their amicability, mercy, and sympathy are like a 
body, if one organ complains all organs call upon each other for awake and in 

fever. 3h, 

He also said: "Believers are like a building for each other, one supports another. 321, 

There is a great deal of pushing toward unity, solidarity, incitement, and keeping away 
from individuality. This move toward solidarity is an attempt to build a solid society 

that would be able to push the wheel of construction. 

Springing from those values and concepts, we could conclude that the Terminology 

Indication for voluntary work rotates around the idea that charity, welfare, and 
benefiting others are instincts ingrained into the human soul by the Divine. At the 

same time, volunteers hope for the bliss of eternity and satisfaction from the Divine 33 
. 

The act of voluntary work has two aspects "Doing welfare and performing positive 

activities from one side, refraining from doing evil, and adverse practices, and 

resisting them from the other side"34 . 

To bestow a sort of modernization on the Terminology Indication, therefore, we could 

say that: "Voluntary work is the process through which an individual could play a 

significant role in life of society. At the same time volunteer has the opportunity to 

participate in the process of goal setting for that society, by determining the best 

35- methods to accomplish those goals within the legal and juristic framework . 

31 
., Ayyab, Hasan Al-Sullik Al-'Ijtimd'iF-i Al-Islam, , Ddr Al-Nddwd, Beirut, Lebanon, 1983, Pp. 301 - 

302. 
32 

. Ibid. p. 301. 
33. Al-Hdti, &'AsTr-i, op. cit., p. 1. 
34 

. 
Bader, op. cit., p. 124. 

3 -. AI-Jawhri, op. cit., p. 144. 
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When examining those denotations, we found that they revolve around generating and 

motivating individuals to develop their society through positive participation. Due to 

this participation people will be engaged in the process of running their society, it is a 

major characteristic of democracy and on the other hand it is a practical method to 

accomplish proposed goals and to guarantee achieving change without any resistance. 
All those aspects will create loyalty and sense of belonging among members of 

society and will generate them toward proper societal development. 

Through a careful follow up and comparison between the denotations of voluntarism 

and development, we find that Islam connected the two concepts. It considered 

voluntary work as a tool for development. This is the "Islamic Perspective of 

Development", which is determined by the following factorS36: 

1. Doctrine ('Aq-lda): it is the base of Islamic methodology. It determines the 

relationship and view between the individual and Creator. Tawbid is the centre of 

doctrine. It is the assurance that there is no God but God, and that God is not 

comparable with no one 37 
. The Qur'dn states: "If there were, in the heavens and 

earth, other Gods besides God, there would have been confusion in both 

worlds3"'. The Divine is the creator of everything. From the principle of Tawýid 

and the feeling of connection to Divine the creator, all absolute values result. 

With TawbTd seen as the primary origin that formulated the Islamic perspective in 

general, it is useful to explore the impact of Tawbid upon the actual life of Islamic 

society in the following fields: economic, politics, and culture. 

0 In economic field: The Divine is the actual owner of everything. The Qur'an 

states: "To God belongs all in the heavens and earth. 39- The human is a manager who 

runs the property of the Divine. Humans could not manage it according to their 

desires and wishes. They could not destroy it or spoil it or even leave it without 

36. AWAsal, op. cit., pp. 63-64. 

37. Garaudy, Roger, The Vivid Islam, translated by Daldl B, Pahir and Muhammad K. Pahir, Dar Al- 

Balr5ni, Beirut, Lebanon, 1995, p. 17. 
38. Sýra Al- Anbiyd', 21: 22. 

39 
. 

Sara Al Baqdrd, 2: 284. 
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investment nor should they hoard. The Qur'An states: " Who bury gold and silver and 

spend it not in the way of God: announce unto them a most grievous penalty. 
405$ 

All Qur'dnic teachings urge Muslims to give, whether in form of Zakde' or in forrn 

of voluntary donations. Those teachings aim to prevent the accumulation of wealth in 

one cast of the society, while others are suffering. For that reason the Divine has 

forbidden every social system that causes or permits political caste 42 
. The Qur'an 

states: " When we decide to destroy a population, we first send a definite order for 

those among them who are given the good things of this life and yet transgress; so 

that the world is proved true against them: then it is we destroy them utterl Y. 431, 

In the political field: The Prophet established a new style of society. It was not 
built on race, policy of the market, mutual culture, or even mutual history. This 

society was built on faith ('! man) and a quick response to the call of the Divine. The 

comprehensive meaning of Tawý! d indicates that unity is the logo that generates 
Islamic society. Unity of leadership and the Muslim nation since the early days of 

the Prophet were reflections of Tawbid. This tendency toward unity aims at 

collecting all efforts of the society together in order to achieve better results in all 

aspects. Therefore to ensure suitable Participation of the public, the principle of 

consultation (Sh-ara) would be the appropriate tool to employ. 

Shfira was widely used in the early days of the Islamic State, at all fields and levels. 

The form of consultation between head of state and society members differs 

according to change in time and places. The early Islamic State utilized direct shard 
by surveying the people's opinion. After that, it took the form of indirect shfird 

40. 
- Taf Sara Al iba, 9: 34. 

41 
- It is one of the five pillars of Islam. Actually it is a financial duty; legalized in the second year after 

Hijra. Shari'a allocates 2.5% as the Nisab for Zakdt. The Qur'dn indicates Zakat 33 times in different 

verses. More details regarding Zakdt refer to 'Abdil'al, Ahmad 'Abdit'al, AI-Takdful Al-'Ijtimd'I F-t Al- 
Islam, Arab Company for Publication and Distribution, Cairo, Egypt, 1997, pp. 114-115. 
42 

. Garaudy, op. cit., p. 20. 
43 

. 
S(ira Al Isra', 17: 16. 
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through representatives (governors, rulers, and consultant committees) of Islamic 
States. 

It can be understood that Shfira was the basic form for democracy, whereby according 
to the process of democracy people must be consulted in running their country. That 
led to the formation of the political structure of the Islamic State and nature of 
relations between all parts of this structure. 

In the cultural field: Absolute knowledge is a Divine characteristic. Yet, at the 

same time Islam urges all humans to study and investigate, to discover fields of 
knowledge. 

Islamic civilization witnessed a great cultural movement, particularly in the field of 

translating and incorporating the ancient cultures of Greece, Rome, Persia, and India. 

This mixture with ancient cultures resulted in a new culture with new dimensions 

directed by the Islamic perspective. Science, medicine, engineering and other 

scientific fields witnessed the same progress, whereas history is full of exampleS44. 

We can conclude that Islamic doctrine aims to build Tawbid of the Creator, which 

means that humans are deriving their legislation and regulations from one source. This 

sole source of legislation ensures protection of individuals from contradictions and 
differences. Perfect ness is a characteristic of the Divine, so all Divine directions are 

perfect and suitable for humans on all levels. As long as individuals obey and 
implement those directions with sincerity and a good intention. This kind of 

obedience is considered as worshipping of the Divine. This is why Tawbid became 

the foundation of the Islamic general outlook on life. 

Having examined the impact of Tawbid in determining the Islamic perspective of 
development, I will proceed to the other factors: 

2. Concepts: they are the views of Islam when interpreting issues springing from 

doctrine and actual practices. This interpretation may change according to time, 

44. Examples of Muslims scholars excelled in various aspects of sciences such as: Ibn Sina, Al-R5LzI, 

Ibn Khaldan, Ibn Al-Hayytham, Ibn Rushd, Ibn Batata ... etc. 
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place, and circumstance. The interest of society and individuals plays a significant 
role in determining those concepts. 

3. Sympathies and Feelings: these play a significant role in human life. Islam 
encourages these attitudes among people to guarantee cohesion, and happiness of 
a society. 

4. Financial Policy: it is not only adequate financing of expenditures, but also 
achieving social sponsorship and solidarity. 

5. Criminal Legislation: it is to achieve safety, peace, and tranquillity in the society. 

6. Discipline (Ethics): it is one of the major characteristics of Islam, whereby mental 

and spiritual aspects are in balance with the material condition. 

Furthen-nore Islam presents its ideas about development as part of a succession 

process (the succession of humans on earth). The Qur'dn states: "It is He who has 

produced you from earth and settled you . 
4517 

lmdm Ali Bin Aby Tdlib states in his message to the governor of Egypt: "Let your 

efforts be concentrated on constructing earth more than collecting Kharaj because that 

would not be achieved except by construction. Anyone asking for Kharaj without 

constructing the land would destroy the Muslims property. 465-, 

The purpose for examining all of the above mentioned factors beginning from 

Doctrine through Tawbid, concepts, sympathies, financial policy, criminal legislation 

and discipline was to clear the idea of maintaining and developing the society to 

achieve the notion of construction the earth which Islam calls ('Im, 7ul Al-'Ard). It is at 
the same time the philosophy of development in Islam. 

This attempt to clarify the concept of development will assist in forming the definition 

of development, which will assist in connecting this definition with voluntary work. 

45 

. Sara Had, 11: 6 1. 
46. Al-'Asal, op. cit., p. 66, 
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"Development is a comprehensive social and economic reconstruction process within 
a different model, which has its own opportunity, ideals, and distinguished 

prerogatives. It is a model with its own values. 
47ý1 

Depending on the above definition, the characteristics of development in Islam"can 

be highlighted as following: 

1. Comprehensiveness and balance in all fields meaning that Islam includes all 

aspects of life whether in secular life or the hereafter. 

2. Realism, which means that teachings were benchmarking actual circumstances in 

each society. In other words, what might be applicable in this society, might not 

necessarily be applicable in another. 

3. Justice: the Islamic system is based on justice. The Qur'an states: "God commands 
49,, 

justice, the doing of good . 

4. Responsibility: is a general rule in Islam. The Prophet said: "All are patrons and 
50,, 

all are responsible for subjects, 

5. Sufficiency: is the ability to fulfil people's needs. In order to achieve this key 

people will be responsible for realizing the comprehensive meaning of 

construction. 

6. Human beings are the target of development: according to the Islamic perspective 

human are the most sublime creatures on earth. This fact was assured in various 

47 
. A]-Ab5d!, 'Abdulsalam, "Majhi7m Al-Tanmi a: Al-'Hddj'wa Al-'Utr", Seminar of Development Y 

from Islamic Perspective, Amman, Jordan, 1991, Volume 2, p. 665. 
48 

. 'Abmad, KhQrshlid, Economical Developmentfrom Islamic Perspective, , translated by Rafiq Al- 

MwT, Centre of Scientific Publication, University of King 'Abdul 'Aziz, Saudi Arabia, 1987, pp. 104 - 
106. 
49 

.S Fira A I-Nab 1,16: 90 

50. Al-Qurtubi, Al-Ami'li 'Aýkdm AI-Qur'dn, volume 5. 
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places in the Qur'an and Sunna. Hence all creatures are facilitated for the benefit 

of human. 

It is important to note that Islam came with middle distance policy. It balanced the 
interest of capital and workers. It encourages business to grow without abusing 

workers, through regulations and laws for owners and workers. Islam urges to 
implement the true intention of creation. 
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1.2 SgDples of Terms and E"ressions included in the 'an and 
Sunna 

Islam has diversified in using the concept of voluntary work contained in the Qur'an 

or in Sunna. This was to enable a comprehensive system of philanthropy for the 

benefit of individuals and society. Besides, this diversity led for more scope in 

understanding the dimensions of voluntary work, which led to an abundance in its 

application and a multiplicity in methods and tools of voluntarism. It also gave wider 

scope for dealing with the requirements of societies according to changes of times, 

eras and environments. The following are samples of terms and expressions used in: 

A) The Qurdn: 

1.2.1. Competition for obedience: the Qur'dn states: "To each is a goal to which the 

Divine turns him; then strive together (as in a race) towards all that is good. 51" 

1.2.2. Philanthropy (Al-Ibs5n): the Qur'an states: "And spend of your substance in the 

cause of the Divine, and make not your own hands contribute to (your) destruction; 

but do good; for Divine loveth those who do good. "" 

SQra Al-Baqara, 2: 149. 

41-Muntakhab F-1 Taftir Al-Qur'dn, Higher Council of Islamic Affairs, Cairo, Egypt, edition 
17,1993, p. 33, said: "for every nation there is a Qibla to head for when praying according to 
its previous creed. There is no preference in that. The preference is in obedience and doing 

good and philanthropy so do the welfare and compete in that, " 

Also the same meaning was given in Al-$dbani, Muhammad, $qfwat Al-Tafdsir, volume 1, 

Ddr Al-Qur'fin Al-Kar-im, Beirut, Lebanon, 198 1, p. 104. 
Qutb, Sayyid F-1 Zildl AI-Qurdn, Ddr AI-ShurWq, Beirut, Lebanon, 1995, p. 136. Describes it 

as "seriousness that all sayings and falsehoods are belittled", 
52 Sfira A]-Baqara, 2: 195. 

Qutb, op. cit., p. 192 explained this verse as follows "Withholding spending for the sake of 
Divine will ruins the individual due to stinginess, also ruins the group due to disability and 

weakness in particular within a system that depends on voluntarism, as it is the case with 
Islam. The standard of philanthropy is the highest in Islam. When the self reaches this 

standard, it performs all modes of obedience, rules out all inhibitions and observes the 

commandments of Divine, whether concerning major or minor matters, in secret or open as 

well. " 
Al-$db(ini, op. cit., p. 127 referred to the following meaning "Spend for all facets of good 
deeds and do not be stingy in spending, because you will perish. Do grace concerning all your 

works so that Divine will love you and you be his close holy men. " 
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1.2.3. Altruism (Al-'Ithdr)-. the Qur'dn states: "But give them preference over 

themselves, even though poverty was their (own jot). 53- 

1.2.4. Call for pious ness (Al-Bir): the Qur'an states: " By no means shall you attain 

righteousness unless you give freely. 54ýi 

1.2.5. Spending and giving (Infaq) Qur'dn states: " The parable of those who spend 
their substance in the way of God is that of a grain of com; it groweth seven 

ears, and each ear has a hundred grains. God giveth manifold increase to 

whom he pleaseth: and God careth for all and He knoweth all things. 55v) 

53 
. Rua Al- Ijashr, 59: 9. 

" Qutb, op. cit, pp. 3526-3527 explained this verse as following "altruism with need is a 
supreme manner. This has been attained by Al-Anýar or supporters of the Prophet in a way 
unprecedented before. They took the same position every fime and in every case in an 
extraordinary manner not accustomed by humans whether in the old or modem time. " 

" Al-$db5ni, op. cit., p. 352 stated "That is they prefer others as to money over themselves, even 
if they were in need. Their altruism is not based on being able to do without the money, but 
based on their need and poverty, and this is the extreme of altruism. " 

54 
. S(ira 'Ali-'Imrdn, 3: 92. 

, 41-Muntakab, op. cit., p. 85 indicated that " that believers will not have full welfare which they ask for 
and which Divine approves for them, unless they give and spend from what they like for the sake of 
Divine in different ways. Qutb, op. cit., pp. 424-425 indicated that Muslims understood at that time the 
meaning of this Divine direction. They were keen on attaining philanthropy, which is collective 
welfare, by relinquishing what they like and giving the good for the money, with generosity and 
willing by themselves awaiting what is greater and best. At this path most of them proceeded 
responding to the directions of Divine who guided them to welfare in all, when he guided them to 
Islam. By responding to this guidance they liberated themselves from the slavery of money, the 
stinginess of the self and selfishness. Thus exalting themselves according to this bright and lofty 
progress to freedom and liberty. 
5 5. Siira Al- Baqara, 2: 261. 

Al-$5b5ni, op. cit p. 168 said regarding this verse: This is an example, which Divine presented, to 
multiply the reward for those who give seeking the content of Divine. The charity is multiplied by ten 
and ups to seven hundred times. Almighty Divine multiplies the reward for anyone he wants. 
According to the condition of giver in term of his sincerity and intention. 
Qutb, op. cit., p. 306, said: the vivid scene presented in the Qur'dn is wider, prettier, more agitating for 
feelings, and more influential for the conscience (he means metal and mathematical theme of 
multiplicity of one grain to seven hundred grains). It is the scene of growing life, scene of living 
nature, scene of giving agriculture and the unique scene in world of botany. Imagine the stem that 
carries seven ears, and the ear that contain one hundred grain. In this parade of development and giving 
life, human conscience proceeds toward giving and spending. The wave of giving and development 
proceed in its way to multiply the feelings that agitated by the scene of planting and yield. Divine 

multiplies for any one he wants. Multiplies form his livelihood that nobody knows its limits and 
multiplies mercy that nobody knows its limits. 
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Having reviewed samples from the Qur'dn to clarify concept of voluntary work, I 

shall examine sayings of the Prophet used in his Sunna 56: 

B) Sunna: 

1.2. LCompetition for obedience: the Prophet states: " Initiate good deeds before dark 
51,, 

nights intrigues. 

1.2.2. Philanthropy (Al-lbsan): the Prophet states: "The Divine imposed philanthropy 

on everything. 5' 

1.2.3. Altruism (Al-Ith5x): "A man came to the Prophet requesting to be the Prophet's 

guest. The Prophet sent for his wives looking for any available food. Nothing was 
found. Then he proposed that his companions comfort the guest. One of them 

volunteered. The companion took the guest home, telling his wife to prepare dinner. 

She replied that the only food available was their children's food. He asked her to 

occupy the children with anything, and when they asked for dinner put them to sleep. 

At the moment the guest entered, the companion put the light off. He and his family 

sat down pretending that they were eating, while the guest was having his dinner. The 

family slept hungry that night. The next morning, the host went to Prophet who said to 

him: "The Divine was surprised by what you did for your guest last night. 59" 

1.2.4. Call for pious ness (Al-Bir): the Prophet states: "0 humans, doing good is 

better for you, and upholding it is evil for you, and you will not be blamed for 

subsistence. Begin with whom you sustain, giving is better than taking. 6019 

56. AI-Ghazah, Mubamad, KhuluqAl- Muslim, Dar AI-QaIam, Damascus, Syria, 1994, p. 13. 
57. Al- Nawawi, Riyd4 Al-$dlih7n Min Kaldm Sayyid Al- Mursal-In, edited by 'Abdullah A. Abu 

Zainah, Wakalat Al-Matbi'dt (Kuwait), Dar Al- Qalam, Beirut (Lebanon), p. 54, 
58 

. Encyclopaedia Na4rat Al- Na7m, prepared by group of experts supervised by $dlih b. Humaid and 
'bdulrahm5n b. MalUh. Dar Al- Wasila Printing and Publication, Riyadh, Saudi Arabia, 1998, p. 84. 
59. Al- Nawawl, op. cit., p. 21 1. 

'50. EncyclopaediaNa4ratAI-Na'lm, Chapter on Philanthropy, p. 1010. 
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1.2.5. Spending and giving (Infaq): the Prophet states: " Ward off fire even by a cleave 

of a date. 61)v 

By examining those landmarks that confirm voluntarism we find that Islam depends 

on two basic ideologies: First: encouragement to serve people. Second: inhibition of 

evil (resisting evil and acting against it)62 
. By implementing those two ideologies in 

ones life, heaven will be the reward on the day of judgment. In addition to happiness 

and safety in secular life. Actually, this is the benefit to be gained from applying the 

concept of voluntarism. When referring to the meanings of the Qur'anic verses and the 
Prophet sayings that covered the issue of voluntarism, we notice that Islam underlined 
the greatness of this work. 

Diversity and multiplicity signified this importance. Beside the deepness of 

expressions and terms used to generate hidden powers performing good and curbing 

evil. Whether by sayings or doings. The message that Islam is attempting to convey 
hinges on personal initiative, in a bid to interact according to the requirements of the 

era, with taking part of its responsibility. 
Also Islam is emphasizes the underlining importance of the participation of all society 

members in the process of social development, each according to his potentials and 

capabilities. The Qur'dn states: " On no soul doth the Divine place a burden greater 

than it can bear. 63-- 

61. Al- Nawawi, op. cit., p. 207. 
62 

. Bader, op. cit., p. 125. 
63. SCira Al- Baqara, 2: 286. 
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1.3. Foundations of the Voluntary Work in Islam 

Islam has provided the main principles and rules for human life) while leaving their 

application goes according to human need. The Islamic philosophy of life comprises 
doctrine ('Aq-ida) and behaviour, that is what's related to spirit as well as to material 
life. It can be observed that Islamic law (shar-i'a) with all its directions seems to cover 

all aspects that compose spiritual ethics as well social and political 

aspeCtS64 Noluntary work appears as an important tool to support these aspects. 

Despite social economic, and cultural obstacles facing the Islamic World, it is still 

f IIOWS65: possible to observe the cornerstones of Islamic voluntary work as 0 

1. The Islamic value system represents heritage and principles. They are considered 

as basic foundations for voluntary work that has developmental dimension. The 

Qur'an states: " Help you one another in righteousness and piety. 661,1 

2. Human beings represent the core of voluntary work. Whereby work is the method 

and human benefit is the goal. The Qur'an states: "We have honoured the sons of 

Adam; provided them with transport on land and sea; given them for sustenance 

things good and pure; and conferred on them special favours, above a great part of 

Our Creation. 6755 

3. Assistance and aid presented to the poor and needy is considered their right not a 

privilege. Help should be presented with respect and dignity toward the recipient. 

The Qur'dn states: " And those in whose wealth is a recognized right. For the 

68 (needy) who asks and him is prevented for some reason from asking 

64. Al-Jawhri, op. cit., pp. 253-254. 

65. Ibid, pp. 254-257. 

66. Sara Al- Md'ida, 5: 2. 

67 Sara Al- 'Isra', 17: 70. 

68 Sara Al-Ma'drij, 70: 24-25. 
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4. Cooperation is an essential part of the social system. The Qur'an states: " Help 

you one another in righteousness and piety, but help you not one another in sin 
69,, and rancour: fear God: for God is strict in punishment. 

5. Social justice is a base for the progress Of SoCietY70. The Qur'dn states: " Divine 

commands justice, the doing of good, and liberality to kith and kin, and He forbids 

all shameful deeds, and injustice and rebellion: He instructs you, that you may 

receive admonition .7 
"' The Prophet states: " Beware of injustice, because injustice 

is dimness on resurrection day. "" 

6. Public Participation is one of the factors for the success of activities. It secures 
progress of work according to the designed targets. Also it guarantees non- 
diversion from planned objectives. Individuals will not resist this work, due to 

their participation in its design and implementation. The Qur'dn states: "... and 

consult them in affairs (of moment). Then when you have taken a decision, put 

your trust in the Divine, God loves those who put their trust in Him. 731, 

7. Openness to the experiences of others: Islam encourages followers to benefit from 

other civilizations. It prefers individuals who intermingle with others, and do not 

remain closed in outlook. Whilst keeping in mind and preserving the Islamic 

character and identity. 

The Prophet states: " wisdom is the target of believer, wherever finds he/she finds it, 

he/she is the most deserving to have it. 7415 

8. Establishing motivation and incentive systems: this is an important issue for 

people to accept and adopt the concept of voluntarism. 

69. SQra Al- Md'ida, 5: 2. 

70. Qutb, Sayyid, A I-Addla A I-'Ijtimd'iyya F-1 A I-Islam, Dar Al- ShurFaq 
, 

Beirut, Lebanon, 1978. 

71. Sara AI-Naýl, 16: 90. 

72 Al-Nawawi, op. cit., p. 99. 

73 SOra AH- 'Imrdn, 3: 159. 

74. Al-Ghazali, op. cit., p. 234. 
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The Qur'dn states: "We shall not suffer to perish the reward of any that do a single 

righteous deed. 75" The also Qur'dn states: " And to all are (assigned) degrees 

according to the deeds which they (have done), and in order that (Divine) may 

recompense their deeds, and no injustice to be done to them. l6v) 

9. Working towards making positive change in order to establish a prosperous and 
happy society. In order to accomplish this change, there is a great need to gather 

all potentials of society. Note that this process of change hide into the society 
itself and its members as well. The Qur'dn states: "Verily never will the Divine 

change, the condition of people until they change it themselves (with their own 

SOUIS77. ) 

10, Participation of women within the Islamic framework: Al-RabT'Bint Mu'awwth 

said: "During wars while accompany the Prophet, we used to provide people with 

water, serve them, treating the injured, and taking the dead back to Mad-ina. 7811, 

The above were the foundations of voluntary work as viewed from Islamic 

perspective. Following, are some examples from Islamic history that might bring this 

theoretical presentation to reality in the form of daily practices of Muslims through 

ages. 

75 
. SiIra Al- Kahf, 18: 30. 

76 
. 

SCira Al-'Abqdf, 46: 19. 

77. S[ira Al- Ra'd, 13: 11. 

78 
. Al-Khayyat, op. cit., p. 139. 
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1.4. Examples and Applications from the Islamic 

Having shown that voluntary work is deep rooted in Islam, I think it is plausible to 
present some examples and applications from Islamic history. I shall start with the 
Prophet whose life was full of giving and who serves as a model for Muslims. When 
he was asked about that giving, he answered: " If I have gold as high as Tbud 

mountain, I will be glad if three nights will not pass without spending it all except 
keeping some to pay my debts". " 

The continuous giving for the sake of the Divine was at the centre of the Prophet's 

character and distinguished personality. This generosity in his character led Muslim 

scholars to enrich Islamic library with literature that described the ethical and 
behavioural side of the Prophet. Generally speaking, the common factor was unlimited 

giving, and according to the term used in this research it is voluntary work. 
This spirit of unlimited giving was transferred to all of his followers. The Qur'dn 

states: "You have indeed in the Apostle of God a beautiful pattern (of conduct) for any 

one whose hope is in God and the Final Day, and who engages much in the praise of 

God. 80" 

Muslims gave good examples of unlimited donations, giving, and voluntary work. 
Their biographies are full of examples through all ages. 

The following are samples voluntary applications from Islamic history: 

1. The story of the Prophet Mfisd when he helped the daughters of Prophet Shu'lb by 

watering their goats8'. 

2. The story of the Prophet Yfisuf who volunteered to be in charge of Treasury 

during the era of drought. He was seeking the institution of justice amongst 
82 

people . 

'9. M-Bukhdri, $aýib Al-Bukhdri, Kitdb Al-Riq5q 61,5963. 
80. S(ira Al-Abziib, 33: 2 1. 
81. Ibn Kathir, Qaýaý Al-Anbiyd', edited by Muhammad 'bdul'ziz, Dar AI-Kutub, Al-'Imlih, Beirut, 

Lebanon, 1985, pp. 257-336, 
82 

. Ibid. pp. 478-537. The story of the Prophet Yfisuf 
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3. 'AbQ Bakr Al-$idd-iq used to milk goats in his neighbourhood. When he became 
the first Caliph after the death of the Prophet, one woman said: "Surely, now he 
will not milk them any more. 'AbQ Bakr replied: "I will do, and I hope that what I 

83- am doing now will not turn me from doing something I used to do before. 

4. 'Umar Bin Al-Khatab approved social security not just for needy and poor 
Muslims, but for all people. Abu Yfisuf narrated the story of 'Umar and the old 
Jew. He was blind and begging people to give him anything. 'Umar was sad to see 
him, then he told the treasurer to give the blind Jew and others what they needed, 
to keep them away from begging 84 

. He also ordered that the needs of some 
85 Christians suffering from leprosy be fulfilled . 

5. 'Ali Bin 'Ab! Talib used to say: " Fulfilling the needs of a Muslim is dearer to me 

than an earth full of gold and silver. 
86ýi 

6. Jalfar b. 'Ab! Talib was the most sympathetic to the poor and needy. The Prophet 

used to call him Father of poor and stricken 87 
. 

7. Khdlid b. Al-Walid sent a letter to the people of Al-IjIra in Irdq which included: 

"any old and unable to work (he meant anyone whether Muslim or non Muslim), 

suffering from any epidemic, or was rich and became poor receiving charity from 

his relatives, his Jizya (poll tax) will be cancelled and will be paid from the 

8 1ý Muslim treasury as long as he resides within the Islamic stateg . 

83 
. Mashat, op. cit., p. 18. 

84, AI-Sa'! d, Labib, Al-'Amal Al-'Ijtimd'i, Muqadima Li Dirdsat Mbddi'ha Al-lsldmiyya, Dar 'Ukdz 
Printing Publication, Riyadh, Saudi Arabia, 1980, p. 196. 
85 
'. Ibid. p. 196. 
86 

., Ayyab, op. cit., p 311. 
87 

* Al-Bukhari, op. cit., Chapter on Morals of Fffar b. Ab! Tdlib, (7/57). 

88 
. Al-'Asal, op. cit., p., p 68. 
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8. Ibn Ija? m (Muslim scholar) said: "The rich of any country must support the poor 
(it is an obligation). The ruler must force them when Zakat(compulsory 

contribution) to cover the cost. Their need for sufficient food must be fulfilled. 
Suitable clothes for winter and summer, in addition to a shelter that protects them 
from rain, sun, and the looks of passers by. '9" 

9. The Grammarian 'Aba Sa'ld Al-Ijasan Bin 'Abdutlah Al-$Irafi who worked in 
teaching and judiciary in the city of Firaf, was known for not receiving any 

payment for this work9o. 

10. The Minister Abfi Shuja' who held office during the days of 'Ab5si Caliph (Al- 

Muqtad7i Billah), was known as being fair and just. When his term of office ended, 

he used to sweep the floor of the mosque, fix the mats, and lights lanterns9l of 

mosque of the Prophet in Madlina of which he neighbour. 

11. Islamic voluntary work is not restricted to humanity but also covers animals as 

well. The story of the prostitute and the thirsty dog is. Whereby a prostitute saw a 

thirsty dog on a hot day, near water well. She took off her shoe, filling it with 

water, and presented it to the dog to drink. This charitable deed led to Divine 

forgiveness for all her sins. 92 We could conclude that Islam founded the base for 

the new term of kindness to animals. 

In present days examples take another form. It is not an individual effort, it has 

become an institutional effort in the form of establishing non-profit organizations all 

over the Muslim World. 

89 
. Ibid. p 68. 

90. Mashat, op-cil-, p- 19. 
91. Ibid. p. 21. 
92. Al-Ghazali, op-cit., p. 225. 
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The following are some examples of that concern: 

On the local level: there is a growing number of voluntary organizations working in 
various fields. This is in addition to the voluntary efforts of individuals all over the 
Islamic World 93 

. 

At regional level: the appearance of coordination and cooperation among voluntary 

organizations, especially during disasters and crisis 94 
. 

On the International level: the establishment of the Organization of Islamic 
Conference (OIC) came as a result of the feeling of necessity to build an economic5 
political, social cooperation among Islamic countries. The offshoot of the OIC was a 
group of specialized organizations95 

93 The following are numbers of voluntary organizations in some Islamic Countries: 
" Bahrain: 66 (1992). 
" Egypt: 13239 (1991). 

Jordan: 587 (1992). 
Kuwait: 55 (1992). 

" Lebanon: 1302 (1993). 
" Morocco: 159 (1993). 
" Palestine: 444 (1992). 
" Qatar: 3 (1988). 
" Saudi Arabia: 125 (1992). 

Sudan: 262 (1991). 
Oman: 16 (1989). 
Syria: 628 (1992). 
Tunis: 5286 (1993). 
United Arab Emirates: 89 (1992) 
Yemen: 223 (1992). 

refer to Qandil, 'Arridni, Citizens, Civicus, World Assembly, Washington D. C., USA, 1994, p. 163. 
94 

. Example for natural disasters in some Islamic countries: the floods of Bangladesh, Afghanistan, 
Somalia, and the Africa Famine. 
95 

. 
Organizations of Islamic Conference: 

Financial Organizations: Islamic Development Bank. 
Political Organizations: General Secretariat for the organization of Islamic Conference. 
Da'wa Organizations: World Muslim League. 
Relief Organizations: International Council for Relief and Da'wa. 

0 Science Organizations: Islamic Jurisprudence (Fiqh) Complex, Qur'dn Scientific Miracles 
Complex, and the Islamic Universities in the following countries: Malaysia, MadTna (Saudi 
Arabia), Niger, Uganda, and Pakistan. 
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1.5. Summ 

1. The main objective of this chapter was to search for the foundations of voluntary 
work whether from Western or Islamic perspectives. Naturally this will exhibit 
dimensions, similarities and differences of both concepts. The Western perspective 
raises various definitions for voluntary work according to different concerns 
whether economic, social, or developmental. In addition to concerns related to 
United Nations presentations, and also definitions within the framework of social 
work. 

Generally speaking, all of those definitions agreed on the fact that voluntary work 
is a human effort (whether physical or mental), delivered by individuals without 
expecting any return. Where there is a material return; it could be considered for 

covering some expenditure. In addition this effort springs from an internal motive 
without any external pressure, seeking to shoulder social responsibility for certain 
parts of society and presenting proper support. 

Regarding Islam's perspective, it presents a linguistic definition that depends on 

social responsibility, selection, free will, and motivation. It also presents a 
legislative definition, which states that voluntary work is the work performed 

without compulsion, not imposed but recommended, depends on personal 
initiatives and seeks reward from the Divine. Finally the terminological concept 

views Islam as social religion that pays attention to individual's lives and society 

as well. But society's interest is the ultimate priority. Naturally, this kind of care 

will guarantee society's cohesion. 

2. It was essential to highlight characteristics of development in Islam after 

observing the direct connection between voluntary work and development. Those 

characteristics were comprehensiveness, balance, justice, sufficiency, 

responsibility, human welfare, and realism. 
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As evidences, group of examples and applications from the Qur'dn and Sunna 

were submitted in this part of the research. It was an attempt to prove the grass 
rooting of voluntary work in Islam. The diversity in terms used in the Qur'dn and 
Sunna to indicate voluntary work is clear. This diversity will allow wider 
understanding, which will broaden fields of work and base of beneficiaries. 

4. Discovering the foundations of voluntary work ingrained in Islam was important 

to differentiate between the Islamic system and other systems . Those foundations 

were classified as follow: 

9 Islamic value system as states in the Qur'dn and Sunna. 

9 Human being is the target of that work. 

* Assistance and support is considered to be the right not the privilege of needy. 

* Enforcing social justice among individuals. 

* Openness to others' experiences whilst preserving Islamic identity. 

9 Building a motivation system, whether in secular life or the hereafter. 

9 Establishing positive change. 

e Encouraging public participation. 

9 Encouraging the participation of women. 

When evaluating the above foundations of voluntary work in Islam, I concluded the 

following: 

0 They comprise a psychological, financial, social, technical, and physiological 

dimension. 

0 They seek to guarantee the completion of a voluntary work structure, which is 

mentioned within Islamic developmental philosophy. 
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5. Finally, this chapter ended by submitting a group of actual voluntary applications 
from Islamic history. Whose service was not limited to human beings only, but 

also covered animals as well. 

It is worth mentioning that voluntary work nowadays follows an institutional 

framework through establishing organizations concerned with this kind of work. 
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Chapter (2) 

Pages: 48-80 



2. The Islamic ContgpMorarv Status of Voluntary Work 

In chapter (1) 1 attempted to show the foundations of voluntary work through viewing 

terms, concepts, and the basis of voluntary work from both Islamic and Western 

perspectives. 
In this chapter, I shall examine the geographical, economic, social and human 

background of the Islamic World, in order to identify the importance of its 

international position. I shall also glance at potentials within the Islamic World 

whether at the economic, social or human level. 

Consequently, this chapter will comprise of the following topics: 

2.1. General introduction and background. 

2.2. Reasons for backwardness and obstacles of development in the Islamic world. 

2.3. The current situation of Islamic voluntary work. 

2.4. Summary. 
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1. General Introduction and Background 

The Islamic world" enjoys a strategic location with huge natural and human 

potentials. The following overview might assist in completing a mental picture to 
show the importance of its resources and location. 

2.1. I. Geographical Position 97 : 

The Islamic World occupies extensive areas of Asia and Africa, whereas Mecca is 
considered the heart of the Muslim World. This area extends from longitude 141-5PE, 
the eastern boundary of the Republic of Indonesia, to 17-30PW, near Cape Verde, on 
which Dakar, the capital of Senegal, stands now. In other words, the Islamic World 

extends 158-45P of longitude. It also extends from latitude 13PS, the southern border 

of the Republic of Comoro, to 42-15P N, the northern border of Turkey. It spans 55- 
15P of latitude, with the equator in the southern sector and the Tropic of Cancer in the 

northern part of the globe. This location places most Islamic states within the tropics, 

with their diverse climatic and vegetation patterns and the rest within warm and 

moderate zones. As a result of this extensive geographical range, Islamic states 

encompass a varied array of the human race, i. e., Caucasian, Negroid, and Mongoloid. 

The Islamic World occupies a strategic, central position among the World continents. 
It controls long seafronts on the Atlantic, Indian and Pacific Oceans, as well as 
important inland seas, including the Mediterranean, Red Sea, and the Arabian Gulf 

This position has played an important role in controlling world transportation and 

trade. With the inauguration of the Suez Canal in 1869, contact between the Indian 

Ocean and Red Sea, the Mediterranean and Atlantic Ocean were facilitated. 

The previously mentioned Straits of inland seas are Gibraltar, Bab Al-Mandab, 

Hurmuz, the Phosphorus and the Dardanelles, which became strategic targets for 

96 
' AI-Mada, Muwaffaq Ban!, 4L-Muyassara Encyclopaedia of Islamic World, Kuwait international 

Institution, State of Kuwait, 1987, pp. 24-43. Also the Cultural, 4tlas of Islam, Fdriiqi, Ismd'Il & Fdr(iqi 
Louis, Macmillan Publishing Company (N. Y) U. S. A., Collier Macmillan Publisher (London), U. K. 

Provided by the International Institute of Islamic Thought (111 T) 1986, pp. 266-271. 
97. Ministry of Planning, Encyclopaedia of the Islamic World, State of Kuwait, 199 1, ppý 91-104. See 

appendix (Map 1). 
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super powers, who could safeguard their international commercial concerns by 
dominating them. 
Hence, those super powers repeatedly managed to occupy most of those Straits during 

various periods of history. Although Islamic states" have freed themselves from this 

occupation, their vital geographical location still remains a target for the ambitions of 
great powers. Another strategic potential is natural fresh water: such as rainwater", 

rivers'00, and underground water'01. There is also desalinated sea water, 02 
, and the 

water from treated sewage treated water 103 both dependent or human effort. 

98 
- Ibid. p 102. Statistics of the Islamic Conference Organization (ICO) indicates: there are 46 Islamic 

States in Asia and Africa, comprising 22 Arab States (14 in Asia and 8 in Africa), 15 non-Arab African 
Islamic States and 9 non-Arab Asian Islamic states. The total area amounts 25,018,270 KmT. 
15,184,790 KmT (60.7%) in Africa and 9,833,480 Krn (39.3%) in Asia. This area represents 19.13 % 
of the total land area of the world. 
99. Ibid. p. 102. Rain occurs in most Islamic States, especially those lying within humid and semi- 
humid climate zones, characterised by long and heavy rainy seasons. It is important to take into 
consideration that rainwater is a marginal resource, which cannot be relied upon for major agriculture 
needs. 
100. Ibid. pp. 102-103This is the backbone of agricultural water supplies. Since most rivers have 

seasonal floods, number of Islamic states constructed large and small dams. Major rivers are Nile, 
Niger and Senegal in African sector, and the Tigris, Euphrates, Indus and Ganges in the Asian sector. 
The Nile is the longest river in the whole world, and plays a crucial role in providing water for Egypt 
and Sudan. The waters of the Nile were controlled by of Nile construction of Aswan and High dam in 
Egypt. In Sudan they built Sindr, Jabal-Al-'Awliid' and Khashm A]-Girba. States on the banks of the 
Niger River have built Markald dam in Mali, and the Kumpinga dam in Burkina Faso. The Senegal 
River States have also constructed a number of dams, such as Fum Glita in Mauritania, Dima and 
Manantali in Senegal. Countries along the Tigris and Euphrates (Turkey, Syria, and Iraq) have also 
constructed number of dams, such as Keeban and Harfani in Turkey, the Euphrates in Syria, and 
Sdmarra', Darbani Khan and Ijab5iniYa in Iraq. In Pakistan where they constructed Sakour, Tarbilla, 
Kalabaq, Managala, and khanpour, in addition to two important barrages named Loyd and Ghulam 
Muhammad. In Bangladesh they built Ganges-Kubada and Kama Fouly dams. In Morocco, 
Muhammad V, Wdd! Um-l-RabiVand Wadi-Faldh. In Libya Mjaineem and Wddy Darriam and in Saudi 
Arabia the dams of Wadi AbhR and WddT J5. zan. 
101. Ibid. p. 103. This is a vital resource in regions without rivers. It is also a store for regions with 

seasonal rainfall, in the event of drought. It is mainly used for agricultural purposes in the Arabian Gulf 
States and the Sahara, Al-Wdd-i A]- Jad-id in Egypt. In Libya they have started to use this resource in 
the Fazan basin project and in Kufra. In Mali they started a comprehensive survey to identify the 
volume of underground water. The United Nation Development Program has undertaken to dig a 
number of artesian wells in the Comoro Islands 
102 

. 
Ibid. p 104. New water resources have been provided in some Islamic states especially the Arabian 

Gulf States. In Kuwait for instance, the total capacity of desalinated water is approximately 120 million 
gallons per day. Saudi Arabia, Qatar, and United Arab Emirates, also have huge desalination plants. 
103 

. Ibid. p. 104. This resource, introduced through technology, provides water for agricultural and 

forestry purposes. 
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2.1.2. Population Conditions' 04 
: 

The total population of Islamic Conference Organization (ICO) states is stated as 851 
million (1985 census estimates), representing 18% of the total world population. In 
Asia 546.5 million and in Africa 304.6 million. 
They could be grouped as follow: 

More than 100 million: in Indonesia, Bangladesh, and Pakistan. 

From 40-50 million: in Nigeria, Turkey, Egypt, and Iran. 

Slightly over 20 million: in Algeria, Morocco, and Sudan. 

From 10-20 million: in Afghanistan, Iraq, Malaysia, Uganda, and Saudi Arabia. 
From 5-10 million: in Cameron, Chad, Guinea, Niger, Mali, Burkina Faso, Syria, 
Tunisia, and Yemen. 

9 From 1-5 million: in Benin, Gabon, Jordan, Somalia, Lebanon, Libya, Mauritania, 
Kuwait, Sierra Leone, and UAE. 

Less than one million: in Maldives, Qatar, Bahrain, Comoros, Djibouti, Brunei, 
Gambia, and Guinea-Bissau. 

The increase of population in ICO states is a result of a rising birth rate'05 combined 

with a fall in the death rate. This population growth 106 provides labour for various 

sectors and a large market for consumer goods. 

At the same time population growth increases demand for available resources and 

increases the burden on services provided by the state. According to 1985 figures, the 

104. Ibid. p. 107. See appendix (Map 2). 
105 

. Ibid. p 106. Islamic states are characterized by a high birth rate, which ranges between 30-50 births 

per 1000. In some countries figures reached more than 50 as in Niger and Benin. This average is 

common in African Countries. In Asian countries the average ranges between 30-50. The differences 
between African and Asian countries policies adopted by most Asian countries in birth control 
programmes and their economical reflections. Also Islamic states witnessed a fall in death rates due to 
improvements in health conditions and nutrifion. This increase in population has resulted in increased 

pressure on resources. Furthermore, the higher rafio of births to deaths has led to an increase in the 

relative size of the young age group, which has in turn led to an increase in the ratio of the non- 

productive population. 
106. Ibid. p. 107. Population growth rate in Islamic states is among the highest in the world, with an 

average of 3.05% compared with 1.9% for the rest of the world, and between 2% and 3.5% in the 
developing countries. 
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average density of population for all Islamic states is about 33 persons per km. 
Although this density varies among countries. 

They could be grouped into the following: 

" Very high density more than 250 persons per kmT' 07 

108 
" High density 250-100 persons per kmT 

0 Average density 100-25 persons per kmT 109 

0 Low density less than 25 persons per kmT 110 

However, high population-density is not a reliable index of economic development 

or pre-positions for economic progress. In many developing countries and under- 
developed areas where resources are very limited, a high population density is an 
obstacle to economic development. In these countries, population increase 

constitutes a burden on the food supply. 

This in return leads to further decline in living standards. For example in the year 
1965-1985 calorie intake fell from 1904 to 1804 a day in Bangladesh, from 1860- 

1810 in Mali, from 2145-2074 in Somalia, from 1836-1784 in Sierra Leone, and 

from 2393-1733 in Chad"'. As for, mostly, economical reasons (such as migration 

to find work) male births exceed female births in Islamic states. The highest is 

found in Qatar, Kuwait, Saudi Arabia, and UAE. Whilst the lowest is in African 

Islamic states. 

The populations of Islamic states could be classified into two categories: 

economically active and economically inactive. The former group includes people 

107 
. Including Bangladesh (75 1), Bahrain (742), Maldives (633), and Lebanon (250). 

108 
. Including Comoro (207), Pakistan (125), Kuwait (115), and Nigeria (108). 

109. Most Islamic states fall in this category such as Uganda, Senegal, Iraq, UAE, Benin, Brunei, 

Egypt, Morocco, Jordan, Qatar, Tunisia, Turkey, Malaysia, Iran... etc. 
1"3. Including Libya, Guinea, Algeria, Mali, Saudi Arabia, Sudan, Somalia, Oman, Niger, Chad, 

Yemen 
1. Ibid. p. 109. 
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actually employed and unemployed but available for work. The latter includes all 
others. 

The economic activities fall into the following categories" 2: 

0 Basic activities: includes hunting, fishing, farming and animal husbandry. 

Advanced activities: covers industry and its various sectors. 
Tertiary activities: include trade, conumerce, transport, and services. 

What is noticeable about the labour force distribution in the Islamic World, is that 

some countries have a surplus productive population, while others have a shortage. 
Therefore, labour migration involves a transfer of productive manpower from 

surplus 113 to shortage countries' 14 
. The major trends in the occupational structure of 

the Islamic World are: deserting agriculture and animal husbandry for activities such 

as mining, industry and services. Increased participation of women in the labour force. 

2.1.3. Food Situation: 

Agriculture, husbandry and fishing provide the main sources of food in the Islamic 

World. The importance of each of these resources depends on geographical and 

human circumstances, which vary from one country to another, even from one region 

to another in the same country. 

This disparity is ascribed to the great expansion of the Islamic World that varies in 

climate, vegetation, soil, relief and water resources, all of which play a basic role in 

agricultural production. In addition there are human resources which are considered 

the necessary element in utilizing natural resources. 

112 
. Ibid. p 114. 

113 
. Ibid. p. 115. Countries with a surplus workforce: Pakistan, Egypt, Yemen, Bangladesh, and I ran 

114 
, The Arabian Gulf States have shortage of tabour. 
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The following are important agricultural products in the Islamic World: cereals' 15, 

fruit 116 
vegetables 

117. 
sugar' 

18 Vegetable oil' 19, root crops' 
20 

, meat 
121, 

poultry meat122, 
dairy products 

123 

, and fish 124 
. 

2.1.4. Economic Condition: 

The Human Development Report issued by the United Nations Development Program 

(UNDP), indicated the following: 125 

-States enjoying high human development potentials: 

115. Ibid. pp. 123-124. Cereal production reached 195 million tons in 1985. Rice comes at the top 
producing 38 million tons per annum, which equals 16% of international production. Leading rice 
producing countries are Indonesia, Pakistan, Bangladesh, Malaysia, Egypt ... etc. Wheat comes second 
representing quarter of the total cereal production 57 million tons. Leading countries are Turkey, 
Pakistan, Morocco, Saudi Arabia ... etc. The Islamic World is providing nearly 10% of total world 
production. Corn, Maize, Sorghum, and Barley together with other hard cereals make up most of the 
remaining proportion of cereals (about 50 million tons). Com comes first (Indonesia, Turkey, Pakistan, 
Nigeria, and Egypt). Maize is produced on large scale in the south of Sahara Desert. . 116 

. The Islamic World produces about 4/5 of the world's dates. Production increase from 41.8 million 
tons with an annual increase of 3.9%, with production per individual increasing from 55 kg per annum, 
compared with the world average of 66 kg. 
117 

. Vegetable production increased at a rate exceeding that of fruit, reaching 4.8% per annum (from 
47.5 to approximately 60 million tons). 
118. Ibid. p. 124. The Islamic World produces sugar crops: sugar cane and sugar beet. Pakistan is the 

major producer accounting 32 million of the total world production of 941 million (3.4% of total world 
production). 
119. Ibid. p. 125. Vegetable oil is a staple food item particularly in regions with a low standard of living. 

A Wide variety are grown mainly palm, coconut and olive oil. Palm oil accounts for more than 4/5 of 
the world production. Cottonseed and peanut oil (about 16% of world production). Sesame oil (about 
25% of world production). Producing countries are Pakistan, Saudi Arabia, Bangladesh, and Morocco. 
120. Ibid. p. 125. The Islamic World produces a number of root crops such as potato (produced by 

Turkey, Egypt, Iran and Bangladesh). Sweet potato (Indonesia and Nigeria). Manioc and Yam 
(Nigeria), Production exceeds 21.2%, per capita, production increased from 70-90 kg per annum, 
compared with world average of 120 kg. 

121 

. 
Ibid. p. 125. Meat production exceeds 9.7 million tons per annum. Leading producers are Pakistan, 

Iran, Turkey, Indonesia Sudan, and Egypt. Per capita production is II kg per annum compared with 31 

kg for the world average. The Islamic world is suffering from a deficit in the balance of trade for meat. 
122 

. Ibid. p. 125. Poultry production reached 2.9 million tons per annum. All of Islamic World suffers 

from deficit a (except Turkey). The largest deficit was in Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, Iran, Iraq, UAE. 

123. Ibid. p. 126. The Islamic world is considered very weak in producing dairy products (about 34.7 

million tons per annum). It imported 1400 million dollars worth in 1985. 
124 

. Ibid. p. 126. Islamic states produced nearly 7 million tons of fish in 1986. Per capita production 

reached 7 kg, compared with 17 kg for the world average. Leading producers are Indonesia 30% of 

Islamic production and Bangladesh 3/4 million tons. 
125 

. 
UNDP 1996 Human Development Report, p. 225. 
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57 States that enjoy a high human development standard include only six Islamic 

States 126 
. In 1998 they increased by one country (Libya) 127 

. 

The other Islamic States are classified in the middle or low standard States in terrn of 
human development' 28 

. 

0 Regarding classification by total income: Only four Islamic countries fall into 

classification of high income. 129 

0 The other Islamic States are classified under the medium or low-income group. 

0 As for industrial classification: Islamic States are classified either under 

developed or poor States. ' 30 

0 As for general classification of Islamic States within the framework of the 

1995 Human Development Directory for Developing States, this varies according 

to the criteria set by the UNDP. 131 

The vast agricultural lands, water resources, and variety of climates in the ICO 

contributed to the existence of a wide range of agricultural products. Those 

commodities 132 constitute an important part of the economy of the ICO states 

whether internally or externally as a source of foreign exchange. 

Besides the agricultural wealth, Islamic states enjoy huge natural resources, on the 

top of those natural resources is oil. 

126. Ibid. p225. These States are Bahrain, Brunei-Darussalam, Kuwait, Malaysia, Qatar, UAE 
127 

. Libya joined this classification, UNDP, Report 1998, p224. 
129 

. 
UNDP, 1996 Report, p. 225, and also 1998, p. 224. See appendix (table 1) and (tab e 2). 

129. Ibid. 1996 p226, and ibid. 1998. p-225- 
130 

. Ibid. p. 227. Ibid. p. 226. 
131 

. Ibid. p. 2 1, (table 2), 
132. Ibid. pp 132-136. Major Agricultural Commodities: rubber, fibber, cotton, jute, coffee, tea, cocoa, 

wheat, corn, maize, rice, and root crops ... etc. In addition to Natural Pastures and Forestry. 
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In addition to the great stockpile of oij133, large quantities of natural gas are 
available and have been discovered in most Islamic states. 

Natural minerals 134 are also available and there is great potentials for the 

manufacturing industryl 35 
. 

As a response to the international trend, the services sector witnessed rapid growth . It is comprises of three types: trade; transport and distribution; and management and 
136 

services 

2.1.5. Educational Situation: 

The Educational system in every nation is a basic mean for maintaining identity and 
continuity, as well as for regulating among generations, individuals and national 
culture. Education is the mean that secures interaction between all sectors of a given 
nation, and between that nation and the rest of the world. It is the process of building 

proper and suitable lives of humans. 

Education, in Islam, is an approach to thinking. It is a way of life and a system of 

upbringing and care. It is also a perception of relations between the Divine (the 

Creator) and humanity (the created). The Qur'dn states: "He begetteth nor, nor is He 

133 
. World Bank Reports indicate that the oil industry accounts for 70% of the GNP in Kuwait, 50% in 

Saudi Arabia, 63% in Libya, 46% in Iraq and 44% in Algeria. In those states oil plays the dominant 
role in the whole economy. It plays an important role in world economies and politics. Several of these 
countries are key members in OPEC as well as OAPEC. They contribute in 33% of total world oil 
production. Also they possess large reserves (more than 50% of the world total). 
134. bid. pp. 136-137. There are countries in which minerals and manufacturing industries together 

contribute between 20-40% of GNP. They include Egypt, Jordan, Mauritania, Syria, Morocco, Tunisia, 
Pakistan 

... etc. Several of these countries have diversified mineral resources, while others have only 
one major resource such as phosphate in Morocco and Jordan, iron ore in Mauritania, bauxite in 
Guinea, uranium in Nigeria, diamonds in Sierra Leone and natural gas in Afghanistan. 
135. Ibid. pp. 138-139. A significant increase in the contribution of the manufacturing industry was seen 

in Tunisia (24% to 33%), Algeria (34% to 44%), Turkey (25% to 36%), Indonesia (13% to 32%), 
Nigeria (19% to 29%), and Sudan (9% to 15% etc. 
136 

. Ibid. p139. The size of this sector varies from country to another. It reached 63% of GNP in 

Jordan, but only 18% in Uganda. Countries in which this sector accounts for more than 50% of GNP 
include Tunisia, Sudan, Syria, Egypt, Yemen, Gabon and Senegal. The ratio in most other countries 
ranges between 30-40%. 
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begotten; there is none like Him. 137), 
, and regarding relations among individuals, The 

Qur'dn states: "0 mankind! We created you from a single pair of male and female, 

and made you into nations and tribes, that you may know each other (not that you may 
despise each other). Verily, the most honoured of you in the sight of God is (the one 

who is) the most righteous of you. 138. ). ). Concerning relations between humanity and 

the world, The Qur'an states: " Not for (idle) sport did we create the heavens and the 

earth and all that is between. ' 395, 

Every Muslim is urged to learn in order to enable establishing a good life. Education 

the person guide in doctrine, behaviour and dealings with others. Learning will also 

guide a Muslim to contribute to constructing a community whose system, legislation, 

institutions and ways of life are based on the teachings of the Qur'an, the Prophet's 

tradition and the wisdom of diligent Muslims (Mujtahidin and Fuqalid'). 

Also it is the responsibility of Muslims to provide education and care for their and for 

family members. Furthermore, educating society members and spreading knowledge 

is a significant task. It is the task of prophets and messengers of the Divine. It became 

a duty that every Muslim must pursue. 

Today the whole world is witnessing an explosion of knowledge. The gap separating 

informed, knowledgeable individuals and communities from the rest is widening day 

by day. Knowledge has become the strongest mean in the struggle for superiority and 

dominance. In such situations, it becomes the responsibility of the Muslim community 

to provide its individuals with all possible opportunities for the type of education that 

140 
will prepare them effectively for life 

137. Sfira Al- 'MIAý 112: 3-4 

138. Sara Al-Ijujurdt 49: 13. 

139. Sfira Al- 'Anbiyda' 21: 16. 

140 
. 

Encyclopaedia of the Islamic World, pp. ] 48-149. 
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2.1.6. Health Services: 

Normally, Ministries of Health in Islamic states supervise all activities related to 
health, although they do not administer such activities as provision of drinking water 
and sanitation. In some countries, the Ministry of Social Affairs cooperates with the 
Ministry of Health in offering health-care services. In most Islamic states, the 

government or public sector provides the greater part of preventive, remedial, 
rehabilitative and supporting health services to the public, either free of charge or for a 

nominal fees. On the other hand, the private sector offers health services at a cost or 
because prescribed by the health sector, or partly funded by the government. 

To lighten the economic burden of health services, a number of Islamic states have 

applied a system of medical insurance to certain categories of the population enabling 

them to receive expensive medical services at a manageable CoStM 

In certain Islamic states, great numbers of traditional medical practitioners, herbalists, 

and spiritual advisors offer their services to the public, despite their unofficial 
42 

existence. They should be registered by the medical authorities, . 

In many Islamic states, traditional midwives render services connected with 

childbirth, despite legal restrictions imposed upon their practice. However, for 

economic, social and cultural reasons, many families still prefer these services even 

when similar modem services are available. In light of this culture some Islamic states 

organized this profession by training traditional midwives and made use of their 

services as an extension of official medical services 143 
. In most Islamic states, public 

medical services are organized in a pyramid form, where the base consists of primary 

health-care units. The second level includes public hospitals with outpatient clinics 

141 Kuwait National Assembly (Parliament) has passed jecently, a bill of medical insurance. 

142 -based medical Ibid. p155. Among these states are Pakistan, which has a well established Greek 

system; and the Islamic Republic of Iran, Egypt, Bangladesh, Malaysia and Indonesia, where the use of 

medical herbs is wide spread. Pakistan alone has over 35000 traditional practitioners; and traditional 

religious heaters still playing an important role, 
143 

. Ibid. p. 155. 
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that treat patients referred to them from the first level. The third level consists of 
specialized hospitals and centres that receive patients from the second level. 
Usually, in most Islamic states, hospitals and well equipped health centres are built in 

major and main cities. The local hospitals and con-ununity health centres in small 
towns and rural areas are less equipped, understaffed and without regular and 

adequate medical supplies; thus, they are incapable of offering health care '44. 

In some Islamic states aff ange mobile health teams that provide services to inhabitants 

of remote areas. In other affluent Islamic states, such in Brunei Darussalamam, flying 

squads extend emergency health care. 

Decentralization, collective work and public participation were strategies followed by 

some Islamic states to elevate the standard of health and medical care. 
The labour for running medical and health facilities differ from one country to 

another. Whereas in some countries they suffer from surplus in physicians and 

nurses 145 
, but in others they suffer from a shortage 146 

. However, since the health sector 

alone cannot handle all elements required for health development, mechanisms are 

necessary to coordinate this sector with other developmental sectors. 

In most Islamic states, the Council of Ministers represents the highest level of 

coordination among all sectors on the national level. Otherwise, this is carried out by 
147 joint ministerial committees, usually chaired by Prime Ministers 

In some Islamic states Ministries of Planning are the mechanism that practices 

coordination among all sectors. Some are using coordinating committees or councils. 

Mechanisms vary from one place to another according to the style of management that 

is running the state. 

144. Ibid. p. 156. Religious non-Muslim missionaries undertake offering health and medical services. 
They concentrate their activities in deprived regions, offering primary health care such as maternity 
and childcare and certain secondary therapeutic services as in Chad and Uganda. 
145 

. Ibid. p 156. Egypt, Jordan, and Pakistan are examples for countries suffering form a surplus. 
146. States of the Gulf region are an example for countries suffering from a shortage of medical staff. 
147 

. Ibid. p. 157. 
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The concept of coordination stretches to exceed national level reaching coordination 
among Islamic states. This kind of coordination exists, due to the similarity in 

difficulties faced by those nations. 
148 

The developed states need to gather their resources and develop their potentials to face 

all health problems, but a number of obstacles 149are blocking the way. 

Those obstacles could be summarized as shortage of funds, poor preparations of 
hospitals, poor administrative policies and systems, unqualified staff and old 

technology. 

International and bilateral cooperation makes an important contribution to health 

development in developing countries. It allows governments to augment financial and 

material resources necessary for health development. At the same time, it makes 

available technical and technological capabilities used at the international level and in 

developing sister states. All Islamic states cooperate on the international level with 

United Nations Agencies concerned with health issue 150 
. 

Generally speaking, health conditions in Islamic states vary according to the financial 

situation of the existing government. In rich oil countries, health care is gaining 

attention from the government so people are able to get adequate public and private 

health services. This variation in health issues related to the economic situation of a 

148 

. Ibid. p158. Mechanisms of coordination among Islamic states include Council of Arab Health 

Ministers, Arab Gulf States Council of Health Ministers. 
149 

. Ibid. p 158. 
150 

. Ibid. p158. Those UN organizations are World Health Organization, United Nations Children's 

Fund, United Nations Fund for Population Activities, the International Bank for Reconstruction and 
Development and the United Nations Development Program. Besides other development agencies such 

as United States Agency for International Development as well as Canadian, Danish, Norwegian, 

German and French agencies. In addition to Arab and Islamic Development Funds. 
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country can be observed in infant mortality and life expectancy at birth' 5 1, nutrition' 52 

53 and child mortality rates' . 
Islam plays a significant and vital role in Muslim's health. Muslims struggles to 
overcome all bad habits and customs that might be harmful to individual's health, as 
well as fighting all matters that might lead to harm or illness in human beings. Islam 
forbidden the drinking of alcohol and all kinds of drugs that affect the mind. Islam 

also requires safety and sanitation of the environment,, which helps protect individuals 
from being infected by any virus or microbe. Islam aims at protecting human beings 
from all kinds of touchable as well as untouchable diseases and illnesses. The stage of 
life must be clean and proper for Muslims to accomplish their task, which is 
development of earth. Individuals must be qualified physically and mentally for this 

great mission. 

2.1.7. Social Condition: 

The social care system in Islam is based on the bond between an individual and the 

group. There must be solidarity and cooperation among people in the interest of all. 
This is the Qur'dnic framework that guided Islamic society to strive for social justice. 

It is within this framework that social conditions in modem Islamic states must be 

viewed. Problems facing people require state intervention, using relevant services to 

seek change whilst keeping in mind Islamic values. Social change during the second 

half of the twentieth century was probably more profound than in any previous period. 

That change was characterised by its rapid pace and comprehensive effect in all 

countries of the world. 

The major characteristic of those changes which continue into the twenty first century 

is an increasing trends towards urbanization and industrialization. The population of 

Islamic states is increasing rapidly, especially in cities, putting more pressure on urban 

centres and affecting society as a whole. 

151 
. Ibid. p 160. 

152 
. 
Ibid. p 160. The main indicator is low birth weights (less than 2500gms). Whereas rate ranged from 

10 to 50% in 14 low income Islamic states. 0 to 25% in low medium income states. 4 to 10% in six 
high medium incomes states. 5 to 7% in four high income, exporting states. 
153 

. Mortality rate See appendix (Map 3). 
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Continuing migration from rural areas in Islamic states is a major social phenomenon 
contributing to the problems of urban expansion. These migrations are result of 
various factors, including search for work and desire for an improved standard of 
living migrant. Cities also provide haven for refugees, both internal and external' 54 

Immigration from outside the state is another source of social pressure and problems. 
The most significant migration of this type occurred in the Gulf region following the 

rise of oil prices. 

This rapid urban growth required large numbers for the labour force, which was not 

available due to the shortage in skilled workers and an limited population. This 

foreign work force was comprised of over 100 nationalities. They had and continue to 
have their own economic and social problems relating to work, income, housing, 

social services and social adaptation. 

These problems require the collection of all potentials in a network of institutions and 

services to cope with the pressure. Urbanization made social relations more 

complicated by accelerated pace of life and high mobility as well as by weakening 

social bonds. The new pattern of life can be characterised by varying values and 

changes in social status, structure, and the function of the family, as well as a more 

materialistic view of life. 

2.1.8. Islamic Minorities in Non-Islamic states: 

Whilst we are observing Islamic situation in Islamic states, it is also proper to identify 

the existence of Muslims in Non-Islamic states. 

154. Ibid. p. 173. 
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Beginning with: 

9 The Islamic Minority in Asia. 

They are Muslims living in: India' 55 

, Sri Lanka 156 

, Burma' 57 

, Thailand'58, Indo- 

China (Vietnam, Cambodia, Laos) 159. Philippines 160, China 16 land Central Asia 162 

0 Islamic Minority in Europe: they are Muslims living in Europe. Albania 163 
, 

Yugoslavia' 64 

, Greece 165 

, Crete Rhodes' 66 

, Bulgaria 167 
, Romania, Hungary' 68 

and 

the late Soviet Union 169 

155. Ibid. pp 179-180. Muslims in India constitute 12%, according to 1971 census. 
156. Ibid. p 179Muslims in Sri Lanka are about one million (8% from total population) 
157 

. Ibid. p 18 1. They represent 7% 2,100,000 of total population, living in capital city of Rangoon. 
158 

. Ibid. p 18 1. They are 12%. They live mainly in the southern part in Pattani and around Bangkok. 
159. [bid. p 183. In Vietnam they are 3% (245000). In Cambodia 2% (805000). In Laos 37000. 
160 

. Ibid. p 183. They represent I I% of the total population concentrated in southern part. 
161. Ibid. p183-188. Muslims in China are found in the following regions: Eastern Turk Stan, inner 

China, and Coastal Regions. They are estimated approximately 25 million. 
162 Those Republics comprise the following states: 

Azerbaijan: the total population reached 6.7 million, Muslims represent 78%. 
Uzbekistan: total population reached 18.5 million, Muslims account 65.5%. Higher Islamic 

Council supervises religious affairs in Tashkent. Ibid. p 207. 
Tadzhikstan: population estimated 5.4 million, 98% are Muslims. Ibid. p. 208. 
Turkmenistan: total population is 3.3 million. It is the smallest central Asia Republics in term 

of population. 90 % are Muslims. Ibid. P208. 
Kazakhstan: total population 16 million, Muslims represents 68%. Ibid. p. 209. 
Kirghizia: population 4 million, Muslims 92%. Ibid. p. 209. 

163 Total population is around 3 million. Muslims 72% (1,617,000). 
164. The following is Muslim distribution in Late Yugoslavia Republic: 

Serbia: total population 9000000 million, Muslims 6.1% (1450000). 
Croatia: total population 5000000 million. Muslims 0.2 (10000). 
Bosnia and Herzegovina: total population 4250000 million. Muslims 33.5% (1423000). 
Macedonia: total population 1700000 million. Muslims represents 22.7% 387000. 
Montenegro: total population 600000. Muslims are 12.5% (75000). 
Slovenia: total population: 1650000 million. (Infonnation not available). 

165. Population of Muslims in Greece is about 200000. For more details refer to ibid. p. 192. 

166 
. Muslims were discriminated and expelled from Rhode and Crete. Ibid. p. 193. 

167. Muslims total of 1.5 million. Ibid. pp. 193-194. 
168 

. In Romania Muslims are 5 1000, whereas they are 120000 in Hungary. Ibid. p. 194. 

169 
. Muslims are spread in the following: 

" Muslims in Soviet Armenia: population is 2 million, Muslims 340000 (12%). lbid. p. 195. 

" Armenia: The Council for Islamic Religion for Trans Caucasus is located in Baku manages the 

affairs of Muslims in Azerbaijan, Georgia, and Armenia. Ibid. p. 195. 

" Statistics are not available for Muslims in Georgia. Ibid. pp. 195-196. 
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0 Islamic Minority in Africa: Muslims have also settled in: 

Liberia 170 

3, Ghana 171 

, Kenya 172 
. Mozambique 173 

, Malagasy 174 Mauritius 175 

176 Burundi 

After all this given information about the Islamic world, we could conclude that 
Muslims all over the world are facing difficulties on social, economical, political, 
cultural, and psychological levels. Their efforts and potentials must be coordinated to 

enable them face the New World Order. The coming future is the era of alliances 
strategic cooperation and teamwork. 

170 
. 

Muslims in Liberia represent only 1% of total population (35000). Ibid. p. 210. 

17 1. The total population 13.5 million, Muslims represent 2.6 million. Ibid. p. 210. 

172. The total population is over 22 million, Muslims 7.7 million (35%). Ibid. p. 212. 

173 
. Muslims are estimated at 3.6 million (25%). Ibid. p. 212. 

174 
. The total population is about 10.6 million, with 2.6 million Muslims (25%). Ibid. p. 213. 

175. The total population is 1.04 million, Muslims represent 18% (189000). Ibid. p. 214. 

176 
. The total population is 4.95 million, Muslims represent 1.9% (95000). Ibid p. 214. Al Far-acli in 

his Atlas of Islam gave 20% (863000). 
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2.2 Reasons for Backwardness and Obstacles of Development in the 

Islamic World 

The question that arises here is: What are the reasons for backwardness in the Islamic 

world despite its great potentials? The answer for the above question may be found by 

considering the following headings: 

2.2. I. Absence of an integrated outlook for development. 

Most of the Muslim World seems to suffer from a state that lacks integrated 

endeavours that should work in a parallel manner for the success of the development 

process. A development process requires comprehensive understanding, not only for 

coordination purposes, but also for melting all these efforts within the framework of 

one philosophy accepted by the whole society to achieve the aspired objectives. 177 

2.2.2. Prevailing social values 178 

Values play an important role in forming the cultural, social, economical and political 

texture of societies. This might negatively impact on the development process, 

because society members might refuse the process of change, which accompanies the 

process of development. They might even resist this change by using all possible 

means. 

Traditional values in the Islamic World may result in the following: 

0A refusal to recognize the important role of women: Neglecting the role of 

women in the building of societies means that half of the potentials in a society is 

neglected particularly, nowadays that witnesses great achievements by women on 

all levels. There are two types of women: working and non-working women. The 

Efforts of working women is essentially needed either in fields related with 

feminine matters or other fields in which women have proven their superiority 

such as customer services, computers ... etc. Regarding non-working women, they 

can be trained to be involved in the development process at times suitable to them 

177 
, AI-Jawhri, op. cit-, p134. 

178. Ibid. pp 134-135. 
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according to their potentials. They could also be involved in tutoring, landscaping, 

serving in civic centres ... etc. It must be kept in mind that the contribution of 

women is especially needed in societies lacking adequate human resources such as 
in case of the Arabian Gulf States. 

Whereby effort of every member of society is required and everyone should have their 

potential developed and used. 

Non-dedication to work: This is a state of mind issue and can be overcome by 

every individual understanding that dedication to work is a religious obligation. It 

also has an economic return,, in other words, it is the basic way for making a 
living. Management and workers are failing to make a connection between the 

outcome of work and the psychological satisfaction of doing something useful. 
Management is not motivating individuals to feel the value of their work, nor is it 

giving work its proper status. Working in the public sector might be an example of 

work done without dedication, this could be caused by the non-appreciation of 

management for the achievements of workers. 

Disrespecting manual work: In most underdeveloped countries leaders and 

managers are usually white-collar employees. They are not manual or blue-collar 

workers. This trend is deeply rooted into people's minds, consequently their 

education systems are directed more towards concentration on theoretical schools 

and colleges for academic qualifications and less concern on with polytechnics for 

teaming vocational skills. The contemporary trend, all over the world, is a move 

towards the service sector. Yet people in the Islamic World seem to think that 

manual workers are low class and that they do not occupy any social importance 

in societies. 

Non self-dependency: Some countries might have a valid reasons, but only on a 

temporary basis and not on a permanent one. Those poor countries must exploit all 

their potentials to prepare their citizens (men and women) to be engaged in 

development of the society. 

0 Wasting time without realizing its importance. People, particularly in the 

underdeveloped countries do not realize that life of human being is not measured 

by the duration of time alive but also by accomplishments and benefits given to 

the rest of the community. 
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2.2.3. Administrative obstacles 
The most distinguished symptoms of this weakness may appear in administration and 
management units, particularly official ones. Those symptoms are observed in the 
following: 

Complicated procedures and routine prevailing in governmental units. 
Slow and contradictory decision making processes at the senior levels. 
A low sense of responsibility and carelessness amongst employees. 
The difference between slogans and actual implementation. 

Favouritism towards personal, tribal and family connections. 
A failure to find or prepare trained personnel qualified for the work. 
Stiffness of legislation that fails to cope with the modem era. 
The absence of coordination among the various administration units. 

2.2.4. Personal interests versus developmental change 179 

When personal interests contradict with the objectives of development process, then 

undoubtedly, these objectives will be severely resisted by influential persons. It 

might reach the level of halting the development programmes. 

2.2.5. Resisting renovation (change phobia)180 

Many individuals, officials in particular, are afraid of shouldering the burdens of new 

experiences. It is the fear of negative consequences. This feeling is supported by their 

previous experiences that discourage them to proceed and force them to refuse the 

new experience or project. ' 81 

1,9 
Al-Jawhri, op. cit, p. 137. 

180 
Ibid. p 13 7. 

181 
, This is a managerial and organizational issue. Organizations may overcome this issue by following 

the proper scientific methodology known as "Management of Change". For further details refer to: 
'Amir, Sa'Id & 'Abdulwahab, 'Ali, Al-Fikr Al-Mu'dfir F-1 Al-'Iddra wa Al-Tan; Tm, Wide Consultancy 
Centre, Cairo, Egypt, 1994, pp303-348. Also the Cohen, Steven & Brand, Ronald, Total Quality 
Management in Government, Practical Directoryfor Current Status, translated by 'Abdulrahmiin b. 
'Abmad Al-ljljdn, Public Administration Institute, Riyadh, Saudi Arabia, 1997, pp. 95-114. 
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2.2.6. Leadership' 82 

Motivating the public potentials toward achieving the required objectives by 

employing all available resources is considered one of the most important 

characteristics of a successful leader. 

It should also be stated that finding a leader is a hard task but it is one of the 
necessities of the development process. Undoubtedly, promising leaders would face 
disturbances and impediments that would lead to a decrease in their morale and 
ambitions. 
Thus they turn from enthusiastic to discontented leaders. They could even become one 

of the instruments for resisting developmental changes' 83 
. 

2.2.7. Shortage of resources 

It is related to human, material, organizational and technological resources 184 

2.2.8. Insufficient planning process 
This include vague objectives when planning for development. Lack of precision in 

determining appropriate procedures for achieving the required objectives. An inability 

to control situations being planned for. Poor coordination between units working on 

the planning process. The non-availability of logistics units such as statistics and 

researches at both national and regional levels. 

2.2.9. The overlapping and intermixing of roles among units concerned with the 

development process. This entails the overlapping of responsibilities, lines of 

authorities, duties, and tasks. 

182 Al-Jawhri, op. cit., pp]37-138. 
183 Islam deals with the concept of leadership under the slogan of the Prophet when he said: "All are 

guardians and all are responsible for subject" (&ý! # Muslim, volume 3/1829). "For more details refer 
to: Mursi, Sa1d, Kulukum Rd'i, Wahba Bookshop, Cairo, Egypt, 1993. 
184 

* Human resources mean, factors that determine volume of these resources namely: inhabitants, 
births, deaths, age categories, type, internal and external immigration. Material resources mean natural 
resources owned by the government and also those could be imported. Organizational resources mean 
distribution of authority into the society, scope of personal freedom. Technological resources are all 
possible methods that could be employed to institute the required change. Refer to Al-Jawhri, op. cit., 
p. 138. 
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2.2.1 O. Ignoring the potentials of public participation 185 

Development should be a process through which individuals play their role in public 
life of their society. They should have the chance to participate in setting the 
objectives of the society and designing the best means to realize these objectives. 

2.2.1 I. Political despotism' 86: It means non-availability of an appropriate atmosphere 

for public participation and for practicing political and intellectual freedom. 

2.2.12. Subordination to foreign forces particularly on the economical level. It is due to 

the dependency of the Islamic world on foreign imports to secure its requirements. 

2.2.13. Loans and foreign debts. Those can be considered as a normal result of the 
desperate economic situations in many Islamic countries. Those countries must 
implement certain terms to be eligible for getting loans from foreign banks, 

governments or International organizations such as the International Monetary Fund 

(IMF). 

In conclusion to this section on the reasons for backwardness in the Islamic world and 

the obstacles therein that hinder development, it is my opinion that, as long as Islamic 

World remains without precise targets, it will continue to suffer from backwardness 

and be unable to compete in the international arena. 

185 
. Al-Jawhri, op. cit., pp. 141-155. It is important to note that it is risky if planners not taking into 

consideration the importance of public participation. The Islamic States should activate this role due to 
the following reasons: unstable economic conditions in world markets. State trend to squeeze subsidies 
and support for social care program, due to inadequate revenues and heading for armament. 
Government concentration on security and military concerns whilst assigning other roles to the private 
sector (privatisation) as well as voluntary organizations. 
186. Al-Asal, op. cit., p., p. 80. 
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2.3. The Current Situation of Islamic Voluntarv Work 

The roots of Islamic voluntary work as well as its institutions and organizations, 

whether concerning their establishment or development, originate from Islamic 

religion. Islam did not seem to prevent voluntary organizations from practicing their 

national and developmental role various social, educational, and health levels. 

Islam is the religion of most people in the Islamic world. It calls for philanthropy, 

mercy, cooperation, altruism and other sublime virtues. Islam encourages voluntary 
,, 187 

work, the Qur'dn states: "... Help ye one another in righteousness and piety... . 
We 

note, for example, that the word Zakat (meaning alms or charity) was repeated in the 

Qur'an more than thirty times. The Quranic call to Zakdt/charity motivates people to 

help each other whether financially, practically, psychologically, or morally. All types 

of support are nowadays called the Social Sponsorship, which calls for solidarity and 

88 unity of the nation' . Prior to the rise of Islamic voluntary organizations the mosque 

was the first voluntary organization. It used to play the role of mediator between 

donors and receivers. It was the first Social establishment in Islam, and it played 

various roles in all fields of life. In addition to the role of Zakat and charity in 

development, there was also Awqdf or 'Abbas 189 that played a historic and pioneering 

role in spreading the Islamic civilization and implementing the philosophy of 

sponsorship (Takaful). Awqdf mean that donor lien a capital and the outcome of that 

capital is to be spent on various charitable causes. This method of charitable spending 

was the major reason for the establishment of many Awqdf which can be called 

187. S5ra At- Md'ida 5: 2. 
lag. It is important to note that TawbTd is one of the profound principles of the Islamic creed. Many 

verses of the Qur'an and Ijadiths discuss this concept. Its meaning when we think about verse 10, of 
S(ira Al Ijujurat 49, "The Believers are but a single Brotherhood", and the Uadith of the Prophet when 
he said: "the believer for the believer is like a building each tightens the other. " &W Muslim, volume 
4/2585. The reasons for objective and constructive coalition systems can be observed. 
189 

,I Awqdf or 'Aýbds is an Islamic method of giving. Whereby donor lien a capital and the outcome of 
that capital is to be spent on various charitable causes. For more infort-nation about Awqdf and its 

position, its important characteristics, its relations with politics throughout history and its role in the 

social field refer to BaI(Imi, 'Ibrahim, Al-Waqf wa Al-Sijdsa F-1 Miýr Al-Hadi-tha, Ph. D. Thesis, 

University of Cairo, College of Economics and Political Science 1997. pp27-70. pp225-236. 
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nowadays as Funds for many social aspects. The following are examples of Awqaf 

according to purposes of establishment: 

1. The religious purposes such as establishing mosques, printing the Quran and 
religious books and establishing Qurdnic schools for teaching the science of 
the Quran. 

2. The cultural purposes such as establishing libraries, poems and literature 

gatherings and competitions and establishing educational facilities. 
3. The social purposes such as establishing guest houses, feeding poor and needy 

people, shelters for the homeless and establishing orphanages. 
4. The environmental purposes such as preserving some kinds of plantations and 

resources, and preserving some kinds of birds and animals. 

This direction not only participated in the building the Muslim society at the old days, 
but also continues to participate in modem life. When tracing contributions of 
individuals in the field of Awqaf in most Muslims societies, you find that people 

contributions remain adequate to fulfil some aspects of social life in the Islamic 

World. But the difference between the old form of Awqdf and the modem form is the 
institutional trend. This led to the establishing of governmental units under the title of 
Ministries of Awqdf or General Secretaries of Awqaf. This is beside the public 

committees concerned with Awqdf. Those types of institutions are well known in the 

Islamic World. 

The close relation between voluntary organizations and $fifists modes'90 should be 

mentioned. Sufis modes could be considered voluntary organizations that originated 
between the first and second Hijri centuries. They aim at worshipping Allah whilst 
disregarding daily life and hoping for closeness to the Divine. They still have 

influence and high ranking positions in many Islamic States. Leaders of those modes 

motivated the followers to participate whether financially, or morally. 

"0. Qandil, 'Amani, Civil Society in the Arab World, Ddr Al-Mustaqbal 'Al-'Arabi, Cairo, Egypt, 
1994, p29. Also refer to 'Abdul Rashid, Muhammad, Al-'Yarakdt Al-$z7fiya wa Al-Tanmiya, PH. D 
thesis, Minya University, Egypt, 1988. 
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The educated classes, religious leaders, traditional elite and members of royal ruling 
families are considered the prime movers behind development of voluntary 
organizations, particularly in the Arab world and North Africa' 91 

Women also played a prominent role in rising and developing voluntary 
organizations. There have been many pioneering women throughout Islamic history, 
from early ages until the present day. 

In addition, the arrival of Christian missionaries' in the Islamic world encouraged 
voluntary organizations to face some challenges. It resulted in the appearance of 

special organizations that confronted these missionaries 192 
, to preserve Islamic 

identity. 

Starting from the 18'h century, the Islamic world suffered from a severe weakness that 
hit most of its facilities and States. Whereby foreign powers penetrated the Islamic 

states systems and controlled the destinies of Muslim people. This resulted in full 

subordination, ignorance and stagnation' 93 
. All of the previous mentioned factors led 

the political, cultural and social elite to form voluntary movements' 94 that have certain 

task. This task could be summarized in elevating public awareness which might lead 

to establishing better society. This society will be the core of establishing the modem 
independent state. 

2. Social categories 

Care for poor and needy are the main fields of philanthropy, which is the general term 

used to identify voluntary work' 95 
. This underlines the relation between voluntary 

work and religious beliefs. Even so, philanthropic activities are highly appreciated by 

non-religious people even if dedicated to non religious objectives such as education or 

" 1. Q andTl, Citizens, op. cit., 19 94. p 15 6. 
192 

. Ibid. p 157. 
193 

. Ibid. p157. 
194. Founders of some voluntary movements: Muhammad RashTd Riod, Uasan At-Band, 'Abdulrahman 

Al-Kawdkibi, 'Abdulqdder Al-Ijusini, 'Umar Al-Mukhtdr, 'IjmadO Bello ... etc. 
"5. Qand1l, Citizens, op-cit., p. 169. 
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others' 96 
. Due to the development of voluntary organizations, new trends and fields of 

care started to appear. The developmental of voluntary work aspect started to show 
within the framework of their performance as well as within their philosophy and 
methodology. For instance organizations appeared to show concern for the disabled, 

197 the environment and human rights . Note the growing role of women in this field, 

whether through support and protection of women's rights or by the involvement of 

women in the development process in general' 98. 

The following are the common characteristics among all voluntary organizations: 
There is a poor and unfair geographical distribution, whereby services and 

programmes are concentrated in urban areas. The presence and activities of these 

organizations is almost negligible in rural areas and villages. This is due to close the 

relation between voluntary work and cultural and social elite who usually live in 

cities. Generally speaking voluntary action has been correlated with high cultural and 

social levels prevailing in urban communities. 

3. Changing Social, Economical and Political factors 

Democratic transitions witnessed great progress in many States (including Islamic 

States). The direct reasons for that transition were the collapse of former Soviet 

Union, and the rise of so called new world order'99 led by international organizations 

such as the International Monetary Fund and World Bank. The aim of these 

international, financial organizations was to open the world markets under the 

196 

. Ibid. p 169. The following statistic represents the percentage of voluntary organizations classified 
by some Islamic States as Charities (which award cash, and in kind assistance): Jordan 37%, Syria 
20%, Palestine 64%, Kuwait 78%, Tunisia 10%, Egypt 23%, 

197 

. Perhaps Earth Summit held in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, under UN sponsorship is a clear proof for the 

growing concern of environmental issue. The same can be said for Copenhagen, Denmark Summit. 
"s. UN represented by Human Rights Committee arranged international conventions and agreements 

that give concern to women affairs and children in times of peace or war. Refer to Qandyl, Amdni, Al- 

'Amal AI-Madani wa Al-Takir Al-'Ijtimd'i, Centre of Political and Strategic Studies, Al-'Ahram, Cairo, 

Egypt, 1998, pl7. Also Cairo Population Conference, 1994, Women International Conference, 1995, 

World Social Conference, 1995, Denmark. 
Also refer to some documents on Human Rights included in the book Al-'Ibrahim, 1jasan, AI-Tasdmuý 

wa Al-ýYdja 1i 'AI-Taghir, Kuwait society for advancement of Arab Childhood, Kuwait, 1995, pl 7. 
'99. Al-Bdz, Shahida "Muna; rndt Al-Muitama' Al-'Arabi 'Ala Mashdrif Al-Qarn 21 ", Committee of 

the Follow up of the Arab Civil Society Organizations, Cairo, Egypt, 1997, pp. 33-34. 
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200 
slogan of "market economy system". Since the Islamic World is not isolated from 

rest of the world, naturally the market economy with its advantages and disadvantages 

will have an impact on the Islamic societies. Some governments gave more freedom 

of expression, which led to the appearance of new fields for voluntary work such as 

women rights, human rights, enlightenment, and secularism etc. 201 In conservative 

societies, such as the Gulf States, helping the poor and needy is the major concern for 

voluntary organizations. This is why it is known as "charitable work". 202 But under 

authoritative systems of governments no private initiatives are allowed for fon-nation 

of such organizations 203 
. 

We referred earlier to the fact that voluntary organizations sprang from the Islamic 

movements that governed programmes and plans of those organizations. As follow up 

to the development of Islamic movements, as well as their intellectual activities, we 

note that the role of voluntary organizations has grown and became more efficient and 

capable of mobilizing the public, despite the dire need to change their presentations 

204 and plans . When governmental social services are not sufficient, it is observed that 

voluntary organizations will be active to fill this gap. But, when governments are 

performing their role in the social service field, it can be note that voluntary 

organizations will be involved in the socio-political field in order to achieve some 

political and electoral gains. Islamic voluntary work is characterized by the ability of 

facing two major problems: 

Adequate financing: is managed through the collection of Zakat, charities and 

voluntary donations, Awqdf and grants made by Islamic commercial and banking 

institutions as well as all supporters of the Islamic movement. 

200 

. It is important to note that this system lacks a humanity approach. Its negative aspects involve the 
wide and accelerating gap between rich and poor. Besides, the profit making major concern. 
For more details refer to Al-Jabiri, Muhammad 'Abid, Dawr Muna, 71nat Al-Amal Al-Madani F-1 'Aýr 
Al-'Awlma wa AI-Khaýkhýa, Second Conference of the Arab Civil Society Organization, Cairo, Egypt, 
1997, p 117. 
201 

. 
Qandil, Citizens, op. cit., p 175. 

202. bid. p 175. 
203 

. Ibid. p 175. 
204 

. 
The series of symposiums were organized by the Ministry of Awqdf and Islamic Affairs in the 

State of Kuwait under the following titles: 1992 "Harakdt Al-Tajdi-d F-1 Al-Fikr Al-Islami wa Al- 

Mustaqbal"1993 "Tajdi-d Al-Fikr Al-Islaini"1994 "Mandhij Al-Takir F-1 Al-Fikr AI-Islami Al- 

Mu'dýir. "1995 "Al-FikrAl-Islami AI-Mu'dýir Ba7n AI-Bind'wa Al-Hadin. " 
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Provision of volunteers: is possible due to the Islamic philosophy that 
concentrates on the spiritual aspect, which urge volunteers to work seeking reward 
from the Divine. Also most Islamic organizations are characterized by good 
organization and therefore attract number of educated members of the society. 

The Islamic States are classified by the social and economical variables as following: 
0 Rich oil States 205 

206 States of medium oil production 

* States of diverse economies"'. 

0 Poor States. 209 

It worth mentioning that Islamic voluntary work starts taking developmental steps. 
This is due to world economic, cultural, and political developments. These 

organizations became the framework that motivated the public to take part in the 
development process, and to provide some services not provided by government 

which have economic difficultieS209. 

We could conclude that a growing role is awaiting voluntary organizations at local, 

regional and international levels in general. 

205 

. Qandil, Citizens, op. cit. p. 178. It is noted that in this group the average rate of growth of voluntary 
organizations remains limited. This is due to the adequacy of the government role. The role of 

2ornizations 
concentrates on: Women's Rights, Disabled, Children and others. or 

. Ibid. p. 178. Mostly, voluntary organizations in these States do not enjoy an adequate freedom to 
practice their work, due to the political system that imposes tight control on these organizations. This 
impedes work potential, capabilities, and the possibility of filling the gap left by the government 
services that are originally inadequate. 
207. Ibid. p. 178. Voluntary activities in these States attempt to face the problems of poverty and growth 
in population, through traditional means (classic charitable work) or untraditional new development 
procedures (training and rehabilitation). The will be to secure labour opportunities required for 

satisfying the needs of these individuals and push forward work and production march. 
'0', Ibid pp]78-179. Poor States where most people live below the poverty line. In these States, 

voluntary work is weak. People are busy surviving. In addition, to secure the required local financing, 
They depend, basically, on foreign financing or the work is performed by foreign organizations 
whether Islarnic or non-Islamic. 
209. A]-Bdz, op. cit., p. 35. 
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2.4. Summ 

In chapter one the direction was toward building concepts of voluntary work from 
both Islamic and Western perspectives. In this chapter, I concentrated on 
contemporary status of Islamic voluntary work through highlighting the conditions of 
the Islamic World, starting with: 

1. Geographical Location: this mid-location among world continents gave the Islamic 
World strategic significance on both political and commercial levels. The Islamic 

world overlooks the following oceans: Atlantic, Indian, and Pacific. It also overlooks 
important seas (Red Sea, Mediterranean, and Arabian Gulf) which play significant 
role in world transportation and trade. The Islamic world, also, controls an important 

canal (Suez Canal), beside some important straits (Gibraltar, Bab El-Mandab, 
Hurmuz, Bosporus, and Dardanelles). Concerning fresh water, the Islamic world 

contains a number of rivers the Nile, Tigris, Euphrates, Senegal and Barada. It is 

worth mentioning that many of political analysts think that control of fresh water for 

drinking and control of the seas for transport and commerce will become such a 

serious issue that wars may reSUlt2l 0. 

2. Demographical conditions: the Islamic World represents 115 of the total world 

population. It is distributed among high, medium, and low population density 

countries. Those countries with high and medium density population are facing 

critical economical conditions, which force people to move to low-density rich 

Islamic states (for example migration from various Islamic states to the Arabian Gulf 

region). The advantage of this migration was greater cultural relations and more 

interest exchange, in addition to closer relations among peoples of those countries. It 

also helps to identify suffering and real condition of peoples. As a response many of 

Islamic voluntary organizations started to assist in an attempt to decrease 

consequences of poverty in Afirica and Asia. We could say that the developmental 

performance of Islamic voluntary organizations played a significant role in assisting 

2"ý. 'Izzidien, Maw'il, "Islam and Environment, theoty and practice", Journal oj'Beliefs and Values, 

volume 18,1997, p 53. 
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poor Islamic communities (progammes concentrated on building schools, hospitals, 
dispensaries, foster homes, youth rehabilitation, and vocational programmes). 

3. Food conditions: agriculture and husbandry area common factor in most Islamic 
states. Various kinds of agricultural crops are available in adequate quantities, also 
dairy products and meats. The fishing industry is another natural resource gained by 
the geographical location of much of the Islamic world which overlooks seas and 
oceans. In spite of rich food production, certain parts of the Islamic world such as 
areas of Africa is suffering from drought and famine. 

4. Economic conditions: the 1996 United Nation Developmental Progam Report 
indicated that only four Islamic states fall in the category of advance living standards 
(due to the availability of high natural potentials especially oil, natural gas and other 
natural minerals). But most Islamic states fall within the poor or underdeveloped 
category. This critical economical condition of most Islamic States increased the need 
for an active voluntary sector. 

5. Educational condition: generally speaking, educational conditions were impacted 

by economic and social conditions. In countries facing critical economic conditions, 

people tend to work to provide a basic living, there is neither the time or wealth to be 

concerned with education. But in rich countries educational conditions are good and 
illiteracy is gradually decreasing. Islam is concerned with education and encourages 
learning. Education is considered one of paths to heaven, many of Qur'dnic verses and 
bad-iths urge Muslims to learn. The importance of education exists in organizing 

relations between the Divine and humans. Part of the role of education is to clarify 

relations between the Divine and humanity also between humans themselves. The 

contemporary world is witnessing a scientific revolution. The Islamic world will be 

forced to join with this progress in order to be capable of improving the standard of 

living of its inhabitants. As people become concerned with education and leaming, 

that would reflect in higher appear standards of living and better economic conditions 

in general. 
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6. Health Services: usually Ministries of Health in Islamic states are authorities 

providing all services related to people's health in Islamic states, whether free of 

charge or for a nominal tariff. There is also the existence of private health sector. In 

some Islamic states mutual cooperation exists between the Ministry of Health and the 
Ministry of Social Affairs for providing health services. 
Due to their many financial obligations, some states applied medical insurance on 

some certain categories of society members. Beside the ordinary medical treatments 

other kind of medical treatment are growing. The old style of health care that existed 
through Islamic history, and nowadays is called (alternative medication). It is the kind 

of medicine that depends on herbs and spiritual treatment, and treatment by Qur'an. 

This sector occupied a significant position among Islamic society, and many of 

voluntary organizations held conferences, seminars, and cultural forums to present its 

importance. Actually this sector has and continues to provide successful contributions. 
Most Islamic states concentrate their health services in major cities. There is less 

provision in suburbs and remote areas. 
This was the reason that Islam fought bad habits and forbade everything harmful. 

Islam seeks to maintain human life and health free from physiological or 

psychological diseases. It seeks to protect humans so that they can accomplish the 

philosophy of construction. 

7. Social conditions: the social care system in Islam depends on compromising 

between individual and collective interests, whilst paying attention to cooperation 

between society members. This social philosophy is the pillar of social justice in 

Islam. Social change during the second half of the twentieth century was probably 

more profound than in any previous period. 

This change was characterized by its speed and comprehensive effect in all countries 

of the world. The major characteristics of these changes is the increasing trend 

towards urbanization and industrialization, and continuing migration from rural areas 

to urban areas looking for a better standard of living. This phenomenon increases the 

pressure on public utilities and services, it also increases the numbers of poor workers 

who might be tempted to follow illegal methods for making a living. In addition to the 

previous characteristics social relations among society members began to get more 
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complicated. The move from country side to town was accompanied by a decline in 

farming and agriculture and increase in industrial work. This desertion of the farms 

spoiled land and agricultural production witnessed great reduction. On the other hand 

markets were full of accessories and unnecessary products. 

The social condition of the Islamic world is undergoing noticeable changes. The 

family system has changed, relations between fathers and sons is facing critical 

curves, and relations among society members is getting more complicated. The new 

pattern of life could be characterized by varying values and changes in social status, 

structure, as well as more materialistic view of life. 

After this overview for Islamic world conditions, we could conclude that Islamic 

world in real need for progress to recover from the negative conditions covering most 

aspects of life. It is in need for mutual coordinated efforts that could enables to 

activation of the wheel of comprehensive development. 

8. Examination of the current situation of Islamic voluntary work was as a necessity to 

harmonize with research the objectives. The general overview indicted that voluntary 

institutions spring from religions. Depending on that rule, we could indicate that 

voluntary work as performance and application has deep-roots throughout human 

history. However, since this research is concentrating on Islam, our discussion will be 

limited to Islam, which played a significant role in producing and spreading the 

voluntary movement in Muslim society. 

9. The objectives and targeted categories of the Islamic voluntary work are 

summarized as follows: 

0 The secular objective is concerned with achieving sponsorship and a social care 

system for society members. 

0 The hereafter objective is concerned with obeying God's orders and working 

towards a happy etemity. 
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As an extension to the obstacles to development mentioned earlier, where work is 

concentrated in urban areas and remote and rural areas are neglected. We find that 

voluntary work also suffers from the same phenomenon. Voluntary organizations 
concentrate their activities in urban areas, with less attention given to rural areas. This 
imbalanced situation is a result of the impact of the cultural and social elite, who live 
in major cities, and who are prepared to be and capable of being, involved in 

voluntary activities. 

10. The changing social, economical and political factors: the United States as the 

major world leader after the collapse of the Soviet Union, led to a New World Order. 

Usually, voluntary work is more necessary and therefore more predominant in 

societies with inadequate governmental social services. But in societies with adequate 

government social services, voluntary organizations tend to take a socio-political path. 
Keeping in mind the close relation between Islamic voluntary organizations and 
Islamic movements. 

A presentation of the major characteristics of Islamic voluntary organizations will 

serve to complete the picture of the voluntary sector in the Islamic world. They are as 

follow: 

0 Islamic voluntary organizations have the ability to provide adequate financing 

through collection of Zakat, charity, voluntary donations, Awqdf and grants. 

They also have the ability to provide the required workforce, depending on 

cadres of Islamic movements, who are experienced and with suitable 

qualifications. 

Chapter two aims to give a picture of life conditions throughout the Islamic world in 

terms of geographical location and its human, natural and economic resources. In 

addition, it identified the current condition of voluntary work that leads us into chapter 

three, the Sources of Finance. 
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3. Sources of Finance 

Why do people volunteer? Why individuals dedicate their money, effort and time to 
receive apparently nothing in return? 
All of these questions revolve around motives for donation. To answer these 

questions, a group of involved members from different religions conducted a stud Y211 
in the United States. The following is a summary of their findings: 

I- Religious motive: this motive could be divided amongst the following motives, 
which are related to the spiritual side of human soul. 

" Expecting Divine reward. 

" Purification from sins, and evil doings. 

" Offering one's self and funds so God would bless them. 

" Fear from God. 

A quick look at the following statistics might clarify the importance of religious 

motive for donations. Giving for religious reasons in the USA reached $74.97 billion 

in 1997, that being an increase of 6.1% over the 1996 estimate of $70.66 billion 212 
. 

Most of these contributions were given by individuals to religious institutions. Even in 

times of recession people tend to donate, because contribution is related to income not 

to assets. Religious organizations received the biggest portion of the total contribution 

(47%)213. 

2. Psychological motive: 

0 The desire for appreciation by others and to be viewed socially as an active 

member that benefits the society. 

0 The commemoration of donor after death. 

21 ' Al-'Ali, Sulimdn b. 'Ali, Development oj* Human and Financial Resources of Voluntary 

Organizations, Arnana Trust, Maryland, USA, 1996, pp. 151-152. 
212 

. AAFRC, Giving USA 1998,4nnual Report on Philanthropy for the Year 1997, Trust for 

Philanthropy, NY, USA, 1998, p. 84. See appendix (tables 3-10). 
213 

. Ibid. p. 23. See appendix (table 4). 
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The feeling of pain and sympathy at the time of crises and natural disasters, and 
the desire to help those who sustained damage. 

The feeling of happiness and relief when voluntary work and taking part in 

voluntary efforts that benefit other people. 

Regarding the latter type of motive, ego plays the basic role. Dale Carnegie in his 
book "How to Gain Friends" indicated that the same concept is used to gain 

friendships. It is fulfilling the egocentric side of the human SOU1214 .A contemporary 

example is the $750 million contribution expected from Bill Gates (Microsoft Owner) 

to the UN for the vaccination of children campaign. 

3. Financial motive: 
This is the need or wish to benefit from Tax Exemptions Acts, which are employed in 

most of Europe and North America. Simply, these Acts exempts donors for 

philanthropic, charitable and humanitarian projects from paying taxes. Naturally, this 

encourages people to contribute so they would benefit from a decrease in taxes paid to 

governments. 

4. Social motive: 

This motive was observed through the following findings of a survey conducted in the 

USA 215 
: 

0 36% of contributions were given because the perspective donor was asked to 

contribute by a friend, relative or society member. 

0 
216 

30.5% of contributions were made to serve as an example to others 

0 17% revealed that it was an attempt to leave good meMorY217 

'". Carnegie indicated that "people buy and drive Rolls Royce in order to be described as owner of a 

Rolls Royce, which indicates that the owner is wealthy and influential. This gives him the feeling of 
importance and power. " 
215. Independent Sector, Giving and Voluntary work-, Findings of National Survey, 1992, Washington 

DC. USA, 1992, p. 203. 
216 

. Ibid. p. 223. 
2". Ibid. p. 223. 
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0 39.1% revealed that they were showing their gratitude for services given to 
them by society. 

This is in addition to the feeling of most people that voluntary work is important and 
has a positive influence on the cohesion and solidarity of the society. It is worth 
noting that the results of this study in particular the religious and psychological 
motives, agree with the Islamic teachings and methodology for motivating voluntary 
work, 

The reason for this agreement is that voluntary work satisfies that part of human 

nature that tends to enjoy helping people. Also, generosity of self and with ones 

material possessions is a principle that all religions call for. 

The same study revealed that, the interaction of conscious and unconscious motives 

ultimately lead to commitment that spurs volunteer to work. 218 

The following are examples of conscious motives: 

" Willingness to spend spare time in fruitful work. 

" Feeling of gratitude to a specific organization that provided donor with a 

certain social service in the past. 

" Admiration of an organization that has been efficient and active in a specific 

area where it carries out a distinctive job. 

0 Willingness to establish relations and friendships with others. 

On the other hand there are unconscious motives, they are as follows: 

0 The deep desire for increasing one's sense of security and the feeling of 

belonging. 

Desire for self-approval. 

0 Desire to be socially distinguished. 

We must keep in mind that the motives for voluntary work differ in developed States 

compared with the motives in under developed States. In developed societies, 

218. Ibid. pp. 16-19. 
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participation in voluntary works depends on social motives represented by: boasting 

of ownership and financial ability, social awareness, success in dealing with others, 
willingness to have a social position, as well as the need to work with professionals in 

219 
this field. 

In under developed societies, the basic motive is represented by two trends: 
First: the direct personal benefit to the volunteer. In those countries people are busy in 

making their daily living. They want to maintain family affairs, due to shortage in 

government and society support. 

Second: The correlation of voluntary work with specific religious and cultural values 
(though return to the participants is not direct). 

Generally speaking, motives can vary in accordance with the educational an economic 

standards of individuals, their age, sex, status and social conditions. 

Some experts in social and voluntary work note that it is better not to classify motives 

of voluntary work, because the motives that are conscious for some people are 

considered to be unconscious for others and vice versa. 

Having presented the various motives for voluntary work, we could collect those 

motives into the following list: 

0 The desire to for establish social relations with others, to win new friends, and 
-r_ for acquaintance with members of the opposite sex. 

" The need to practice some form of work that agrees with the tendencies and 

desires of the volunteer, which could not be accomplished through official work. 

" Filling up spare time with fruitful work. 

" Gaining new experience and techniques. 

" Satisfying some social and psychological needs such as the need for security or 

sense belonging, the need for appreciation or self-approval. 

0 The desire to occupy a top social position within an organization's 

administrative hierarchy. 

0 The wish to attract appreciation or the respect of citizens, or to gain publicity. 

219 

. Ibid. p. 17. 
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To satisfy a feeling or social responsibility, and willing to participate in society 
development. 

Expressing gratitude to organizations that served the community. 
Believing in certain values whether religious, political, ideological etc. 

The purpose of this introduction was to identify motives that drive individuals and 
businesses to volunteer or to support voluntary work. I presented the motives due to 

their importance in the financing process that depends on motivated individuals 

contributing to the cause. 
With the motives of voluntary work clearly established, it is appropriate to examine 

the sources of finance. These will be considered under the following headings: 

3.1 Common Sources of Finance. 

3.2. Common Fund Raising Methods. 

3.3. Islamic Financial Resources. 

3.4. Islamic Financial Resources vs. Common Sources of Finance. 

3.5. Summary. 
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3.1. Common Sources of Finance 

Motives, as explained earlier in this chapter, have an effective impact and direct 
influence on managerial, organizational, institutional and financial aspects of 
voluntary work. They played a part in defining the objectives of voluntary 
organizations, the field of their work and the way of implementation. To achieve the 

goals of voluntary groups and to bring projects to reality, the human mind came up 
with proper and creative financing channels to secure the continuation of this work. 
Hence the voluntary sector agrees with the commercial sector on one philosophy, that 
is securing the required funds for working. However, the voluntary sector seeks the 

required funds to expand its services, but the comi-nercial sector seeks to increase the 

profits of shareholders. This concurrence of both sectors made marketing and financial 

experts of the commercial sector work as advisors for the voluntary sector. This 

bestowed professionalism on the collection process. Hence marketing professionalism 

merged with voluntary enthusiasm, which led to "Fund Raising Methods" that became 

one of our modem techniques with its own literature, theories, and scientific rules. 

Due to its importance many academic institutes started to teach those techniqueS220. 

9 Basic Financial Resources of Voluntary work 

The process of securing funds required for voluntary work was simple 221 
. It rested on 

individual efforts and initiatives between two persons: one asking for support and the 

second waiting for response to receive it. This is all based on pure human and social 

consideration 222 
. But due to the complexity of life, sophistication of sciences, societies 

and states intermixing of interest, goodwill has sometimes disappeared, resulting in 

tensions and an-ned conflicts. This is in addition to the in catastrophes and natural 

220. A WA Ii, op. cit., p. 147. 
221 

. 
Statistics published by Giving USA (specialized Journal published by American Association of 

Fund Raising Counsel, USA. It is concerned with all facets of voluntary work. It publishes an annual 

report called Giving USA). In 1997 the report, indicated that total donations exceeded $800 Billion. 
222 

. Ibid. p. 147. Perhaps it is worth mentioning that total world donations reach $856 million daily. It 

breakdown as follows: 
$31 million donations from Interriational Humanitarian Organizations. 
$20 " 44 commercial enterprises. 
$386 various governments. 
$200 individuals to religious organizations. 
$200 individuals to non religious organizations. 
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disasters. As a result of the above mentioned reasons, an increase in human 

suffering 223 in the World has been observed. Yet in other parts of the of the world, as a 

result of scientific progress and economic development, prosperity is the major 

characteristic of those societies. 
224 

Statistics mentioned in previous footnotes that clarify an intensive need for securing 
adequate funds for the voluntary sector on a continuous and viable basis, with the aim 
of decreasing symptoms of poverty that shake the globe. 
The foltowing are common sources of financing the voluntary organizations: 

1.1. Self Generated Sources 

Voluntary organizations depend on self generated funds represented in by subscription 

of members, returns on services and products provided by the organization, donations 

and gifts from members and non-members as well as campaigns organized to a mass 

support and attract required funds. 225 

3.1.2. Govemment Sources 

Governments support voluntary work through aid and loans presented to some 

organizations, in order to implement some projects and progranu-nes sponsored by 

these organizations. In other words they are government projects which voluntary 

organizations are entrusted to provide. Governments usually provide this sector with 

the necessary fully paid expertise. This support could be permanent or temporary for a 

specific purpose and according to prevailing rules. 226 A question may be raised here, 

why do governments support voluntary organizations? 

The following are projected reasons that encourage governments to support voluntary 

organizations: 

223 Rosso, Henry, An Overview ofFund Raising, CFRE, McGraw Hill Book Company, USA, p. 22-3. 
224 Human Resource Report 1996, UNDP, p. I. The same report indicated that the gap between rich 
and poor is expanding (p. 2). Total world income in the year 1993 $23 Trillion. Industrial countries 
share was $18 Trillion. Underdeveloped countries, which contain 80% of world population share, was 
only $5 Trillion. This is in addition to the raise in individual income from $5700 to $ 15400 in the 
industrial world, while poverty increased 17% in underdeveloped countries. 
225. At-Bdz, op. cit., p. 163 
226 

. Ibid. p. 163. 
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0 First: the political reasons in term of- 
1. Observing the performance of voluntary organizations that might be divert into 

unfavourable activities. 
2. Observing methods of spending voluntary funds that might be directed to 

unfavourable goods or activities. 
3. Monitoring parties and individuals dealing with those organizations. 
4. Sometimes governments support voluntary organizations to work with various 

par-ties who do not have any official or direct connection with the government. In 

other words governments use the voluntary sector as an unofficial channel. 
5. Governments attempt to gain the loyalty of these organizations as well as 

influence on the public opinion. 

0 Second: the economic reasons in term of- 

I. Decreasing the cost of implementing social projects (nowadays it is observed 

the in construction of hospitals, schools and care centres ... etc). 

2. To benefit from the expertise of voluntary groups. 
3. Securing indirect channels for bridging the state budget deficits in the social 

arena. 

0 Third: the social reasons could be described as follow: 

Through voluntary organizations, governments could secure easy mobilization 

of society members. This is due to people's willingness to trust and work with 

voluntary organizations rather than working with governments. 

2. The confidentiality of information relevant to beneficiaries, which provides 

adequate satisfaction for cooperation with voluntary organizations. 

3. People usually appreciate and respect individuals working in the voluntary 

sector. 

* Finally: the technical reasons that encourage governments to support voluntary 

organizations might be described as follows: 

I The flexibility and non-bureaucracy of voluntary organizations that enables a 

quick decision making process and implementation of projects. 
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2. Flexibility in securing the required expertise that could assist in accomplishing 
assigned tasks. 

I The availability of legislation and a legal framework that encourages 
individuals to participate into voluntary work. 

3.1.3. Commercial Sector: 

The commercial sector is the third financial resource for voluntary work. The 
following example might clarify the importance of this resource. 
The total contributions of companies for voluntary work in the United States in 1997 

were estimated $ 8.20 billion 227 

. The most important incentive for companies to 

contribute is the Tax Exemption Act, and its amendments which impact the 
228 

commercial sector 

The tax Exemption Act is not the only impetus that drives companies to donate, but 

also the opportunity for gaining a good reputation, social image and for spreading the 

company's name. Both play a basic role in the reason for commercial contributions 

229 
. As an assurance of the significant social role of the commercial sector, 

multinational corporations established their own philanthropic foundations. They aim 

to put into practice their own philanthropic programmes and projects, while at the 

same time enjoying tax exemption privileges. 

3.1.4. Foreign Sources: 

People, not usually involved in the classical philanthropic framework, began to realize 

essential role played by voluntary organizations. Especially in terms of pushing 

forward the wheel of social development and in formulating an ideological framework 

for societies. This realization and formulation had a positive impact on economic and 

cultural systems of the Southern States and former Communist bloc in particular. 230 

227 
. AAFRC/ Giving USA, 1998, op. cit., p. 154. 

228. Bayley, Ted, Fund Raiser's Guide to Successful Campaigns, McGraw Hill, USA, 1988, pp. 183- 
189. 
229. Independent Sector, In Kind Donations, , group of researchers, USA, 1995. pp. 2-5. 
230. Dhiyab, Muhammad, 'Abýdth F-1 Munaýmdt Al-Mujtama'Al-Madani F-1 Al-', ýIm Al-Arabi, The 

Scientific Bureau for Computers, Publication, and Distribution, Alexandria, Egypt, 1997, p. 155. 
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Foreign aid presented from governments worldwide to voluntary organizations 
jumped from one billion dollars in 1970 to 7.2 billion in 1990 and to 14 billion in 

1995.231 

It is important to indicate that this support differs as to volume and type from one 
country to another, from one society to another and from one time to another, taking 
into consideration the various political, economic and cultural circumstances of 
societies. 

The United Nations and its agencies are concerned with developing voluntary 

organizations in terms of helping them to be basic mediators for development through 

technical, human and material support. 
As for mechanisms used in presenting this support, they range from direct 

governmental support, to the UN and its agencies, World Bank, or through private 

foundations and individuals. 232 

It remains to mention that foreign financing, though it has great benefits, also involves 

dangers. Some believe that it hides undeclared objectives and targets that are not 

compatible with the objectives of voluntary work. Others believe that foreign aid 
became an instrument for penetrating societies in order to implement hidden agendas. 

23 1, Al-Bdz, op. cit-, P. 164. 
232 

. 
Weidentser, Eva, Development Cooperation of Arab Donors: Objectives, Organizations, 

Instruments, the German Institute for the Policy of Development, Berlin, Germany, 1995, Pp. 1-7, for 

the International mechanisms refer to 'Umar, Hussin, Dal-11 Al-Muna; mdt Al-Dawliyu, Mir 'Al-Fikr 
'Al-'Arabi, Cairo, Egypt, 1997. 
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3.2. Common Fund Raising Methods 

In the previous section, I examined the most important sources for financing voluntary 
organizations. In this part of the research I shall focus on common methods and 
procedures followed by most voluntary organizations to finance their various projects, 
plans and activities. 

The following are methods of fund raising: 233 

3.2.1. Annual Giving Programmes 

3.2.2. Capital Programmes 

3.2.3. Deferred Giving Programmes 

3.2.4. Grant Solicitation 

3.2.5. Collections 

3.2.6. Direct Mail 

3.2.7. Merchandise Sales 

3.2.8. Advertising 

3.2.9. Fund Raising Events 

A detailed explanation for each method will follow. 

3.2.1. Annual Giving PrograrnmeS234 : 

This type of programme aims to secure repeated and unconditional support from 

donors who are concerned with the existence of the organization. Meaning that, there 

is mutual interest by both sides (the first seeking the required financing, the second 
interested in the existence of the organization). Mail, personal visits and contacts are 

the most common methods used in this case. 

It should be noted that, the major class of supporters of this programme is middle 

class donors. Hence it is advisable to keep in touch with them on a weekly or monthly 

basis, through letters which include full information about the organization and the 

Programmes to be financed. Annual Giving Programmes are considered to be the 

basic programme required by every organization. 

233 

. Freyd, William, Xtethodsfor Successful Fund Raising, McGraw Hill Book Co, USA, 1988, p. 24.1. 
234 

. Ibid. p. 24.2 
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It deepens and expands the base of the public supporting the organization. It is to be 

considered the correct and necessary beginning for any voluntary organization that 
seeks success. 
As for the operational expenses sustained in running these programmes, they range 
usually from 20-30 % of the total revenues collected in these cases. Some 

organizations use this programme without achieving any return in the first 5 years, on 
the contrary, they suffer from losses. They keep on using this programme because 

they believe in building contacts with the biggest category of the society, which 
hopefully will respond later. This programme and its usage could be labelled (within 

the framework of Islamic jurisprudence) as unconditional donations and grants. 

3.2-2. Capital ProgTammeS235 

This Programme seeks the collection of big amounts of money within 3-5 years, in a 
bid to secure fixed assets for the organization. Payments could be on an instalment 

basis. Generally this programme is used for a definite objective. The existence of an 
Executive Director who donates the first major amount, in addition to managing the 

project is an important instrument for activating and operating this programme. 

3.2.3. Deferred Giving ProgrammeS236 

This Programme seeks Bequests whether during the life of the donor or after death. It 

is similar to 'Awqaf in Islam. This programme protects the sustainability of voluntary 

work. It advised always and preferred by all voluntary organizations operating in all 

237 social fields . Voluntary organizations, regardless of religious beliefs, depend mostly 

on this type of giving in implementing their programmes. 

3.2.4. Grant Solicitation 239: 

This programme aims at marinating finance for a well-tailored project. For example: 

Performing medical research or experiments required for studying a specific disease in 

a certain society by a particular medical centre. In this type of programme, the 

235 
. 
Ibid. p. 24.2 

'136 
. 
Ibid. p. 24.3 

237. Ibid. pp. 24.3-24.4. 
238 

-24.5 . 
Ibid. pp. 24.4 
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targeted institutions for financing the projects are government organizations, 

companies and foundations. 239 

3.2.5. Collections 

This is one of most common programme adopted by most voluntary organizations. It 
is widely used in religious centres, public parks, markets and other public facilities. 
Collectors use two methods in implementing this programme. First, the direct 

approach that could urge perspective donors to contribute. Second, placing collection 
containers that show the name of organization, full address and spending channels of 
adopted projects. All society members are targeted in this progranune. There is neither 
a minimum nor maximum amount for contribution. The goal is urging people to 

contribute at both local and foreign levels. 240 

3.2.6. Direct Mail 

Through this process, contact is kept with all society members by using the mail 

service, sophisticated technology and creative writing. Whilst keeping in mind the 
241 

short and long term objective of proposed project . 

3.2.7. Merchandise Sales 

Small voluntary organizations employ this type of programmes, which does not 

require any commanding techniques or special skills. Returns are usually low and 

cover little more than operational expenses. It is worth noting that Islamic 

organizations extended this concept into running major charitable markets in most 

occasions. They display many commodities, consumer goods and foodstuffs. In fact 

revenues remain low and disproportionate with effort and expense of organising the 

event. Public turnout is discouraging. 242 

239. Ibid. pp, 24.4-24.5. 
240. Ibid. pp. 24.5-24.6 
24 '. Bayley, op. cit., p. 123. 
242 

. 
Freyd, opcit., p. 24.8. 
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3.2-8. Advertising: 

Advertising is used to convey certain messages to a wide group of people. It is the 
most efficient method for publicising emergencies. 

For example, calling for relief to a specific area because of a to natural disaster. 243 

The prime condition for the success of advertising campaigns is the use of emotional 
stimulants and psychological effects that ensure public contributions. It is considered 
an effective and fruitful means of collecting donations. 

3.2.9. Fund Raising EventS244 

This programme hinges on organizing or creating an occasion such as a music 
concert, sport tournament or recreational party e. Companies and individuals are 
invited, in the presence of a guest of honour who enjoys a prominent social status, in 

sport, art, economy, business, politics, religion or other public arenas. The guest of 
honour calls on those present to donate for financing a specific activity or programme. 
Previous experience has proved the success of this programme. That success hinges 

on three points. First, public respect of the guest of honour; second, the desire of the 

public to prove their support to social organizations and third, guests wanting to prove 
their concern with social issues. 

This section was a comprehensive look on common methods for collecting 

contributions and donations, which were classified by marketing and media experts. 
Many other methods could derive from the said major methods. I believe that since 

the human mind will never stop thinking, it Will surely come up with new creative 

techniques in all fields of fund raising. A new incentive in the area of information 

technology was use of the internet in requesting and handling direct money transfers 

using credit cards to voluntary organizations World Wide. 

243. Ibid. p. 24.8-24.9. 
244. Ibid. pp. 24.9-24.10 
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In term of collecting contributions through TV Satellite Channels. It is as another 

proof for geared donation programme best known as (Philathon) that started to take its 

status all over world. 
Clearly, voluntary organizations which aim at easing human suffering; are going to 
benefit from modem technology. 
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3.3. Islamic Financial Resources 

Our life, with its variables, is a series of events. Financial resources should be made 
available to help humans facing changes of life, to move them toward achieving 
prosperity and for enhancing of the earth as required by Islamic doctrine within the 

philosophical frame of development. Islam determined and stated certain procedures 
that help humans face the duties of life. It facilitated many methods that resulted in 

achieving prosperity for people. 

The following are the Islamic methods of collecting and distributing: 245 

3.3.1. Zakdt : 
It is one of the pillars of Islam. It is a precise duty required of all Muslims. The 

Qur'dn states: "Of their goods take alms, that so thou mightiest purify and sanctify 

them. 11 246 The Qur'dn also states: "Alms are for the poor and the needy, and those 

employed to administer the (funds); for those whose hearts have been (recently) 

reconciled (to truth); for those in bondage and in debt; in the cause of God; and for the 

wayfarer: (thus is it) ordained by God, and God is full of knowledge and wisdom. "' 247 

Zakat is based on the ownership of plantations and fruits, gold and silver, livestock, 

business and other exploited sources and personal income. It is paid on funds whether 

apparent or non-apparent, to those who deserve it. The only conditions relating to 

paying Zakdt are passing of one year after reaching (niýdb) 248 that already fixed by 

Shar-i'a. Since the early days of Islam the government was responsible for collecting 

and distributing Zakat through its Treasury Department which was called Bayt Al- 

Mdl. Following that tradition Islamic governments today have the same responsibility. 

But since Zakat is not mandatory in the Muslim world, the government role was 

limited to organizing a voluntary sector who became concerned with collecting and 

distributing Zakqt. 

245. Al- Khayat, 'Abdul 'Aziz, AI-Taýdmn wa Al-Takdful A1-'Ijtimd'i, Symposium on Development 

from Islamic Perspective, 1991, Amman, Jordan, pp. 48-49. 
246. S(ira At-Taiiba, 9: 104. 
247. Sfira Al-Ta(iba, 9: 60. 
248 

. It 
is a specified rate or amount. 
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3.3.2. RikdZ249: 

It is money buried in the ground, in other words it is treasure. When treasure is found 

the government will be eligible to get one fifth of the value, and the rest can stay with 
the finder. Zakat should be paid on the remaining four fifths, which is one fifth as 

, 250 
stated by the Prophet: "fifth in Rikaz' . 

3.3.3. Kaffarat 251 (Atonement): 

These are the penalties determined when an individual violates the orders of God 

under certain conditions. Kaffarat are God's right against evil doing, in order to purify 

souls from sins and as a lesson for the future. The financial aspect is represented by 

paying a certain amount of money to those who deserve it. Types of kaffdrdt: 

0 Atonement for oath 252 : Islamic law maintains that anyone who makes an oath 

about something and then fails to keep the oath should pay an atonement by 

feeding, or giving clothing to, ten needy people. Alternatively they can give an 

amount equal to that, or they can fast. But payment, feeding and clothing are 

preferred to fasting. Penalties preferred to be given to an organization. 

The Qur'dn states: " God will not call you to account for what is futile in your oaths, 

but He will call you to account for your deliberate oaths: for expiation, feed ten 

indigent persons, on a scale of the average for the food of your families; or clothe 

them; or give a slave his freedom. If that is beyond your means, fast for three days. 

That is the expiation for the oaths ye have sworn. But keep to your oaths. Thus doth 

God make clear to you His signs, that you may be grateful"253 

0 Atonement for not fasting 254: It is required of those who intentionally do not 

fast in the holy month of Ramdan, although they are capable of fasting. In this 

case, those concerned should free a slave, fast for two consecutive months or feed 

60 indigent people. The latter opinion being agreed as the by most scholars, except 

249 
. Al- Khayat, op. cit., p. 49. 

250. Al-Bukhdri, $abib Al-Bukhdri, volume 1, chapter of Zakdt/64. 
251 

. Ibid. p. 49 
252. Ibid. p. 49. 
253. S Ora 'A I-Md'ida 5: 99. 
254 

. Al- Khaydt, op. cit., p. 49. 
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(Imam Malik 255) Feeding is preferred because it establishes solidarity and 
brotherhood among society members, 

Atonement for "Zihar" 256 : It is the atonement required from he who imposes 

this on his wife by saying "you are to me like my mother". This means that he 
terminated his marriage and she is no longer his wife. If he wants to return to his 

wife he must pay the atonement. Atonement in this case is freeing a slave, fasting 
two consecutive months, or feeding sixty needy people. 

0 Atonement for practicing 'Umra during the pilgrimage season: 257 

This atonement requires the slaughtering of a sheep, cow or camel and distributing the 

meat to the needy. We can not but here refer to the project of slaughtering 
immolations implemented by the Islamic Development Bank, which promoted this 

concept to benefits the needy Muslims all over the world. The Qur'dn states: " And 

when you are in peaceful conditions (again), if any one wishes to continue the 'Umra 

on to the 1jaj, he must make an offering, such as he can afford, but if he cannot afford 
it, he should fast three days during the IjaJ and seven days on his return, making ten 

days in all. This is for those whose household is not in (the precincts of) the Sacred 

Mosque""'. 

0 Atonement for hunting during the pilgrimage season 259: 

This involves slaughtering a sheep, cow or camel to feed the needy. Or paying the 

value in cash. The concerned has the right to choose between paying cash or 

slaughtering an anima, 260. 

211 
. He is Malik b. 'Anas. The Imam of Maliki doctrine, which was named after him. Also he was 

called the Imam of MadTna. Imam Mdlek greatest work is his book "Al-Muwai4a"'. For more details 

see Imam Malik, b. 'Anas, AI-Muwatta', narrated by Yabya b. Kathir & Al-Laithi Al-Andulusi, 

rendered to English by F. Amira Matrji, revised by Malýmfid Matrji, vol. 1, Dar Al-Fikr, Beirut, 
Lebanon, 1994, pp. 3-5. 
256 

. Al- Khayit, op. cit., p. 50. 
257 

. Ibid. p. 5 1. 
258. Rim Al-Baqara, 2: 196. 
259. A I- Khay5t, op. cit., p. 5 1. 
260. Ibid. p. 51. 
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3.3-4. Fidya (RansOM) 261 

It is an amount paid in recompense for violating the orders of God, or for the inability 
of Muslim to perform a specific worship. 

Types of Fidya (ransom) 

Fasting ransom 

This is required of all those who cannot fast due to disability (old age, 
pregnancy, maternity, breast feeding and incurable disease) upon a 
physicians recommendation. 
The ransom is either paid in cash or in kind. The Qur'dn states: "For 
those who can do it (with hardship), is a ransom, the feeding of one 

262 that is indigent" 

0 The ransom of a Mecca pilgrim who is in a state of ritual consecration. 
This ransom is required if he who, in the state of ritual consecration shaves, his head. 

The Qur'dn states: "And do not shave your heads until the offering reaches the place 

of sacrifice. And if any one of you is ill, or has an ailment in his scalp, (necessitating 

shaving), (he should) in compensation either fast, or feed the poor, or offer 
,, 263 

sacrifice. 

261. Al- Khay5t, op. cit., p. 52. 
262. Sara Al-Baqara, 2: 194. 
263. SFara. Al-Baqara, 2: 196. 
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3.3.5. Waqf (Endowment)264 

Is the withholding the realty (assets) and donating the yield. It was a direct cause 
behind the prosperity of Islamic civilization. In addition, it performed great social aid 
for the rescuing of humans, animals, birds and plants. Waqf, in Islam, reached a stage 
whereby Muslims dedicated waqf for migrating birds, for dogs etc. This is in addition 
to the great waqf for hospitals, mosques, scientific institutes, libraries, travellers' 
lodges, homes for the poor and needy etc. There are two types of waqf- 

9 Al-Thur7 waqf (Progeny): for spending on family and relatives. 

9 Al-Kh-iCi waqf (Philanthropic): for spending on various philanthropic 
activities. 

3.3.6. Al-Nudhiir 265(VoWS): 

These are self imposed, by Muslims as benefaction or worship. They can be made in 

cash or in kind. Fulfilment of an allowed vow is a duty266 
. The Qur'dn states: "... Let 

them... perform their vows... ". 
267 

3.3.7. AI-Waýiya (The Will): 

Islam allowed any individual to bequeath one third of his or her wealth for 
268 

philanthropic activities on condition that prospective inheritors approve this action 

264 7 
. Wahbh, Tawfiq 'Ali, AI-Ri'dya A1-'Ijtimd'iyya F1 Al-Islam, Journal of Al-Wa'l At-IsIdmi, Ministry 

of Awqaf and Islamic Affairs, vol. 124, State of Kuwait, pp. 60-67. It is worth to mention the experience 
of Awqdf General Secretariat in the State of Kuwait, formed according to the Amid Decree NR. 257 
issued on 13-11-93. Also refer to strategy of Waqf 1995-2000, regarding Waqf Funds: 
Waqf (Endowment) Fund for mosques. 

The Holy Qur'dn. 
Culture and Thought. 
Scientific Development. 
Family Care. 
Environment Protection. 
Health Development. 
Disabled and Special requirement groups. 

The strategic vision based on correlating waqj'with comprehensive development. We also note that the 
1995 conference of Ministers of Awqdf entrusted the Awqdf General Secretariat in Kuwait to prepare 
(Waqf Strategy) through which waqf could be upgraded, based on experience of General Secretariat of 
Awqdf in Kuwait. 
215 

. At- Khaydt, op. cit., p. 53. 
266. lbn-Qudamah, Al-Mughni,, 10-3. 
267. SGra Al-Uaj, 22: 29. 
268 Wahbh, op. cit-, p. 65 
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A will, which is dedicated for good deeds, should not exceed one third for institutions, 

organizations or various welfare activities. The Qur'Zin states: "(The distribution in all 

cases is) after the payment of legacies and debts". 269 The Prophet stated: "A Muslim is 

preferred to write his will as long as he owns what he can bequeath for. , 270 

3.3-8. Hibdt (General donations): 

These are donations presented by individuals and institutions for various voluntary 
works. Islam has always encouraged donating. It emphasised in many Qur'zinic verses 

and sayings of the Prophet . 
27 1 The Qur'dn states: "So give what is due to kindred, the 

needy, and the wayfarer. That is the best for those who seek the Countenance, of the 

Divine and it is they who will prosper. )9272 The Prophet states: " Money has never 

decreased due to the payment of ýadaka (charity). v)273 

3.3.9. Kharaj: 

It is certain percentage paid on agricultural land and its yield. It is similar to what is 

described as government tax. Caliph Umar Ibn-Al-Khatab was the first to impose 

Kharaj. He imposed it on land which assigned to new owners in order to give Kharaj 

in return, after consulting senior Muhajiffin 274 and AnSdr275. Jurists (fuqhd') call this 

"duty of land" because it varies according to country, the proper usage of land and to 

the purpose of exploitation and irrigation. 276 

269. Silra Al-Nissd', 4: 11. 
270. Al-Tirmidhi, Sunan AI-Tirmidhi, Chapter on Wills, volume 3/2201 
27 1. Al- Khay5t, op. cit., p. 55. 
272. Sfira Al-Ram, 30: 38. 
273 

. 
Muslim, $ablb Muslim, volume 4/2588. 

274 
. They are Muslims who emigrated from Mecca to Madina. 

275 
. They are Muslims citizens of Mad-ina. 

'Ijtimd'yi F7 AI-Islam, Al-'Arabiya Company for 276. 'Abdil'Al, 'Ahmad 'Abdil'al, Al-Tadamun Al- 

Printing, Cairo, Egypt, 1997, pp. 139-140. 
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3.3.10. 'Ushür: 

It is one tenth of goods entering or passing through Islamic stateS277. It is similar to 

modem day govemment customs duty. 

277. Qal'aji, & Qunibi, op-cit., p. 312. 
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3.4. Islamic Financial Resources vs. Common Sources of Finance 

Initially, it seems that comparing Islamic Financial Resources with Common Sources 
of Finance is not possible because they do not have an equal basis. The first is built on 
a Divine basis, which means it is of unlimited potential. Whilst the second is a human 
product. It is a comparison between unlimited power and limited power. Hence, the 
following will be an attempt to clarify the characteristics of both systems. 
3.4.1. Characteristics of the Islamic Financial System: 

1. It is part of a whole system that handles all aspects of human life. It is a 
comprehensive model for economical, political, educational and legal 

278 
systems 

2. It is of Divine roots in term of its basis and principles, which are stated in the 
Qur'Zin and Sunna. But its applications are the products of Muslim scholars, 

springing from their understanding 279 of the Qur'dn and Sunna. It is important 

to keeping in mind that technological inventions are developing which will 
keep the door open for new sophisticated techniques depending on human 

mind within the framework of Shari-'a. 

3. Applications of the Islamic Financial System are the scholars efforts. They are 

trying to compromise between Divine's directions and the interests of the 

society 
280 

. 

4. Islamic Financial Sources depends on local financing. Distribution must be 

within the society where the money was collected. Because of that rule, some 

scholars do not allow transferring Zakat from the place where collected to 

another place 
281 

278 

. 
Yasif, A. Y(isif, Al-Nafaqdt Al-', ýma Fl Al-lslam, Ddr Al- Kitdb Al-Jdmi'i, Cairo, Egypt, 1980, pp. 

3-5. 
279 

. Ibid. p. 6. 
280 

. Ibid. p. 7. 
281 

. 
Ibid. p. 14. Some scholars agree that in emergencies, Zakat can be transferred to other localities 

and countries. 
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3.4.2. Characteristics of Common Sources of Finance: 

It is a human effort that depends on knowledge and experience gathered 
through the ages. Whereby the arena is open to new techniques and 
methods. 

2. They exploit all potentials of capitalist ideology, since legislation 

recognises private ownership and encourages contributions through Tax 
Exemption Act. 

3. Resources tends to act as a curative solution for old and long standing 
problems, e. g. poverty. 

4. There is no compulsion in common resources. Contributions depend on the 

voluntary initiative of individuals or group. 
5. Those resources can give a sense of superiority and might result in an a 

attitude of power in contributors, with a feeling of subjugation in the 

beneficiaries. 

3.4-3. Similarities between Islamic and Common Sources of Finance: 

Both systems agree on the following: 

a) Investing and employing the human mind and all potentials (technological, 

mechanical, managerial and financial) in creating new channels of financing. 

b) The essentiality of collaborating all efforts (on individual and collective levels) 

to maintain human prosperity and welfare. 

c) Collecting money from those people with sufficient means in a proper and 

legitimate way and distributing it among people in need. 

d) Utilising funds in the development process of a society. 

e) The spiritual aspect plays an important role in motivating people to contribute 

for charitable purposes. 

f) Both systems are connected with the philosophy of development or in other 

words both systems adopt solving social problems through charitable 

contributions. They both insist on assisting needy individuals to become more 

independent members of society. 
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3.4.4. Differences between Islamic and Common Sources of Finance: 

a) The sources of finance in Islam are the Divine legislation. Regarding the 
common sources, they are human effort. 

b) In the Islamic system, some types of contributions are compulsory obligation 
legalized by sharl'a such as in Zakat. In the Common Sources it is a selective 
initiative. 

3.4.5. Findings of previous section: 

1. From the previous points we observe that there is not a contradiction 
between Islamic financial resources and Common sources. I beleive 

that Common Sources and techniques could serve the Islamic system. 
2. Common Sources could act as implementation tools for the Islamic 

sources. Whereas the Islamic system plays the role of legislator and 

organizer, the Common Sources utilise mechanisms and techniques. 

3. Islam encourages the invention of new methods to maintain the 

resources of finance. This attitude should be continued and new 

methods of financing accepted, as long as they remain within the 

Islamic framework. 

4. Islam proposes the spiritual aspect as a monitor and motivator at the 

same time. As a monitor it guides every move and all behaviour in 

accordance to Divine's's orders. As a motivator it encourages Muslims 

to do good seeking the satisfaction of Divine. 

5. When examining Islamic Financial Resources you will notice that the 

material impact is in favour of society, and the spiritual impact in 

favour of individuals. 

6. Despite the preference for collective benefits over individual benefit, 

Islam balances both individualism and collectivism. Islam believes in 

guaranteeing the fundamental rights of individuals and does not permit 

anyone to tamper with those rights. Islam considers the development of 

the personality of individuals as one of the prime objectives of its 

educational policy. Islam does not subscribe to the view that human 
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beings must lose their individuality in a society or state. It concentrates 

on individuality as long as the collective interest is safe. 

7. Islam awakens a sense of social responsibility in humans. It provides a 

plan for human beings to live successfully in a society and state and 

enjoins individuals to subscribe to the social good 282 

282. 'Ahmad, KhTirshid, Islam, Basic Principle and Characteristics, WAMY, S. Arabia, 1980, PP. 18- 

20. 
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3.5. &ýý 

In this chapter, the issue was Sources of Financing voluntary work whether from 
Islamic or Common perspectives. As a preface to understanding and applying the 
proper method of finance, it is necessary to understand the motives that drive 
individuals and corporations to contribute for voluntary purposes. Some studies 
indicated that people donate for the following motives: 

1. Religious motive. 
2. Psychological motive. 
3. Financial motive. 
4. Social motive. 

Other studies indicated that there are conscious and unconscious motives. Those two 
types of motive interact and lead the individual to commitment, which spurs him or 
her to contribute physically or financially. 

In addition to the motives mentioned above, field experience and direct observation 
indicated that motives for voluntary work differ in developed states compared with 
motives in under developed states. Besides, motives differ in capitalist societies 

compared with socialists or communist societies (if the governments of those 

countries allow voluntary work). Also, motives could vary in accordance with the 

educational and economic standards of individuals, their age, sex and social status. 
As mentioned previously, understanding the motive and perspective of a contributor is 

an important task. It assists in designing proper fund raising programmes, and it helps 

in igniting the hidden potentials of volunteers whether these be physical, mental, or 
financial. 

After presenting the motives for voluntary work, I examined the basic Common 

Sources of finance, which were classified as follow: 

I. Self generated sources. 

2. Government sources. 

3. The Commercial sector. 

4. Foreign resources (external assistance). 

Every one of those sources has its own positive and negative impacts. This places a 

heavy burden on the administration of voluntary organizations. Because they have to 
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attempt to eliminate the negative impact and at, the same time implement the positive 
impact, 

However, due to the increase in their projects, voluntary organizations began looking 
for new and sophisticated techniques that might assist them face their financial 
demands. Marketing and media experts agreed on calling those techniques 
Contemporary Fund Raising Methods. They are as follows: 

1. Annual giving programmes. 
2. Capital programmes. 
3. Deferred giving programmes. 
4. Grant solicitation. 
5. Collections. 

6. Direct mail. 
7. Sale of merchandise. 
8. Advertising. 

9. Fund raising events. 
Those are the basic methods for fund raising. But since the human mind is 

progressing in all fields of life, finance will not be limited to those methods. 
Voluntary organizations will keep looking for more sophisticated means of collecting 

revenues. 
The first technological step was in the form of dedicating Internet web sites for 

solicitation and fund raising. Whereby donors could contribute, directly to any 

voluntary organization, using their credit cards. 
Satellite channels and Philathons are other examples of adopting new techniques for 

financing voluntary work. 
The future will witness more new techniques and methods for financing voluntary 

work. Since the need for assistance continues due to natural circumstances or disasters 

and because of armed crises worldwide. Definiteiy these problems will double duties 

of voluntary organizations, who will have to think of new ideas to increase their cash 

flow so as to face those crises. 

Regarding Islamic Financial Resources, Islam has clarified the financial channels for 

collection and distribution of alms. Some of those channels are specified for certain 

categories of society, others are not. In other words some sources could be used 

generally for any need. The following are Islam's financial sources: 
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1. AI-Zakdt- Compulsory donation. 

Al-Rikdz- Treasure. 

I Al-Kaffa-rat-Atonement. 

4. AI-Fidya- Ransom. 

5. Al-waqf- Endowment. 

6. Al-Nudhar- Vows. 

7. AI-Waýiya- The Will 

8. Al-Hibdt- General donation. 

9. AI-Kharaj- Land Tax. 

10. 'Al-UshOx- Custom Tax. 

An examination of those sources of finance in the Islamic system will show that the 
Islamic state, since the early days of the Prophet until the collapse of the Ottoman 

Empire, depended on those sources to run all its affairs. 

In this chapter a comparison was made between the Islamic sources of finance and the 

Common Sources of finance. The findings showed that they compliment each other 

without any contradiction. 
Finally, this chapter high lightened the financial tools necessary for running voluntary 

organizations, whether those tools had a religious origin or were developed through 

human effort. 
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4. The Legal Framework of Voluntarv Organizations 

This chapter will examine the legal and legislative framework of voluntary 

organizations. Before proceeding, I would like to indicate that the term "voluntary 

work" is a controversial one. Some laws call it the civil society organizations, the 

third sector, philanthropic action, civil action, unofficial sector, non-government 

organizations, non-profit organizations or voluntary organizations. 283 

From one perspective, the non-profit principle is the framework which gathers all of 

those organizations within a sector which differ from official organizations or 

commercial companies. From another, this work derives its strength from the natural 

freedom of human kind. Most constitutional and legislative systems in various 

countries stipulate protection of citizens, rights of citizenship, freedom of thought and 

expression, meeting and organization. They even encourage citizen participation in 

the managing of all social work beside government. 

Hence it is important to establish a legal framework that organizes this activity and 

determines its objectives, memberships, structures, financial sources, mode of 
284 

management and also prevents any mismanagement within this sector. 

In order to build the legal framework for voluntary organizations. This chapter will 

comprise the following topics: 

4.1. The importance of legislation and laws relevant to voluntary organizations. 

4.2. Freedom of Formation and legal existence of voluntary organizations. 

4.3. Financial Sustainability. 

283 
. 
Regarding the definition of voluntary work refer to: 
AI-Jam5l, lvluýtafa, "Al-Mushdraka Al-Sha'biyya F7 AI-Tanmiya ", Arab Research Centre, 
Symposium of Civil Society Organizations and the Economic and Social Development Crisis- 
Cairo, Egypt, 1998, pp. 40-42. 
Also: DhiyAb, op-cit., pp. 13-17. 
Also: Madanl, 'Amin, 'Abýdth F-I Tashr-i'dt wa Qawdn7n Al-Muitama' AI-Madani Al-Arabio", 

284 
Second Conference for Arab Civil Society Organizations, Cairo, Egypt, 1997, pp 1 -2. 

. Ibid. pp. 1-2. 
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4.4. Accountability & Transparency. 

4.5. Legal framework of voluntary work in Islam. 

4.6. Areas of action. 

4.7. Summary. 

ill 



4.1. The Importance of Legislation and Laws for Vo 

Organizations 

The importance of regulations and rules for voluntary work springs from the 

following issues: 

Law plays a functional role in the organizing not only of voluntary organizations, 

but also all aspects of human life. However law alone cannot guarantee the 

formation of a society, which is open for public or social participation. Even if 

such as open society already exists, it cannot function or move forward without 

adequate legal protection for individuals and organizations, particularly in the 

areas of freedom of expression and the formation of social institutions and groups 

who uphold positive peaceful objectives. 

Hence there is a complexity of inter-related systems that exist to guarantee the 

freedom of citizens to meet with no fears of being questioned in any way 

whatsoever 285 
. Since law seeks the securing of the freedom and rights of 

individuals, it also seeks to protect society from those organizations which misuse 

the purposes stated in articles of formation. Law systems are designed to organize 

the relations, as well as freedom and rights, in a balanced manner that guarantees 

the enjoyment of freedom by all parties without any violation. Thus there are no 

over regulations applied to one party rather than the other. 286 

Law controls the relationship between voluntary work laws and other laws within 

the framework of the judicial system. Thus, like other organizations in other 

sectors upon registration voluntary organization is considered a "legal status" that 

has the right to hold contracts, employ, sell, lease and purchase, own, open bank 

accounts ... etc. 

285 
' Madan-i, op. cit., p. I 

28'. International Centre for Not-For-Profit Law (ICNL), Legal Principles for Citizens, Toward a 
Legal Framework-jbr Civil Society Organizations, Washington D. C., USA, pp. 1-3. 
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It also has the right to share other organizations in forming new organizations, or 
companies or subsidiaries within the legal framework. Therefore voluntary 

organization is considered a juristic personality that performs its work according to 
the stipulated laws, and like others, has the rights and liabilities which uphold the 

commitment to prevailing social regulations 287. 

Legislation secures freedom of expression and formation of social organizations 

which reflect the ambitions and opinions of the public as well as their role in 

constructing their societies. This encourages individuals to participate in the 

progress of their country and aids in the decreasing of governmental spending on 

social affairs due to the unstable world market conditions. 
I believe that the requirements of new world order and the human rights wave were 
imposed on all countries to issue laws and legislation required for securing rights 

of voluntary work and other relevant institutions. 288 

Though our discussion here revolves on the legal and legislative framework, there 

is a space for the principle of self-control, which is not required by law. 

The organization practices self-control in order to secure the proper progress of its 

work and to upgrade the transparency of its practices and works within the society 

which reflects on the confidence of public and support of citizens in this case. 
Control could take the mode of additional financial audit, updated reports, news 

and interviews via the mass media, open invitations to the public for taking note of 

organization progress 289 
... etc. 

287. bid. p. 2. 
288. Ibid. pp. 2-4. 

289. lbid. p. 4. 
I would like to refer in this regard to the fact that Islam gave much consideration to ensure the spirit of 
self-control into Muslims. The Prophet states that "top of wisdom is the fear of Divine " (Al-Suyatl, Al- 
Jdmi'AI-Sagh7r, volume 2/1609). 
For more detai is refer to: 

'Alwan, 'Abdullah, Trbiyat A1-Abnd'F-1 AI-Islam, Ddr-Al-Ssalam Publication and Printing House, 
Aleppo, Syna, 1981, pp159-160. He discussed the subject of self control from following angles: 
the angle of fear from the Divine, monitoring of Divine to the person in all cases. 
Al-Mizjaji, 'A4mad, "Al-Riqdba F-1 AI-Islam, Mafa-h7m wa Khaýd'iý", Journal of Sharl'a and 
Islamic Studies, Kuwait University, vol. 35,1998, pp. 102-106. 
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4.2. Freedom of Formation and Lelzal Existence 

Most legislation requires that voluntary organizations must notify the relevant 

government authority to obtain a license before practicing their activities. 290 

International laws stipulate the guarantee of freedom of expression, formation and 

peaceful gathering in any possible way, whilst ensuring the conditions which maintain 

the security and safety of the society. 291 Some legislative bodies agree that silence of 

authorized agency, without responding after a definite period, is in itself an approval 
292 

on promulgation and commencement of activities . The following is a common legal 

framework for establishing a voluntary organization 
4.2.1. Registration and Promulgation 

Previously I states that constitutions guarantee that citizens have the right to form 

voluntary organizations. Hence formation and registration of these organizations 

should be free of all the unnecessary restrictions and requirementS293. 

290. Qandil, 'Am5ni, & Bin Nafisa, Sdra, Muna; mdt Al-muytamaA I-Madani F-1 Misr, Al-'Ahram Centre 
for Politics and Strategic Studies, Cairo, Egypt, 1994, p. 33. There are even laws that set conditions on 
seeking approval from the Minister of Interior in person. Other legislation adds to the notification and 
ap roval, the need for promulgation on the commencement of the activity. lbid. p33 
29ý Dhiyab, op. cit., pp. 156-157. He indicates that laws are similar in most countries, and even similar 
to those adopted through international conventions. Despite the presence of these laws, the position of 
these organizations seems to be shaky due to the following: 

Prescription and multiplicity of legal texts relevant to these organizations. 
Validity of provisions of these laws concerning all types of organizations regardless fields of work 
and objectives. 
Some legislation excludes specific persons from the right of forming organization. 
Multiple modes of control on these organizations. 
Strictness of governments as to the interpretation of the formation laws. 

Hence, Al-Jamal, Muýtafa, states in his research: "AI-MuAdraka Al-Sha'biyya F-1 AI-Tanmiya: Qa4dyd 
wa ýJa-q ", submitted to the symposium of Civil Organizations and the Crisis of Economic and Social 
Development, Centre of Arab Research, 1998, p. 42. That: " the relationship between both parties 
should be a relation of partnership and integration not relation of conflict and contradiction. Roles 
complete each other to achieve development. Encouraging for the success of a cultural and political 
environment characterized by rationality, forgiveness, transparency and initiation in favour of public 
interest. " 
292 

. Qandil, & Bin Nafisa, op. cit., p. 33. 
293. Madan!, op. cit., pp. 4-6. 
The researcher indicates that constitutions of some countries allow the formation of organizations 
without the need for license first, but they are obliged to notify government thereafter. But due to 
security changes, political, and economical conditions, those countries began to require the filling of an 
application forrn before practicing voluntary activities. Law requires the following information 
included in that application: copies of the article of association. Names and nationality of founders. 
Names of the board of directors. Name of organization. Goals and objectives of organization. Financial 

resources and ways of expenditures. 
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It is important to unify the general registration number without duplication, in 

order to retrieve any information upon request. The file should include all required 

documentS294 
. Administrative procedures should be easy, quick, and simple. Also 

registration should allow for the establishing of cooperative relations with other 
organizations and the forming of local and foreign subsidiaries. 

4.2.2. Allowed objectives and activities 
Organization defines its objectives, activities, and programmes, which it plans to 
implement and these will be included in the article of association. Based on these 

premises will be permitted to implement such programmes that will abide by these 

stipulations, within the limits and framework of law, whether or not in favour of 

members or public. 

4.2.2. Requirements to be classified as " NOT FOR PROFIT ORGNIZATION " 

The authorized government organization granting "not for profit organization" 

license must be comprised of representatives from the government side (Ministry 

or competent department)- organization applying- and representatives from the 

public sector, to guarantee neutrality295. 

4.2.3. Authority of dissolution, termination and liquidation. 

We mentioned earlier that the formation of voluntary organizations is a voluntary 

matter and based on the agreement of the will of a group of people who practice 

their right of expression, organization, and meeting. 

Based on the same logic, the group will have the right to dissolve and liquidate this 

organization, whenever it deems fit, or whenever the continuation of their existence 

is no longer feasible. 296 However, this liquidation must be implemented through 

the courts by request from the organization, after agreement on the mode of 

211 
' ICNL, op. cit., p. 6. 

295 
* The official organizations granting this classification or license in developing Countries, are either 

the Ministry of Interior or Ministry of Social affairs and labour, but mostly the former, due to lack of 

confidence in these organizations and the tight control of its activities and members. Refer to AI-Jamal, 

op. cit., p. 42. 
296 

. 
Dhiydb, op. cit., p. 7. 
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distributing the properties 297 
. It is noted that most constitutions and laws of 

developed countries give the authorized agency the right to dissolve voluntary 

organizations 
298and 

this is in fact more difficult than refusing their initial 

establishment. When examining reasons for termination (mentioned in footnote 2), 

we will notice that they vary according to their degree of severity and thus, not all 
of them are causes for terminating the organization without availability of 
sufficient flexibility that allows appropriate penalty. Organization must be given 
the right to complain and appeal in a system similar to the right of appeal upon 
refusal of license. 

4.2.4. Distribution of profits or other interests: 

Laws regulating this sector ban the distributing of profits or other interests among 
founders, members, board members and staff. This differentiates between the 

voluntary and the commercial sector, being a major distinguishing element when 
defining these organizations. Also it is important for these laws to include the of 
banning voluntary organizations from disposing of their property and assets 

whenever anything forces organizational dissolution, or termination or liquidation. 299 

4.2.5.. Encouraging voluntary legislation: 

Law should encourage these organizations to set criteria and by laws that regulate 

practice and improve productivity, via rules that are concerned with the organizational 

structure, human resources, financing 300 etc. 

297. Ibid. p. 7. Right for dissolving voluntary organizations as follow: 

Diminution of members below age average stipulated by law. 
Violating article of association. 
Organization non-liability in achieving its goals. 
Non fulfilment of financial obligations. 
Payments for aspects other than the deten-nined. 
Refusing inspection of authorities or the attendance of its meetings. 
Practicing political, ethical, sectarian, or any other illegal activities. 

2111 
'I 

CN L, op. cit., p. 7. 
'99 

* Ibid. p 11. The source of funds and properties are public, hence the law in this case will nominate 

another organization, which works in the same field and for the same, objective to manage these 

properties. When this is not available, govemment will be the party concerned with managing these 

properties. 300. Ibid. p. 11. 
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4.2.6-Umbrella Organizations: 

Laws should allow the formation of an Association of Organizations or what may be 
termed as "Umbrella Organizations". Here the objectives are coordination and 
exchange of data, as well as participation in the upgrading of performance, 
competence and decrease of spending. This would facilitate a concentration upon the 
improving of services to achieve best results. 301 

To conclude this section (Freedom of formation and legal Existence), perhaps it would 
be fruitful to examine two different situations which illustrate formation and legal 

existence. 
I will choose the United Kingdom as a western example, and the State of Kuwait as an 
example from the Islamic world. 

4.2.7. Registration in the UK 302 
: 

- Article 4 from 1960 Act requires all charitable organizations in England and Wales 

to register, with specific considerations for some types of those organizations. 
Currently, there are more than 172000 charitable organization registered on the 
Central Register for Charitable Organizations which contains copies of all legal 

documents required to administer those organizations both financially and 

administratively. Complete information is available on request for the public at the 
Charity Commission Head Office in London as well as at its branch in Liverpool. It 

can be requested through the computerized index. The basic information is also 

submitted to local authorities in their regions. , 
- Article 5 in 1960 Act states that: " every registered organization into the Registrar of 
Charitable Organizations is considered as a charitable organization and will be treated 

on that basis. " Hence, members of the Commission double-check the article of 

301 

. Ibid. p. 12. It is important to mention the Independent Sector as an example for this umbrella, 
which was formed in the USA including more than 800 operating organization. For further information 

refer to the yearly report 1993. 
302. Al-Muffri, Bader, Maldmý Min Al-Tajruba Al-Brýtdniya F-1 Al-Amal Al-TafawiVi, 'Awqdf Public 

Foundation, State Of Kuwait, 1994, pp. 19-20. 
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association (charter) to ensure its compliance with the law of charitable work. This 

step takes place before registration and the granting of "charity 3031ý status. 

The same article grants individuals the right for objection on registering the charitable 
organization when it is exposed or under threat of exposure to negative impact. 

In any case of suspicion, the Commission usually consults the Inland Revenue 
Department, due to the tax exemptions privileges given to those organizations. 
Law gives the right to object and appeal at the Supreme Court on every decision made 
by the Commission regarding registration. This right is rarely employed however. 

The responsibility of the legal registration of charitable organizations requires 
decision making, which may be appealed in courts, regarding the purposes of its 

establishment according to the legal definition or any previous judgements. While 

implementing this law, Commission officials attempt to explain it in a contemporary 

way. 

It is almost impossible to agree on what is charitable or what is not, however a 
definition of "charitable"' will occur gradually. Even so, the law acts as the referee in 

determining the charitable purposes of an organization. 
Acceptance or refusal of registration does not necessarily mean that the Commission 

agrees with or apposes the purposes of establishing charity status. Neither is it for or 

against individuals managing this organization. Even after granting approval, the 

Comi-nission is not necessarily convinced that this organization will be managed 

04 property, or it will be granted Merit or Quality Award. 3 
. 

A large portion of the work, upon registration, is concentrated on consultancy to 

association committees (founders) as well as on the revision and editing of all legal 

instruments and documents, which might affect the approval of registration and the 

granting of charity status. Financial auditing requirements depend on the income of 

the charitable organization. For example, if a charity's gross income in any financial 

year does not exceed 25000 pounds, the charity trustees may instead elect to prepare a 

303 

. Ibid. p. 20. 
304 

. Ibid. p. 2 1. 
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receipt and payments account and a statement of assets and liabilities instead305 
. But 

charities with gross income or total expenditure which exceeds 100000 pounds must 
have their accounts audited by a qualified auditor. Charities with less income or 

expenditure may instead elect to have their accounts examined by an independent 

examine? 06 
. 

4.2.8. Registration in the State of Kuwait 

Registration of voluntary organizations in the State of Kuwait is the responsibility of 

the Ministry of Social affairs and Labour and lies within the framework of Code 24 

for the year 1962 307 : 

- Article 3: indicates that the Ministry of Social Affairs and Labour manage the 

registering procedures and promulgation, in the Formal Magazine. The 

Ministry assists the organization in achieving its goals for serving the 

community, when all requirements are fulfilled. 

Article 4: indicates conditions for establishing a voluntary organization as 

follows: (1) founders must not be less than 10 and all of Kuwaiti Nationality. 

(2) Age of founder not less than 21 years old, and must have no conviction or 

sentences relating to crimes or dishonour or dishonesty unless gained his 

rehabilitation. 

Article 5: Application should be accompanied by the constitution of association 

comprising the following details: (1) Name of organization, purpose of 

establishment. (2) Names and titles of founders as well as ages and professions 

and nationalities. (3) Membership conditions and rights of members as well as 

30-5. Kendall, Jeremy & Knapp, Martin, The Voluntary Sector in the UK, Institute of Policy Studies, 

Johns Hopkins University, USA, 1996, ppý75-76. 
. 106 

' Ibid. p. 76. 
307 

. 
Some of the Articles oj'Code 24 for the year 1962 were amended through Code 28 the year 1965, 

and Code 12 the year 1993. For more details about the amendments refer to the booklet issued by the 

Ministry of Social Affairs and Labour regarding the amendments, pp. 3-33. 

Also Code 14 for the year 1994 and the Council of Ministries Resolution NR. 74 for the year 1999 as 

well as Minstrel Resolution NR. 48 for the year 1999. 
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their duties 308 
. (4) Rules and regulations of Board of Directors and National 

Assembly as well as methods of electing, discharging and legal representative. 
(5) Financial resources of the organization, methods of expenditures and 
exploitation as well as beginning and end of fiscal year. (6) Methods of internal 
financial control. (7) Method of amending constitution of association, mergers, 
dividing, and branching. (8) Rules of dissolving and authority in charge of 
resources after dissolving. (9) Voluntary organization must fill formal 
document prepared by the Ministry of Social Affairs and s Labour. 
Article 6: Voluntary organization is not permitted to deal with issues not stated 
in the constitution of association. They are not allowed to deal with politics, 

religious conflicts or ethnic and sectarianism partisanshiP309 

- Article 7: The Ministry of Social Affairs and Labour establishes a private and 

separate register for every voluntary organization. T his register includes name 

of organization, location, goals and objectives, fiscal year, number of board 

members, name of chairman and treasurer, and legal representative. The 

Ministry is responsible for promulgating the establishment of the voluntary 

organization through an official announcement in the Official Magazine. This 

article is valid on all amendments which occur on the constitution of 

association. 

Article 8: Registration is considered after submission of official application 

which must be presented to the Ministry of Social Affairs and Labour within 30 

days of establishing the organization. 

This application is accompanied by the following documents: 

2 copies of constitution of association after approval of founders. 

- Copy of the meeting of constituent assembly in which founders elected 

board members. 

- List of board members' names. 

- Non objection certificate on any one of the founders from the Ministry of 

Interior. 

308. This article is amended in Code 28 year 1965. 

3()'). Amended according to Code 28 for the year 1965. 
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- Article 9: The Ministry of Social Affairs and Labour have the right to deny 
(refuse) registration of the organization within a one month period of the 
submission of all required documents stated in the previous article. The 
Ministry must inform purposes of refusal and has the right to amend the bylaw 

in accordance to public interest. The organization has the right to complain 
about the decision of refusal or amendment before the Minister of Social 
Affairs and Labour or committees assigned for those purposes. Decision 

reached after complaining is final and incontestable. 

4.2.9. Registration of voluntary organization in the UK vs. Registration of voluntary 

organization in the State of Kuwait 

- Similarities: 

(1) In both cases it is obvious that governments want to organize and monitor the 

sector. 
(2) Assigning a governmental body to legalize, register, and promulgate the 

organizations. 
(3) Financial follow up of expenditures and revenues as well as the observing of the 

fulfilment of stated objectives of the organization, ensuring no deviation from 

this. 
(4) The security precaution is taken via the auditing of accounts of organizations with 

100000 pounds of revenues and expenditures in the UK. In the Kuwaiti case 

security measures are implemented via the approval of the Ministry of Interior 

given as clearance on members' identities. 

(5) Laws managing this sector are outmoded and in need of consideration for 

inunediate amendment in compliance with modem trends such as globalisation 

and privatisation. 
Differences: 

(1) Administrative procedures in the Kuwaiti example are more complicated than in 

the UK. 

(2) More classifications for voluntary organization exist in the UK (religious, 

charitable, educational, and health ... 
), whilst in Kuwait there is only one category 

called (organizations for the public interest). 
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(3) Registration requirements in the Kuwaiti example are more complicated than the 
UK example such as (number of founder members, nationalities ... etc). 

(4) In the UK, organizations have the right to appeal against refusal of registration, 
but in Kuwait they have the right to complain and when this complaint is denied 
by the Minister or assigned committee the decision is final and organizations have 

no right to appeal. 
(5) Dealing with political issues is a restricted area for voluntary organizations in 

Kuwaiti, however, in the UK organizations may be legally classified as political 
voluntary organizations. 

(6) Information is available for public inspection any time in the UK, but in Kuwait 
information is limited for government use. Any required information may be 

accessed through the organization itself or through general assembly of the 

organization. 

* Findings from both examples: 
There is an obvious trend towards the facilitating of registration procedures and 

requirements in the UK. The motive for this springs from an understanding of the 

importance of this sector, any political fear of the latter having been overcome. The 

culture of a society plays an important role here, offering a measurement of freedom 

and citizenship. In underdeveloped countries, conditions can be very different and the 

political and ideological impact of the voluntary sector may still be feared. It is 

affected by society culture and limited vision of government. Understanding of the 

concept of voluntary work needs to be reshaped. The public as well as governments 

need to understand the ideologies and the impact of this sector. There is a 

psychological barrier between government sector and voluntary sector. From 

Governments point of view, they think that this sector is receiving external direction 

being extensions of outsiders whether on a political or ideological basis. This may be 

correct, but such generalization is not conducive to a proper solution. But from 

voluntary organizations point of view, they think that governments are not working 

properly in the social arena, which requires societal initiatives from the people 

themselves to assist in running their society. 

Monitoring is a basic requirement for a healthy sector, but direct interference is 

counterproductive. Preparing the sector to take part in a developmental process must 
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be the goal of governments in order to achieve public participation. I believe that each 

sector has need for the other, thus a foundation of must be constructed so that both 

may benefit. 
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4.3. The Financial Sustainabili! y 

After registration, comes financial sustainability as major priority of voluntary 
organizations. This section of the chapter considers the principles, which might help 
to support voluntary organizations in the building and maintaining of financial bases 
for their activities. 

4.3.1. Fund Raising Activities (General Rule)3 10 

Most voluntary organization laws permit the employment of any method that 

secures the financing required for the legitimated maintaining of practice methods 
and funds. There are many ways and means to raise funds, already discussed in the 

chapter on fund raising methods 31 1. The law requires the obtaining of a permit from 

official authorities before the fund raising process may commence. 

4.3.2. Fund raising activities: limitations and standards 312 

Fund raising activities require the submission of the following information: 

Full statements on method to be followed for fund raising. Date set for this 

campaign, individuals and parties to be contacted. Ways of spending raised funds. 

Presenting of records that indicate movement of the said fands. Any violation to 

313 the said conditions would entail legal questioning 

4.3.3. Economic Activities 314 

As a result of development in all aspects of life, possible sources for the financing 

of voluntary organizations have also expanded. These organizations began to 

practice some economic activities in order to secure the necessary funding for the 

implementation of their programmes; but not for profit making. 

310 ICNL, op. cit., p. 15. 
31 Refer to chapter 3 Fund Raising Methods pp. 69-73. 
312 ICNL, op. cit., pp. 14-15. 
313 Ibid. pp. 14-15. 

314 Ibid. p. 16. 
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Hence law permit voluntary organizations to practice the economic process on the 

condition that income is distributed within the field of work and not allocated to 

members as it would be in the case of the commercial sector. 

4.3.4. Revenues collected from tax exemption system 
Laws in some countries allow tax exemptions for all voluntary organizations. It is 

considered as revenue, whether coming from contributions of individuals, government 

or business. 

4.3.5. Other tax and custom exemptions 

This means that voluntary organizations are exempt from paying customs duties 

which are levied on imports or exports as well as from paying taxes on properties, 

whether land or real estates. 

4.3.6. Foreign financing 

Laws in various countries allow organizations to receive foreign aid (whether from 

governmental organizations, international organizations, foreign non-government 

organizations). There is notable increase in this type of financing 315 which may raise 

two negative aspects: firstly the danger of imposing certain attitudes or politicising 

from overseas, which may jeopardize the safety and security of the society. Secondly, 

there is a danger of turning volunteers into employees, who may lose the spirit and 

316 
motive of commitment to voluntarism, perceiving it as a mere job 

315 Qandll, & Bin Nafisa, op. cit., p. 43. 
316 Dh iyab, op. cit., p. 15 5. 
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4.4-Accountabilfty and Transpareqc y 

Transparency means submitting and exposing an organization's administrative and 
financial information to all concerned parties, e. g. (government, public, beneficiaries, 

control and supervision systems and donors in general). This requires bookkeeping, 

records and documents 317 to be examined every year by an external accountant, 

whether according to law or based on recommendations by the general assembly. 

All aforementioned parties are entitled to question organizational administration 
regarding aspects of accounting. Management must then implement all decisions 

taken as a consequence. Most world legislation require the securing of information 

about organizations, whether administrative, financial, accounting ... etc., and 
submitting it with objectivity to the supervisory and monitoring parties, public, or 

donors 318 
. These laws allow the supervising authority to take the legal measures 

319 required when any of these conditions are violated 

Generally, the following are methods that voluntary organizations might follow to 

achieve the required transparency and accountability: 

9 Reporting generally to the maximum feasible extent. All required reports should 
320 be as simple to complete and as uniform among state agencies as possible 

* Auditing by supervisory agency, which will examine all books, records, and 

activities during business hours with adequate advance notice. 

e Reporting and auditing by tax authority will serve to allow authorities to check 

what has been done with money received directly from state or public. It is also a 

317 

. Madan!, op. cit., p. 8. 
318. QandTI, & Bin Nafisa, op. cit., p. 33. 
319. ICNL, op. cit., pp. 17-20. 
320 

. Ibid. p. 18. 
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basic tool by which tax authorities can monitor benefits received by the 

organization. 

Reporting and auditing by a licensing agency that should have the right to inspect 

the voluntary organization for compliance with applicable licensing or regulatory 

requirements. 

Any voluntary organization which has significant activities, assets or substantial 

public support should be required to publish or make available to the public a 

report of its general finances and operations 
321 

. 

321. Ibid. pp. 19-20. 
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4.5. The Legal Framework of the Civil aqqjgtLjqlg@4p 

The Islamic state has built the legal framework of its voluntary sector on the follow: 

9 Instituting justice among people, which is state job. The Qur'dn states: " We sent a 
foretime our apostles with Clear Signs and sent down with them the Book and the 
Balance (of Right and Wrong), that men may stand forth injustice 322. 

People are the source of power, society acts as legislator for every issue when this 
issue is not backed by the Qur'dn, the Sunna, or the heritage of pious predecessors. 
The Qur'dn states: " thou severe or harsh-hearted, they would have broken away 
from about thee: so pass over (their faults) and ask for God's forgiveness. " 323 

Rights of citizenship: is represented through equality among people. No difference 

between one them except by piety. The Qur'Zin states: "0 Mankind! Reverence 

your Guardian-Lord, who created you from a singly person, created of like nature, 
His mate, and from them twain scattered (like seeds) countless men and women. 
Reverence God through whom ye demand your mutual (rights), and reverence the 

wombs that bore you: for God ever watches over you". 324 

* Rights of Individuals and society: the absolute rights for the individual are justice, 

and freedom of expression, thought and belief However absolute demand of the 
325 

society is wealth, participating in politics, and security 

Relations with neighbouring states and outside world: The Islamic law upholds the 

ideology of peace and non-aggression except in the case where an aggression must 

be repulsed. 

322 Silra Al-Ijadid, 57: 25. 
323 Sara Ali-1mrdn, 3: 159. 
324 Siira Al-Nisa', 4: 1. 
325. Mansiir, 'Ahrnad, AI-Qa4a' iva A I-Mujtama' A I-Madan i, Manzilr Islami, 'Ibn khaldfin Center, Ddr 

A]- 'Amin for Publishing and Distribution, Cairo, Egypt, 1997, p16. 
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The Qur'an states: "Fight in the cause of God those who fight you, but do not 

transgress limits; for God loveth not transgressors". 326 

* Mercy and charity327: 

The Qur'an states: " God orders justice and charity 
328, '. There is a need for mercy 

among individuals to strengthen social cohesion, regardless of their religious beliefs, 

origins, and nationalities. 

Perhaps it is appropriate to examine one of the voluntary fields in Islam, which has 

been examined previously in this thesis. I shall choose the field of (WAQF) as an 

example to examine its legal framework. 

1. The definition of waqf. it means retention and withholding of an asset with 

spending the outcome in any lawful purposes. 

2. Types of waq e29: it is divided into three categories according to the type of 

beneficiaries: 

Family (Dhufi-): beneficiaries here are specific individuals or their posterity 

whether they are blood related or not. 

Charitable (Khaid) waqf. beneficiaries here are one or more charitable 

organizations and spending is meant for obtaining Divine reward. 

Mutual (Mushtarak) waqf- it is a combination of both of the above (charitable 

and family). 

3. Waqf Terminology obviously it is appropriate to highlight a group of waqf 

terminologies used in Islamic sharVa, in order to approximate the meaning of 

those terms. They are as follow: 

326 
* Sara A]-Baqara, 2: 190. 

327 
' 'Arqas5si, Muhammad, Human Dignity in Light of The Holy Qur'dn and the Geneva Conventions, 

the Intemational Committee of the Red Cross, 1973, p. 8. 
328 

. Sara AI-Nabl, 16: 90. 

329 

. Ibid. 
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- Ibddl and Istibdd, 330: Ibdal means selling the waqf asset in return for money or 
other assets. IstibdRI means buying an asset and convert it to waqf by using the 
money yielded from selling another waqf asset. 

Idkhal and Ikhraj 331 : idkhdl means granting a beneficiary status for an 
individual who is not entitled for such status. Ikhriij means the exclusion of a 
beneficiary and classified him as illegible to receive a share from the waqf. 

(giving) and Ijirman (exemption)332: Ttd' means that the waqif is entitled 

to halt certain beneficiaries from the waqf on temporary or perpetual basis. 

Ijirman means that the waqif is entitled to exempt some beneficiaries 

temporarily or perpetually. 

Ziyada (increase) and Nuqýdn (decrease)333: ziydda means to increase the share 

of beneficiaries, and nuqýan means the decrease of the share. 

TaghyIr (change) and TabdIll (exchange)334: taghyir means the right of the 

waqif to change the conditions specified by him in the waqf. Tabdil means the 

right of waqif to change the utilization mode of the dedicated asset. 

Isti4qdq 335 : means allocating a definite or indefinite portion of the waqf to a 

beneficiary. 

330 
. 'At-iqi, Muhammad; T(ini, 'Izzidin; Shu'alb, Khalid, AI-Uu4I4dt Al-Waqjiya, Awqdf Public 

Foundation, 1996, pp. 13-15. 
3" 

. Ibid. pp, 27-29. 
332. Ibid. pp. 51-52. 

331 Ibid. pp. 151-152. 

314 Ibid. pp. 101-103. 

335. Ibid, pp. 33-36. 
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Inqirad (extinction)336: it means the ýdedication of waqf to a party liable to 
extinction such as the sons. 

Inqita' (cessation)337: Muslims scholars maintain that the in order for the waqf 
to be valid, beneficiaries should come to an end. 

- Inbd' Al-Waqf (waqf dissolution)338: means that the waqf ownership shall inure 

to the waqif or inheritors. 

Bir (well-doingS)339: it is doing philanthropic work on wide scale. 

Kinsfolk (Butfin) 340 : they are children of the daughters, whereas children of 

sons are called Zuhfir. 

Ta'bId (perpetuation)341: it means that waqf is not temporal for period of time. 

Taq-it (Timed)342: it means that waqf is specified for a certain period of time. 

Order of generation 343 : waqif distributes the waqf in order of beneficiaries 

levels. Wheras shares will not be transferred to lower level of beneficiaries 

unless the death of higher level of beneficiaries. 

Deactivation of waqf (Ta"til Al-Waqf) 344 : it means that waqf is no longer 

suitable for utilization. 

336. Ibid. pp. 59-63. Note that Muslims scholars disagree on this kind of waqf. 

337. lbid. pp. 63-65. 
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. lbid. p 67. 
339. Ibid. pp. 69-70. 
340 Ibid. p 73. 
341 Ibid. pp 81-82. 
342. Ibid. pp 83-84. 
343. Ibid. pp. 89-90. 
344 

. Ibid. p 95. 
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Waqif accountability: according to Islamic jurisprudence, the waqf is 

considered as a juridical person enjoying an independent financial entity. 

Revocability: it means that the waqif dissolves the waqf and transfers its 

ownership to him. 

Beneficiary bod Y345: it means the beneficiary specified by the waqif. 

Share (Uiýýa)346: it is the amount of proceeds paid to a beneficiary which 

already specified by the waqif. 

Charities (Khaffrat) 347 : they are all good acts and deeds in general. 

Thuriya (offspring)348: they are the children of waqif (sons and daughters) and 
their offspring. 

- Ray' 349 : it is revenues coming from investing the waqf. 

Shughfir (vacating)350: it means that the post of waqf is vacant due to the 

following: 

Non appointing of a Na? ir to administor the waqf. 

The death of NA? ir. 

The dissmisal of the Na? 1r. 

3,5. Ibid. pp. 121-122, 

346 Ibid. pp. 125-126. 

347 Idid. p. 129. 

348 Ibid. p 135. 
349 Ibid. pp 137-138. 
350. Ibid. pp. 153-154 
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$Ighat Al-Waqe5 1: it is the phrases used to explain and express the waqif 
intentions for establishing the waqf 

- Waqif-. is the individual who dedicates the waqf 

- Tabaqa 352 : they are members of the same generation. 
'Urf (practices and moreS)353: they are conventions and practices of people in a 
certain time that can explain the waqf deeds. 

MawqUe 54: it is the proceeds dedicted by waqif to charitable purposes. 

- Mawqfjf 'Alayhi (beneficiary)355: it is the body or individual whom waqf 

proceeds are dedicated. 

Waqf 'Ahli356: it is the family waqf whose proceeds are dedicated to the waqif 
himself or his family. It is also called Dhuri waqf. 

Waqf Khairli 357 : it is the waqf that is dedicated to all charitable fields in general. 

- Al-Waqf AI-Mushtarak 358: it is the combination between 'Ahli and Khairli 

waqf. 

In this stage a question can be asked, what is the difference between donation and 

waqf'? We can say that donation is to give money without considerations, but seeking 

the reward from the Divine on hereafter. It can take the form of alms, gift, bequest and 

311. Ibid. pp 161-162 
352 

. Ibid. p 169. 
353. Ibid. pp 171-172. 
354. Ibid. pp 233-234. 
355. Ibid. pp 235-236. 
356. Ibid. pp 253-254. 
357. Ibid. pp 255-256. 
358 

. Ibid. p 257. 
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waqf The difference is that waqf is a permanent donation because dedicated money 
cannot be disposed, but its proceeds are usuatty spent according to the conditions 
specified by the waqif (dedicator). 

4. Waqf regulations 359 : the regulations of waqf consist of the following issues: 

Legitimacy of Waqf- the Islamic rule indicates that waqf is considered as an act 
of charity falling under the Qur'dnic rule: " By no means shall ye attain 
righteousness unless you give freely of that which you loVe360,, 

- The Prohet 

states: " When an individual is dead, his deed is halt except of three: current (on 

going) charity, useful knowledge or a virtuous son prays for hiM361. " Scholars 

indicated that waqf is one of the fields of the on-going charity. The Prophet had 

left his white mule, a piece of weapon and a piece of land which was left as 
362 

charity 

- Conditions of waqf- they will be as following: 

9 $Ighat Al-Waqf. it can be made whether verbally or in writing indicating 

the withholding of an assest and releasing its usufruct. Not only verball, 

writing and gesture can be used to consummate waqf, but also using the 

action that can be joined with intention is another type of for waqf 

consummation 363 
. It should be precise and decisive. It must be perpetual 

and not limited to a certain time. 

* The conditions of waqif. the waqif must be an adult, sound-minded and a 

free person. Beside the waqif must be the owner of the dedicated waqf. 

e Conditions of the waqf asset (Al-Mawqfif): the dedicted waqf should not be 

contradicted with the Islamic sharlia. The following are forms of waqf- 

359 

. www. awqaf org/E Kapflinks/WaqfAhkam. htm 

3'0. STira Ali-'Imrin, 3: 92. 

361. Al-NawawT, op. cit., p. 387 

362 
. Al-'AsqaldnT, Ibn Ijajar, Fatý Al-Bari F-I Sharb $aý! ý AI-Bukhdfi, coordinated by 'Abdilbdql, 

Muhammad Fu'dd, AI-Khaft, Mubib E]dTn, Dar Al-Ma'rifa, Beruit, Lebanon, no-date, volume 5/ 

2739, p. 356. 
363 

. www. awqaf org, op. cit. 
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Cash, property, stocks and any movable property. Perishable items such as 
food can not be dedicated as waqf 

9 The conditions of beneficiaries (Al-Mawqfif 'Alih): the beneficiary is the 

person or body who benefits from the waqf asset. 

0 Self dedicated Waqf. the waqif is permitted to dedicate the proceeds of the 

waqf or part of it to himself during his lifetime. After his death it can be 

passed to whomever he chooses. 

9 The waqf of debtors and persons in terminal diseases: In case of waqif 
desire to dedicate a waqf and he is at the same time in debt, his waqf cannot 
be validated unless approved by the creditors. The same rule applies to 

people in terminal disease and in debts. The idea is to preserve creditors 

rights. 

9 Post-Mortem waqf. this kind of waqf become valid in two cases: first: when 

the waqf states as following: (I dedicate all my money or definit part to 

charitable causes with immediate validation). Second: when the waqif 

states as following: (On my death, I dedictae one third of my property so 

that the proceeds directed to charitable causes. ) 

9 The waqf of non-Muslim: in this case this kind of waqf is valid if directed 

to purposes approved by Islamic sharli'a. 

9 The waqif conditions: those conditions must be respected and implemented 

when they are not contradicted with shar-I'a and legal regulations. 

9 The Ten conditions: they are ten conditions that must be stipulated and 

observed by waqif, they are as following: 

1. Al-'Atd' (giving): it means that the waqif is specifyinguetain 

beneficiaries to benefit from the waqf on temporary or perpetual 

basis. 

2. Ijirman (deprivation): it means that the waqif is depriving some 

beneficiaries from benefiting from the waqf on temporary or 

pen-nanent basis. 

'Idkhal (introducing new beneficiaries): it means that the waqif is 

introducing new beneficiaries. 

4. 'Ikhraj (exclusion): it means that the waqif is is excluding certain 

beneficiaries on temporary or permanent basis. 
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5. ZiyZida (increase): means that the waqif prefers certain beneficiaries 
through increasing their shares on permanent basis. This increase 

may lead to redution in the shares of other beneficiaries. 
6. Nuqýdn (reduction): it means that shares of beneficiaries are liable 

to reduction. 
7. Taghir (change): it means that waqif will do some certain changes 

such as the portion of shares. 
8. TabdIll (exchange): it indicates the exchange of a dedicated asset. 

This will include two sides; first: an exhange in the usufruct of the 

waqf such as exchanging an agricultural land into residential land; 

second to echange an assest into another asset. 
9. 'Ibdal: means the discontinuance of a waqf in return for money or 

asset, such as selling the asset. 
10. 'Istibddl: it means substituting the old waqf into a new one, such as 

buying another asset to replace the old one. 
Note that the waqif condition could be disregarded in the following conditions: 

0 When a specific condition is no longer in the interest of the 

waqf, for example, the availability of beneficiaries hinges 

upon certain conditions contrary to those specified by the 

waqif 

9 When the conditions is no longer in the interest of the 

beneficiary, i. e. celibacy of the beneficiary. 

9 When the implementation of the condition contradictes with 

a purpose specified by the waqif 

* When an preponderant interest arises; i. e. uncultivable land 

to be transformed into a residential area. In this case, an 

interest takes precedence because a waqf is originally meant 

for benefit so that such an aim should not be neglected. 

0 Revocability of waqf. some Muslims scholars believe that the waq is 

irrevocable due to originally binding when made by the waqif. Abu 

lianifa on the other side believes that waqf is revocable unless it is a 

mosque or dedicated to mosque, or when judge issues a verdict in favour 

of the binding nature of the waqf. 
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Collective waqf. more that one person can participate together in forming a 
waqf whether in kind or cash shares on mothly or annual deductions. 

Consent of beneficiary and eligibility prerequisites: majority of Muslim 
scholars agree that when waqf is dedicated to a specific person, then this 
beneficiary consent is essential for the waqf to be valid. If the beneficiary 
is not specified, such consent is not necessary. Such consent is considered 
as a prerequisite for eligibility. Eligibility means that the right of 
beneficiary is well-established and indisputable in connection with 
benefiting from the waqf. If this specific beneficiary does not accept the 
conditions of the waqf, and the waqif is already classifying the 
beneficiaries in categories, the share will automatically passes to the 
beneficiary next to him in eligibility. Otherwise it will inure to the poor 
and needy. 

0 Acquisition and receipt: the waqf becomes valid when mere utterance is 

made, no matter if a beneficiary has or has not benefited from the 
dedicated asset. 

0 Specifying beneficiaries: this matter is setteled through the waqif who has 

the right to specify the beneficiary. This beneficiary may not be altered 

unless it no longer be in need and there is another similar beneficiary is 

available. In case a waqf was intended for a charitable body not specified 
by the waqif, or this body was not available or no longer in need, or there 

was a exess in the proceeds of the waqf; this surplus can be directed to 

satisfy the waqif needy descendants and parents. Thereafter the proceeds 

may be directed to a charitable body. 

0 Beneficiary death or disqualification: when this case occur and there was 

not a substitution for this beneficiary; his share will pass to the person 

who shares him the portion. For example when waqf dedicated to two 

brothers and one of them died without having a posterity, his share will 

pass automatically to his brother. 

0 Specifying conditions for allowances: when waqf was dedicated to some 

beneficiaries and recommends others to receive allowances, the proceeds 

shall be apportioned among the beneficiaries and the paid employees in 

the light of the proceeds-to -allowances Percentage in case the proceeds 
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were known at that time. If the proceeds were not known, they would be 
distributed among the paid employees and the beneficiaries on the 
grounds that beneficiaries receive the whole proceeds and the employees 
receive their allowances. When the waqif allocates definite portions 
(siham) to some beneficiaries and allowances to others. Those allowances 
paid after paying those portions. If the remaining proceeds fail to cope 
with allowances, it will be divided among them according to the pre- 
determined percetage. 

Na? dra (supervision)364 regulations: the following issues will be examined: 
0 Welaya on the waqf. it means the body or authority who is in charge and 

responsible on the waqf in term of maintaing, managing, reparing and 
distributing the proceeds to the beneficiaries. The individual or body who 
is running this task is called Mutawall, Nazir (this term is used in most 
Islamic countries) or adminstrator. In reference to the above the definition 

of Na? ir is as follow: he is maintain the waqf, manage its affairs and 

optimally invest it and at the same time implement the required 

maintenance. 

0 Eligibility of waqif. the following conditions should be fullfiled: should be 

a Muslim, mental staple, adult, competence and equity. 

0 Duties of Ndýir: maintaing and renovating the waqf. Implementing the 

waqf conditions. Defending the waqif rights in litigation. Paying waqf 
debts. Paying to beneficiaries without delay. 

0 Precautions Nd? ir must take into consideration: avoiding nepotism. 

Refraining from borrowing that might encumber waqf proceeds with 

debts. Refraining from offering rent-free occupation. 

0 Fees for the Nd? ir: a certain amount may be allocated to the Nd? ir on 

momthly or annual basis. When waqif did not specify certain fee, the 

court might allocated reasonable fees for the Nd? ir. 

364 
. Na? dra regulations were covered from the site of Awqaf Public Foundation www. awgaf-orwE 

Kagfliiiks/waqf/WaqfNatharah. hti-n, ppl-7. 
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0 Liability and accountability of Ndzir: he is held responsible for any 
contravention of the general practices related to the waqf. He is also 
required to submit an annual report as stipulated by written records. 

9 Dismissal of Nazir: the individual or authority who appointed the NdZir 

may dismiss him on charges of breach of trust or incapacitation. The 

dismissal becomes effective effective upon notifying the Nd? ir. 

0 Waqf 'Ijdra (leasing): it is similar to renting in addition to the consent of 
involved parties. 

0 Waqf maintenance: it is one of the Ndzir duties. It promotes the longevity 

of the waqf and doubles the benefits derived therefrom. This kind of 

maintenance is divided into two types: first: maintenance of waqf 

properties allocated for utilization such as commercial buildings; second: 

maintenace of waqf allocated for residence designed for non-commercial 

purposes. 

Beneficiaries entitlements in the proceeds of waqf. Na? ir should pay the 

specified amount for beneficiaries without any delay, in accordance with 

the waqif stipulation such as increase, decrease, advance or delay. 

0 Murder as disqualifier: killing a waqif may causes a beneficiary to be 

disqualified and deprived from the proceeds of waqf. 

0 Interpretation of the waqif conditions: those conditions are based on the 

meaning not the purpose of such conditions unless they is an evidence 

that indicates the contrary thereof. 

Waqf dissolution: waqf may be dissolved according to the following cases: 

(1) the family waqf is dissolved if some or all of its premises fall in 

disrepair and become disable for renovation or utilization in any possible 

way in addition dissolution of the waqf is also permissible if the waqf 

yields scanty or long delayed benefits; (2) when the number of waqf 

increased to the extent that their shares from the proceeds of waqf become 

diminished. The court takes into consideration the circumstances of 

beneficiaries and the extent of benefit they receive; (3) in the case a 

family waqf one and timed by the waqif to expire at a certain date, the 

waqf shall be dissolved either at expiry date, even if the beneficiaries are 
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alive, or upon the extinction of the beneficiaries regardless of the 

remaining valid duration of the waqf. 
That was a close look to the legal framework of waqf in the Islamic shati"a. Note that 

some Islamic countries have issued some legal rules and regulations that assisted in 

organizing waqf 
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4.6. Areas of Action 

Voluntary work aims to acquire benefits for the proper beneficiaries, entailing the 

understanding and defining of their specific requirements and circumstances. Hence, 

any action is fundamentally linked to a series of complex developmental efforts, 
involving a multiplicity of social activities and programs pertaining to different 

sectors. 

Such work must have the necessary equipment to deal with a constantly mobile 
developmental process which often faces problems that hinder positive process. 
Despite the differing views on the various fields of voluntary work, which occur due 

to the diverse nature of these organizations. There are general activities and programs 

which are common to al, 365 
. However there still remains some uniqueness for each 

type of organization. Such idiosyncrasy springs from varying professional and social 

circumstances as well as distinctive regional and cultural characteristics. 

To identify areas of voluntary work our discussion will focus on: 

4.6.1. Areas of action in the light of the Islamic 'Aq7ida (Creed). 

4.6.2. Current Areas of action of Islamic voluntary organizations. 

4.6.3. Areas of action from the Western perspective. 

4.6.4. Areas of action according to the legal classification. 

365. To identify these programs and areas of action refer to Al-NajRr, Bdqir, AWAmal AI-Ta! awz! 'i Al- 

'Ijtimd'i F-I Duwal Al-Khal-ij Al-'Arabi, , 
Social and Labour Studies series, Bureau of the Ministers of 

Social Affairs and Labour of the Arabian Gulf States, Bahrain, 1988. pp. 35-36. 
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4.6. I. Areas of action in the light of Islamic 'Aq-ida (Creed 366 ): 

These areas of action are divided according to the Islamic creed objectives, which are 
the maintaining of the five necessities as follows: 

* Programs assist in preserving religion. 
Those programs are divided into two types. First, construction programs that maintain 
the existence of religion. Second, protective and curative programs that advocate 
religion and preserve it from vanishing. 367 

9 Programs help for preserving the self. 
Those are the programs and services that preserve the self, from formation in the 

of lif 368. 
uterus till the end e 

* Programs participate in preserving the mind. 
These are educational, cultural, and awareness programs directed to teach Muslims 

about their religion and to improve their social and daily lives 369. 

9 Programs help to preserve progeny. 
These are programs which maintain family, and encourage marriage. They encourage 

breeding and strengthen the maintenance of that maintains progeny at all leveIS370. 

9 Programs that help in preserving the funds. 

Those are programs that serve to preserve funds whether, directly or indirectly. 

Directly, through programs that push towards the developing of financial resources. 

Indirectly, through enforcing all elements that lead to upgrading the resources 371 

366. Muhammad, ljdj Muhammad, "'Ishkaliyat Al-Fikr Al-Islami Al-Mu'dýr", organized by the Islamic 
World Studies Centre, Malta, 1991, p. 130. He indicated that Islamic Shad'a in its basics and detailed 
provisions heads to achieve the five objectives, namely: preservation of self, religion, mind, generation, 
and funds. But the concept of preservation according to 'Imam Al-Sh5tibi means just establishing and 
constructing all necessities including public utilities. It also covers development, therefore not only 
preservation is needed, but also what concerns construction of all aspects of life as well as the public 
and individual interest. This is quite a broad concept and bans retrogression and civilization 
immobility. For further details refer to "Al-Shatibi, Muwafaqat" volume two, p. 8. 
367. Al-Dabbagh, 'Afaf, "Al-Tawj7h AI-Islami F-1 Al-Amal A1-7jtimd'i, Al-Mandhij wa Al-majdldt", 
Work paper on the Islamic Perspective on Social Care, , International Institute of Islamic Thought, 
Cairo, Egypt, 1996, pp. 91-92. 
368 

. For more examples on the programmes refer to ibid. p. 93. 
369. For examples on the programmes refer to ibid. pp. 93-94. 
370 

. For examples on the programmes refer to, ibid. p. 94. 
37 1. For examples on the programmes refer to, ibid. p. 94. 
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4.6.2. Current areas of action of Islamic Organizations: 

At the beginning of this research we mentioned that Islam presents a developmental 

concept for voluntary work. It highlights this aspect in a balanced manner between the 

secular and the spiritual sides. The Qur'dnic verses and the Prophet sayings indicates 

the great reward for this action during life and hereafter. 

This motivation for combining the secular with the hereafter resulted in a flourishing 
372 

of Islamic organizations 

4.6.3. Areas of action from a Western Perspective 

These areas are established on a different basis from that of Islamic nations. Fred 
373 Lander classified it as dependant upon practice .W hilst others classified it according 

to the programs and functional services 374 
. According to Beulah Compton social care 
375 is classified into three types of activities .A ftirther classification is that termed 

1676 "Beneficiary Clients . Kahn classifies the areas of action according to the nature of 

372 AI-Jawhri, op. cit., pp. 251-253. Researcher indicated that areas as following: 
Financial assistance for the needy included under the social security. 
In kind aid and relief aid in case of emergency. 

Care of the handicapped. 
Care of the elderly and incapacitated who have no sustainers. 
Care of fragmented families and working to solve their problems. 
Training needy families and helping them back into productivity. 
Monitoring the delinquent juveniles and rehabilitating them during their terms of sentence. 
Care of prisoners through training and rehabilitating them to return to society. 
Encouraging crafts and traditional industry to preserve heritage. 
Promoting environment and health awareness.. 
Construction of clubs and sports centres. 
Constructing social centres in rural and urban areas. 
Establishing all types of cooperafive societies. 
Establishing civil society organizations and supporting them to award social care. 

" Forming specialized team to arouse the awareness required in all fields. 

" Constructing religious centres, printing the Qur'dn, as well as various religious books. 
373 Yanus, At-Fdraq, Al-Khidma A1-'Iitimd'iyya wa Al-Taghy7r Al-'Ijtimd'i, 'Alam Al-Kutub, 1978, 

Cairo, Egypt, p. 17. He indicated that there are five major fields for social care: Economical security 

and securing labour opportunities, Social environment and Housing, Health Services: Protective, 

Curative, and Developmental, Social and Personal Growth, and Educational Services. 
374 Ibid. pp. 18-19. The functional services are: Social Supplies, Social Services, and Social Action. 
375 Illinois, Introduction to Homewood, Dorsey Press, USA, 1980. pp. 33-34,60-62. It indicates that 

they are acfivities that maintain an appropriate standard of living for individuals, developmental 

activities and change activities. 
376 

. 
They are for example: the elderly, children and unemployed ...... etc. 
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377 the services provided. Finally, there is a classification presented by some specialists 

who categorise organizations according to the type of the assistance or contribution be 

"in cash" or "in -kind" 
378 

. 
When examining these classifications, one will notice that they cover tangible, 

psychological, and social aspects, displaying an obvious lack of series that deal with 
any spiritual aspect. 

4.6.4. Areas of action according to the legal classification. 
This classification divides the sector into two categories: official and non-official 

organizations. Firstly, there are the registered ones which must apply for official 

registration in accordance to the law under the title of "organizations, societies and 
institutions". Law treats them the same regardless practical objective, whether 

philanthropic, service, environmental, health 
... etc. Secondly, are public organizations, 

which are united in their objectives and embrace the customs, traditions and norms for 

serving this group. These organizations are numerous in poor states . 
379This division 

enables us to define the areas of action which are delineated according to the nature 

of the relevant. 

" Closed organizations: offering services only for their members. 

" Organizations offering services to the public, these operate in the fields of 

collective welfare action, health, education, and income generating projects 

(economical development), also sub-divided into: productive rehabilitation 

projects at both individual and group level. 380 

Some divided the work according to the voluntary field as follows: individual 

voluntary work, team voluntary work and voluntary work campaigns. 381 

377. [bid. pp. 60-62. Those services offer financial assistance and social security, health care, housing, 

education, workforce and personal social services. 
378. Scanlan, Joanne & Plino, Alex, Development of Resources, Role of in-kind aid in institutional 

human action, Washington D. C., USA, pp. 32-44 
379 

. For more details on this subject refer to Dhiydb, op. cit., pp. 55-57. 
3'0. liusain, 'Ashraf, Al- Muna; mdt Al- Madaniya P-1 Al-Azmdt Al-'Iqtiýddiya wa Al-Tanmiya Al- 

'Ijtimd'iyya, , Arab Research Centre, Ddr Al-'Amin, Cairo, Egypt, 1998, pp. 58-69. 
381 

. 'Abdulmin'im, Hashim, "Taný! m Al-Amal Al-TafawiVi", seminar on voluntary work social 

service, Ministry of Social Affairs and Labour, State of Bahrain, in cooperation with the Office of 
UNICEF in Gulf Region, 1977, p. 1. The researcher gave examples on every field and its requirements 

as well as the objectives expected to be achieved, and the programs that could be implemented. 
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4.7. Summ 

Most constitutions throughout the world guarantee the establishing and formation of 
voluntary work and organizations related to this kind of work. Hence, it is important 

to establish the necessary legal framework that organizes this activity to determine its 

objectives, financial resources, memberships and structure. In addition such a system 

prevents both individuals and society from mismanagement of this sector. 

To meet these vital objectives, laws have emerged that are relevant to voluntary work. 
These are designed to organize relations as well as to promote the freedom of 
individuals and society in a balanced manner, which guarantee lack of restriction for 

all parties. At present, I believe that governments are required to depend on the 

voluntary sector in order to face budget deficits and to reduce government 

expenditure, particularly at a the social level. At the same time, a positive response 
has been created for New World order requirements regarding the human rights issue. 

To put these laws into practice, certain legal procedures must be followed. Laws 

regulate the voluntary sector, characterize the nature of voluntary organizations and 

enforce the required regulations of administration. 

The legal procedures commence with the legal existence via the obtaining of a legal 

permit or license that will guarantee all administrative, financial and legal activities of 

the organization. 

Doubtless the bureaucratic mechanism of obtaining this permit differ from one 

country to another. Legislation may be tailored to accommodate social culture, 

political life of that society, standard of living and to state vision regarding the 

importance of voluntary work. Laws not only allow the formation of voluntary 

organizations, but also allow the formation of umbrella organizations in the shape of 

associations or leagues. 

One of the most critical issues that concern administrations of voluntary organizations 

is the cash flow. It is a significant factor that laws allow voluntary organizations to 

start their own economic activities, in addition to their fund raising campaigns which 

are non-nally implemented during the year. 

The responsibilities of the organizations themselves lie in their duty to expose all 

administrative and financial information to involved parties that participated initially 
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in support of them. Supporting parties are entitled to know, question, evaluate, and 

make the proper decisions that guarantee the accomplishment of the required 

objectives and realize the reasons and motives that led them to contribute from the 

outset. 

This is the current situation of the legal framework in most countries, and it is not 

contradictory with the Islamic culture, whose legal foundation is dependent upon the 

distribution of duties amongst government authorities on one side, and individuals and 

society on the other . 

The Islamic legal framework naturally depends on the value system, whether for 

organizing the relations of the sector within state limits or externally. 

This chapter concludes by identifying areas in which voluntary organizations 

implement their programs. Those areas differ according to the classification used. 
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Chapter (5) 

Pages: 147-187 



5. Man4gement in VoL4gt4a Organizations 

Studies conducted by Professor Wight Bakke and his research team at Yale University 
(USA) regarding (Managerial concepts in relation to performance and behaviour) 

revealed the following results 
382 

: 

" Organization is a group of people. 

" Helping each other to solve a problem. 

" Using all available potentials (human, natural, technological, material... 

" To achieve certain goals. 

" Through an organized behaviour to basic operations or circulated roles. 

" Using legal procedures. 

" In a very quiet and natural conditions. 

" Hence, in summary, there are certain goals to be accomplished through certain 

individuals, in certain arrangements and suitable environment whilst practicing 

certain procedures. 

This is the definition of management and the core of its function. The application of 

these objectives by an organization could lead success. The secrets of countries' 
development is no longer hidden in their ability to use their wealth, but also in using 

383 
all hidden human potentials, and mobilizing those potentials toward creativity" . 

This chapter will discuss management of voluntary organizations, and will comprise 

the following issues: 

5. I. General Preview on Management will comprise the following: 

5.1. I. Development of managerial perspective 

382 
. 

Fahmi, Samya, Al-'Iddra F-1 AI-Muna; mdt A1-'Ijtimd'iyya, Ddr Al-Ma'rifa Al-Jdmi'iyah, 

Alexandria, Egypt, p-21. 
383 

. Kan'An, Naw5f, Al-Qiyada Al-'Iddriya, Institute of Public Administration, Riyadh, Saud, Arabia, 

1985. 
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5.1.2. Nature of organization. 

5.1.3. Organizational behaviour. 

5.1.4. Environment of organization. 

5.1.5. Decision making process. 

5.1.6. Management of conflict. 

5.1.7. Management of change. 

5.2. Comparison between management in the following sectors: government, 

commercial, and voluntary. 

5.3. Factors of success in voluntary organizations. 

5.4.1slarnic methodology in management. 

5.5. Summary. 
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5.1. General Preview on Management 

5.1. I. Development of Managerial Perspective: 

All theories 384 whether old or new are linked together, forming a chain that is 

constantly expanding. This accumulation of knowledge has led to a richness in the 
field of management. Over time there have been huge scientific and technological 

advances which have inevitably resulted in a growth of sophistication in the area of 
management. It is very important to mention that all theories and philosophical 
ideologies arrived at different results and conclusions, due to the employment of a 
diverse range of methodologies. However, they are all as integral part of the huge 

pyramid of management, which penetrates all aspects and levels of practical life 
(government, commercial, voluntary). Management has become a necessity. 

5.1.2. Nature of Organization: 

1. Beginning of the organizations: initially voluntary work was an individual 

effort. When there was a heavy load of work, family members would participate in 

performing part of the job. After that, tribal participation began to appear (chief of 

the tribe was acting as manager). With the rise of feudal system in Europe, 

authoritative management (Landlords) appeared. After the collapse of that system, 
Business Administration surfaced, and this led to the establishment of workers and 

consumers. The capitalist system has continued to expand establishing an ever 

increasing number of specialist organizations 385 
. 

384 
. Those theories are: Bureaucratic model, Scientific management, Analysis of managerial process, 

Human relation, Decision Making, Behavioural management, Quantitative method, Systems preface, 
Technological factor, Management by objectives, Management by exceptions, Job enrichment, Crisis 

management, Total quality management, Benchmarking. For more details regarding characteristics, 
possessiveness, negatives, and founders, refer to 'Amir, & 'Abdulwahab, op. cit., pp. 9-44. 
385. Drucker, Peter, Management, Tasks, Responsibilities, and Practices, International Publishing 

&Distribution House, Cairo, Egypt, 1995. pp. 543. 
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2. Definition of Organization: it is a social and technical unit386 
, looking to 

accomplish certain goals through an organized framework. 

Organization consists of a series of aspects, which could assist in giving full picture of 
387 388 organizational structure . 

These are Goals 
, 

ValueS389 
, 

Technical aspect 390 

Humanitarian aspect 391 
, 

Organizational392 and Managerial AspeCt393. Some scientists 

added two further aspects: resources of organization, and specialized operational 
394 process . 

This is in addition to the relations with otherS395. The previous 

classification clarifies the type of administration and system used in the organization, 

3811, 
. This definition covers two aspects: first technical aspect, because organization contains machinery 

and equipment. Second is social aspect, because organization comprises group of individuals with 
complicated relations. For more details refer to 'Amir & 'Abdulwahab, op. cit., pp. 49-50. 
387 

. Kast & Rosenzweig, Organization and Management, System Approach, McGraw Hill, N. Y., USA, 
1984. 
388 Ibid. p. 29. Long and short term goals, best distinguished with variation and change. 
389 ibid. p29. Organization derived those values from habits, customs, traditions, and society culture. 
390 ibid. p. 3 1. It is technology, machines and equipment used, 
391 

. Ibid. p. 40. It means paying attention to employees' desires basic needs, and relations among them 
as well as non-official organization. This aspect is considered one of the most important aspects for 
setting goals, productivity, ability for development, and survival. 
392 

. Ibid. p. 43. It is the shape of organization and relation of internal units with each other. It 
differentiates between jobs, coordinates and determines line of responsibilities and authorities, 
determine the line of communications, and determine the line of duties. Besides explaining job 
description, procedures guide and manuals by using the whole structure of organization or sub- 
structures. 
393 Ibid. p. 48. It is planning, organization, leadership, guidance, control, and relations with others. 
394 lvanevichr & Donnoly, Organization, Behaviour, Structure, Processes, Plano. Bus. Pub. USA, 
1982. 
395. Regarding this type of classification, it concentrates on the environment that organization works 
in. Depending on the fact that all -surrounding factors will have impact on the organization, which 
must benefit from that impact positively. Administration may be classified as follow: organization with 
defensive strategy, they tend to maintain their share in the market. Without tendency to development 

and creativity. They stand still, for fear of progress and change. Organizations with initiative strategy: 
they seek continuous development and better position. Organizations with action and reaction 
strategies: most organizations in the developed countries fall into this category. The reason for that is 
leadership, which did not build those organizations on systematic and institution bases. These bases 

will guarantee the survival and duration the of organization, and resistance of negative conflict. Ibid. 

p. 62. 
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whether it is a closed one that tends to isolate organization from the surrounding 
environment 396 

, or an open system: which tends to interact with all surrounding 

circumstances, and benefits positively by avoiding all negativeS397. 

3. Importance of goals: they determine the end products of work. They identify 

current position, intended direction, what to do, and measure all available 

potentials 398 
. Some of the most essential considerations are a clarity of objective 

and the ability to measure goals 
399 

. 

5.1.3. Organizational Behaviour: 

The following could determine organizational behaviour within an organization. 

* Humanitarian relation: this ideology concentrates on the fulfilling of social and 

psychological needs of workerS400. It is important to state that the philosophy of 

humanitarian relation depends on essential consideration 401 
, which should be 

inherent in every organization. 

* Goals of individuals and organization: Individual and organizational behaviour is 

modified to accomplish certain goals. As any organization is established to fulfil a 

common purpose, then successful management should not distinguish between the 
402 

goals of organization and workers 

396 

. Ibid. p. 63. 
397 

. Ibid. pp. 64-69. 
398 

. 'Amir & 'Abdulwahab, op. cit., p. 73. 
399 

. Peters, Tom, Thriving on Chaos, Handbookfor Management Revolution, translated by Muhammad 

Al-Ijadidl, International Publishing & Distribution House, Cairo, Egypt, 1995, pp. 397-402. 
400 

. At the top of those needs; feeling of safety, feeling of loyalty, goal assurance and participating in 

accomplishing them. For more details refer to Muhawis, Muhammad, Mabadi, Al-'Idara Al- "ýma wa 
Al-'Iddra wa Al-Tan-77M, , Riyadh, Saudi Arabia, 1987, p 36. 
40 1. Necessary consideration in the philosophy of humanitarian relations: role of organization in the 

society through proper services and products. Beside, paying attention to social situation and condition 
to participate in solving its problems. Considering motives and needs of workers, whether financially, 

morally, or psychologically. Agreement between technical and human interaction, and keeping it of 
positive impact, due to its reflections on performance levels. Organization ability to employ all 
potentials (especially human potentials). Importance of good relation between administration and 
workers. Refer to 'Amir & 'Abdulwah5b, op. cit., pp. 96-97. 
402 

. 
Importance of goals: it helps in differentiation among other organizations. Helps in coordinating 

job effort. It is a basic element in decision making process, and at the same time a helpful tool for 

decision makers. It is the most essential to evaluate performance. Also it is the basic factor for directing 

performance of workers and behaviour toward success. For more details refer to Glueck, William, & 

Jauch, Lawrence, Business Policy & Strategic Management, McGraw Hill, USA, 1984, pp-56-58. 
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Work Group (non-official organization): Naturally relations between workers will 
develop due to continuous communication and daily contact, whether inside or 
outside work. These inter-relationships can not feature in the official documents of 
the organization. They occur naturally without intention between organization 

memberS403. 

9 Team Work: The team consists of a group of members, with different skills and 
backgrounds, selected a specific targets. 

Usually, there is a team leader, but there is no superior or subordinate 

classification 
404 

5.1.4. Environment of Organization: 

* Human Behaviour: it is the internal structure of the individual influenced by: 

physical, mental, and social factors. 

e Limitations of human character: Identifying the character of every worker is a vital 
issue in the running of an organization. The more that administration understands 

the psychology of the workers, the easier it is to design goals, programs, and 

policies accordingly. Psychologists indicate that many factors influence human 

character e. g. social, cultural, material, religious and econoMiC405. 

* Values: The degree of importance placed by an individual on aspects of life. 

Values guide human behaviour and have an essential impact on decision making 

and all levels of organizational improvement406. It is important to indicate that 

403 
- Details on non-official organization refer to 'Aýfur, Muhammad, Mabadi' AI-Tanjim wa Al- 

'Amaliyat, , Dar Al-Shur(iq, Jeddah, Saudi Arabia, 1987, pp. 262-267. 
404 

. Details on the definition of team work, practical examples and applications, condition of forming a 

team, designing a team, refer to Drucker, Management, Tasks, op. cit., pp. 229-238. 
405 

. Journal of 'Alam Al-Fikr, Studies on Character, volume 2,1982, Ministry of Communication, 

State of Kuwait, pp. 13-198. 
406 

. More details on the classification of values on the following basis: theoretical, economical, 

sociological, political, and religious. Ibid. pp. 148-155. 
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values are fundamental to Japanese management, a concept little understood by 

Westerns, particularly on collective leve1407. 

Recently, intellectuals in the west have been inspired to revive the value system in 

western organizations under a new concept Regeneration of ValueS408. 

9 Motives: These are incomplete needs that people wish to fulfil. The human being 

embodies a complicated network of motiveS409 . The talented leader would utilise 

these motives to achieve organizational goals via the understanding of the desires, 

objectives, and values of the workers. 

e Incentives: These are the tools to fulfil the aforementioned motives. 
Administration deals with groups of individuals, who have a multiplicity of needs 

with different necessities and needs. Hence, one of the missions of administration 
is to identify these, interact, and satisfy them. If they can guarantee worker 

satisfaction, there will be noticeable improvement in performance and 

productivi '0. 

* Communication: This is the process of exchanging ideas, information, thoughts, 
411 

and experiences between workers . All plans, strategies, and programs remain 

useless without an effective communication systerrý' 7. 

407 

. Ouchi, William, Theory Z How American Business can meet the Japanese Challenge, translated 
by Ijassdn Ydsln, editor Ribbi Al-fjasan, Institute of Public Administration, Riyadh, Saudi Arabia, p 
70. 
408 Gardner, John, On Leadership, The Free Press, NY, USA, 1990, pp 77-78. 

409 Gardner, John, Distinctiveness, Talent and Leadership, translated by Muhammad Raqw5n, Al-DAr 

Al-DawliYa for Publication and distribution, Cairo, Egypt, 1989, p 209. 
410 

. Qublan, Yfisuf, Maja-fim wa Talbiqdt F7 Al-Suh7k Al-'Iddri, Al-'Ubaykdn for Publication and 
Distribution, Riyadh, Saudi Arabia, pp 97-102. While processing incentive system, administration must 
pay attention to personal differences. What is considered an incentive for one, is not necessarily an 
incentive for others. Material or financial incentive is not necessary the best. 
411 

. Journal of 'Alam Al-Fikr, volume 2/11,1980, Ministry of Communication, State of Kuwait, pp 13- 

306. 
41 2. Babin, Robib, Controller, Practical Guide for Administrative Leaders, translated by Tam5m Al- 

Sahily, Al-Jami'iya Establishment for Studies and Publication, Beirut, Lebanon, 1992, Pp. 105-158. 
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5.1.5. Decision making: 
Napoleon states: " an army of rabbits led by a lion is better than an army of lions 

led by a rabbit. 413" Leadership is the heart of management and decision making is 

the tool of leadership, central to internal organizational activity. This is why 
decision making has become the norm for management at all levels. 
Success has become synonymous with the ability of leaders to make suitable 

414 decisions at the right time 

5.1.6. Automation and Reflections on Management: 

The expansion in technology usage has led to a break in the traditional rules. It 

guarantees changes for improvements, better performance with low operational costs 
415 

at long range 

However, the major negative impact of automation is the resultant laying off workers. 
This has caused the a severe resistance to the use of machinery and an increasing 

problem of unemployment. Sociologically, this may mean an increase in crime rate. 
Economically, unemployment can result in low living standards, weak business 

markets and a deceleration of commerce. On a political level, it may increase 

opposition movements, strikes and demonstrations. Recently, the concept of 

"Reengineering" was introduced in response to the automation of business. 

Fundamentally, this process aims to restructure the whole work process to 

accommodate rapidly expanding information technology. 

5.1.7. Management of Conflict: 

This is a competitive situation between two or more parties, who realizing the 

existence of some benefit, to achieve his/her own goals within the "range of conflict", 

413 
. Levet, Theodore, Modern Management, translated by Niveen Gurdb, Al-Dar for Publication and 

Distribution, Cairo, Egypt, 1994, p 41. 
414 

. 
More details on components of decision, concepts related to decision making, methods of decision 

making, types of decisions, fields of decision, refer to Muhawis, op. cit., pp. 120-130. 
41 5. Automation leads to: time saving, closing distances, exchanging information, and transferring 

decisions through sophisticated computers (satellites). More details refer to Hammer, Michel, & 

Champey, James, Reengineering of work systems in Organizations, translated by Shams-Al-DiIn 

'Uthmdn, edited by Bandar Al-Qabtdni, Nasim $amadi, Arabian Company for Scientific 

Communicafion, Cairo, Egypt, 1995, pp. 53-65. 
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whilst each aims to reach higher statuS416. Conflict is a common phenomenon in social 
behaviour; and has been in existence since time immemorial. Mankind was created 

with a multitude of inherent traits, both positive and negative 417 

5.1.8 Management of Change: 

Decision-Making is considered the first step for Change in organizations. At the 

moment a decision is reached, change will take place. Therefore expert handling is 

needed to deal successfully with specific challenges that are raised. his needs good 

understanding, and good preparation to run this change. 

9 What is change? 

Verbally: It is a move from one condition to another. Managerially: it is a shifting or 
18 

correction from one condition to the other4 . On the technical, level change could 

take place in calculated goals, organizational charts, missions and jobs, rules, 

regulations, and in procedures. Also change could influence the planning aspect 

through vision, mission, corporate culture and work philosophy. A manager must keep 

in mind the current and future requirements that could be effected by the application 

of strategic managemene'9. 

9 Characteristics of change: 

-Planning: it is possible that change may be planned in advance, or left to take place 

until all symptoms of change appear 
420 

. 

416 
. Mu'ald, N5ji, Al-Tqfawu4, 'Istrdtijiya, 'Amaliyat, Zahran for Publication and Distribution, 

Amman, Jordan, 1992, P 42. 
417 The most obvious and clear example for the existence of conflict, the story of Hdbyl & Qdbyl. 

418 
. Abdul Wahab, 'Ali, 'Iddrat Mutaghayrat Al-Qarn 21, Seventh annual conference, Cairo, Egypt, 

Wide Service Centre, 1996, p 272. 
419. Strategic Management, Components, Elements refer to Badir, Hamid, Al-'Iddra Al-'Istrarijiya, Dar 

AI-Nahda Al-'Arabia, Cairo, Egypt, 1994, PP 19-145. 
420. Szlaky, Andro, & Wallace, Mark, Performance and Organizational Behaviour, translated by Ja'far 

'Abmad, Institute of Public Administration, Riyadh, Saudi Arabia, 1991, P 548. The first trend depends 

on following the traditional planning process (problem allocation, analysis, setting alternatives, 

analysis of positives and negatives, selecting proper alternative, observing result, and feedback). But 

the second trend depends on applying first and waits to observe results. It depends also on the ability of 

management running the organization. After results begin to appear, management begins to evaluate 
this outcome and solutions are prepared accordingly. 
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-Power: whether solitary or mutual. To identify this power, the following questions 
should be answered. Who makes decisions? What are the bases of decision making? 
Regarding mutual power, this depends on the abilities of iower management to make 
decisions upon authorization from upper management. 

-Relations (whether personal or non-personal): it means that change is directed at 
certain persons, or it is directed to reinforce the ability of certain categories of 

workerS421. 

-Average of change: means the gradual application of change, from the bottom to the 

top. In this case it depends on speed and depth of change. For example, partial change 

takes place at job level, but comprehensive change touches the whole structure of the 

422 organization 

* Powers of Change: can be divided into the following423 : *Internal powers: they are 

new goals, mission of organization, change of leadership, increase of productivity, 

improve services, workers dissatisfaction, and low performance. *External 

powers: are from direct environment such as customers, beneficiaries, 

competitors, suppliers, regulations, international trade, industrial change, 

424 demographic changes, and commercial and governmental business . *Powers 

from indirect environment: social change in customs and habits changes in 

economic circumstances, political changes, and technological changes. 

421 

. Ibid. p. 548. 
422. ibid. p. 548. It is important to consider time factor when applying gradual change. Sometimes 

change requires swift move to correct and develop work. Hence, moving slowly or quickly is 

controlled by organizational and environmental factors whether internal or external. It is important to 

end this process considering time and financial cost according to business understanding. 
423. 'Abdul Wahab, op. cit., pp. 274-275. 
424 

. 
Ibid. p. 255. 
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Obstacles of Change: In fact change incurs various difficulties and obstacles, 
which must be taken into consideration by looking for solution or decreasing their 

effect. Those obstacles are organizational, behavioural, technical, and social425 

* Building an effective model for organizational change: 

To establish this model, it is a necessary to answer the following questionS426: 

I. Where are we? This entails the studying and analysing of the current situation of 
organiza ion. 

2. Where do we need to go? This entails planning to identify positives, negatives, and 
selecting alternatives, whilst simultaneously preparing contingency plans. 

3. How do we get there? This entails the putting of operational programmes into 

motion. 

Notice; that this is the process of strategic management and strategic planning. This 

suggests that management in voluntary organization employ the same methodology 

that is applied in other sectors. 

The following are methods of preparing an organizational change mode1427: 

425. Ibid. pp. 275-276. Examples of Organizational obstacles: classical perspective of top management, 
non-perception of new trends in management, high degree of officialism, and poor motivation system. 
Behavioural obstacles related to workers' acceptance to change, degree of resisting change (this is the 
most important issue in management of change) values relations and behaviour of workers, job 
performance, non-official organization, and relation between workers and unions. Technical obstacles: 
it is related to technology used in the organization. It is represented in the sophisticated machinery 
used, or the possibility to obtain it, The Social obstacles are related to the culture, customs, and 
traditions of society such as: common traditions, economical circumstances people modes of 
behaviour, governing relation and structure of society. 
426 

. Centre for Non Profit Management, Building Capacity through Organizational Change, a guide 
for Board and Management of Non Profit Organizations, Graduate School of Business, U. of St. 
Thomas, Minneapolis, Minnesota, USA, p 7. See appendix (tablel2). 
427. Bader, op. cit., pp. 1-4. 
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Phase one: 

9 Studying the external environment: this comprises the following: 
*Identifying the threats from outside organization, which are not under the control of 
top management. These may be divided into the following categories: *environment 

of work, which comprises donors, beneficiaries, competitors, domestic society, and 
groups of special interests. * Social Environment, which comprises powers with an 
indirect impact on the short term such as political, economic powers and pressure 
groups. 

* Studying the internal environment: 
This encompasses changes that take place within the job framework: organizational 

chart429 , corporate culture 
429 

, and resources 
430 

Phase two: 

e Drafting the strategy: This is the formation of plans 431 that will deal with all 

chances and threats (internal and external). It comprises the following: mission 

statement 
432 

. allocating goals and allocating policies 
433 

. 

428 

. 
Szlaky & Wallace, op. cit., p. 469. It is achieving organized effort through describing duties, 

defining responsibilities and assuring workflow. Types of charts: hierarchy, matrix, molecular, 
concentric, and network. It is important to know that organizational chart strongly related to corporate 
and society culture. This will affect the vision of top management, which will directly affect the chart. 
To identify future charts refer to Austin & Dunnavan, op. cit., pp. 6.12-6.13. See appendix (Charts 1,2). 
429 

. Common habits, customs, and traditions, which influence the workers. It is the taste and flavour of 
the organization that differentiate between organizations. Types of culture: mix of culture, person 
culture, task culture, role culture, and club culture. 
To identify details of systematic culture refer to Handy, Charles, Understanding Voluntary 
Organizations, Penguin Group, London, UK. 1988, pp. 85-96. 
430 

. Resources: it means all available resources financial, human, technological, technical, material, 
moral ... etc. Refer to Civicus, Sustaining Civil Society-Strategies for Resources Mobilization, 
Washington DC, USA, 1997. 
431. Bader, op. cit., pp. 21-22. It means long, medium, and short-range plans that have been allocated to 

achieve strategic goals of organization. It creates activation between organization and its internal and 
external circumstances. 
432. Al-ýIamalawi, Muhammad, Al-Takht-kt Al-'IstrdCýi, 'fin Shams Book Store, Cairo, Egypt, 1993, pp. 
116-1191 The Mission statement is one of top management responsibilities. It is the reason of 
organization's existence. Goals and operational tactics are derived from the statement. It is one of the 
corner stones in management process. 
433. Glueck & Jauch, op. cit., pp. 344-35 1. It is the frame that must be considered when carrying out the 

job. It could be called regulations, rules, procedures, and bases. 
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Phase Three: 

e Application of Strategy: through implementing prograMS131 , budgetS131 and 

procedures. 

Phase Four: 

* Control, Follow up and evaluation. This is the focal point of the strategy. It 

concentrates on actual performance rather than required performance and seeks to 

identify and correct deviations with consideration to policieS436. 

This model attempts to crystallize a method that can be used as a comprehensive tool 

within the management of voluntary organization; which may be used to build a solid 

structure at managerial and organizational levels. Observers might feel that this toot is 

inseparable from the concept of profitability. However, it will help the management of 

organizations to benefit from available resources enabling the accomplishments of 

their objectives. After examining this tool, I theorise that the most essential factor in 

strategic process is (leadership)437. 

Unfortunately, most voluntary organizations' suffer from shortage. At the beginning 

of this paper, I indicated the accumulated burdens on voluntary organizations, 

resulting from World-Wide economic circumstances, that have led to poor revenues 

434 
. Bader, op. cit., pp. 131-138. It is the activities or operational projects for achieving goals. It is 

classified accordingly to facilitate the application process. Hence, application could be entrusted to 
someone, who will be called project manager. This procedure will facilitate control and follow up. 
435 

. 
O'Connell, Brian, Budgeting and Financial Accountability, Independent Sector, Washington DC, 

USA, 1988, pp. 5-12. It is transferring programs and activities into financial value called cost of 
application, whether visible or invisible, direct or indirect expenditures. 
436 Al-Uamaldwi, op. cit., pp. 198-205. Also Glueck & Jauch, op. cit., pp. 388-409. 
437. Gardner, On Leadership, op. cit., pp. 1-2. There is a general definition for leadership, which is the 

art of influencing others to accomplish goals of the group. Refer to Murs-1, op. cit., pI0. Another 
definition it is the ability to persuade and influence others in order to accomplish systematic goals with 
providing the real model to workers. 
It is necessary to indicate that, there is difference between leader and manager. Leader is ability. But 

manager is a position and title given by administration to person with certain authorities. It is not 
necessary that manager is a leader. More details on nature of leadership, missions, types, theories, refer 
to Ibid. pp. 11-20 1. 
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and income in many countries. This in fact has led to a decrease in governmental 

participation in social life. 

This common dilemma opens the social arena to voluntary organizations, which may 
fill this gap and play the role of government. Such missions require an effective 
leadership that could employ all systematic potentials to serve communities. 
Preparing a qualified leadership is a vital factor. It must be provided with proper 
training and formation, adopting modem techniques, new vision, proper 

understanding of contemporary management and new dimensions of voluntariSM438. 

438. Al-Talib, Hisham, Leadership Training Guide, International Institute of Islamic Ideology, 

Virginia, USA, 1994. 
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5.2. Comparison between Management in the following Sectors: 

Goverrument, Commercial, and Vol 

5.2.1. Management in Government Agencies: 

Negatives: 

All public administrations suffer from various problems, according to their structure, 

organization, relationship with political authorities, and otherS439. Therefore, there are 

problems concemed with: 

1. Materialistic Structure 440 

2. Human Structure 441 
. 

442 3. Technological Structure 

4. Legal Structure 443 
. 

5. Problems related to behavioUf444. 

In addition to all these, most public administrations suffer from chronic problems: 

1. Job inflation (upward hierarch Y)445 

439. AI-Shami, op. cit., p. 168. 
440 

. Related to the organizational chart such as inflafion of departments, disorganizing administration 
units, and non-job classification and non-job description. For more details refer to, ibid. p. 169. 
441 

. Concerned with human resource: number of employees, their distribution into organizational units, 
duties for every one, their rights, and training. For more details refer to, ibid. p. 169. 
442 

. Concerned with problems related to the information system, machinery, and procedure 
simplification. Ibid 170. 
443 

. Concerned with rules and regulations and modernization of legal bases, which controls public jobs. 
Bearing in mind that those are scattered and not respected into the government sector. 
444 Surmounting of sentimentalism over objectivity, high enthusiasm for personal opinion, ideological 
loyalty, resisting change, and fear of loosing financial and moral pnvileges. For more details refer to 
seminar of Civil Service Commission, Al-'Iddra Al-', ýma wa AI-Tanmiya, Centre of Researches, State 
of Kuwait, 1995, Pp. 27-28. 
445 

. For more details on Parkinson Law, refer to Al-Shami, op. cit., pp. 171-181. 
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2. BureaucraCY446. 

3. Routine 447 
. 

As a result of current economical changes and rising costs of living, the following 

problems appear: 

1. Rising costs of public service 
448 

. 

2. Non scientific methodology in administration 
449 

. 

PositiveS450 : 

Governments are the biggest executives of giant projects. 
Job relations controlled by rules and regulations. 

Target is public interest of all citizens. 

Coordination controls the relations between departments. 

Relations with citizens are built on equal bases. 

Work is controlled by the principle of ethics and morals. 

Employees work under their job title not their personal names. 

Enjoy job stability; it is difficult to fire employees. 

446 
. For more details about the definition, forms, and characteristics of bureaucracy refer to, ibid. pp. 

183-203. 
447 

. It 
is one of the major problems in the public and government administration. It leads to boredom, 

and time wasting in work without relation to public service. More details on symptoms, forms, and its 
relation with bureaucracy refer to, ibid. Pp. 204-209. 
449 

. Civil Service Commission, op. cit., p. 46. 
419. Ibid. Pp. 133-136. 
4.50. Al-Sh5mi, op. cit., pp. 54-56. 
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5.2.2. Management in Commercial Sector: 

NegativeS451 : 

" Founders govern the development of human resource and regulations. 

" Profit is the major target with limited consideration for the human aspects. 

" Principal of profitability and material differentiation is a dominant factor. 

" The possibility of practicing unethical activities. 

Companies are not governed by adequate internal and external supervision. 

Relations between companies are based on competition 452 
. 

9 Instability in terms of decreasing costs and increasing profit (a common principle). 

poSitiVeS453: 

* It is characterized by a rationalised hierarchy in terms of numbers of employees, 

administrative units, specific duties and job description. 

" Concerned with adapting new technologies, to save labour and increase profits. 

" It enjoys flexibility, non-bureaucracy, and decentralization in decision making. 

" It depends on initiation and innovation, to guarantee a better market position. 

It depends on objectivity. 

It is quick and streamlined in accomplishing work. 

" It benefited from new global directions, imposed by the New World Order. 

" It is an effective tool in accomplishing government projects. 

" Improving the level of products and services for market dominance. 

" Participates in building qualified managerial force capable to lead societieS454. 

45 1. ibid. pp. 53-56. 
452 

. The following are examples of cooperative strategies: increasing of alliances e. g. between MCI 

and Sprint in communication, Chrysler and Mercedes in cars manufacturing. 
453 

. 
Qaryati, Muhammad & Zuwdlif, Mahdi, Al-MaAhTm Al-Hactitha F-1 Al-'Iddra, Amman, Jordan, 

1993, pp. 18-2 1. 
454 

. Hindi, Munir, 'AsCil-lb wa Turuq Khaykhag AI-Mashra'dt Al-', ýma, Arab Organization for 

Administration Research (Arab League), 1995, ibid. P 5. 
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* The first participant in research and development process. (R&D)455. 

5.2.3. Management in Voluntary Sector: 

One must analyse the management of voluntary sector, through the identification of 
its differences from other sectors (goverriment and commercial). The shrinking role of 

government at the social level led those organizations to play their role. Also, 

governments became unable to fulfil all the social needs of society and the general 

public want to participate in the building of socia, 456. 

Negatives: 

9 Viewed with suspicion. There is a political obsession with security which issues 

from those organizations on state and individual levels. This is one of the major 

burdens on management shoulderS457. 
458 

o Shortage in managerial, social, and economic experience 

" Sentimentalism and individual initiations are other major characteristics. 

" Superficiality of solutions when treating problems 459 

" Lack of awareness and potentials of voluntary work. 

* Following classic methods in documentation, saving, and retrieving information, 

not dependant on sophisticated technology. 
460 

Lack of proper understanding of common procedures of management to ay 

Lack of financial and material potentials. 

Drucker, Peter, Managing for the future, translated by $alib Butrus, International Publishing & 

Distribution House, Cairo, Egypt, 1995, pp. 411-42 1. 
456 

. Kushk, Muhammad, Al-Muna; Mdt wa 'Asasiydt Al-'Iddra, Al-Maktab Al-Jdmi'i Al-Ijadith, 

Alexandria, Egypt, 1999, Pp. 38-39. 
457 

.A I- B dz, op. cit., p. 197. 
458 

. Ibid. P 202. 
459. Ibid. P 202. 
'60 

- Ibid. P 204. 
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" Inadequate training for improving workers' perfon-nance. 

"A failure to address importance of connecting voluntary work with development. 

" Inadequate information (the principle of transparency). 

" The necessity for new legislation, laws, and regulationS461. 

Positives: 

0 It is an effective tool which promotes a sense of responsibility and a desire to 

participate in the social life of societY462 

9 Profit is not the target, thus services are its cornerstones. 

9 Flexibility in performance is a major characteristiC463. 

* Avoidance of political, ideological, and sectarianism challenges. 

9 Awareness that a value system is an essential factor in motivation. 

9 Effective tool to achieve personal interests, which leads to a need of qualified 

individuals and thus appears the concept of (NGO ProfessionaliSM)464. 

* Began to enter new fields of work that suit current circumstanceS465. 

* Participated effectively in organizing systems of social care and welfare 466 

Participated in the achievement of cooperation and integration between 

government and voluntary sector in term of social planning and 
467 implementation 

461 
. Kushk, Muhammad, Tan. 77M Al-Mujtama'min Al-Musada Ila AI-Dija-, Dar A]-Ma'rifa Al-Rimi'a, 

Alexandria, Egypt, 1998, p. 197. 
462. Kushk, AI-Muna; ýMdt wa 'Asdsiydt Al-'Iddra, op. cit., p. 39. 
463 

. [bid. p. 40. 
464. 'AbdAl-'Al, Muhammad, "Mutaf1bat Taf7l Dawr Muna, ýmdt Al-Mujtama' Al-Madani", 
Conference of Arab Civil Society Organizations, Bahrain, 1999, P 8. 
465. Ibid. p. 8. 
4M. Fahmi, Muhammad, Al-Ri'aj, a AI-'Ijtimd'iyya wa Al-, Pamdn AI-'Ijtimd'I, Al-Maktab Al-Jamii Al- 
Hadith, Alexandria, Egypt, 1998, P 32. 
467. Hasan, 'Abduffldsit, Al-Tanmiya AI-'Ijtimd'iyya, Wahba Bookstore, Cairo, Egypt, 1993, pp. 125- 

145. 
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Played an effective role in conjoining managerial concepts with culture and 

directions of society, this being reflected in implemented projeCtS468. 

When examining the negatives and positives of those three sectors has been an 

attempt to pr6cis the essential role of the voluntary sector. This role is presently 

expanding and gaining significance. The World is experiencing a revolution in every 

aspect of life, particularly in the political and economic arenas that reflect worldwide 

cultures. 

Governments are suffering from deficits in their budgets; resulting in cuts to social 

expenditure. Multinational Corporations have dominant power in world markets, and 

are geared solely to ever-increasing profitability. 

Governments are invited to help this sector via a strategic perspective that saves 
budgets and cuts expenditures (on an economic levels). This will have an impact on 

social dysfunction (such as crime and unemployment). 

Meanwhile, the commercial sector is invited to support this sector, as this will reflect 

on running the wheel of economy at local markets. on the other hand, it will help in 

the promotion of their products and services influencing the consumer in a positive 

manner whilst simultaneously serving as an indirect advertising machine. 

It will help corporations to promote the principle of loyalty to their commercial 

brands, the marketing of which can cost a vast amount. 

A network exists between the three sectors, each being reliant upon the other. Such a 

mutual relationship can be beneficial. 

468. AI-Jamlli, KhaTri-,, 41-Tunmiva. 41-'Iddri. i, a F-I Al-Khidma At-'Ijtimd'i_va, AI-Bind'AI-'Ijtimd'I Li Al- 

Mujtama', AI-Maktab Al-Jaml'i Al-Hadith, Alexandria, Egypt, 1998, Pp. 62-86. 
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5.3. Factors of Success in VoLilptM Organizations 

It is useful to identify the obstacles facing the voluntary sector. Thus elucidating the 
factors involved in its success and activation. Such obstacles are: 

9 Expansion of this sector, necessitates coordination and cooperation between 

organizations. This may be initiated by the exchanging of information, and 

experiences, and by regular consultation. This objective will fail in the absences of 

mutual projects, mutual finance, and the arising of fierce competition, which 

might cause tension and the loss of the values of collective cooperation 469 
. 

9 Weak institutional spirit in most of the sector's organizations. It is due to few 

opportunities for youth leadership. Young people being dissuaded by the existence 
470 

of historical leaders at the top management of those organizations 

* The conflict of internal authority and the growing of non-democratic practices; 

and absence of verbal communication amogst organization cadreS471. 

472 Shortage in data and information related to social problems 

473 The absence of developmental and comprehensive vision 

9 The mixing of voluntary and political work. 

* Absence of skills on the level of. knowledge 474 
and toolS475. 

469. Jibril, Mabmfid, Sindn7hdt AI-Mustaqbal wa Al- Dawr AI-Mafh7b, Conference of Actual Work of 7 
Arab Civil Society and Dimensions of Required Role, Bahrain, 1999, pp. 6-8. 
470 

. Ibid. p 7. The authority of historical leadership might exceed to reach the individualism. 

471. Kh5tir, 'Abmad, AI-Tanmiya Al-'Ijtimdya: Al-Man-7i7r AI-NaýTtl- wa Nami7thj Al-Mushdraka, Al- 

Maktab Al-Jdmi'i Al-Ijadith, Alexandria, Egypt, 1999, p. 170. 
472. 'Awqiif Public Foundation, "Munaz7mdt Al-Mujtama'Al-Madani wa Dawruhd F-1 AI-Tanmiya Al- 

Admila ", working paper presented to the seminar of National Dialogue about Development in the 
State of Kuwait 2000-2025, State of Kuwait, 1997, p 18. 
473 

. Ibid. p. 17. It is useful to say that intellectual address of voluntary organizations concentrates on 

partial issues, which need integration. They did not make comprehensive development part of their 

mission. On the contrary, most of their presentations characterized by single perspective and 
misunderstanding of the contemporary requirement of the next century. 
474. Khdtir, Al-Tanmiya A1-'Ijtimdya, op. cit., pp 149-180. 

475. Badawi, Han5', 'Iddrat AI-Munaýmdt Al-7jUmd'iya, Al-'Usus wa Al-Amaliydt, Ddr Al-Ma'rifa 

Al-Jami'iya, Alexandria, Egypt, 1999, pp6l-95. 
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9 Absence of serious concentration on values related to voluntary work 476 
. 

After the identification of some obstacles facing voluntary sector, it becomes simpler 
to examine factors of success: 

* Grass rooting of civilization role extended from historical heritage of this 

sector 
477 

. 

9 Grass rooting the concept of voluntarism as a value in the general social 

awareness 
478 

. 

* Variety of motives and public participation that drive people to contribute 479 

* Difficulties facing governments to fulfil social needs 480 
. 

* Positive relation with commercial sector, which reflect on financial and human 

SUpport 
481. 

476. Fahmi, N(irhdn, Al-Qiyam Al-Diniya Li Al-Shabab min Mun; Wr Al-Khidma Al-'Ijtimd'ia, Al- 
Maktab Al-Jdmi'i Al-IjadTth, Alexandria, Egypt, 1999, pp228-237. 
477 , 

. 
Awqaf Public Foundation, op. cit., p. 19. I mentioned that historical roots of voluntarism extended 

deeply in the early days of mankind on earth. This heritage embodied self-experiences of societies. It is 
necessary to people's mobilization and reinforcement of loyalty and belonging. It is important to 
consider the cultural heritage of societies, because what suits this society is not necessarily suitable for 
the other. Every society has its own privacy, and all visions, programs, and projects are designed 
accordingly. All of those projects must be integrated with the comprehensive development of society. 
478 

. Independent Sector, Transmitting the Traditions of a Caring Society to Future Generations, Spring 
Research Forum, working paper, Washington DC, USA, 1999.1 mentioned before that values have 
religious and humanitarian bases. For those reasons, voluntarism becomes an obligation and duty to 
serve and develop the society. At the same time, it is a human value that must be encouraged to 
flourish inside citizens. It must be a part of society's national culture. 
479. Kushk, Tan-7! m AI-Muytama, op. cit., pp, 187-239. Since the sixties citizens participation became the 

core of development process depending on the principle of mutual cooperation. Frankly speaking, 
society problems could not be solved without public participation. It is the positive performance of 
citizens through an active participation in designing type of society life in all aspects. It comprises not 
only supporting decisions, but also citizens' impact on the decision process. Organizations of voluntary 
sector are considered the social container that absorbs and organizes those participations, and push 
towards discovering the hidden potentials within societies. 
480 ) 

. Awq5f Public Foundation, op. cit., p22. This factor is one of the most important and sensitive 
factors. Relation between the two sectors must be built on cooperation and mutual trust. Programs and 
projects of voluntary sector must be designed according to the national development plan, considering 
government internal and external policies. On the other hand, governments are requested to provide 
proper support to encourage public participation. This fruitful cooperation will lead to better social 
conditions. 
481. Jibril, op. citp. 5. Finance is the most vital connection between the two sectors. This source 

represents a major portion in voluntary budgets. I think it is useful to approve some privileges to 
corporations, which participate actively in the voluntary sector. It is obvious that fund raising 
campaigns succeed well when sponsored by a celebrity or distinguished social character. 
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9 Preparation of all mass media to serve voluntary work"'. 

9 Preparation of all social forces to contribute within the framework of a national 
comprehensive strategy483. 

* Non bureaucracy that characterized most voluntary organizationS484. 

482 
. AI-Nlaým[idi, Muýtafa, WasdWAI-Thim wa A I-Mujtama'A /-Madan i, Second Conference of Arab 

Civil Society Organizations, Cairo, Egypt, 1999, pp. 4-44. Achieving the goals of voluntary work is 
dependant upon the transforming from amateur status to actual professionalism. Since the information 
system in the voluntary sector is considered a part of social communication, therefore it is subject to 
the availability of proper and strategic plan that had been built on solid scientific bases. 
483. , AbdAl-'Al, op. cit., pp. 2-3. 
484. AI-Khatlb, 'Abdullah, M'sasat Al-Muna; mdt Al-Ta! awuyya Al-Arabiya, Second Conference of 

Arab Charities, Beirut, Lebanon, 1999, pp. 9-15. 
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5.4. Islamic Methodology in Management 

The origination of management occurred with the beginning of creation. For example 
The archaeological finds proved the managerial talents of the ancient Egyptians. 
These skills were dependant upon the personal potentials and abilities of every ruler, 
but today the modem concept of management is the ability to employ all available 
potentials to accomplish certain goals. Those two concepts may cause debate; is 

management a personal ability? Or is it a science with scientific bases? It appears that 

management, is a combination of the two concepts, being both a science and an art. 

The concept of management began to crystallize from the onset of the Prophet's 

mission. His resources were the Qur'Rn, inspiration from the Divine, and a wide base 

of good values and social customs. Islam enriched this value system, and purified the 

culture of the society from evil habits in accordance with logic and sense. 

This chapter focuses on the identifying of managerial aspects in Islam, the 

relationships with principles of modem management, comprehensiveness of Islamic 

management, and its ability for leading organizations effectively. 

Hence, this chapter will comprise the following topics: 

5.4.1. Islamic Perspective in Management. 

5.4.2. Resources of Islamic Ideology on Management. 

5.4.3. Characteristics of Managerial Ideology in Islam. 

5.4.4. Management Process in Islam. 

5.4.5. Conclusion. 
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5.4.1. Islamic Perspective in Management: 

Concept of Islamic ideology 

485 "Thinking" is an Islamic obligation Many Qur'Zinic verses urge Muslims to think 

about all that can be physically seen, and that which is realized by insight. This call 
for thought is accompanied by a call for learning, as thinking is not sufficient unless 
grounded in real scientific bases. 

5.4.2. Resources of Islamic Ideology in Management: 

They are agreed and controversial resourceS486 

First: agreed upon resources: 

1. Qur'an 487 
. 

2. Sunnaý88. 

489 3. Consensus (Al-'IjmZi') 
. 

4. Juristic Reasoning or Analogy (Al_QijjjS)490. 

Second: controversial resources: 

485 
. Al-'Aqdd, 'Ab5s, Al-Tajk7r Farl-4a Islamiya, Al-'Agiya Bookstore, Beirut, Lebanon, p 3. 

486. Jdhin, Muhammad, AI-Tan; lm Al-Iddri F-i AI-Islam, Egyptian Public Authority for Books, Cairo, 
Egypt, 1984, P21. 
487 

. Qur'dn: It is Divine revelation on the Prophet Muhammad, who was reported isotonic way. 
Comprises the mandatory orders for following and practicing. The colleagues ($ahaba) received it 
from the Prophet through recitation, memorizing, studying, and practicing its meanings. Muslim nation 
transmitted Qur'dn by writing through the ages, with no distortion and change. Reading Qur'dn is 
worshipping, and right guidance. More details and explanations refer to 'Aba Al-KhIl, Sul-iman, 
Muqadima F-1 AI-Fiqh, Dar Al-'Aýima for Publication and Distribution, Riyadh, Saudi Arabia, 1997, 
Pp. 17-20. 
488 

. It is the second resource of Islamic legislation. It explains the Qur'dn, the sayings, doings, and 
conformations of the Prophet Muhammad. Muslim scholars heeded the Sunna. They examined, 
studied, classified, and documented it. For more details refer to ibid. pp. 21-29. 
489 

. It is the agreement of Muslims on a religious matter. It is either frank and open opinion or silent 

with no objection from anybody. It is a definite proof orjudgement. Ibid. pp. 30-35. 
490 

. It is one of the legislation principles in Islam. Basically it is some kind of comparison between two 

or more issues. Keeping in mind the circumstances, period of time, and any relevant factors, which 
could affect the proposed opinion. More details on conditions, proofs of effectiveness, and its 

correctness. Ibid. pp. 36-44. 
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1. Deduction ('Istinbat)49 1. 

2. Commonwea1492 (AI-Maýdlib AI-Mursala) 

3. Customs (traditionS)493 (Al-'Urf) 

4. Accompanying494 (Al-'Igib5b) 

5. Legislation of precedentS495( Shar'u man Qablna) 

6. Action of the companion ('Amal Al-$ahdbi)496. 

5.4.3. Characteristics of the Ideology of Management in Islam: 

The following are the most important characteristics of Managerial Ideology in 
IslaM497: 

* Moderation and Middle-Distance: The Qur'an states: "Thus have we made of you 
An Ummat justly balanced 49"', also states: "eat and drink: But waste not by 

excess 
499 

. 
15 

When applying moderation on the planning process: Placing balanced goals and 

objectives of workers according to the potentials and goals of organizations 500 
31 

491 , 
. Abndf scholars depended on that principal, it's one of 'Abu Hanifa's ideologies. It is the 

counterpart to juristic reasoning. For more details refer to Al-Qatan, Manna', Tdrikh Al-Tashill' Al- 
'Isldmi, Al-Ma'drif Bookstore for Publication and Distribution, Riyadh, Saudi Arabia, 1992. pp. 332- 
333. 
492, It is one of the Mdliki ideologies. It is maintaining benefit and getting rid of harm. Ibid. pp. 354- 

355. 
493 

. It is all of what people used to do. Some scholars made it an independent resource, others 
connected it with commonweal. More details refer to Jahin, op. cit., pp. 32-33. 
494 

. It is keeping the judgment, which was settled until corrected or cancelled. Ibid. p. 33. 
495 

. They are judgments of previous nations, which were not cancelled by Islam. Ibid. p. 34. 
496. It is the opinion of the companion, which scholars might not agree upon. Ibid. p. 34. 
497. Khamis, Muhammad, "Mabddi' Al-Fikr Al-'Iddrl AI-Isldmi", Islamic Development Bank in 

cooperation with University of Al-'Azhar, pp. 46-63, Cairo, Egypt, 1995, See appendix (Document 1). 
498. Sara Al-Baqara 2: 143. 
499. Siira A I-Wraf 7: 3 1. 
Soo '. Studies conducted by many academic centres in USA agreed that one of the most essential reasons 

of failure in voluntary organizations is the highly ambitious goals. 
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On Selection: Choosing the qualified member by examining leading and executive 
constituents of that member. In addition, Islam cultivates moral factors and spiritual 

501 
values inside everyone 

On evaluating performance: Rewarding hard work, and motivating the inactive to 
catch up with the active. 

9 Comprehensiveness and Generality: 

Islam presented leading outlines, identifying general rules, but leaving the details and 

specifications to the people. They might customize those details according to location, 

situation, and circumstances. 502 

9 Shfira (Consultation) 

The Qur'dn states: " And ask for God's forgiveness, for them; and consult them in 

affairs 
503 

. 
"There are consultations between boss and subordinates 

504 
. 

9 Human Relation: 

The Prophet states: " Muslims should be like a construction that supports each 

other 505 
." Humans need those tangible tools that are practical, but also need 

educational and sociological tools that cultivate the SOU1506. 

Islam denies the using of force, and substitutes it with dialogue and sense. The Qur'dn 
507 

states "Nor can goodness and Evil Be equal. Repel Evil with what is better 

501. Those factors are Fearing God, justice, ideal example, kindness, and mercy, as well as accepting 

principal of sh(ira. For more details refer to Ndji, Muhammad b., Al-Qiyada bain Al-Manhaj Al-Islami 

wa Al-Naýriydl Al-Mu'dýira, Journal of Shari-'a and Islamic Studies, Kuwait University, State of 
Kuwait, volume 29,1996, p. 190. 
502 

., Abu Sin, 'Ahmad, Al-'Iddra F-1 Al-Islam, Al-'Asriya Printing Press, Dubai, UAE. No Date. pp. 
50-51. 
503. S5ra, Al-'Imran 3: 159. 

'504. ShFira gained new concepts such as democracy, Islam set certain conditions for a person in order 

that he may be qualified to be consulted. Those conditions are honesty, understanding rules of religion, 
wide experience, and wisdom. More details refer to 'Abu Sin, op. cit., p 54. 
505. $aý7ý Al-Bukhdri, volume 1/476. ýab! ý Muslim / 2585. 

5()6. Al-Rdfi'l, Muýtafa, Al-Islam Ni, ýdm 'Insani, Al-Ijaydt Bookstore, Beirut, Lebanon, No Date, p. 60. 

507. Rim, AI-Sajda 32: 34. 
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Islam insists on the building of Muslim character through the strengthening of the 
relations between society members, the spreading of justice, and the distributing of 
rights and duties. Cultivating social awareness among people, will lead to solidarity 
and sponsorship under the rule of the Prophet who said: "Muslims in their harrnony, 

mercy, and sympathy are like the body; if one organ suffers all organs suffer the same 
508,, 

. Continuing the building of human dignity, Islam worked on demolishing 

paganism. 

It calls for acknowledgment of one single creator, which mean one legislator 509 
.I 

began this research by indicating that Islam is a social religion. To continue the same 
theme. Islam demolished the most dominant problems of that society: racism, 

casteism, and tribalism. All of the previous were on the individual level. On the 

collective level, there was a movement towards building a community. The building 

of the mosque, was the first public organization in the state. It was not only a place of 

worship, but also a civic centre where individuals were prepared to carry the 

responsibility of founding the new state. 

The Prophet accomplishes brotherhood among MuhdjCin and 'Amýdr, the Qur'dn 

states: "Believers are but a single brotherhood")". 

Relations among society members were built on cooperation, The Qur'an states: 

Help ye one another in righteousness and piety, but help ye not one in sin and 

rancour . 
51 "' The relationships between superiors and subordinates were built on an 

ideal example baseS512. 

508 
. Al-Sdbrlni, Mukhtsar Ibn Kathir, volume 1/ 86. 

509. 
-Räf Al i'l, op. cit., p. 63. 

510. Süra AI-Uujurät 49: 10. 

511. Süra Al-Mä'ida 5: 2. 

512. Al-Rdfi'l, op. cit., p. 64. 
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Continuing the building of the state, Islam paid attention to the ways of making a 
living under the following conditions for work: legality, honesty, and sincerity. Work 
was considered as an act of worship that would be rewarded by the Divine. 
Islam calls for construction with positive impact on social and economic life, which 
become noticeable in the decrease of poverty and the crime rate. In spite of that, Islam 

put some obligations on the society. It was clear through the legislation of. - Zakdt and 
Alms (charity) that Islam sought to create love and friendly atmosphere, which would 
lead to solidarity and sponsorship among society members. 

These constituents of social nature of establishing a new tenacious society that could 
face change. 

9 Facilitation and Removal of Tightness: 

The Qur'Zin states: " On no soul doth God 13 
." Also states: " God intends every facility 

for you; he does not want to put you to difficultieS514. ý) 

5.2.4. Management Process in Islam: 

Management in Islam is a tool to reach a goal and achieve success in worldly life and 

the hereafter 515 
. Despite the agreement between functions of management in Islam 

with other management theories, still Islamic management has its own principles. 

The following are principles of management process in Islam: 

e Function of Planning: 

Muslims have been aware of planning since the early stages of Da'wa, which was 

confidential. After Da'wa was announced using the principles of persuasion and ideal 

513. Sfira At-Baqara 2: 286. 
514. SCira Al-Baqara 2: 185. 
515. Al-Khudiri, Mu4sin, Al-Fikr Al-'Iddri F1 Al-Islam, symposium of Management in Islam, Islamic 

Institute for Research and Training in Cooperation with Al-'Azhar University, Cairo, Egypt, 1990, p 
169. 
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example. When the situation stabilised, they began the process of administrative 

planning 516 
. 

In fact Hijra5l 7 
was a real example of planning in Islam, showing the importance of 

18 this function. There was military, economic, and social planning5 . With the 

settlement of the social situation and the spreading of Islam, operational objectives 
which differed were required in details, but agreed on the general framework on which 
to build up the society. Every member in that society has a role and must participate in 

the development process. 

We could list the following symptoms of managerial planning in Islam"9: 

1. Organizations are beneficial tools for Muslims and support the establishing of a 

capable society, which can fulfil its needs and provide safety. 
2. Planning issues from the concept of constructing earth, it is the philosophy of 

development in Islam. 

3. Because the plan comprises projects and programs, upholding these becomes an 

obligation. It is the duty of every member or team to implement his assigned part. 
4. Transparency of goals and good intentions: all parties must have a complete 

understanding of the whole plan. At the same time there must be good intention to 

work on. The prophet said: " Verily deeds are by intentions, verily for everyone 

what he intended 520 
.- 

* Methodology of planning in Islam: 

When examining the history of the prophet, the history of Caliphs after him and 

Islamic history in general, we will notice the similarity of methodology and style. All 

of them were following the methodology of the prophet, which is as follows: 

516 
. Khamis, Muhammad, Al-'Iddra F-1 $adr AI-Islam, Superior Council for Islamic Affairs, Cairo, 

Egypt, pp. 43-44. 
517 

. Hijra means moving from one place to another looking for safety or living. In Islam it means 

Muslims movement from Mecca to Ethiopia (first and second Hijra), also the movement of the Prophet 

from Mecca to Madina. 
518 

. KhamTs, op. cit., pp. 64-72. 
519, Al-Khud-iri, op. cit., pp. 174-178. 

KO, M-Bukhdri, op. cit., 54,2329,3685,4783,6311,6553. 
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1. Stage of preparation 521 : it is the stage of studying and analysing the situation with 

people of experience. Sometimes surveying was employed. 

2. Stage of Decision-Making 522 : at this point decision is clear, negotiations might 

take place if any new circumstances occur, otherwise decisions will be taken. 

3. Stage of Implementation 523 : it is the stage of the distributing of roles, where 

everyone is assigned to a certain mission according to his potentials and 

specialization. 

e Characteristics of the methodology of planning in Islam: 

1. Centralization of planning and decentralization of implementation. 
524 2. Flexibility 

* Function of Organization: The concept of organization means limiting and 
directing activities to accomplish certain goals. It requires an organizational 

chart 525 showing administrative units, duties of those units, and line of 

authorities 526 
. 

Principles of administrative organization in Islam: 

1. Presidential grading 527 : 

This means that top management with authority and direction can delegate part of its 

authority to middle and lower management. 

Management system in Islam enjoys grade of justice and consultation. It depends on 

technical qualification. It does not face the difficulties of modem systems such as the 

521 

. KhamTs, op. cit., p. 72. 
522 

. Ibid. p. 72. 
523 

. Ibid. p. 73. 
524 

. Ibid. p. 74. 
525 Khamis, op. cit., Organizational Chart in the era of the Prophet, see appendix (Chart 3). 
526 

. 
Abu Sin, op. cit., p. 66. 

527. Ibid. pp. 66-68. 
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struggle between official 528 and non-official529 organization, the second seeking the 

benefit of its members through pressure on the first. 

The Qur'dn states: " We raise to degrees (of wisdom) whom we please: but over all 

endued with knowledge is one, the all-knowing 530. " The prophet said: " if three 

intended to travel, they must designate one of them as a leader. 531 -)1 

2. Authority and Responsibility: 

Islam did not use the term (authority). 

It used the term (whom in charge) instead. Islam wanted to remove the authoritative 
dimension from the human consciousness and promoting the value that being in 

charge meant working for the sake of the gTOUP532. 

This can facilitate the allocating of high performance (for rewarding), and low 

performance (for punishment) 533 

3. Delegation of authority: 
This direction gives some units and individuals the right to make decisions on behalf 

534 
of others, as well as providing them with the suitable authority to achieve it 

The Prophet practiced delegation when appointing 'Abdullah Bin 'Umar to waste 

liquor after the Qur'dn forbade alcohol. But in the era of Khulafa-' Al-Rdshid-in: 

especially 'Abu Bakir, and 'Umar Bin Al-Khatab. the organizational chart of the state 

535 expanded . Ministries started to appear under the name of Dawdwin, which led to 

more delegation, more decentralization, and more authoritieS536. 

528, Official organization consists of top management, first line officers, middle management, and key 

positions in the organization. 
529 

. Non-official organization formed from workers, Labour, and simple employees. 
530 

. S(ira Yusuf 12: 76. 
531 

. Al-Nawawi, op. cit., p. 376 
532. bid. p. 68. 
533 

. This kind of motivation is called either positive motivation (rewarding), or negative motivation 
(punishment). 
5.34. Qaryati, & Zuwalif, op. cit., pp. 169-170. 
535. ibid. pp. 76-78. Organizational Chart at Era of Khulfa' Al-RashidTn. See appendix (Charts 4,5). 

-536 . 
Khamis, op. cit., p. 89. 
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4. Job of organization: 

Islam instils the value system into Muslims before setting rules, regulations, and 
procedures. It is the preparation stage, which is followed by the distribution of duties 

according to certain rules. In other words, it is a psychological, spiritual, and ethical 
structure built on the moral dimension. Islam decides the following rules to build the 

value of work: 

* Work is an obligation: the Qur'an states: " And say: Work (righteousness): soon 

will God observe your work, and his apostle, and believers. 5371,1 

* Work is a resource for human value, because as much as you work, you will be 

rewarded 
538 

. 

9 Work is a tool for living: the Qur'an states: " It is we Who have placed you with 
authority on earth, and provided you therein with means for the fulfilment of your 

life. 539,, In this case Islam guarantees the continuing dignity of Muslims, prevents 

unemployment and its resultant negative impact on the society, and generates on 

economic wheel which rotates towards growth and progress. 

Work is part of 'ImZin: As long as good intention exists, every work that fits with 

Shaff'a objective is a rewarded work 
540 

. 

9 Work must be precise and rationed 
541: 

the Prophet says: " When you do anything, 

The Divine likes it to be precise. 
54211, 

Also the Qur'dn states: " Against them make ready your strength to the utmost of your 

power. 
5431, 

537. S(ira Al-Tailba 9: 105. 
538. , Abdulhadi, ljamdi, Al-Fikr Al-'Iddri Al-Islami Al-Muqdran, Dar Al-Fikr Al-'Arabi, Cairo, 

Egypt, 1984, p. 136. 
S39. Sa ra AI -A'raf 7: 10. 
540.6 Abdulhadi, op-cit., pp. 139-142. 
541 -T tz bain Al-Fikr Al-'Iddri wa Al-Fikr AI-Islami, Symposium of 

. 
Qdsim, Muhammad, Nairiydt Al V 

Management in Islam, I. D. B and University of 'Azhar, Cairo, Egypt, 1990, P-261. 
542. Sah ih A I-Jdm PA I-Sagh irl 18 8 0. 
543. SQra Al-'Anfal 8: 60. 
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9 Non-official organization in Islam: At the beginning of this research, I mentioned 
that Islam is a social religion. All of its solutions tend to serve in building unity, 
solidarity, and reject fragmentation. From that tendency comes the Islamic 

solution to non-official organization. Islam always puts collective interest as a top 

priority. Islam strengthens the mutual interest inside individuals and encourages 
fi. irther solidarity. At the same time Islam looks for qualified leadership which 

considers the human factor within all workers. The Prophet says: " Muslims in 

their harmony, mercifulness, and sympathy are just like a body. When an organ 

complains, the whole organs tend to totter from fever and sleeplessness 544 
. 
il 

5. Wages 
545 The Islamic rule indicates that wages are determined in accordance with work done 

Also wages must be paid by the time work is completed, with no delay. 

The Prophet sates: " Give the worker his wage before drying his sweat. 5465, 

5. Incentives: 

Islam cares about incentives which are termed today as (positive and negative 

incentives). 

The Qur'dn states: " Then shall anyone who has done an atom's weight of good, see 

it. And anyone done an atom's weight of evil, shall see it 547.11 It is obvious that there is 

a link between incentives and deterrents, whereas deterrent is the visible guard for 

incentives; an incentive observes deterrents, afraid of falling into error 548 
. 

7. Training: 

When studying the Prophet's methodology in training, we find that it depended on 

direct or indirect guidance, benchmarking training, annual conferences (especially at 

pilgrimage season), field training, and by instruction. All of those styles of training 

544 

. 
$ab7b MuslimI4685- 

545. Kharnis, op. cit., p. 127. 
546 

. 
Sunan Ibn Mdja, chapter of 'Aýkdni/ 2434 

547. SQra AI-Zilzilah 99: 7,8. 

548 
. Khamls, op. cit., pp. 128-132. 
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549 run parallel to spiritual and mental training . With the current revolution of 
information and technology, many organizations realize the importance of training550. 

8. Job satisfaction: 
In order to encourage better performance and productivity, it is necessary to fulfil 

551 
workers' social and psychological needs They are as follow: Basic needs: they are 
fulfilled by suitable wages. 

The Qur'an states: " And their Lord hath accepted of them, and answered them: Never 

will suffer to be lost the work of any of you, be male or female 55251 
. 

e Need for Safety: Islam followed a psychological and spiritual path. As long as a 
livelihood is guaranteed from the Divine. The Qur'dn states: " And in Heaven is 

your sustenance as also that which ye are promised. 5531, 

0 Social Need: this is the need for love, passion, and belonging that will be reflected 
in forms of mercy and cordiality among members of society. The Qur'dn states: " 

And enjoin patience, and enjoin deeds of kindness and compassion 
554 

. 
v) 

9 Need for Self-Esteem: This could be promoted through moral incentives, freedom 

in job-performance, and more moral advantages. The Prophet says: "Divine does 
555 

not look at your figures nor your wealth, but looks to your hearts and deeds 

* Need for Self-Approval: this is the pinnacle of social and psychological needs. It 

suggests achievement and a distinction amongst others. The best way to achieve 

self-esteem is through knowledge. The Qur'dn states: " Raise up, to suitabie ranks 

and degrees, those of you who believe and who have been granted mystic 

549.4 Abdo, Jam5l, Dawr Al-Manhaj AI-Islami F-1 Tatwir Al-Mawdrid AI-Bashariyya, Ddr Al-Furqdn, 

Amman, Jordan, 1984. pp. 337-361. 
550.1 wanted to mention that the giant GM Corporation specifies 6% in their budget for training 

annually. In the Islamic organization there is not adequate attention paid to training, which is still 
considered a mental welfare process, and all cuts in budget stem from this premise. 
55 1. Khalil, Muhammad, Tanmiyal QýO'Al-A'mdl F-1 Al-Fikr AI-Islami AI-Mu'dfir, research presented 

to the seminar of Management in Islam, Cairo, Egypt, 1990, P 552. 
552. SQra Al-'Imran 3: 195. 
5-53. Siira Al-DhAfiydt 51: 22. 
5-54. SDra Al-Balad 90: 17. 
555 

. 
$ajiib Musliml 465 1. 
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556 r) knowledge . With the progress of science, studies and mechanisms developed 

557 that enabled the management of organization to measure job satisfaction 
9. Human Relation: 

It is one of the basic foundations in Islam. Numerous Qur'dnic verses and Ijad-iths 
urge good behaviour, and the importance of enforcing human relations amongst 
society members. The Qur'dn states: " And thou (standest) on an exalted standard of 
character558. " And also the Prophet says: "I was sent to complete nobility of 

559 
character 

10. Communication: 

Islam emphasises the necessity of embracing all areas that lead to the development of 

work. Due to the importance of communication, a branch of the media, Islam focuses 

specifically on this as the most effective tool for Da'wa. The most obvious advantage 

of communication in the Islamic State is the resultant of non-bureaucracy. Means 

were oral in term of meetings, conferences, dispatchers, and messengers. Whilst also 

using written communication560 . As a result, there are only minor differences between 

contemporary managerial thought and Islamic Ideology. 

IL Function of Leadership: 

I mentioned before that Islam used the term (care or patronage) to reflect a wider 

meaning for leadership. Because caring about something means guiding, directing, 

motivating, and facilitating in order to reach a target. This is a much more appropriate 

term than leadership as it encompasses the value of IslaM561. 

Characteristics of leadership in Islam: 

'556. Sara Al-MuJadila 58: 11. 
557. 

-Mashan, 'Uwayid, Qiyds AI-Ridd Al-Wazi , Dar At-Kitab At-Jarni'i, State of Kuwait, 1996, pp. Al 
9-30. 
. 
558. Sara Al-Qalam 68: 4. 

. 559. Al-Mar'ashli, Yasuf, AI-MustadrakAI-Udkim, 2/613, Dar AI-Marifa, Beirut, Lebanon, ! 986. 

560. 'Abduli-najTd, I-Cila, Al-Tafa-I bain AI-Qi1d'AI-Ta! awu'i wa Wasd'il At-'I'Idm, Second Conference 

for Arab Voluntary Organizations, Cairo, Egypt, 1997, pp. 2-2 1. 
%61. The Prophet says: " All of you are patrons and responsible for their subjects. " Hadith agreed upon. 
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* Ability and honesty: it is the ability to accomplish assignmentS562 . Honesty means 
looking after the affairs of subordinates and observing the Divine all times. 

9 Righteousness (Taqwa): is the basis of differentiation between people. The Qur'an 

states: " The most honoured of you in the sight of God is (he who is) the most 

righteous of you. 
5631, 

* Justice: the Prophet says: " the most beloved creature to Allah is a just 

('Imam) 564 
. 

9 Ideal example basis: The Qur'dn states: " Ye have indeed in the Apostle of God a 
565 beautiful pattern of conduct 

* Mercy and kindness: The Qurdn states: " It is a part of the Mercy of God that thou 
dost deal gently with them. Wert thou severe or harsh hearted, they would have 

broken away from about thee"'. " 

Characteristics of administrative leadership: 
567 Moderate (Balanced) leadership 

Humanitarian leadership: knows how to deal with individuals, to respect them, to 

honour their dignity and to share all relevant matters with them. 
568 

The Qur'dn states: " And lower thy wing to the believers who follow thee 

9 Leadership is related to the group because it is an integral component like all other 
569 

members. The only difference is that the leader has the greatest responsibility 

Leadership with political and technical talents, can evaluate all relevant situations 

and deals with all surrounding environments. 

Perhaps the most apt conclusion of the administrative leadership in Islam can be 

found in the message from the 'Imdrn 'Ali Bin 'Abi Tdlib to Al-'Ashtar Al-Nakha'i 

562 

. Bin Ndji, op. cit., pp. 191-193. 

. 563. Sara Al-oujurdt 49: 13. 
564. Sunan Al-TirmidW 1329. 
565. Sara Al-Abzab 33: 2 1. 

566. S-ara Al-'Imrdn 3: 159. 

567. , Abu Sin, op. cit., p. 119. 

-568. Siira Al-Sbfira 42: 215. 

'569. 'Abu Sin, op. cit., P. 119. 
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when he appointed him as the Governor of Egypt. This is considered one of the 
documents that explained the fundamentals and characteristics of administrative 
leadership. It explained administrative concepts, advantages, and effective leadership 

tools, ",. 

12. Administrative Control in Islam: 

The philosophy of control in Islam springs from the concept of self-control, which is 
dependant upon the concepts of personal responsibility, honesty, and justice. The 

Qur'dn states: "God doth command you to render back your trusts to those to whom 

they are due571.,, Islam left detailed procedures of administrative control, forms, and 
572 bodies to circumstances of society and to practical performance 

By examining all forms of follow up and control since the early days of Islam till 

now, we will find that control took the following forms 

1. Administrative control: government through its various bodies performs this. The 

Prophet practiced this type of contro 1573 ; also Caliphs who succeeded him 

continued along the same path. After that a new system was invented called (field 

574 observer) , which continued its development until reaching its current form of 

government control. It may be called (Accountancy Department) or (Civil Service 

Commission), or (Department of Public Control). Regardless of the name, the 

main function of this body is to follow up the performances of all other 

government bodies. 

2. Public Control (social control): Islam founded the core of public control over 

government performance. The observer of the Prophet's badiths will notice an 

570. Bin NAji, op. cit., pp. p. 206. Copy of this document is attached with appendix (Document (I). 

571. Sara AI-Nisd' 4: 58. 
572 , 

. Abu Sin, op. cit., p. 121. 
573. When the Prophet discharged Al-'Ala' Bin Al-Hadram! (governor of Bahrain) when a delegation 

complained against him, it is a good example of this kind of controls. 
574 

. He was a person sent by the Caliph to observe how things are managed in the Islamic State. A 

detailed report is submitted afterwards. Note that this person is unknown to the place or persons sent to. 
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urging of Muslims to advise and remind every one in charge 575 
- This was followed 

by same way did all who come after him. New methods and techniques are now 
mixed with Islamic systems of public control due to the increase of population, 
expansion of land and immigration of those from different nationalities, religions, 
and cultures. The new system comprises a simple tool, which depends on the 

selection of a group of individuals who represent a cross-section of society that 

can works as government performance. These were later called Parliaments, 

National Assembly, National Council... etc. 

3. Control of Administrative Courts: the expansion of the Islamic State was 

accompanied by mixture of cultures, which caused an uprising of conflict. The 

first symptoms of this appeared as differences amongst employees of top 

management and lower- level workers (nowadays it is called the conflict between 

white collar and blue-collar workers). In this case, there was need of an 

administration to deal with conflict. It was called (Department of Complaints). 

This body developed gradually until it became the (Administrative Court). 

4. Evaluation: Because there is a continual need for the correction of errors and 

deviations, it is inevitable that this form of conflict will develop accordingly. 

From a managerial point of view, this may be referred to as (Job Evaluation). The 

Qur'dn states: "Any say: work, soon will God observe your work, and his Apostle, 

and the believers. 576), 

575 
. 
Al-Khudiri, op. cit., p. p. 197-198. 

576. Süra AI-Taüba 9: 105. 
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5.5. Summply 

After reviewing the organizational and managerial structures of voluntary 

organizations, it appears that institutional isation may be the way forward. This would 
involve the upgrading of organizational structure regardless of its size and nature, 
until an obligatory is reached. That is controlled by indisputable. The establishment of 
this principle within an organization would guarantee its stability and survival, even if 

there is fluctuation of key staff. At the same time, new comers would not affect the 

system, which has already established control of relations and authorities. 

We mentioned that the accomplishing of proposed goals is the aim of all management, 
best accomplished with a safe and guaranteed method of following scientific 

performance and proper implementation. These should be in accordance with the 

management process (planning, organization, guidance, control, evaluation, 
leadership, and decision making ... etc) with a concentration on the selection and pre- 

qualification of human resource in order to lead the organization in compliance with 

scientific criteria. 

It is necessary to indicate that the availability of managerial and technical potentials is 

an important element for implementing change. This ability for positive change 

requires sincere, un-blinkered vision and adequate managerial tools. The ability to 

deal with positive and negative circumstances both practical and humanely is of 

paramount importance. 

Identifying the management structures of other sectors (government and commercial) 

will assist in the managing of voluntary organization. It will give wider scope for 

understanding both positive and negative applications and the management of 

voluntary organizations will enforce the positive side of their management and 

eliminate the negative. The voluntary sector has a real opportunity to play an 

important role in the development of many states world wide. The current situation of 

shrinking governmental role in the social arena and the opportunity of saving funds 

due to the Tax Exemption Act, all serve to offer the voluntary organizations a better 

for influencing many areas of social welfare. Perhaps, the presenting of "success" data 

from voluntary organizations may help management to prove the significance of this 
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sector in promoting development and welfare and stress the necessity of further 

support from individuals and the commercial sector. 

Public participation in voluntary organization represents an indirect participation in 

the development process, which can guarantee the success to these programs. 
When presenting the Islamic perspective in management, we discover that Islamic 

legislation does not contradict other theories of management whether traditional or 

modem theories, so as long as they do not deny the obligations of Islam. It offers a 

general framework for management, leaving the details and applications of conditions 

and circumstances to society members. 

Far from being controversial, Islam promotes the just use of human accomplishment 

to secure human welfare and produce a cohesive social structure. Qur'anic verses and 

Prophet hadiiths establish the fundamental tenets of a social awareness that can be 

developed in the name of the Divine and thus designed to accomplish positive goals. 

The application of the concepts and methodologies in this chapter may perhaps aid 

voluntary organizations in the implementation of a managerial structure that can lead 

to fulfilment of specific objectives. 
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Chapter (6) 

Pages: 188-221 



6. Volpg!, ga Action and the Challenges of the Next Ce 

Perhaps the seed of a New World Order were sown at the time of the first World War. 
By the end of W. W. 2 there was a definite shift in social and economic values and the 
World was to see a growth in communism and concentration of capitalism in the west. 
The cold war between the USA an USSR began in earnest and there were huge 

advances in the fields of science and technology. 

The struggle for power between these countries led to the formation of National 

Liberty Movements and the appearance of Non-Alignment Countries; all as a response 
to the predicted menace of the super powers. New ideologies emerged accompanied 
by social and psychological loading, the latter causing two types of crisis: armed and 

unarmed confrontations. The first brought misery and suffering to the people, the 

second encouraged such ideologies as Communism, capitalism and socialism. The 

ensuring collapse of the Soviet Union diminished the power of Communism in the 

Eastern block, but Capitalism became the dominant force in the USA and the West, 

dominating the international scene and forcing a new World Order. This was 
dependant upon free trade and the unrestricted mobility of capital. 

The importance of these issues not only affects trade between north and south or free 

commercial and economic relations amongst countries, but also influences 

underdeveloped countries, Which were already divided into rich and poor. The former 

wanting to catch up with New World order, the latter seeking the resources to finance 

their initial developmental projects. 

This brief resume intended to create a background and prepare the examination of the 

New World Order and its accompanying controversy. 

The New World order presents the concept of cultural and beneficial networking, the 

whole world being one open market, comprising no borders nor limits. This economic 

concept promotes free movements and openness between countries and cultures. The 

transference of traditions, ideologies, and currencies. In other words, it intends to 

globalise the whole world. 
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This chapter will comprise the following topics: 

6.1. Globalisation: which will examine 
1. The Concept. 

2. Results on: 

" Economical Level. 

" Media Level. 

" Science Level. 

" Cultural Level. 

" Ethics and Value Level. 

" Political Level. 

" Social Level. 

6.2. Privatisation: 

I -The Concept. 

2. Motives of Privatisation. 

6.3. Information Revolution: 

1. Definition. 

2. Positive side of Information. 

3. Negative side of Information. 

6.4. Emigration from Rural Areas. 

6.5. Appearance of new concepts: Democracy, Human Rights, Protection of 

Environment, Women Rights ... etc. 

6.6. Positive Impact of Challenges. 

6.7. Negative Impact of Challenges. 
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6.8. Role of Voluntary Sector in facing those Challenges. 

6.9. Islamic Treatment of mentioned Challenges. 

6.10. Summary 
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6.1. Globalisation 

1. The Concept: 

Originally it was an economic term, dependant on the removing of all limitations to 

trade and the securing of free movement of goods and investmentS577 
- It is not limited 

to the economic dimension, but it has wider reaching dimensions which effect social 

and cultural life. It aims to form a global village with a network of relations and 
benefits at all levels. At this point I wish to mention the great fear amongst 

underdeveloped countries as they consider this new cultural invasion 578 
. Their fears 

are logical and comprehensible, but the negative stances taken by many of their 

governmental officials is often illogical, attempting to isolate their societies from 

world trade etC519. surely it would be more productive if the relevant authorities 

attempted to understand the concept and then design their policies to negate any 

advise effects of this phenomenon at least on the social level. 

2. Results: 

The following are the results of globalisation on all levels. It is essential to know that 

all results are inter-connected, which makes it very difficult to categorise them: 

* On the economic Leve t580: it may be observed in terms of. 

1. Free trade. 

2. Economic alliances. 

3. Rising of Multinational Corporations. 

4. Freeing economies and lifting limitations on economic activities. 

577. Al-'Asad, Ndýir Al-Din, Al-Awlama wa AI-Hawija, Royal Moroccan Academy, Ribdt, Morocco, 

1997, p 59. 
578. It is the ten-n used by Ministers of Culture in (France and Greece) to express their refusal of the 

American way for spreading their culture. 
57'. Al-'Asad, op. cit., pp. 60-61. 
MO. I Abdulrabmdn, 'Abmad, Al-Awlama, Al-MuJIu7m, AI-Majdhir, wa Al-Asbah, Journal of Social 

Sciences, Kuwait University, Volume 26, First Edition, 1998, pp60-74. 
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5. Ideological shifting, which led to appearance of new economic powers and 
disappearance of traditional political and economic ones. 

* On the media Level581: 

1. The tremendous growth of mass media (Technology of Advanced 
Communication). 

2. Dominance of Western News Agencies on the world of news, and their 
formation of public opinion according to the nationality of those agencies 582 

3. Human and spiritual coexistence amongst people of the world. 

4. Dominance of American Mass Media, and promotion of American culture. 

9 On the scientific Level: 

Science represented by research and the constant quest for scientific advancement 
became a dominant control mechanism, alongside the military, the economy and the 

potentials of communication. Observers of the world map will discover the triangle of 

scientific research (USA-European Union and Japan)583. 

s On the cultural Level: 

All trends of globalisation (e co nom ical-po I itica I-techno logical -sc ienc e) have cultural 
dimensions. The cultural integration of one society with another, creates a dependency 

of the newcomer on the established structure. This is known as comprehensive 

subordination. 

581.1 Abu-Tdlib, 'Abdulhadi, 'Ahiniyat 'Atkitnul ba7n Al-Awlama wa AI-Hawiya, Moroccan Royal 

Academy, Ribat, Morocco, 1997, ppl24-125. 
582. lbid. p. 125. Those Agencies are Associated Press- United Press- Reuters- France Press- CNN. 
583 

. Statistics indicate that: expenditures of scientific research and development reached 25 billion 

dollar distributed as following: USA 38.5%- European Union 28.3%-Japan 15.8%- Asia 9.5%-Ex- 
Soviet Union 4%- Latin America less than I %- Africa 0.2%. Ibid. p. 126. 
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* On the ethical and Values Level: 

There are clear calls for the formulation of global ethics. The addition of new values, 
584 religious or otherwise can lead to debatable and controversial positions 

* On the political Level: 

Public Participation played a key role in the changing of political systems. New 

stateS585 appeared, reshaping governing ideologies and advocating a more democratic 

system and more emphasis in the area of human rights. 

* On the social Level: 

Naturally, all of those results have social impact, both individual and collective. An 

imbalance of wealth distribution between society members, will accompany the 

process of globalisation, this also being applicable on an international level. Wealth 

will concentrate amongst certain individuals and other countries others will be 

586 marginalized 

Also globalisation will be accompanied by the obvious development literature and art. 
A new style of life is one of the symptoms of what's called (Standardization). There is 

a trend for the preserving of national culture, an increase of women's involvement in 

public life, growth of religious movements, and easier access to education, and the 

facilitating of scientific research. Increase of life expectancy results from the 

availability of improved medical care. A variety of services and systems are available 

584. Ibid. p. 127. For example: call for integration between rights of gays and human rights (Beijing 

conference). Document of abortion and sexual pornography (Cairo conference- 1996). 
585 

. Qandil, Al-Muitama'Al-Madani, op. cit., p. 98. 
586. Al-Jdbiri, 'Abid, Dawr AI-Mu'sasdt A1-Ta! awu'iyya F-2 'Aýr Al-Awlma wa Al-khaýkhýa, second 

conference of Arab Civil Society Organizations, Cairo, Egypt, 1997, p 17. 
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in the field of social care. There is an increase in participation and donation to 
developmental voluntary work587 . 

These symptoms led to the appearance of two diametrically opposed teams. The 

optimistic team 588 
, and the pessimistic589. 

The protest against globalisation is growing daily particularly in the western world 
whether in the USA or Europe, for example in Seattle USA in Scandinavia 

... etc. It 

means that people feel the great threats of this trend. 

587 

. See appendix (table 11), Status of Global Mission, in context of 20 and 21" Centuries. 
588 

. Professor David Rothkop (Director of Kissenger Centre for Studies and Professor of International 
Relations at Columbia University- USA leads this team). This team think that globalisation will lead to 
the cultural unity of the world. This unity will prevent conflicts and war. The tool to reach this unity 
will be: 
1. Actual living of international changes. 
2. Availability and usage of technology and super communication. 
3. Markets will absorb more than 2 billion workers in growing economics. 
This international culture of media is an accomplishment that never been before in the history of 
mankind. This team thinks that, coalition between globalisation and technology will be capable to free 
man from poverty through the spreading of knowledge, welfare, and wealth all over the world. 
589. Journal of Islamic World, "Al-Awlama SqjJlf Al-Aghniyd ' 'Id Riqdb Al-Fuqrd "', Muslim World 

League, September 1998, Saudi Arabia, P 3. Most intellectuals in Islamic countries represent this team. 
Their judgement depends on that globalisation is an American concept, which seeks the concentration 
of wealth in the hands of capitalists. In the same time majority work to make the rich richer. In this 
case gap increase between rich and poor. In the other hand, the danger hides in the social and cultural 
impact identity level, and formation of society in accordance to American Culture. 
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6.2. Privatisation 

1. The Concept depends on the three following directions 590: 

9 Expansion of private property and granting the private sector more space in the 

economy, through the clearance of public sector (totally or partially). Gradually 
this will decrease state share by increasing private sector share. 

* It is a tool eliminating failing units in the public sector, which become more 
productive and profitable when run by private sector 591 

* It is a tool annihilate socialist and communist economy. 

2. Motives for Privatisation: 

592 1. Economic Motive 

2. Financial Motive 593 
. 

3. Political and Legal Motive 594 

595 4. Social Motive 

Regarding the positive and negative impacts of privatisation, there are two sides: 

I. Optimistic side 596: they concentrate on the positive impact of privatisation: 

a) Decreasing deficit in government budget. 

590 

. Mdhir, 'Ahmad, Al-Kha. ykhya, Al-Dar Al-Jdmi'iya, Alexandria, Egypt, 1997, p 22. 
591 

. Ibid. p. 23. 
592 

. 
Mid. p. 24. It is the necessity of establishing free systems depends on market mechanisms and 

competition, which could increase efficiency, perfon-nance and quality. All of that in reasonable prices. 
593 

. Ibid. p. 25. It is government need to decrease public expenditure, and to get more cash flow 
through selling unprofitable government companies. 
594 

. Ibid. p. 25. It means elimination of economic sector from politicians influence, in this case the 

administrative decision will be freed from government bureaucracy. 
595 

. Ibid. p. 26. It is the elimination of some social diseases such as parfiality and bribery). It is an 
important factor for motivation, professional discipline, and producfivity. 
596. Hindi, op. cil., pp 3-6. 
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b) Encouraging foreign investment, and returning of local capitals from abroad. 

c) Participation in building qualified managerial force to run economical work. 

d) Preventing slackness, and misusing of resources. 

e) Saving government efforts for higher policies. 

f) Government avoidance of direct running of business and concentrating on 
major activities that could not be handled by private sector. 

2. Pessimistic side 597 : concerned with the negative impact of privatisation on 

underdeveloped countries; on state and society levels due to: 

a) Cancellation of government role in economic and social life, thus increasing 

the wealth of the rich and deepening the plight of the poor. 

b) Absence of social and human dimension. This refers to the material and 

profitability perspective of private the sector. 

c) Aggravation of the problem of securing social justice. 

d) Interference of International Financial Organization into the internal affairs of 

countries, exacerbating their difficulty in achieving their financial conditions59 

597. Yabyd, 'Anis, "AI-Khaýkhaýa wa AI-Duwal AI-Ndmiya ", Al-'Itihdd , volume 62 1, February 1999, 

UAE, pp2-6. 
598 

. Specially the International Monetary Fund and World Bank. They are International Financial 

Organizations giving financial support to governments for development reasons, which is considered 
the major challenge facing the UN. Those facilities are given under certain conditions that considered 
to be harsh for some countries. 
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6.3.1nformation Revolution 

I. Definition599: 

It is the tremendous progress in: 

1. Facilitating the modes of accessing information. 

2. Decreasing costs of accessing information. 

3. Increasing the speed of information access. 

4. Facilitating the storage, analysis, and transferring of infonnation. 

2. The positive Side of Information: 

1. The usefulness of information in all aspect of human life 600 

2. Shortening distances and shortening timeS601 

3. The negative Side of Information: 

I. This relates to type of information that has been collected, stored, and 

transferred. Not all accurate information is usefU, 
602. It is very important to 

differentiate between what is useful and what is correct. 

2. Related to quantity of information and the connection between parts of 

information to form knowledge. Any violation of this formula will spoil the base 
603 

of knowledge. In this case quantity of information become useless 

599.1 Amin, Jaldl, "AI-Thaqdjý Al-Arabiya F-1 Muwc7jhat Thawl7rat AI-Ma'h7mdt", Al-Mujtama' 
Journal, A1-7ý1dý Society, State oj'Kuwait, volume 1344, p 22. 
6W 

. Ibid. p. 22. 
601. Bakh1t, Sayyid, "Al-Haymana Al-Ma'h7matiya", Al-'Arabi Journal, Ministry of Information, State 

of Kuwait, volume 469, November 1997, pp 144-147. 
602 

. Ibid. p. 23. 
603 

. Ibid. p 23. 
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3. Ways of using information. It has the potential to be used for the benefit and 

welfare of humans, or it could be employed to further injustice and human misery. 

Dominance of western culture (American in particular) over the cultures over 

other nations. Often, the process of transferring and preparing information is full 

of bias. 
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6.4. Emijuation from Rural Areas 

As a result of the old imperialist heritage, especially in underdeveloped countries, 

governments continue the same concentration on coastal cities, mining centres, and 

administrative capitals. This process led to developments which influenced all aspects 

of life in those areas. Other areas such as desert, countryside, and rural areas remained 

neglected and suffered from poor standard of living. This drove people from their own 

areas to more productive urban ones 604 
. This factor is responsible for: 

I. Intensive burden on public utilities, and shortage of public services. 

2. High government expenditures on basic needs: medical care, education, and 

shelter. 

3. Growth of social, cultural, and spiritual differences between urban dwellers and 

villagers. 

4. Disorder in demographic distribution and the reflection on social planning. 

5. Lack of population of rural areas led to soil damage, desertification, and 

security disorder. 

6. People deserting subsistence farming to take simple and poorly paid jobs 

caused a state deficit on the agicultural level. 

7. Appearance of social problems such as: 

a) Unemployment. 

Increase in crime rate. 

c) Moral and ethical corruption. 

d) Increase in illiteracy rate. 

e) Child employment 
605 

604. Al-Jabiri, DawrAl-Mu'sasdtAl-Talawu'iyya, op. cit., pp4-5. 
605. It is an important issue that became disturbing phenomena to the UN. The UNICEF is paying 

much attention to this case and trying to solve the problem. 
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6.5. Appearance of new concqpts such as Democracy. Human Rights- 
Protection of Environment, Women RiLrhtq 

... etc. 

Ideas, concepts and ideologies transfer between nations as a natural result of this 
intermingling between peoples of the world. Whether that interference is direct or 
indirect, underdeveloped countries will be effected by the culture of super powers"'. 

" Humanity has no capacity to free itself from this pressure in the meantime, due to its 
great need to comply with New World order and to keep its economical, scientific, 

and technological directionS607-)) 

It is evident that voluntary organizations provide members with adequate 
organizational and political skills. Within an atmosphere of relative freedom, which 
pervaded the organizing of meetings, open dialogue, nomination and working in 

608 election campaigns, and the monitoring of leaderships 
. This is the core of the 

democratic process. The best democratic practices prepare individuals for a shift to 

democraCY609 and the process will revitalise social units and will lead to grass root 

basis of democratic system which will reflect in the achieving of a comprehensive 

development6 10. A western style democracy is not necessarily ideal world wide. 

Culture of society, internal, and external situations (on social, economic, political 

606. Al-Tuwljri, 'Abdul'Azlz, Al-Hawiya wa Al-'Awlma Min AI-Manýlir Al-Thaqdfi, Moroccan Royal 
Academy, 1997, Ribdt, Morocco, p 168. 
3. Mid. p. 186. 
608. , lbrdhlm, Sa'ad EI-Deen, Dawr Al-Munajmdt AI-Mihaniya F-I Dam Al-Amal Al-Madani, Dar Al- 
'Am-in Publishing and Distribution Cairo, Egypt, 1998, P 19. . 6W 

. The process for shifting to democracy faces many of difficulties in underdeveloped countries. This 
is due to family upbringing that depends on obedience, loyalty, and complying with age and 
masculinity traditions (meaning that the oldest man in the family is the Centre of authority). The same 
concept continues at school where obedience to teachers enables the system of memorizing and 
dictation without a chance for dialogue. Again the same concept continues in the public life where the 
individual finds himself facing all government units, no way but to pretend obedience and show 
compliance. This educational system started to diminish due to the sophistication in information, 
technology, and knowledge between countries where ideas and thoughts moved from one place to 
another. The phenomena of democracy and democratic practice became one of the characteristics of 
this era, and became one of the basic factors in the interference between countries. 
610 

. Ibid. p. 22. 
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levels) are important factors and must be considered when selecting a required style of 
democracy 611 

. 

It is not my intention to give the impression that democracy is purely a political 
term612, rather that it has developed from the mental and conceptual definition of that 

term; it is a social dimension, which means Oustice)613. Justice and balance must be 

considered in the utilisation of the environment, and its components. Misuse and 
imbalance may be viewed as trespass and aggression; such abuse necessitating the 
implementation of rules and conditions to ensure proper usage of the environment and 
sustain its survival. Within this concept appeared the international, regional, and local 

calls for the protection of the environment. Seminars, conferences 614 and meetings 

were held, also councils, societies, and associations were formed world wide to 

achieve these objectives. Those civil organizations grew in effectiveness, becoming 

influential and gaining international reputation 615 
. 

The issue of women's rights also embraces the need for justice and balance; in this 

case the democracy is gender based. The concept of comprehensive development is 

impossible to establish within a biased, patriarchal society and it is crucial to activate 

the role of women to complete power of the societY616 . This movement towards 

gender equality has resulted in an increase of women in the work place and improved 

accessibility of higher education for females has increased the numbers of women 

who hold key positions both in the public and private sector. One of the major 

conclusions on the political agenda is the concern for the equal rights of women in all 

. ya Maflab 7jtimi'i", seminar of civil society in the Arab 61 1. LabTb, Al-Tdhir, "Hal Al-Dimuqrd. t 
World and its role to achieve democracy, Centre of Arab Unification Studies, Beirut, Lebanon, 1992, p 
370. 
612 

. Democracy is a Latin term (Demos) means People, and (Krates) means Authority. 
613 

. The reason for concentration on the social dimension is to keep the consistency between using the 

term and the subject of the research. 
614 

. On the top of those conferences come Earth Summit in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, 1995. 

61 5. Green Peace cornes at the top of those organizations. 
616. Shu'! b, 'Aliya, Mu'wiqdt Al-'Amn Al-'Ijtimd'i Li Al-Mar'a AI-Kuwatiya, Socialists League, 

Seminars of 23'""' Season, 1996, State of Kuwait, p 181. 
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spheres; economic, political and social. International conferences have prioritised 
close analyses of the factors pertinent to the achievement of the aforementioned. The 

subject of human rights has expanded on a world wide scale, yet it is an issue that has 

existed since the creation of humankind and continued to progress in philosophical, 
social and political areas. Regardless of the complex variations which have emerged 
in the perception of what constitutes human rights it is evident that general concepts 
are deeply rooted within all political, social and religious ideologies; they are products 

of all civilizations and creedS617 . Fundamentally, this is an internal issue related to the 
internal system of countries, but with the progress of human life, the spreading of the 

concept of a civil society and the tremendous increase in external and internal human 

crises, it has shifted from an internal to an external issue. The international charters 

related to this subject prove and witness the global trend towards coordination and 
618 cooperation in this field 

The issue looks beyond those concepts, offering more positive indications for 

societies. There are, however, other concepts with positive bases that might lead to 

negative impacts such as: 

9 Spreading the demand for more political participation on the level of establishing 

parliaments- permission and licensing to establish political parties. 

Class struggle, results in an in egalitarian distribution of wealth and income and an 
increase in the numbers of the needy worldwide. 

Generally, few underdeveloped nations can handle those concepts. The majority 

perceiving these as western mechanisms of interference for economic and political 

benefits. Whilst others them reject for ideological and religious reasons. Thus ensure 

617. Al-'Aydaras, Muhammad, Mujhi7m Al-pamdn Al-'Ijtimd'i F-I AI-Mujtam'dt Al-'Arabiya wa Al- 
Gharbiyya AI-Mu'dfira, Socialists League, State of Kuwait, 1996, p. 11. 
618 

. To check articles of Human Rights refer to International Declaration of Human Rights issued by 

UN 1984. Whereas those rights were included within two agreements: (1) Agreement of Economical, 
Social, and Cultural Rights. (2) Agreement of Civil and Political Rights. Those agreements were 
unanimously approved by the General Assembly 1966. All governments signing those agreements 
must implement all human rights states in. The principal of human rights could be use as an excuse to 
interfere in others affairs. 
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the fundamental need for the appearance of the voluntary sector619, which concentrates 

on handling the aspects of social change under the umbrella of globalisation. Those 

are the most important challenges which the voluntary sector and its different 

organizations will have to face in the next century. 

619. 
-Mu -Madani, op. cit., pp. 98-99. Qandil, Al jtain'Al 
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6.6. Positive Impact of Challenges 

I believe that positive and negative impacts are dependant upon the way we regard 
and handle those issues. Positive can easily become negative and vice versa. The 

philosophy of management plays an effective role in protecting society from the 

collapse of those challenges. As does the value system of that society, which 
controls the behaviour of citizens and directs them towards constructive 
conceptual isation. 

It is a controversial issue which is influenced by the diverse perception of people 

who derive from a variety of social cultures. The latter being either open or closed. 

The following have indirect positive impacts; 

* Growth of international cooperation amongst underdeveloped countries to handle 

the challenges of the next century 620 

* Move towards peaceful coexistence between cultures and nations. 

Development of cultural cooperation through the mechanism of. - international 

organizations and agreements. 

*Creation of the tendency towards change in all aspects of government sector, 

specifically, laws, rules, and regulations at all levels. 

The direct positive impacts of the challenges of next century, are mentioned in section 

6.1 of this chapter. 

Unless the existence of these challenges is acknowledged and sensitive handling of 

them is implemented; social, political, and economic dysfunction will increase on a 

vast scale, to the detriment of millions. 

620. See appendix (tables 3-10). 
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6.7. Negative llnpact of Challenges 

* Negative impact on economic and social levels: 

Since these challenges tend to be of an economic native within technological 
dimension, they are basically concerned with profitability, without any attention being 

paid to the social aspect of life. This will accelerate the advancement of 

underdevelopment and widen the divide between rich and poor 621 
. This gap will 

continue to expand until contemporary life is infected with dualism and economic, 

cultural, and social splitting. Therefore, economic activity will be concentrated within 

a small group of people, the majority being either marginalized or totally abandoned. 
Differentiation will occur on the international and national level, establishing the casts 

principa1622 

Refusal to promote the human dimension in business is one of the most dangerous 

negatives. It establishes the principal of (end justifies the means), and ftirther the 

dominance of commodities 
623 

. 

There will be a decrease in the production of the basic necessities for underdeveloped 

countries and an increase in the production of accessories for those who are 

financially capable. 

A shrinking in the role of government, especially at a social level, will open this arena 

to the voluntary sector, which is not yet equipped to carry out this mission. Voluntary 

organizations are pressuring for more social justice to ensure social care 624 
. This may 

621. Al-Jabiri, Dawr Al-Mu'sasat AI-Tatawyya, op. cit., p. 17. Beside, this term was used to accompany 

the term of positive development, and to give an indication to the expected negative result. 
622 

. Ibid. p. 10. There are 358 Billionaires controlling a fortune that could fulfil the needs of 2300 

million poor individuals in the world. (20% dividing 80% of international production. ) 
623 

. It means the dominance of consumerism life. Globalisation: concept, symptoms, and purposes. 

lb id. p. 5 6. 
624 

. Yabya, op. cit,, p. 3. 
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manifest itself in terms of strikes, demonstrations, and political conflicts through 

opposing parties 
625 

. 

* Negative Impacts related to Information, 

It may be summarized as: the misuse of the mass media via the publishing and 
broadcasting false and controversial news, which may contribute to the damaging of 
societies and their values. 

Media communications have the power to fulfil personal benefits without any regard 
for human rights or justice. 

Negative Impact resulting from Emigration from Rural Areas to Suburbs and 
Urban areas. There is an intensive overload of public utilities and social 

problems continue to emerge e. g. an increase in crime rate, unemployment, an 
increase in illiteracy percentage and cultural conflict. The latter has resulted 
from the diverse natures of the customs and habits amongst urban and suburbs 

residents. 

9 Negative Impact caused by the emergence of new concepts 

Those new concepts such as democracy, human rights, personal freedom and freedom 

of expression ... etc may be misinterpreted or misused by the super powers. For 

instance, they could be employed to justify interference in others' affairs to fulfil 

some political or economic interest. 

The preceding negative impacts come from the perspective of underdeveloped 

nations; a very different scenario from that perceived by the super powers. 

625. A I-Jabiri, Dawr AI-Munajaindt Al-Tatawyya, op. cit., p. 12. 
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6.8. Role of the VoluntW Sector in Handling the Challenges of the 
next CqApqg 

Reports issued by the World Bank, UN and its agencies indicated the increase of 
persons requiring the services of those programs and agencies. The reasons for this 
increase were: 

1. Natural reasons: such as earthquakes, volcanoes, and disasters. 

2. Armed conflicts: caused by war. Kosovo and Chechneya are good examples. 

3. Political and Economic reasons, caused by the implementation of privatisation. 

All of those necessitated the reviewing and examining of the path of development, in 

terms of the generalization of comprehensive development and the distribution of 

responsibilities between all sectors (public, private, and voluntary). The need for the 

participation of the voluntary sector became paramount in areas of development and 

society building626. 

The following are the mechanisms necessary to accomplish this role: 

1. Citizen participation within a framework that organizes their initiations and 

heightens their awareness of economic, social, political, and civil rightS627. niS 

will not occur without the provision of freedom; decentralization, and the 

entrusting of social missions that had been privatised to the voluntary sector. This 

participation will contribute toward the stabilizing of patriotic awareness and the 

6216. Al-Miz, Shahida, "Qa4jyd ýYdsima F-i Al-Qitd' AI-TatawzVi", conference of Arab Voluntary 

Organizations, Bahrain, March 1997, p 2. 
627. Pestoff, Vector, Third Sector, Civil Society, and participatory WeUýre State- some conceptual 

reflections, , working paper, 1995, p 23. 
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concept of development via public participation, which has functional628 and 

structural paradi gMS629 . The existence of a clear and correlated developmental 

vision at individual, local, and national levels may established on the principles of 
mutual respect, democracy, participation, and justice of distribution. At this point 
appears the concept of social and economic rights as dynamic within voluntary 
organizations as apposed to instead the idea of social service, which correlated to 
the classical perspective of voluntary work 630 

. 

2. Calling for equal relations between south and north. According to the 

contemporary term (civilizations dialogue)631. It is important to adopt a positive 

attitude towards underdeveloped countries in order to form balanced alternatives 

632 for future international relations This could be accomplished through the 

following policies: 

a. Gatherings (whether in form of meetings, conferences, seminars ... etc). 

628. Al-B5z, "Qa4dyd t1dsima, op. cit., p. 4. It is the side that takes into consideration the function of 
voluntary organizations in term of providing social care to the poor and needy and fulfilling service 
needs of certain social categories or to the whole society. It also handles social problems and could be 
called (welfare/ service delivery). In this case they take over part of government role but within its 
supervision and dominance. Beside this kind of activity decrease the tension caused by social 
differences. At the same time it has an economical side in term of income increase, employing labour 
(decreasing unemployment), and increase of production. 
629. bid. p. 4. It is the side that participates in the political and social change process of the society. 
Keeping in mind that this sector is one of the basic powers in social structure. According to this scope, 
voluntary sector exceeds the service role to reach development role; to enforce potentials, defend 
human rights, and empower targeted groups. Even when those organizations provide services to 
citizens, they provide it as an institution advocating individual rights. The structural paradigm 
concentrates on hurnan beings as the core of development process. He seeks human awareness and 
development in all fields. He is looking to create an aware public who will be able to make proper 
social change. 
630 

. Ibid. p. 5. 
6.71. Al-Jabiri, Muhammad, Qaddj, a F7 Al-Ayd1lijiyat AI-Mu'dsira: Al-Awlama, Hiwdr Al-Haddrdt, 

wa Al-'awda ild Al-Akhldq Centre of Arab Unification Studies, Beirut, Lebanon, 1997, pp 81-132.1 
want to indicate that criticism have been directed to that trend, it is a call for balancing between 
benefits. This trend presents suitable amendments to the concept of civilizations dialogue. 
632. AI-Baýdm, Darim, Al-Amal Al-Madani Al-'Arabi AI-Mushtarak:. - Al-Mufh17m, Al-Wdqi ', wa Al- 

Badd'il AI-Muqtaraýa second conference for Arab Civil Organizations, Cairo, Egypt, 1997, p. 4. 
Number of slogans were put into circulation through UN agencies such as world without hunger- new 
world order- world without war ... etc. 
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b. Signing agreements, memos of understandings, and treaties, which legalize bases 
of cooperation. 

c. Implementing mutual programs and field cooperation between organizations 
working in the same field. 

3. The forming of social capita, 633 
. Building new systematic and social relations that 

could form the solid base for society progress and encourage the achievement of 
modernization and development. There is no doubt that the success of any society 

34 could be measured by its ability to form through social capitaI6 . 
4. Merging and the forming of alliances are major characteristics of the next 

635 
century . Initially it might be formed on a local basis, but after that it could be 

promoted to become regional and then internationa1636. 

5. Deepening the concept of (social futurisM)637. Shifting the economy gradually 

from industrialization to services oriented. Connecting between economic and 

633 
. Korteen, David, Globalisation and Civil Society, translated by Shawq! Jaldl, Academic Bookstore, 

Cairo, Egypt, 1999, pp 50-53. Robert Putnam (Harvard University- Department of Political science) 
says: "It is the distinguished coherence and cooperation of the civil society". Also it is noticeable that 
social capital is not included in the statistics of national income. Even the decision-maker only pays the 
only attention to money making activities and market economy. They underestimate the strong relation 
between economy and social impact, and the control of customs and habits into markets economy. 
634 

. Ibid. p. 6. In actual fact, many third world and industrial countries (especially Asian countries) 
established their projects basically on developing social capital. They realize the necessity to support 
voluntary sector and non-government organizations. Those organizations were substituted for 
government in many of development activities. They believe in high productivity and rationality of the 
voluntary sector on cost and effectiveness bases. The voluntary work compared with government work 
is characterised by less bureaucratic red tape and more qualification in the area of social mobilisation 
than can be found in government work.. Also less bureaucratic and more qualified in social 
mobilization than government work characterizes voluntary sector. 
635 

. Daily news indicates the merging between giant corporations. They are becoming one body with 
tremendous market power. This kind of unification seeks to increase dominance, ability, and survival. 
It could not be faced with more separation and fragmentation. Hence, coalition and alliances 
necessities to face those powers. 
636. Ibid. pp. 23-24. The negative sides of those alliances are politicisation and dominance. Precaution 

and keeping away from absolute idealism are the proper way to handle those negatives. This issue must 
be examined from wide and comprehensive angle and from all sides, with giving priority to public 
benefit. 
637. $abar, Muhammad, Taýadiydt Al-Mustaqbal, Dar Al-'AmTn, Cairo, Egypt, 1997, p 146. It means 
considering the social aspects when making change. Due to humans aims to accomplish other goals, 
beside material ones. Those goals might exceed in importance the material goals, but they could not be 

separated. 
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social goals will make governments much closer to society members and society 

will show more commitment to government 
638 

. 

6. Subjection of technology: humans sought quick results through technology 
accomplishments, regardless of the negative impact of those applications on 

environment, social system, and the psychological balance. In this case it is 

necessary to establish an converse process, which might establish a balance and 
639 rationalization for technology usage 

The voluntary sector is prepared to achieve this task through the: 

a. Provision of financial support to backup humanitarian technology movement. 

b. Support of poor societies in facing their desperate need for capita1640. 

c. Formation of public opinion at internal and external levels. 

7. Heightening the degree of social64 1 and political 642 awareness amongst society 

members. 

638 

.I want to indicate that this concept presents a different organizational chart on state level. It will be 
necessary to establish social consultant unit. This unit reports directly to the head of the state. 
639. bid . pp. 135-136. There is not indication for pausing technological sophistication. But it is the 
formation of public opinion calling for proper usage of technology in term of. considering the benefit 
of society providing stability, and social security in all fields. 
640. Ibid. p 137. There are many examples in this regard. The most well known example burying 

nuclear waste in Sudan for financial reasons. The process of supporting societies to build themselves is 
considered one of the most important factors to achieve social stability. It is the required 
developmental trend that prepares society members to become producers instead of consumers. They 
will be turned into working force. Beside the positive economical aspect, there are encouraging social 
and psychological aspects that push in this direction. Developmental rehabilitation became the most 
essential slogans in voluntary sector in most countries. It is the permanent slogan of the UN which 
concern with social issue such as UNDP- UNHCR- WFR 
641, Al- 'Aydariis, op. cit., p 28. Social awareness is the generator of social life toward progress and 
working to control social problems, and understanding basic society issues. It is a sensitive process 
that works to form a positive interaction between individual and group. It is also a process that forms 
individuals into social creatures, who understand social behaviour. This requires the imprinting of 
information, values, and social performances directly and intentionally into members' minds through 
mass media and all social teaching whether official or non-official, direct or indirect. 
642 

. Ibid, p 30. It is the process of instilling political values and existing criteria into the conscience of 
the society with guaranteeing its continuity and survival through ages. Individuals are exposed to this 
continuous process all his life. The voluntary sector is considered the pioneer of raising political 
awareness. Naturally this will lead to the presence of new concepts such as democracy, human rights, 
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8. Calling for the "International Ethics Charter'-643 in order to treat the adverse 

effects of globalisation and privatisation. 

9. Spending time and effort to encourage the establishing and developing of 
voluntary organizations in terms of facilitating legislation to enforce citizens' 

initiationS644. 

10. Establishing real partnership between governments and the voluntary sector within 

a similar system to (PAR in AQ645 . This partnership depends on mutual respect 

and agreement and protocol between voluntary organizations and governments. 

11. Enforcing the women role in previously male oriented spheres, with particular 

emphasis to enable women holding decision making positions and also the 
designing of programmes that will realise their potentials. 

Female qualities are necessary are to societY646 . The time has come to consider female 

participation in the voluntary sector, as the past few years have witnessed a subtle 
647 

shift in feminist discourse Recently two sociological concepts were developed: 

victim feminism 648 and power feminism. 

643. Al-Jdbiri, Dawr Al-Mu'sasat Al-Tatawu'iyya, op. cit., pp 17-19. It is an international agreement 
similar to the International Agreement of Human Rights. This charter has own agenda comprises rules, 
conditions, dimensions, activities, and programs with monitoring unit to follow up implementation and 
compliance. In addition to indicating operational mechanism and authority to follow up all issues of 
humanitarian concern. The success of human rights experience, which governments became more 
concerned about in respect to their international reputation, will represent suitable example to 
accomplish the International Ethics Charter. 
644. A]-B5z, Muna? ýmdtAl-Mqjtama, op. cit., p. 289. 

645, For more details about (Partner in Action) refer to Partnership between UNHCR and NGO'S, a 
reference document explaining the relations between the High Commissioner and NGO'S, results of 
international negotiations of partnership, 199 1, Geneva, Switzerland. 
Also refer to Oslo Declaration and Work Plan, A common NGO-UNHCR Challenge, Oslo, Norway, 
1994. 
646 

- For more details about women real participation in developing societies, progress of women 
participation in political and social activity, and role of governments and non-profits to overcome 
obstacles of women work refer to Muhammad, Samira & Khatir, 'Ahmad, Tanmiyat AI-Mujtama'dt 
Al-Mabaliya: Na? ni7dhaj Al-Mushilraka Pimn 'ltdr Thaqdjýt Al-Mujtama', AI-Maktab Al-Jami'l Al- 
Uadith, Alexandria, Egypt, 1993, pp 215-225. 
647. McCarthy, Kathleen, Women and Philanthropy, International Journal of Voluntary and Non-Profit 

Organizations (Voluntas) volume 7/4 December 1996, Manchester University Press, UK, pp 331-335. 
648. Victim feminism is concerned with the in egalitarian casting of females in the traditional role of 

nurtures and highlights this unden-nining of women as a way to petition for their rights. Ibid. P 332. 
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12. Adopting an institutional and systematic methodology to manage voluntary 
organizations, and also allowing new leaderships to take their place in 

management without interference from traditional leadership who historically 

controlled all key positionS649. 

13. Forming young leadership with technical and scientific qualifications to run 

effective institutions with developmental vision 650 

14. Ensuring their own financial resources (intemally from public and private sectors) 

or (externally from foreign donors) within certain conditions to ensure the 

principle of autonoMY651. 

Adopting planned investment policy to ensure financial stability is considered the best 

method of securing survival and continuity. 

That was a call for commercialising the non-profit sector ý52 
. 

Generally speaking there 

are three categories of commercial activities for this sector: unrelated business 
553 ... 654 655 

activity' , fee-for-service activities , and related commercial activities 

Due to this emphasis on profit making, economists respond with viable economic 

theories for the non-profit organizationS656. 

649. Al-Bdz, "MunaýýMdt Al-Mujtama' Al-Madani, op. cit., p. 289. This is one of the major chronic 
problems of management in voluntary organizations. This classic leadership could not absorb the new 
challenges and new management presentations. They are one of the obstacles of those organizations. 
650. Qand1l, 'Am5ni, Tanmiyat Al-Mawdrid Al-Bashariya wa Al-'Imkdniydt Al-Tan? 1miyya, Cairo, 
Egypt, 1997, p. 13. 
651 Ibid. p 290. 

652 

. Lifset, Reid, Cash Cows or Sacred Cows: The Politics of the Comm ercia lisation Movement, 
Independent Sector, 1989, pp. 142-143. In the early 80's economists were aware that organizations 
working in the market, had the same ideals of as those private sector. They were profit oriented using 
economical tools to accomplish the social goal of providing social services to the community. 
653 

. Ibid. p. 143. The goal of these activities is unrelated to the basic mission of the organization. The 
key purpose is the subsidization of the basic mission through the pursuit of profit in the market. 
654 

. Ibid. p. 143. The services in these instances are mission services, but unlike the case of services 

provided by more traditional charities, the recipients are also the source of financial support. Many 
traditional non-profit organizations charge for their basic services. More non-profit organizations are 
beginning to move in this direction. This is labelled as "program service fees". 
655. Ibid. p. 143-144. 
656. Those economists were Henry Hansmann, 1987. Estelle James, 1983. Rose-Ackerman, 1987. For 

more details regarding those theories refer to ibid. pp. 144 -149. 
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6.9. The Islamic Treatment to those Challenges 

New World Order from an Islamic Perspective: 

Islam motivates people to work, invent and develop to achieve a good quality of life. 
It is the Islamic philosophy of development previously mentioned that prioritises 
construction, education, and scientific progress. For this reason, Islam establishes a 
system of rewards for those who contribute materially or morally in the development 

of human kind. 

It would be unproductive to condemn these challenges as potentiality destructive; it 

being more realised to Divine sensitive means of accommodating them. 

Muslims possess protective mechanisms against dissolution; the protection of their 

culture, beliefs and legislation without the rupturing of relations with others. Whilst 

ensuring a comprehensive positive response via all means of communication 657 
. 

At the 

same time it affords a protection of interests (economy, sovereignty and 

independence) from being trespassed. To uphold those conditions, Islam instructs its 

followers to build strong and active relations with others. This required the continued 

reinforcement of the ideal of positive interaction with others within the frame of New 

658 World order whilst retaining the Islamic spirit. 

This is not an era of isolation and introversion. Islam calls for the amalgamation of 

people through positive and fruitful cooperation. This positive intermingling will lead 

to the formation of cooperatives between members of international community. Those 

cooperatives will be the "shock absorbers" for dealing with the negative aspects of 

globalisation. The prophet says: " Who ever expend his efforts to alleviate the plight 

657 F-1 
. 

ShamsUddien, M. Mahdi, "A1-Wdqi'A1-Is1ami Min Al-Awlama I Al-Maidl Al-Siydsi wa A, - 

Thqdji", Conference of Islam and 21" century, Cairo, Egypt, 1998, p. 361. 
6'f8 Guldm 'Allah, 'Ab(i 'Abdullah "Al-Taj"71 Al-kla4dri Al-'Ijabi Li Al-'Umma Al-lslamiya Li 

Muwdjhat Al-Awlama ", conference of Islam and 21" century, Cairo, Egypt, 1998, p 94. 
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of another, achieves more than ten years worshiping 659 
." This bad-ith emphasises that 

social awareness and an ensuring practical application can benefit both the individual 

and society. 

This will form a complete network of social cooperative relations between society 

members. This will be the base for the requisite model of human cooperation, which 

will enable positive constructing within the framework of comprehensive 
development according to the Islamic perspective. From the aforementioned points, 

we may conclude that the Islamic perspective in dealing with those challenges 

comprises the following: 

9 The liberal thinkerS660 : advocate a complete response to all requirements of 

globalisation; perhaps at the expense of all distinguishing characteristics which 

denote the rich cultural heritage of the world. 

9 The conservative thinkers: advocate the rejection of the whole idea of 

globalisation. They call for the tenacious adherence to national identity and 

accuse the New World order of damaging cultural individuality 661 
. 

9 The compromise: there are those theorists working to compromise between 

Islam and the West, advocating a Western Islamic Civilization connection. 

They are attempting to benefit from the advantages of globalisation, which are 

not contradictory to society identity and moral values. They suggest the 

following policy at an external leve, 662: 

659 , 
. Ayy(ib, op. cit., p. 31 I. 

660. , Abu Al-Majd, 'Ahmad, "Al-Awlama, AI-Hawiya, wa Dawr Al-'Adyan ", Conference of Islam and 
21" Century, Cairo, Egypt, 1998, p. 361. 
161 jbid. I believe that they are calling for isolation from normal life, whereas this is not a solution to 

the issue 
. 662 

. Ibid. p. 362. The criticism here lies in the likelihood of mission failure. They suggest a weak 

structure of ethics that do not derive from the Islamic culture. First of all Islamic character has to be 

built on a solid foundation in order to be capable not handling the consequences of those challenges. 
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1. Stopping the clash of missionaries: by concentrating on the correction of 
understanding and behaviour of the nation within the frame of Islamic 
legislation. 

2. Rechecking the common dialogue of Da'wa, by calling for an open and balanced 

dialogue which upholds flexibility. 

However, at an internal level, they suggest the following: 

Differentiating between Islam (as understood and practiced by Muslims) and the 

western concept of "fundamentalism 6631-) 
which Islam rejects. 

After this understanding, this conflict of ideas requires an objective and deep-rooted 

treatment in order to encourage proper understanding of Islamic Practice, 
incorporating spiritual and physical developmental dimensions. 

Through this process, the following goals could be accomplished: 

a. Fon-nations of correct understanding of Islam. 

b. Clarifying the concept of Internationalism of Islam 664 
. 

c. Restoring the values of freedom and democracy especially in daily life and in the 

political and social areas of IslaM665. 

d. Non Muslim minorities are to be tolerated, allowed to worship, and follow their 

own religions 
666 

- 

663. Al-'Ashrridwi, Fawziya, "Al-Manji7r Al-Islami li Al-Awlama Min Al-Jdnib Al-Siydsi ", conference 

of Islam and 21" century, Cairo, Egypt, 1998, pp 343-349. Some Muslims believe that taking religion 
Islamic Shari-'a must be applied people even by force. The new term used for this case is a 
fundamentalist. In this case the term denotes those who want to revive Islam in its purity. This 

persuasion may or may not have a political dimension. More details regarding fundamentalism and 
Islamic movements refer to: 
Sayid, 'Anwar, Islamic Models oj*Development, Harcourt Brace College Publisher, Fort Worth, Texas, 
USA, pp. 109-110. 
664. Al-'Aqdd, 'Abbds, Al-Islam Da'wa Udlmiya, Nahoat Miýr Printing Press, Cairo, Egypt, 1999, pp 
117-12 1. There are more than 40 Qur'dnic verses stating that there is no God but God, beside the many 
verses that states that the Prophet Muhammad were sent to all nations. 
66.5. , Abu AI-Majd, op. cil., p. 259. 
M6 

. Sayid, op. cit., p. 108. 
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e. Re-examining relations of Muslims with non-Muslims: multiplicity is one of the 

Divine's laws unto his creatures 667 
. Islam established its relations on cooperation 

and goodness. The Qur'an states: " God forbids you not, with regard to those who 
fight you not for (your) faith nor drive you out of your homes, from dealing 

kindly and justly with them: for God loveth those who are j USt668. " All of that 

within a peaceful frame. 

The Qur'an also states: " But if the enemy incline towards peace, do thou (also) 
669 v) incline towards peace 

Muslims are urged to review their methodology in education and culture, through the 

paying of attention to political education, international relations, and sphere of 
human thought. This human, cultural, and mental formation must absorb all world 

mental ethics and inheritance 670 
. Evaluation and correction is an important process in 

planning for the future. 

Creativity and renewal are invited within the frame of the Qur'dn and Sunna. Thus 

profound consideration of the contemporary situation will enable the discovery of 

proper solution for the Muslim nation 671 
- 

The Islamic model in solving the challenges of the new century spring from the 

Islamic value system, which makes decency and hard work the only areas of 

competition within the frame of human brotherhood. Despite the consideration that 

(Fear of the Divine is the Peak of wisdom) , there is an internal mechanism which 

667. , Abu AI-Majd, op. cit., p. 260. 
668. Sara A]-Mumtabina, 60: 8. 
669. Sara Al-'Anfal, 8: 61 
670. , Im5ra, Muhammad, "Al-Harakdt Al-'Islamiya: 'Adwar Hadi-tha Li Muwdjhat Al-Mutaghyrd Al- 

'Almij, a ", second seminar of new developments of Islamic Thought and the Future, Ministry of Awqdf 

and Islamic Affairs, State of Kuwait 1993, p 353. 
671. , Al-Mabm(ld, 'Abdulrabman, "Maldmib Min Al-Wdqi' wa ýfa-q min Al-Mustaqbal", second 

serninar of developments of Islamic Thought and the Future, Ministry of Awqaf and Islamic Affairs, 
State of Kuwait, 1993, p 398. 
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controls human behaviour. Applying that concept to globalisation and its 

consequences from an Islamic perspective, the sponsorship between society 
members and positive cooperation, are advocated to eliminate of all symptoms of 

racial discrimination 672 
. 

Also Islam calls for solidarity between rich and poor, collaboration between peoples 

and nationalities within the frame work of mercy, understanding, and humanitarian 

sponsorship. Islam is looking to raise the standards of human relations and builds 

them on the values of virtue 673 
. 

Social fragmentation can only lead to further struggles and conflicts and Islam 

advocates positive globalisation i. e. the cohesion of the world's people. It calls for the 

awakening and strengthening spirit of love to minimize the negative impact of social 
differences amongst individuals and countries. Islam does refuse globalisation as a 

tool of destruction, dominance, and a policy of impoverishment 674 
. Islam presents an 

infrastructure that can handle the challenges of the next century by utilising two 
675 

mechanisms: Ethics Structure and Mutual Value System 

Islam follows a moral trend in a legal frame, planting the importance of ethics and 

values into the human soul. Whilst explaining the impacts of those dimensions on 

individuals, society, and the state. At the same time, Islam has created a reward 

system for those who comply to the rules; in this life and the hereafter. 

672. Nabh5n, Muhammad, "A I-Awlama ild 'Ayn? ", conference of Islam and 21" century, Cairo, Egypt, 

1998, p 284. 
673 

. Ibid. p. 284. 
674 

. Ibid. p. 284. Some optimists think that multiculturalism is a civilization characteristic in the human 

society. It is a result of mental effort, instinctive, and sentimental rushes to deepening human relations 
with the universe through actions that enrich human life with new cultures, Even globalisation can not 
terminate this human phenomenon, or threaten cultural identity of nations. Ibid. P 285. 
675 

. For more details regarding the ethical and value systems in Islam refer to: 

Drdz, Muhammad, Dustar Al-Akhldq F-1 AI-Qur'dn, Mu'sast Al-Risdla, Beirut, Lebanon, 

1973, pp 686-778. 
Ibn Al-Jawzi, ýaid Al-Khdtir, edited by Muhammad 'Awao, Ddr Al-Kitab Al-'Arabi, Beirut, 

Lebanon, 1985. No date. 
Dr5z, Muhammad, Al-Mukhtdr, Qatar National Printing Press, Doha, Qatar, 1983. No date. 
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Indeed the bases that Islam established will help in repairing the deficits of 

globalisation and its consequences. The whole issue is concerned with caring and 

justice 676 
, those being considered the spinal cord of all social aspect. 

Some Muslim scholars theorise that those are natural and normal challenges because 

the Western World is looking after its own interests. However, the real challenges 

for Muslims are internal ones. 

Simply, it is a spiritual vacuum the mental that can cause an inability to assess 

situation and reach proper decisions, which suit the Muslim nature in accordance 

with Muslim benefits. This lack of direction drives Muslims to seek solutions and 
677 

alternatives, that often bear no relationship to their belief and culture 

"'. Gul5m 'Allah, op. cit., p 98. 

677. AI-B[iti, Muhammad Sald & Al-Tizini, Al-Tayyib, Al-Islam wa Al-'Air Al-Jadid: Taýadiydt wa 

JJa-q, 
, Ddr Al-Fikr, Damascus, Syfia, 1998, pp 21-74. 
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6.10. Summ 

In the early sixties, Elvin Toffler published his book "Shock of Future", which 
detailed his theory that the world population was not psychologically equipped for the 

millennium. He perceived that mere 30 years was insufficient time for people to 

prepare themselves for the unavoidable clash with the future 678 
. This future brought 

the New World Order with its consequences in the forms of globalisation, 

privatisation, information and technological revolution. Globalisation is the concepts 
that all challenges are derived from. Simply, it means that everything is open for 

global use: open markets, open culture, and open skies with no boarders or limitations. 

A materialistic trend is playing a significant role in all aspects of life. Information and 
technology are another major challenge. Technology facilitated the exchanging and 
transporting of information worldwide. When examining the impact of this 

sophisticated technology and swift information transport, it is noticeable that those are 

serving both directly and indirectly to spread the concept of globalisation. 

Perhaps modem terms such as human rights, democracy, and freedom are other 

indications of the New World Order, raising the awareness of individuals of the need 

for participation in all areas of and social welfare. Governments must facilitate the 

fulfilling of all available potentials to serve this cause. Those consequences ran in 

parallel with the mass emigration from countryside to urban areas as employment and 

other benefits were sought. People abandoned agriculture and as economy dictated by 

services took over instead. Therefore habits, customs, traditions, and concepts were 

changed. Culture of countryside and urban intermingled. With regard to the positive 

and negative impacts of those challenges, I think that it depends on the preparation 

and perception of the society itself. Those challenges might have severe negative 

impact on one society, and have positive and optimistic impact on another. Naturally, 

any society must prepare its members and all society potentials to deal with those 

challenges. Knowing the future risks, and preparing the future individual with suitable 

solutions to handle those risks is considered the proper way to decrease the negative 

impact of challenges of the next century. 

678 

. $abar, op. cii., p. 6. 
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There is a great need for the study of the impact of modem technology the on social, 

cultural and psychological environment. It is not enough to realise its impact on the 

natural environment. 

In the face of these accumulated responsibilities voluntary organizations prioritise the 
institutionalising and adopting of all available management tools that assist them in 

accomplishing their tasks. 

The following are guidelines for voluntary organizations that may assist in the 

handling of those challenges: 

1. Raising public awareness: via the work of intellectuals, scientists and scholars. 

The voluntary organizations are the centre for this group of people. It is the major 

and most sensitive role of the sector. 

2. Planning on short and long term levels: the strategic planners and decision- 

makers prepare initiate programmes with participation of the public through 

parliaments, House of Representatives, through mutual planning councils, or any 

proper means that achieves and ensures the participation of society members in 

this process. 

3. Participation in government planning. There is evident necessity for the 

participation of the private sector. 

4. Operational preparation on political, communication, media, cultural, social, 

and scientific levels through the designing of operational programmes, whilst 

considering the involvement of all three sectors (government, private, and 

voluntary) who will be responsible for implementing those programs. 

Whilst presenting the contemporary and Islamic perspectives for facing challenges of 

next century, we discover that both perspectives have a lot in common. They do not 

contradict with one another. However, Islam provides an spiritual aspect that connect 

between daily and the hereafter on the basis of working and construction which can be 

described as the definition of development. Islam is presenting a model that is 
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on the contrary to intermingle with other cultures. The Prophet states: " Believer who 
intermingles with others and tolerates their shortcomings is better than the one who 

does not mix and show forbearance. 6791ý 

The Islamic ethic advocates teamwork and cooperation for the sake of the individual 

and society as a whole to achieve integration, progress, and construction within the 
frame of comprehensive development. 

The Qur'an states: " Let there arise out of you a band of people inviting to all that is 

good, enjoining what is right, and forbidden what is wrong: they are the ones to attain 

fe IiCitY680 
." This encourages Muslims to occupy their minds with constructive and 

positive thought to seek solutions for the handling of the latest developmentS68 1. 

Islam works on connecting progress and future, instilling in the mind of the Muslim 

that he could not survive on his earth without adopting all means of development, 

progress, and reality. This connection springs from the value system of Islam, which 

rewards every useful initiation and work, considering these at the ways to Heaven. 

The Prophet states: "Divine assists the individual who assists his fellow brother6 ". " 

The current situation in Islamic countries does not represent the real Islamic 

perspective for handling the challenges of the next century. Most ideological theorists 

condemn the consequences of a New World Order, on the basis of the western 

conspiracy on the Islamic World. However, on examining Qur'dnic verses and 

prophetic badiths, it may be proven that Islam is calling for advantage to be taken of 

every useful issue. At the same time Islam provides society members with adequate 

tools that halt any negative impacts of those challenges, if implemented properly. 

679, 
, lbn Qudama, Mukhtatyar Minhdj AI-Qdýidln, edited by Zuh! r Al-Shawish, Islamic Bureau for 

Publishing, 1982, p. 119. 
680. S(ira Al-'Imrdn, 3: 104. 

681 

. Muhammad 'Iqbdl the poet of Pakistan states: "the end product of Islamic prophecy would be that 
hurnanity had reached a peak of maturity. After revelation it was referring to the mind and its guidance 
to discover knowledge from resources clarified by Qur'dn such as nature, history (heritage), and the 
facts of the human soul. For more details refer to Mabmfid, Zaki Najib, "Al-Manhaj Al-Islami wa Al- 
Ajaq Al-Jactida, Seminar of Islam and Future, preliminary committee of fifth Islamic Summit, State of 
Kuwait, 1987, p 48. 
682. A]-Nawawi, opxit-p. 125. 
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7. Future of the Voluntary Sector 

This chapter will focus on the future picture of the voluntary sector and its 
developmental impacts on political, economic, environmental, social, and cultural 
levels. Undoubtedly there is a growing importance for this sector, in parallel with the 

shrinking of government role economic, social and cultural, and a changing of the 

global map as a result of the huge information communication revolution. All of these 
have gathered the world into one huge connected society. Such changes have led as to 
increase in social and economic problems, particularly for those indigenous to 

underdeveloped countries. 

The birth of this new era is witnessing vast advances in of information and 
knowledge. The individual has become multi talented and thus pivotal to all areas of 

competition and development. 

Humanity has achieved great success in the world of, economy and development, yet 

this materialistic trend ignores the fundamentals of humanity, imposing ever 

increasing problems on societies. 

In reality, money and the quality of human life are inextricably liked in the modem 

world. Money is a useful tool, the utilisation of which enables the achievement of 

desires. However, in an atmosphere of capitalism people are swept along in a tide of 

consumerism encouraged by the mass media and pressure from their contemporaries; 

money has become a "Master" rather than an "Employee". In this rush to grasp the 

earth's material resources, it is all too easy to lose sight of real issues. Awareness, 

both spiritual and social, can be submerged in this frenetic, money-oriented lifestyle. 

Throughout this research, I must reiterate the necessity for cooperation between all 

sectors of society (government, business, voluntary). A cooperation to build 

development plans, to re-construct and organize human society so that will satisfy the 

following needs: 
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To organize human gatherings assuring the right of individuals for a place and 
location among society, with the possibility of collecting the required resources 
for a secured life. This must fulfil the necessary requirements for people to coexist 
peaceably, and in balance with the nature of system. 

To build family, societal, and local economies that support each others. These 

must be characterized by power and balance and have the capacity to sustain 

social capital in order to the help economy and society perform their duties 

efficiently. 

To create a system that encourages self-reliance and the utilization of the 

available potentials within society. To find individuals who are active, energetic 

and capable of developmental mobility, which can lead to the establishment of 

societies characterized by justice, continuity, and democracy. This is the greatest 

challenge facing the UN in this century, as stated by former UN secretary general 

Butrus Ghali. 

To guarantee the realising of future objectives for the voluntary sector and to facilitate 

the designing of the suitable plans, , the following agenda suggests pertinent fields for 

examination: 

1. Political development. 

7.2. Social development. 

7.3. Economic development. 

7.4. Cultural development. 

7.5. Environmental development. 

7.6. Summary. 
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1. In the Field of Political Development 

I will begin by defining "political development". Political scientists disagree on any 
specific definition of "political development", each having his individual own 
definition and opinion 683 

. However the common factor in all definitions is (the 

transition toward democracy or giving up the undemocratic direction 684 

Political development seeks to achieve more public participation in the running of the 

affairs of society; looking to involve the public in running their internal and external 

affairs regardless of religion, culture, direction, and thought. This involvement allows 

all individuals to express themselves freely and also allows voluntary organizations to 

participate actively in public policies and the organizing of voluntary groups and 

685 parties who can influence public affairs . Historically the system of kinship played a 

significant role in the enforcement of political development. Sociological research has 

proved the important role of kinship in the building up of authority and development 

of the state. 

Also the clan system which comprises husband, wife, children, and grand children 
686 

under the authority of grandfather or father who was the absolute leader 

Through the ages this system led to established states, where loyalty and dedication 

could be devoted to the system and the state, not to family or clan. That was the 

foundation for the existence of nationalism 
687 

. 

683. Rashwan, Hussein, AI-Taghir Al-'Ijtimd'I wa Al-Tanmiya Al-Siydsiyya P-1 Al-Mujtama'dt Al- 

Ndiniya, University Modem Bureau, Alexandria, Egypt, 1997, pp. 12-17. 
684 

. Ibid. P 13. 
685 

. lbid. P 15. 
686 

. Refer to Chapter (5) (Management in the Voluntary Organization), whereas we mentioned that 

organizational structure began in the same manner. Keeping in mind that political and managerial 

structure is similar. 
687 

. It is very important to indicate that it is difficult to eradicate the power and authority of nch 

families. We still can observe some kind of political monopoly in the field of parliaments and 

elections. Theoretically all political altematives and competition are open for all society members, but 

in fact this majority lack the financial ability and power to run election campaigns. 
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With the breakdown of this patriarchal system, women began to take their place in all 
administrative spheres. The women's movement became influential enough to 
terminate some legislation which had a negative impact on societY688. 

Religion played a significant role in political development, political organizations in 

all countries still gaining success through the freedom of religion. Religious groups 
attempt to empower and enhance their existence by compromising with political 
authority. 

Any changes in population are directly connected to political development. Density of 

population, rarefaction, immigration, or differentiation in age and sex all reflect on the 

political systems and directions in societY689. 

Regarding cultural factors and their impact on political development, one may 

summarise them as follow. Changes in ethical values not only reflect on the social and 

political life of the individual, but also on political behaviour Such alterations lead to 

a shift in the mentality of groups and new values and cultures can take the place of old 

690 ones . Revolutions, wars, and struggles led to a series of political changes that have 

resulted in the emergence of western modem democracy 691 
, the principles of which 

began a process of acceleration within the concept of a New World Order. 

Economy plays a significant role in political development, they are two factors being 

inextricably linked; each having a simultaneous impact on the other. 

688 

. Women's unions in England persuaded the parliament to change the ownership act for married 

women, and ten-ninated the prostitution act in Britain. Ibid. p. 117. 
689 

. Ibid. p. 127. 
690 

.A list of values related to the political life was prepared by the sociologist (Lasswell) in his book 

(Democratic Character) as follow: care, respect, income, safety, authority, love, happiness, wealth, 
talent, knowledge, virtuousness. Ibid. P 136. 
691. Ibid. pp. 141-15 1. 
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Even the movements of students play a pioneering role in changing of government 

policy, as well as having an active role in political decision making692 . This could also 

apply to the influence of the armed forces, which led coups and effected political life 

particularly in Eastern Europe and underdeveloped CountrieS693. 

When examining the previous factors we find that the voluntary sector and its working 
organizations are participating through the cultural elite and cultural organizations in 
the formation of political public opinion. In addition to its effort during and after 

armed conflict and natural disasters 694 
. 

Generally speaking, there are two scenarios for the future of the voluntary sector in 

the political field: first the optimistic scenario 695 
, second the pessimistic scenari0696 

692. Ibid. pp. 195-203. 
693. Ibid. pp. 204-208. 
694 

. Human history has witnessed great experience in this regard, citing the examples of the Red 
Crescent and Red Cross in Afghanistan, Bosnia, and Iraq after Gulf War. Also efforts of American and 
European and Islamic organizations in Africa, Asia, and South America. Relief organizations are 
pioneers in this field. 
695 

. 
Chisman, Forrest, Alternative Futuresjbr the Sector, Independent Sector, Washington DC, USA, 

1989, pp. 447-451. This scenario depends on economical expectations, this century will witness an 
adequate improvement in the economies of many countries. This improvement will reflect on social, 
educational, health, and cultural conditions in those societies. The standard of living will be raised, 
which will lead to more social welfare, better education, better health services, and growth in cultural 
life. Naturally this will lead to better mental understanding and awareness that makes political work 
more flexible and democratic when expressing ideologies. Dialogue and peaceful opposition are the 
obvious characteristics in the society. There will be pushing toward more freedom and democracy in 
political performance and expressing public opinion. In this case voluntary organizations and the social 
and cultural elite will be the musketeers of this arena. Live examples that support this trend are heard 
on the daily news, which reviews countries politically sealed and run by dictators, where they started to 
use new political ten-ninology that used to be prohibited and legally prosecuted. For example: 
parliamentary elections dominated by liberals in Iran, provincial elections in Qatar, students sitting in 
red square in China, the collapse of communism and the Soviet Union, and Women's Rights to Vote in 
Kuwait ... etc. There are indicators for expansion toward more freedom and expression. 
696. lbid. pp. 45 1-455. This opinion contradicts the previous one. Look deeply into the world political 
map to observe the unstable conditions all over the globe. Armed conflicts for ethnic and religious 
reasons are increasing. Oil prices are fluctuating. Promising countries in industry and economy such as 
Korea, Indonesia, Thailand, and Malaysia are suffering from economical depression. Multinational 
Corporations are monopolizing the international market. The obvious consequences of globalisation 
whereas rich are getting richer, and poor are getting poorer according to UN Human Development 
Reports. Accusing voluntary sector as major supporter for terrorism. All of those factors and more will 
make government doubts and fear this sector. This feeling will be reflected in the growth of legal and 
organizational constraints . 

Those organizations will live the phobia of dissolution, termination, and 
liquidation. People will be busy making their living, and far from the decision making process in those 
societies. 
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When examining the history of voluntary work and studying the contemporary 

situation of countries from all aspects (particularly economic and social), the 

conclusion will be that the voluntary sector appeared first the in society and this sector 
led directly and indirectly to the establishing of state and society. 

On the other hand the revolution of information, technology, and knowledge are very 

significant factors in the exchanging of ideas and thoughts between peoples of the 

world. This process encourages more public and political awareness. Naturally the 

nature of relation between people and government will witness a positive impact. 

Governments will try to contain people, in order to ensure political stability. 
Governments will allow for more voluntary work due to the increase of deficits in 

most budgets of countries. All aspects indicated a need for cooperation between the 

sectors (government, business, and voluntary). 
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7.2. In the Field of Social Deve 

Historically, views presented in the conferences of Ashridge (1945) and Cambridge 

(1948) (England) indicated the importance of encouraging social mobility and public 

participation to improve the circumstances of local communitieS697. 

The concept of local societal development began to emerge. The Institute of London 
for Education (1949) arranged a course for teaching the principles of this 

development. 

In the year (1957) the UN reached a decision indicating that social development is 

crucial in raising the standard of living. In (1960) UNESCO changed the term of 

(Basic Education) into (Society Development)698 

This concept grew in importance to fulfil political699 , econoMiC700 , and natura1701 

purposes. At this point a question one can be asked: what are the objectives of social 
development? 

They are as follows 702 
: 

9 Paying attention to the needs of society members and using all available means 

to fulfil those needs. 

0 Dealing with all social problems. 

697. , Abdullaff, Rash5d, Mabadi' F-1 Tan; N A1-Mujtama'F-1 Majdl Al-Khidma A1-7jtimd'iYYa, Dar 
Al-Ma'rifa A]-Jdmi'iya, Alexandria, Egypt, 1997, p. 78. 
698 Ibid. p. 78. 
699 Political factors related to the desperate need of global political participation to include all 
individuals in the running of their countries' affairs. This has to changes the international map; new 
countries appeared such as: Bosnia and East Timor, and old countries disappeared such as: Hong Kong 
returning back under the Chinese management, and the collapse of Soviet Union. This trend is 
increasing everyday. 
700 

. Economic factors related to the increase of the inflation rate, decrease in oil prices, poverty of rural 

areas, and overcrowded cities. All of those increased the poverty rate (which automatically will lead to 
social problems such as unemployment, crime rate, and corruption). It is a necessity for societies in this 
case to take the responsibility of social development. 
701 

. Natural factors are related to natural disasters (earthquakes, volcanoes, floods, and famine) and the 

result in casualties. It is the responsibility of society to handle these catastrophes and their negative 
consequences. 
702 

. Mid. p. 79. 
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0 Advocating active participation of society members to solve problems. 

0 Helping society members to hold leadership positions and training them to 
handle specific tasks in accordance with their potentials and abilities. 

0 Developing a sense of societal belonging and advocating its benefits; instilling 

the ethic of taking responsibility for others and also an awareness of collective 
identity. 

0 Active participation with other sectors (government and commercial sectors) in 

the comprehensive development. 

Due to the huge progress in information technology, knowledge, and the onset of 

globalisation, new dimensions for social development have been added of an 

economic nature as follow: 

0 Profitability and Commercialisation is the new tendency of most voluntary 

organizations nowadays, whether by performing some commercial activities or 

charging for services provided to the public 703 
. 

0 The environmental dimension to protect all components of the natural world, 
involves the activating of all human, legislative and organizational potentials for 

this purpose. 

The current factors and those of the foreseeable future, all indicate a need for the 

development of the voluntary sector, specifically in relation to social conditions 

world-wide. I mentioned previously that the most important challenge facing the 

world is the development of solutions to the diverse problems of poverty 704 
. Efforts 

have been expanded numerous organizations and parties to minimize this problem, but 

703. Independent Sector, Commercialisation of the Non-projit Sector, Washington DC, USA, 1989, pp. 
89-95. 
704 

. The World Bank, The World Bank and the Poorest Countries, Support the Poorest Countries in 

1990's, Washington DC, USA, 1994, p 1. 
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still more than one Billion people live below the poverty line, 75% of them are living 

in underdeveloped CountrieS705. It is useful to look in more detail at this problem; to 

help clarify a hugely complex area which is influenced by a multiplicity of factors. 

The following statistics display the distribution of poverty worldwide 706: 

9 Asia: 71.4%. 

0 Africa: 16.1 

9 Latin America: 6.6%. 

o Middle East: 5.9%. 

Those numbers may increase if humanity does nothing to counteract their causes, 

Whether those causes were natural or made or created 
707 

. 

Some positive results have been accomplished through the last two decades, but they 

were relatively limited in comparison to the vast economic deterioration in the world. 

There is a preventive policy followed by the industrial countries of the north, but at 

the same time there is deterioration in the purchasing capacity of the south. This has 

created an economical disorder and imbalance in wealth distribution between north 

and south 
708 

. 

The major characteristics of those economic disorders are the negative impacts 

represented in the problem of poverty. This problem establishes a reality forced by 

705. Brahimy, 'AbdulhamTd, Al-Addla Al-'Ijtimd'iyya wa Al-Tanmiya F-I Al-'Iqtiýdd Al-Islami, Centre 

of Arabic Unification Studies, Beirut, Lebanon, 1997, p 129. The total number of poor people with a 
annual individual income less than $370 reach 1.6 Billion (1985), 1.2 Billion living in the 
Underdeveloped Countries. 200 Million from Organization of Cooperation Development and Economy 
(OCDE). 200 Million for East Europe. More details at World Bank, World Development Report, 1990, 

p 2. 
706 

. World Bank, World Development Report, Washington DC, USA, 1990, p. 2. 

707 Wahba, 'Ali, Khasd's Al 'Azmdt Al-'lqtisjd - -Duwal Al-Ndmiya, Ddr Al-Fikr 
-Faqr wa Al- iya FI Al 

Al-Lubnani, Beirut, Lebanon, 1996, pp. 11 -26. 
708. Ibid. Pp. 21-33. 
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society members must live within disharmonious network of behaviours and relations 
that threaten the structure and existence of societY709. 

Presenting the consequences of poverty and its negative impact on the society, will 
determine the future role of the voluntary sector in social development as follows: 

High crime rate"O, poor people may become more aggressive due to a sense of 
loss their rights. Continual deprivation can cause anti-social behaviour and may 

711 lead to organized crime 

0 The spreading of prostitution and adultery, can cause related diseases7 12 
, whilst 

also contributing to collapse of traditional f 713 amily structure 

The poor standard of education, exacerbates any decline in areas of the 

educational proceSS714. 

The decline of health services. This results in a rise in the mortality rate and the 

spreading of various types of epidemics which have become indigenous to some 

countrieS715. 

709. Ijar5ni, Yasir, "'Iqfiýddiydt AI-Faqr F-I AI-Sharl-a AI-Islamiya", Master of Business 
Administration,, Jordanian University, 1994, p61. 
710 

. Criminology studies indicate the direct connection between poverty and crime, sometimes it 
leading to killing and assaulting and threatening of human lives. Ibid. p 61. 
711 

. Organized crime is the most dangerous behaviour which faces any society. Those organizations 
employ the biggest and all available potentials to promote their business (drugs, prostitution, 
robbery... etc). 
712 

. Those diseases are Aids, Herpes, Gonorrhoea, Syphilis, and may others. 
713 

. Appearance of orphans and illegitimate children, who display distributed behaviour patterns, due 
to lack of security. Today there are more children from fragmented families; such dysfunction in the 
formative years may lead to dysfunctional and deviant social behaviour for a variety of reasons, both 
psychological and physical. 
714 

. Brdhlmy, op. cit-p148. He indicated that the UNDP 1991 Report indicated the vast difference in 

educational expenditure between south and north. Whereas 1988 expenditures on educafion in northern 
countries were S8 10 Billion, compared with S 2.48 Billion in southern countries in the same year. 
715. Ib id . p. 148. Whereas UNDP 1991 Report indicated that 1.5 Billion individual lack health services. 
1.55 Billion lack proper water whether for drinking or human usage. 2.2 Billion lack sewage and 
disposal systems. Those conditions affected life and death rates. Children mortality rates in 
Underdeveloped countries reached 14.4 Million. Life expectancy rate reached 62 years, but in 
developed countries reached 74 years. Those countries devoted S 1121 Billion in 1988. Whereas 
underdeveloped Countries devoted $ 35 Billion to health services. 
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Importance of public participation in social development, could be realized through 

voluntary work in terms of 16: 

0 Individuals tend to support, care, and back development process not to resist it, 

which makes the process more stable and frUitft, 171 1. 

0 The Public are the real measurement guides for society and social matters. 
They are the most capable of understanding how their problems could be solve. 

0 Social problems became more complicated for professionals to determine 

without the help and support of the public. 

0 Saving government efforts for other fields on national level; such as security. 

0 Voluntary efforts lead to achieve the principle of democracy of services. 

There is a real support for government expenditure in public participation. 

0 Governments alone can not satisfy social services, which gives the voluntary 

sector a supportive and main role to implement social development plans. 

0 Voluntary organizations could play a significant role that government might 
fail to accomplish, due to the former flexibility and quick response to public 

requirements without complications and bureaucracy. 

0 Public participation might indirectly open new areas of services and activities 

by directing government attention towards new fields of work. 

0 Public participation increases social awareness. 

Public participation could play the role of control and observation. 

9 Creating the trend of clemocratising development. 

" The chance is available for voluntary organizations to progress from the stage of 

"doing" to the stage of "impact". This move springs from the efforts of those 

organizations, which proved an adequate ability to minimize levels of poverty and 

716. AI-Jawhri, op. cit., Dirdsdt RA I-Yanmiya AI-'Ijtimd'iyya. p. 177-178. 
717 

. The result for this support is less resistance and facilitates the presenting better of alternatives and 

solutions for society problems. 
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displayed more efficiency in development than did their counterparts in the 
govemment sector. 

There is also official acknowledgement from the government side on the eligibility 
of voluntary organizations to work in development. This has began to allow them 
more space in the social arena. This role has led to the maximizing of the 
opportunities of voluntary organizations to become agents for development rather 
than development facilitators. The need for raising the status of the voluntary 
sector have been specified in order to move from local level to national and 
intemational levels. 71 9-j-) 

There is a tendency toward more support and cooperation with the voluntary sector 

on the international level led by international organizationS719. 

At the same time, the whole world is witnessing an international transformation in 
20 the political and social theories' . 

718 
. Clark, John, "Democratising Development", The Role of Voluntary Organizations, Development 

in Practice Journal, Earthscan, London, UK, 1991. 
719 

. Specifically World Bank which considers voluntary organizations as unofficial active channels out 

of the government bureaucracy. The Bank established specialized unit for dealing with those 

organizations called (NGO Unit). 
720 

. Pearce, Jenny, "NGO's and Social Change: Agents or Facilitators", Development in Practice 

Journal, Vol. 3, Published by Oxfam, UK, 1993. On the level of political theories there is a collapse of 

revolutionary and communism projects, which centralized the authority of government with a 
dominant attitude. On the level of socio-economic theories there was insisting on less government role 
in economy and social levels, and more freedom for commercial and voluntary sectors in development. 
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7.3. In the Field of Economic PýýIoýmeýnt 

Harsh economic situations in most countries reflect negatively on the financial 
resources of the voluntary sector. The sector was dependant on government support, 
which shrank or was totally suspended. This was also applicable to the support 
coming from the commercial sector. In order to compromise, voluntary organizations 
tend to provide" in kind" support 

721 
. 

Voluntary organizations start to face financial difficulties regarding their operational 
expenses and those of projects and services rendered to the needy. This situation led 
the administration of voluntary organizations to seriously consider the entering of 
commercial fields which could yield income in return . It could charge fees on 

services provided and investments with reasonable interest 722 

In spite of the positive impact of this policy represented in the availability of financial 

resources for the voluntary organizations, there was a negative side represented in the 
fierce competition with the commercial sector. 

This trend led to the establishing of two types of organizations in the sector: 

0 Donation organizationS723, 

724 Fees for service organizations 

721 

. There is an economic and political tendency in the shifting from financial support to in kind 

support (food, technology, supplies, and equipment), or providing logistics in term of professional and 
technical experience to fill the shortages in those fields in the voluntary sector. Commercial sector will 
achieve the following objectives: first they will get rid of old stocks and renew inventory. Second: 
enjoy Tax Exemption Act for humanitarian purposes. Third: avoid being accused as supporters of 
terrorism, or misusing contribution money for purposes other than stated and agreed upon. 
722 

. Fox, Leslie & Shearer, Bruce, Sustaining Civil Society, Strategies Jbr Resources Mobilization, 
World Alliance for Citizen Participation (Civicus), Washington DC, USA, 1995, pp. 1-41. 
723. Hansi-nan Henry, "The Role of Non profit Enterprise", Yale Law Journal, USA, 1980, pp. 835- 

901. 
724. Hansman Henry, "The Two Non profit Sectors: Fees For Services versus Donatives 

Organizations", Independent Sector Publication, Washington DC, USA, 1989, p91. 
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The second type (fees for service) have evolved from the first one (donation), but 
there is a great tendency towards commercialisation of the sector and relinquishing the 
free voluntary aspect of services. For to the previous reasons, it become imperative to 
re-examine all rules, regulations, and legislation organizing this sector and the 
commercial sector likewise. 

It is difficult to differentiate between government, voluntary, and commercial sectors. 
The relations between those sectors are very complicated and interlaced. Sometimes 

they are directly connected, and sometimes indirectly. 

Government, for instance, needs the of voluntary sector to cover social aspects and at 
the same time needs the commercial sector to provide government services on behalf 

of the government. In this way it manages the bulk of the expenses and generates the 

commercial and economic wheels of society. 

The voluntary sector in needs of government for organization, legislation and 
financial and moral support. It is also needs the commercial sector to enjoy tax 

exemptions and financial support. It is also a vital resource for human resources. 

The commercial sector needs government as it is the best provider of huge projects 

and is the umbrella that protects it when problems appear. Government also obtains 

foreign projects outside the state. 

The nature of this relationship ensures that it is an integrated one 725 
, each sector is in 

need of the other. Also this relationship is full of optimism, ambitions and anticipation 

of unproved accomplishments and achievements for the sake of public interest 726. it 

725. Muhammad, Samira & Khatir, 'Ahmad, Al- Tanmiya Al-'Ijtimd'iyya: Al-'Itdr Al-Nazr7 wa Namadhj 

Al-Mushdraka, University Modem Bureau, Alexandria, Egypt, 1993, p158. 
726 

. Ibid. p. 159. 
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became necessary to update the legislation that organizes the voluntary sector and its 

relations with other sides working in the same sector or other sectorS727. 

The future role for voluntary organizations in the economic field will contribute in 
achieving the following basics: Economic growth, and social development. 

727. Tax Exemption Act is the best example that non-profit and humanitarian organizations enjoy 
worldwide. The commercial sector is pressing to change it, because voluntary organizations began to 
follow the business trend, which contradicts the main purposes for establishing and running those 
organizations. Since the purpose no longer exists, this will deny the character of voluntarism or non- 
profit. This criticism directed voluntary organization working in business field could be answered 
according to the philosophy of expanding the base of services and securing continuity. Coming 
revenues will be spent on social projects, programs, and activifies. This will develop the social aspect 
of the society and improve the concept of comprehensive development. Some organizations that 
reinvest some of those revenues to secure work without reliance on vulnerable contributions. 
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7.4. In the Field of Cultural Deyql ment . Jpp L_ 

The voluntary sector was capable of awakening societies to the effectiveness of 
cultural factors in the accept are or rejection of the programs of development. It is 

really necessary to take into consideration the importance of the cultural impact of 
developmental programs that will be implemented into the society 728 

. The cultural 

perspective of every society comprises the following: habits, customs, common 

practice, beliefs, and values 729 
. We find that the concept of cultural globalisation, 

which had begun to appear by the beginning of the nineties expounded its own ideas 

and concepts which were met with resistance by a variety of diverse cultures 130 
, Due 

to the multi-faceted nature of society, no single culture can be considered as a 

complete single unit, as each can benefit from others. Culture is not derived from one 
individual or single generation, but is a product of accumulated knowledge that has 

been inherited through ages and generationS731. 

The following are contributions of the voluntary sector in the field of cultural 
development: 

0 Ability of the sector to spread new culture, concepts, and language which were 

not common factors in developmental work at local and regional leveIS732. 

728. Kh5tir, Tanmiyat Al-muýtama'dt Al-Mahaliya, op. cit.,. p. 58. 
729 

. Best example for the impact of cultural perspective is found in India. Whereas old Indian traditions 

affected the acceptance of new methods of farming. There are male job which females were not 
allowed to perform, and female jobs which males were not allowed to perform. In addition to the 
impossibility of canning meat, for instance, due to Hindu religious belief that cattle are sacred and must 
not be slaughtered. 
730. , Abdullah, 'AbdulKhdliq, "Al-Awlama: Al-Judhar, AI-Furzi', wa Turuq AI-Ta'dmul Ma'ahd", 

'Alam Al-Fikr Journal, Volume 2 October/December 1999, National Council for Culture, Arts, and 
Literature, State of Kuwait, Pp. 74-75. 
731. Al-Jawlani, Fadya, Al-Taghayr A1-'Ijtimd'1 (AI-Naýariya Al-Wa; Tfiya: Muqadima F7 Al-Taghayr 

AI-Tabl7li), Alexandria Book Centre, Alexandria, Egypt, 1997, P 21. 
732. 'Abdul'Al, Muharnmad, "Mutaflbdt Ta'zlz Al-Mujtatna' Al-Madani wa Taj'71 'Adwdrhi", 

Conference of Arab Civil Society Organizations, State of Bahrain, 1999, P 13. 
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Innovative development tools and methods were introduced; this element never 
before employed in the voluntary sector 

733 
. 

0 Originating new education for new culture; e. g. Advocating the positive value 
of humanity. The new social education may begin by identifying the limited role 
of government through the emphasis on the vital role of the voluntary sector, 

whilst remaining acquiescent to the social programs of the govemment734. It is 

obvious that the activation of the voluntary organizations is synonymous with the 

activation of humanitarian values; the latter being pertinent to all cultures, ethics 

and traditions. In addition to the revival of this heritage of values, it has become 

necessary to promote a new set of values that reflect this new era of technology 

and information. 

0 Overcoming the mercenary of consumerism, which is fed by commercial 

advertising and competition between companieS735 . This will create a balanced 

expenditure on individual, society, and government levels. Money will be directed 

toward necessities, which will eliminate spending on accessories. The surplus 

funds could be managed and specified for development programmes. 

0 The sector will contribute effectively in spreading socia, 736 and political 

awareness 737 among society members through programs of awareness and 

733 field 
. 

Example of those new development methods: small and limited loans, small industries, and 
follower. Ibid. p. 13. 
734. RabT', Mubdrak, "Al-Dawr AI-Tanmaw! Li AI-Muna; amdt Al-Tafaw'iyya Al-Arabiya", Second 

Conference for Arab Civil Society, Beirut, Lebanon, 1999, p. 2. 
735 

. Ibid. p. 5. 
736 

. Social awareness represented through health, education, and life awareness for society members, 

could be the basic treatment for some health problems and diseases, and could encourage education. In 

this case the result of the equation would be completed, represented by the general raising of living 

standards. 
737 

. Political awareness through spreading the concepts of democracy, freedom, justice, and equality 

on the level of minorities, women, and indigenous people. 
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education. This will reflect positively on the psychological elements of society, 
and will heighten the ability to deal with the invasive negative symptoms. 

Connecting the value system with religious beliefs. Religion is considered to be 

one of the main motivators for individual. Whereas all religions consider 
voluntarism as a vital element in the message of the Divine. Religions encourage 

all types of positive cooperation for the benefit of society738. 

It is anticipated that the voluntary sector will occupy a distinguished position in the 

cultural communications between peoples, especially that dialogue which demand 

human rights, justice and social equilibrium. 

It is the civilized dialogue that looks for the exchanging of knowledge and 
information, as opposed to that which leads to separation, division and the clash of 

cultures. 

At present, the U. S. A is leading the World in the field of communications and 

technology. These rapid advances in information can be successfully utilised to 

promote businesses, products and services. The returns from this are potentially 

beneficial to their social welfare. 

The responsibility of the voluntary sector lies in the directing of people towards a 

positive attitude to such a strategy avoiding the castling of negative anti-western 

values. 

The sector use all available elements to build their potential and strength, starting 

with the individual, who is undoubtedly the generator of all actions. 

738 

. Narhan, op. cit., p. 229. 
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A society that lacks suitability prepared citizens will suffer. This is the major 

obstacle facing underdeveloped countries (lack of suitable who are able to run the 

society). 

One cannot criticize continually without providing proper solutions to problems. It 

is more productive to balance resources and potentials, design a reasonable plan 

that suits the criteria and prepare the schedule for implementation with a periodic 

checking on achievement and amendment of any deviation. This is the equipment 

necessary to deal positively with cultural clash and social difficulty. 
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7.5. In the Field of Environmental Development 

The topic of environmental preservation is a very sensitive one and its relationship 
with global development is fraught with conflict. Concerns with the protection of 
planet are growing daily and the voluntary sector is a pioneer in this field. Unequal 
distribution of the world's resources and wealth have led to dissatisfaction, 

consumption and pollution. Ever increasing consumerism creates waste; industrial 

and agricultural that destroy natural resources, exacerbates pollution and generally 

threatens the environment739. 

Poverty and lack of continuity of development in underdeveloped countries led to 

the deterioration of human and natural resources. A further disadvantage is their 
lack of information, technology and education as to the consequences of 
irresponsible human behaviour, such ignorance has a lethal impact on the 

environment. 

This urged the UN to store knowledge concerning the economic growth of Planet 

Earth and its social and environmental health. International laws and agreements 
740 

were signed to protect the environment 

The importance of environment and development was expressed as follows: 

" It is an attempt to establish the foundation of participation on international level 

among underdeveloped and developed countries that depend on mutual need and 

mutual benefits to secure the future of this planet. We are really in need of finding 
741 

a justice and balance between environment and development . 

739 
. Izzidien, Mawil, Islam and the Environment, theory and Practice, Journal of Beliefs & Values No 

1, University of Wales (Lampeter), 1997, Pp. 1 -9. 
740 

. UN Publication, Environment and Development, Speakers Memos, 199 1, p 2. 
741 

. Strong, Morris, (Secretary General of UN Conference of Environment &Development), Brazil, 

1992. 
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" Environment and Development are inter-connected and can not be separated. The 
environment is the place where we live, and development is what we tend to do to 
improve our share in that place. 

7429-) 

Voluntary organizations will continue this valuable role in identifying the risks, 
evaluating environmental impact and adopting suitable measures to handle them. 

They will continue to press for a raising of public and political interest to pay more 

intention to developmental and environmental issueS743. A group of voluntary 

organizations 
744 

produce important reports detailing International Environment, 

Natural Resources Base, and some other issues related to the topic of environment 

and development 745 
. 

The voluntary sector will be responsible for educating the public, and converting 

this scientific problem into a political one. The sector is capable through public 

media to insert those issues on to the political agenda in a harmonious way. This 

reveals the flexibility of the voluntary organizations and their preparation to face 

risks; vital characteristics of their pioneering role. This sector is also equipped to 

handle areas that are classified by governments as "highly sensitive" fieldS746. 

742. Brondfland, Groo Harlem, "Our Mutual Future", presented to the International Committee for 

Environment and Development, 1987. 
743 

. Strong, op. cit., p. 65. Whereas some organizations in other countries publish national reports about 

environment as in (Chile, Colombia, India, Malaysia, Turkey, and USA). 
744 

. Ibid. Those organizations are International Institute for Monitoring, International Institute for 

Resources and International Association for Reserving Nature and Natural Resources. 
745. Ibid. Those reports as follow: International Resources 90-91, the first report available through the 

cooperation between International Institute for Resources, UNDP, UN Environment Program. 
746 

. Establishing the International Association for family Organization 1952, before the enrolment of 

UN and many countries in this field. 
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Voluntary sector (in industrial and developed countries) will pressure governments 
to halt those practices that harm environment and its constituents. Whilst 
considering the indirect negative impacts of those practices on human health 747 

It is not surprising that ecological movements start to emerge amongst the 
underprivileged people of underdeveloped countries, because they are the ones who 
will suffer much more than anyone else. Their resources are becoming depleted and 
many of these are non-renewable. 

The voluntary sector will continue the emphasis on environmental initiations. It 
will work on publishing those initiations to educate the public and enable them to 
manage their environment via schools and mass media. using media and education. 

The status that the voluntary sector has obtained will push governments to expand 

the extent of rights to assist in the protection of the environment via 748 the 
following: 

0 Voluntary organizations have the right to knowledge and the obtaining of all 

necessary information concerning environment and natural resources. 

They have the right to be consulted and to participate in the process of all 
decisions and activities which might negatively impact the environment. 

0A right to press charges, sue, and obtain proper compensations when 

environment or health are exposed to dangerous effects. 

747 
. Pressure perfon-ned by USA voluntary sector for the prevention of spray devices (using the 

Carbonates Fluoride Chloride) from entering the US markets. Also similar efforts were spent to 
motivate governments to handle problems related to Acid Rain and Poisoned and Toxic Waste. Ibid. p. 
66. 
748 

. Abdulrhman, 'Abdullah, & Mariam Mustafa, AI-Tanmiya Buina Al-Al-Nazriya wa AI-Ta. lbiq, D5r 

Al-Ma'rifa Al-Jdml'ia, Alexandria, Egypt, 1999, P 142. 
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In fact, the process of protecting the environment is not only an awareness process, 
but a series of also applied programs directed toward changing behaviour to ensure 

the required response 
749 

. 

The following are some recommended suggestions for setting policies of 

environmental development: 

Human habitation is a whole network of natural, economic, social, and cultural 

constituents. Life is determined according to the mixing all those factors 
. Hence, 

examining environmental problems necessarily requires the examining of the 

social structure and any relevant changes in its characteristics. 

Examining developmental policies to identify the reflections and impacts on 

the environment in terms of cost and return, becomes one of the basic 

requirements for deep understanding of environmental problems. Whereas the 

success of any development policy relies on the efficiency of applying proper and 

scientific methods in the running and managing of the environment750. 

Development is a linked chain, where positive results for contemporary 

programs might become negative inputs for subsequent future programs. 

Therefore developmental planning must be performed within a comprehensive 

751 framework on a long-range basis 

0 Many environmental problems are related to the cultural mode of the society. 

On a material level, the improper use of technology will create various types of 

environmental problems, especially when connected with improper understanding 

and application. In considering the destructive consequences on the environment, 

underdeveloped countries must face the possibility of technological subordination. 

749 

. Ibid. p. 142. 
7,50 

. lbid. p. 143. 
751 

. lbid. p. 143. 
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Expending efforts to set proper development plans that support self-reliance, 

with as emphasis on the production of food. Any agricultural shortage will not 

affect food supply requirements only, but also will affect the potentials of 
752 industrial growth 

9 Setting plans and policies for facing the environmental problems in the 

underdeveloped world is not their responsibility alone. The developed countries 
7 

must share this mission as it will eventually effect their future 53. 

0 The need for supporting growth and development: poverty eliminates man's 

ability to use resources wisely. 

Complying all basic needs of underdeveloped countries through pre - 

qualification of individuals to produce those needs, whilst simultaneously working 

to raise the international standard of living for all peoples of the world. 

0 Preserving power for important uses and on the other hand decreases the 

negative impact of those uses. 

0 Protecting, preserving, and enforcing the base of resources through finding of 

suitable alternatives for production and consumption. 

Considering cultural, social, and environmental aspects when making an 

economic or political decision. 

752 Ibid. p. 144. 
753 Ibid. p. 144. 
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7.6. SggnLW 

1. On the level of political development. 

Historically, political work was related to the cultural and societal elite. Those elite 
were the basic generators and supporters of voluntary work. Actually this work was 
able to spread political culture, which contributed effectively to political 
development. This development is required for dealing with New World Order 

which promotes a group of principles e. g.: human rights, democracy, political 
variation, freedom of expression, and cultural and mental openness. When 

examining the impact of voluntary work in the field of political development, the 
following scenarios appear: 

First: optimists who assume the positive impact of economic improvements in 

many countries. This will reflect on the individual's income and standard of living. 

Due to this solution society can begin to focus on other fields, especially the 

political field through the formation of ideological organizations that advocate 
freedom and public representation within official authority. They will have 

peaceful communications and political debate built on mutual respect. 

Second: pessimists-the ones that, the future is unstable on all levels, effecting the 

security of the individual and society. Voluntary organizations will initiate the 

involvement of the public in a bid to improve living standards. This might lead to 

field confrontation between the two parties. As a result of this speculation, 

governments will try to impose more legislation and legal constraints, resulting in 

yet more control over and scrutinizing of voluntary work. These will be considered 

as precautions against the public having too obvious a role in procedures . 

2. On the level of social development. 

There are indications that the divide between wealth and poverty is expanding as a 

result of continuous economic improvements and natural and environmental 

circumstances. These will be more pressure on voluntary organizations, which will 

respond by decreasing the symptoms of poverty resulting from an escalation of 

worldwide deprivation. The role of government in the social field is diminishing, 
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resulting from budget deficits due to the arms race between the super powers. All 
of these reasons will force governments to neglect the social field. This might have 
both positive and negative impacts. The positive side in terms of government 
reliance on voluntary organizations, is the enforcement of relations between 

government and voluntary sector. The negative side could be observed in terms of 
government fear of those organizations, perhaps, encouraging governments to 
eliminate voluntary organizations directly or indirectly. 

3. On the level of economic development. 

As a result of reluctant economic situations worldwide, programs and activities of 

voluntary organizations will face difficulties in terms of a decrease in financial 

resources and cash flow. Administrations of voluntary organizations will think 

seriously about solutions to this problem. This was the purpose of the appearance 

of commercialisation of voluntary organization through fees for services and direct 

and indirect investment. This trend will force the voluntary sector to suffer 

criticism from the commercial sector. Those organizations will shift from voluntary 

to commercial organizations, whilst enjoying the advantages of the tax exemption 

act. The commercial sector will place pressure on the government to change tax 

exemption laws as long as voluntarism no longer existed. 

4. On the level of cultural development. 

Voluntary organizations are capable of awakening the awareness of societies 

concerning the importance of cultural programs. Those organizations have 

participated, from the early days of their establishment, in defining social culture. 

They used the following tools: direct cultural contact with counterparts in other 

countries, or local and regional contacts with sophisticated organizations of 

different ideologies. This domestic and foreign contact will lead to a changing and 

enriching of concepts and common values of societies, also resulting in cultural 

and mental presentations that have an effective role in the re-examination of media, 

religion, and the educational message of society. 
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5. On the level of environmental development. 

It is evident that voluntary organizations play a vital role in the field of 
environmental protection. Those organizations work on the premise that since the 
environment is the where humans live, this place must be protected and 
maintained to remain suitable for human habitation, the welfare of people being 

considered the key issue of developmental voluntary work. As a result of efforts 
spent locally and internationally in this field, (in addition to the appearance of 
international organizations such as Green Peace), it is clear that we governments 
worldwide have began to realize the importance of matters concerning the 

environment. This realization took the form of legislation and regulations that 

promote the protecting of the environment from abuse. 

One may conclude that voluntary organizations will be in existence to witness 
future progress. Their administrations must act professionally in order to fill the 

vacuum in the social arena that will widen due to governments response to 

international economic pressure. Some signals thoughts regarding environmental: 

" Man is the successor on earth. He is responsible for the balance of nature; which 

today is entitled to the environment. He must respect the nature that was created by 

the Divine, who prohibited the spoiling of it. These should be no exhaustion of 

land by turning it into barren or desert. No misuse of the earth 's hidden wealth. 

No destruction of sea vegetation and creatures. No eliminations of the Ozone layer. 

The managing of social life extends theology to environment754 . 
51' 

"The gap between rich and poor is expanding accompanied by a collapse in the natural 

environmental system. Humanity has accumulated an corresponding an un- 

quantifiable amount of wealth and produced corresponding quantity of waste which 

reflects a mismanaged interaction with nature. 
755), 

754 
.G hdradi, op. cit., p. 12 2. 
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"The gap between rich and poor is expanding accompanied by a collapse in the natural 

environmental system. Humanity has accumulated an corresponding an un- 

quantifiable amount of wealth and produced corresponding quantity of waste which 

75515 
reflects a mismanaged interaction with nature. 

754 

. GharOdi, op. cit., p. 122. 
755 Support Civil Society in 

. Cerano, Essajani, Humanity in Distress But Did not Loose Hope, Citizens, I 

the World, World Assembly Edition, World Alliance For Citizen Participafion, Civicus, Washington 

DC, USA, 1994, pp. 449-49 1. 
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Conclusion 

In addition to the results which was summarized in the chapters of the thesis, it is 
necessary to conclude the important results reached in this thesis as following: 

1. Voluntarism is a human instinct ingrained by the Divine into human soul. 
All religions ensured and urged for this virtue. The main characteristic for 
this work that it strengthens relations amongst society members within 
ethical and moral framework. 

2. As mentioned before, the Islamic and the Western perspectives agree on 
the importance of Public participation for collective interest. The Islamic 

perspective relies, basically, on Tawbid, which means that there is only 
one Divine to be worshipped and at the same time this Divine is the source 
of creation and legislation. It also means that all outputs from this 
legislation enjoy comprehensiveness, perfectionism and balance amongst 

all creatures. 

3. The Western perspective presents a group of presentations and definitions 

that explain the meaning of voluntary work. Those definitions deal with 

this work from different dimensions. Basically those dimensions are not 

contradicted and agree on the individuals initiatives without expecting any 

returns for that work, or the returns are not compared with the work 

performed. Generally, those definitions harmonize with the Islamic 

perspective of voluntary work. 

4. The philosophy of development actually springs from the Islamic value 

system, which basically originates from Divine orders to construct earth. It 

is an extension from the principle of worshipping the Divine. 

5. When examining the potentials of Islamic World, it appears the great 

geographical, economical, social, natural, and human resources. In the 
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same time it is suffering from backwardness and great development 

obstacles in most aspect of life due the following factors: 

* Absence of strategic planning. 

Lack in adopting scientific methodology in running public and 
voluntary organizations . 

0 Satisfying personal desires and neglecting collective interest. In 

addition to sPreading of favouritism and individual benefit. 

* Lack in technology and sophisticated equipment , in addition to 

sophisticated labour. 

* Obvious lack ness in educational, cultural, economical and political 

systems. 

6. This situation in the Islamic Word reflects on the voluntary work arena. It 

urges the voluntary organizations to mass their potentials to face the 

increasing numbers of individuals in need of their services. In the other 

hand it urges voluntary organizations to employ all possible means that 

will enable them to invest those potentials. The proper tool in this regard is 

the leadership that can apply the strategic management process in those 

organizations. This process could be summarized as following: 

* Formulating future vision of the organization is the most important 

priority. 
Preparing long range goals. 

Preparing the objectives derived from the long range goals. 

Designing policies, which must be followed while implementation. 

Designing operational programs according to budget and available 

potentials. 

ying the proper method for evaluation and follow up, and Identif 

correcting the deviations. It could be called contingency plan. 

7. There is a need for presenting new ideas, which indicates that voluntary 

work is a professional job. It needs special skills with managerial and 

organizational talent. 
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8. Leadership of Islamic voluntary organizations must connect this work with 
the plans of social development on state and public level. Also connecting 
this work and its impact on commercial sector in term of creating loyalty 
to the product or service and customers desires. It is a mutual interest 
between the three parties. In addition those leaderships must be prepare to 
face the following accusations: 

9 Accusing the Islamic organizations in supporting terrorism. 

0 The foreign interference into their internal affairs. 
Politicising the voluntary work through supporting certain parties, 
particularly opposing parties. 

9. Actually those difficulties could be face by implementing tangible 

programs that society members could observe and feel their impact in 

reality. Also participating into the method of Partner in Action Program 

with international organizations such as (UN with its agencies and Red 

Cross). I believe that transparency will serve properly. 

10. Islamic voluntary organizations are requested to employ the concept of 

strategic cooperation not the concept of competition, whether on the level 

of finance or implementing operational programmes. Whereby, employing 

the strategic cooperation will save in cost and human effort. While 

competing for as a sole organization will consume all potentials of 

organization to survive, but this is beyond voluntary organizations means. 

Even multinationals no longer apply this method in running their business. 

11. Simplification of developmental programmes and studying the 

environment where those programmes will be implemented are important 

steps for the successful implementation. Simplification means that 

developmental programmes must invest the available potentials of 

individuals with consideration to the budget allocated to these 

programmes. The proper example is the greeting cards designed and 

implemented by children in India. Whereby, those cards were prepared in 

India and marketed in the Far East, the income was satisfactory and 

families became self dependant and productive and not in need of 
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voluntary organizations. Another example is the Grammon Bank (Poor 
Bank) in Bangladesh. This Bank offers simple free interest loans "in Islam 
it is called Al-Qard Al-Hasan (in the range of $3000 and less). Those loans 
were given for facilitating a job or small business for the borrower, who 
must pay back the amount borrowed after a period of time. The Bank re- 
lend the money for somebody else. 

12. Cooperation and coordination among organizations of voluntary sector 
worldwide is imposed by the New World Order, which makes networking 
a necessity. Individualism is not suitable for today's world. Teamwork is 

the proper solution for facing the problems of society. The responsibility of 

voluntary sector is accumulating amongst the challenges of the future. It is 

necessary that this sector be prepared materially, morally, and 

organizationally. 

13. Islamic voluntary organizations are required to pay particular attention to 

rehabilitation programmes. They must shift from relief and caring role to 

the developmental role. They must serve as supporters to the social 
development plans in the places where they perform their activities. Their 

agenda must spring from rehabilitating the individual to become giver not 

taker. Everybody must work in accordance to his potentials and abilities. 

The Qur'dn and Sunna have many teachings in this regard. 

14. The modernization of the relief programmes become a necessity in term 

of planning and implementation. Voluntary organizations must prepare 

their programmes in advance as long as weather condition is available. In 

addition to their accumulated experience regarding natural circumstances 

which usually lead to the relief campaign. 

15. Regarding the financing of voluntary work, it is proper to combine 

between the common and Islamic sources. The conunon resources can 

serve as implementation tools for the Islamic sources. This combination 

will enrich the financial flow that will assist in expanding the base of 
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beneficiaries. This concern regarding securing the financial resources made 
the concept of commercialising the voluntary sector as trend that needs 
considerable study. Undoubtedly this trend has positive and negative sides. 

The negative side appears in : 

Competing with commercial sector. 
Loosing the idea of voluntarism and initiation on the long run. 

The positive side appears in: 

Assuring the survival of organizations. 

Increasing in numbers of implemented programs. 
Assuring more variety of implemented programs. 

16. To comply with new requirements of modem era, voluntary organizations 

are requested to apply sophisticated technology, which might assist in 

finding new fund raising techniques. Besides the advantages in saving 

time, effort and money. It became a necessity that nobody can neglect. 

17. Perhaps it is necessary from government and voluntary sides that this work 

must be organized through rules and regulations. Those regulations will 

maintain right of government to follow and evaluate performance of this 

sector. In addition in assisting in facing the deficits of budget related to 

social services, due to economic situations world wide. At the same time it 

will guarantee rights of organizations toward government and all 

beneficiaries. 

18. Islam calls for all kinds of legal organization and does not contradict with 

any law that maintain human dignity. Hence, when examining Islamic 

legislation, observer will find rules that maintain rights whether in peace or 

war. It also organizes the relationship amongst individuals and states as 

well. 
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19. Due to the New World Order, voluntary organizations will face certain 
challenges. On top of those challenges comes the globalisation and the 
other challenges might considered consequences of globalisation. They 

are: privatisation, information and technology revolution, immigration 
from rural areas to suburbs and urban. 

The negative impact of those challenges reside in the concentration 

of wealth and power into powerful economies. This means that rich 
gets richer and poor gets poorer. It means that more needy 
individuals are in need of voluntary services. 

The positive impact for those challenges is observed in the 

appearance of new concepts and ideologies such as democracy, 

human rights, freedom of expression, increasing in the importance 

of environmental issues, and increasing in the importance of labour 

force. In fact, voluntary organizations are an actual pioneers in this 

field. They assisted in rising the awareness of society members in 

those issues, which reflected positively on the individual's way of 

thinking and dealing with life matters. 

20. From an Islamic perspective, Islam presents psychological and operational 

tools to face those challenges. The psychological preparation springs from 

the fact that earth is the place of all humans, where they must live in peace 

and dignity without any aggression. The operational tool is represented in a 

list of rules and regulations that organizes relation amongst states, 

communities, organizations, individuals with emphasis on protecting the 

environment. Keeping in mind that all those considerations whether 

psychological or operational are part of the Islamic value system in term of 

worshipping the Divine. 

21. Today's world is witnessing a developmental changing in political, social, 

economical, cultural, and environmental aspects. Both positive and 

negative impact of those changing will increase responsibility on voluntary 

organizations. It means that this sector will witness growing interest from 
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government, commercial, and society levels. Government, commercial 

sector and voluntary organizations are requested to cooperate collectively 

to deal with development issues. This cooperation will benefit the three 

sectors and the impact will be for individuals sake and interest. 
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SPECI 

HUMAN DEVFLOPMFNT 
REPORT 1996 

Human development index 

The HDI measures a country's achievements in terms of life expectancy, educational 
attainment and adjusted real income. 

11DI Rank HDI Rank 
[ 
BDI Rank 

71 ýu7development 
fighýh man i Medium human development 

- 
human development [Low 

I Canada 58 Brazil 127 Cameroon 
2 USA 59 Libyan Arab Jamahiriya 128 Kenya 
3 Japan 60 Seychelles 129 Ghana 
4 Netherlands 61 Belanis 130 Lesotho 
5 Norway 62 Bulgaria 131 Equatorial Guinea 

6 Finland 63 Saudi Arabia 132 Sdo Tom6 ýnd Principe 
7 France 64 Ecuador 133 Myanmar 
8 Iceland 65 Dominica 134 Pakistan 
9 Sweden 66 Iran, Islamic Rep. of 135 India 
10 Spain 67 Belize 136 Zambia 

II Australia 68 Estonia 137 Ni(yeria, 
12 Belgium 69 Algeria 138 Lao People's Dem. Rep. 
13 Austria 70 Jordan 139 Comoros 
14 New Zealand 71 Botswana 140 Togo 
15 Switzerland 72 Kazakhstan 141 Zaire 

16 United Kingdom 73 Saint Vincent 142 Yemen 
17 Denmark 74 Romania 143 Bangladesh 
18 Germany 75 Suriname 144 Tanzania, U. Rep. of 
19 Ireland 76 Saint Lucia 145 Haiti 
20 Italy 77 Grenada 146 Sudan 

21 Greece 78 Tunisia 147 C6te d7voire 

22 Hong Kong 79 Cuba 148 Central African Rep. 

23 Cyprus 80 Ukraine 149 Mauritania 

24 Israel 81 Lithuania 150 Madagascar 

25 Barbados 82 Oman 151 Nepal 

26 Bahamas 83 Korea, Dem. People's Rep. of 152 Rwanda 

27 Luxembourg 84 Turkey 153 Senegal 

28 Malta 85 Paraguay 154 Benin 

29 Korea Rep of 86 Jamaica 155 Uganda 
. , 30 Argentina 87 Dominican Rep. 156 Cambodia 

31 Costa Rica 88 Samoa (Western) 157 Malawi 

32 Uruguay 89 Sri Lanka 158 Liberia 

33 Chile 90 Turkmenistan 159 Bhutan 

Table (1) 
Human Develooment Report 1996 



34 Singapore 91 Peru 160 Guinea 
35 Pcdugal 

1 
92 Syrian Arab Rep. 

1 
161 Guinea-Bissau 

36 Brunei Darussalam 
37 C=h ReP. 
38 Trinidad and Tobago 
39 Bahrain 
40 Antigua and Barbuda 

41 Slovakia 
42 United Arab Emirates 
43 panama 
44 Venezuela 
45 Saint Kitts and Nevis 

46 Hungary 
47 Fiji 
48 Mexico 
49 Colombia 
50 Qatar 

51 Kuwait 
52 lbailand 
53 Malaysia 
54 Mauritius 
55 Latvia 

56 Poland 
57 Russian Federation 

93 Armenia 
94 Uzbekistan 
95 Philippines 
96 Azerbaijan 
97 Lebanon 

98 Moldova, Rep. of 
99 Kyrgyzstan 
100 South Africa 
101 Georggia 
102 Indonesia 

103 Guyana 
104 Albania 
105 Tajikistan 
106 Egypt 
107 Maldives 

108 China 
109 Iraq 
110 Swa2iland 
III Bolivia 
112 Guatemala 

113 Mongolia 
114 Honduras 
115 El Salvador 
116 Namibia 
117 Nicaragua 

118 Solomon. Islands 
119 Vanuatti 
120 Gabon 
121 Viet Nam 
122 Cape Verde 

123 Morocco 
124 Zimbabwe 
125 Congo 
126 Papua New Guinea 

162 Gambia 
163 Chad 
164 Djibouti 
165 Angola 
166 Burundi 

167 Mozambique 
168 Ethiopia 
169 Afghanistan 
170 Burkina Faso 
171 Mali 

172 Somalia 
173 Sierra Leone 
174 Niger 

S hes I SRecial Events I Press C ippings I Calendar of Events I Online Forurn I JTNDP Home I UNDP FLASH I Press 
-Releases 

I j? týc 

This database is maintained by the Division ofPublic Affairs (DPA)IUNDP Webmaster JeUy W. Jung 

13,0 3, '-' 106, 



Human Development Index 

Combined Real 
first-, GDP 

Life Adult 

second- 
and 

third-level 
Real 
GDP 

Adjusted 
real 

Human 
development 

per 
capita 
(PPP$) 

expectancy 
at birth 

literacy 
rate 

gross 
enrolment 

per 
capita 

GDP 
per capita Life 

index 
(HDI) 

rank 
minus 

(years) (9/0) ratio (PPPS) (PPPS) expectancy Education GDP value HDI 

H igh human 
1995 

- 

F 
1995 1 

[_ 
(%)1995 

, 
1995 

, 
1995 

. 1 [ 
index 

, 1 
index 

, 
index 

1 F 
1995 

1 
rank 

development 73.52 95ý69 78.68 16241 6193 0.8087 0.9002 0.9809 0.8966 

I 
Canada 1 79.11 99 21916 f 6230.98 f 0.9008 F 0.9933 f 0.9871 0.961 10 

ý France - F-78.7 F-99[ 891 21176 [-6-229.37 F 0.8948 F 0.9567 F0 9-87 0.946 f-12 
ff 'Norway 1 77.61 -99 F-921 224271 6231.961 0.87531 0.966 1 0.987 0.9431 5 
ý USA -1 76.4 F-99 [-961 269771 --6259.29[ - 0.8562 F- 0.98 F -0.992 [- 0.943 F_- I 
ý Iceland __ I 79.2 F_99 F_83J _ý_1064 F_6_229-I I F 0.9028 F-O _9367 f 0.9-87 F- 0.942 10 
ý Finland F-76.4 r-99 [- 971 18547 [- 621-8.881 0.8563 F- -09833 F-0.985 1 0.942 

1 
17 

ý Netherlanai- F-77.5 r-99 [-91 [-19-876 F -6225.7 [- 0.8747 1 0.9633 F0 9-861 0.941 1 If 
0 Japan - F-79.9 F-991 78 [-2-1930 F- 6-23 1 F 0.9142 1 0.92 f 0-. 9-87 F-0.94 F-2 

P New Zealand I f_99 F_94 f_1_7267 F__6197.05 F_ 0.8607 1 0.9733 [ 0-. 982 [- 0.939 F-I 7 
110 Sweden I F-991 82 F -19297 [- 622-3.42 1 0.9333 1 0.986 F-0.936 12 
III Spain F 77.71 1 97.1 r_90 f 14-7891 6187.12 1 0.9473 F 0.98 1 0.935 1 19 
112 Belgium 1 76.91 991 86 F 21-548 F 6230.21 F_ 0.8652 1 0.9467 F-O _987 F_ 0.933 F-O 
113 Austria f-76.71 99 87 [ 21322 6229.711 0.8617 0.95 f 0.987 F-0.933 [-O 
1 14 United 

. 
[ - F 

' 
Vingdom 
F15 Australia 1 

76.81 
78.2 

99 
1 99 

86 
1 79 

19 302 
F-1-9632 

1 
6223.44 

F -6224.81 0.8641 [- 0.8861 
0 

. 
9467 

0.9233 

[ 
0.986 

1 0.986 

F 
0.932 

F-0.932 
116 Switze and 1 F-99 1 76 [__24881 F _6254.05 F 0.887 [- 0.9133 1 0.9ýTI F-0.93 F-42 
117 Ireland 
118 Denmark 

r- - 76.4 
75.3 

r-99 
F-99 

F-88 
[- 89 

F-1-7590 
[ -21983 

F--6198.11 
F-623I. Il 

0.8561 
f 0.83881 

0.9533 
0.9567 

1 0.982 
0.987 

0.93 
F-0.928 

8 

-9 119 Germany -76.4 1 99 F-81 F-2-0370 76--227.27 r- 0.8572 0.93 - 8ý .96 ,9 
6 1 0.925 ' -3 

PO Greece 77.9 1 96.7 1 82 F-I _1636 [_ 6140.28 1- 0.8813 r 0.918 -972 
FO 

1 0.924 15 
ý1 Italy F_78 f_ 9-8.1 F-73 [-20174 1 6226.68 F 0.8828 F- 0.89731 0.986 F-0.922 F--4 
P2 IsraJ_ F_77.5 F_q5 F_75 F_I -6699 F-6-1953.1-1 r 0.8755 1 0.8833 F -0981 f-0.913 1 6- 
P3 Cyprus F-77.2 r-94 F-79 F-1-3379 1 6178.34 F 0.8703 1 0.8897 FO _979 F_ 0.913 18 
04 Barbados 

Hong Kong. r 
76 F_ _97A F-77 

_ 

F 
F-I 1306 
[_ 

f__6135.82 F_ 0.8502 [- _09054 

F 
F_5_72 
F 

F_ 0.909 
[ 

F-13 

hina 
P6 Luxembourg 
P7 Malta 

8 Singapore 

79 
f 76.1 
F-76.5 

_ 

1 -99 
1 91 
F_ 9-1 -1 

67 
1 58 
1 76 
1 68 

22 950 
1 34004 
1 13316 

22604 

6232.88 
F -6286.9 
F_ -6177.83 
1 6232.28 

1 
0.9007 

f 0.851 
r- 0.8588 
1 0.8687 

0.8379 
F 0.8533 

0.86 
0.8325 

O. 987 
[0 -996 
F _0978 
[-0 9-87 

0.909 
F-0.9 
f- 0.899 

0.896 

1 

-19 1 
-25 F-5 

-21 ý9 Antigua and ' 
1 1 1 

arbuda 
0 Korea, Rep. P 

75 95 
- F 

76 
1 

9131 8 
1 

0.8333 0.88671 0.9661 
[ - 1 

0.895 16 
F 

71.7 98 83 6139.72 
1 1 

0.779 
1 

0.9298 0 972 0.894 6 
01 Chile - F-75.1 F_ 9-5.2 1 73 F 9-930 1 6115.55 1 0.8355 1 0.8765 F-0.893 F-9 
02 BZa-mas - 

1 73.2 1 98.2 1 72 F--15738 1 6191.43 r- 0.8028 F 0.8958 [-0-. 981 F- 0.893 F--3 
P3 Portugal 1 74.8 1 89.6 1 81 1 12674 1 6171-. 35 F 0.8305 0.8673 F'-0-9771 0.892 F-I 
04 Costa Rica 
P5 Brunei 

f-76.6 1 94.8 1 69 
1 

F _5969 
- 

F_ 5968.72 F 0.8603 1 0.8613 F-O -945 F-0.889 F-28 

Parussalam 
1 

75.1 74 
[ 

31165 6282.54 
1 

0.8347 
11 

0.8363 
1 

0.995 0.8891 -33 06 Argentina -- 
07 Slovenia - 
L8 guay 

1 72.6 
73.2 
72.7 

F-96 
F-79 
F-74 
F_ 76 

[- 8498 
F -10-594 

1 6090.16 
[--6125.711 

1 UM 
- 0.8035 

F 07943 

-. 9045 PO. 

8867 
F 09016 

r 0.964 
F-O-. 971 
FO. 958 

0.888 
0.8871 

r 11 
1 

14 

Table (2) 
United Nations Development Programme (UNDP). 



q Czech 1 1 1 1 

tepublic 
ý - 

72.4 99 70 9775 6113.041 0.78971 0.8933 0.9681 O. SS 21 Ta nd d ýTrinidac 

robago 73.11 F 97.9, 
- 

651 94371 6107.42 
- 

0.8017 0.8702 0.9671 0 ný 
- 

11 Dominica F 
ý 

7F 73 
- 

941 77 6424 CO 3 1-6 6 0.8[ . 0.8833 151 F-0 -8 
-/ 9 

ýaF jova 2S 70.9 72 7320 6062.94 0.7657 961 0 0 9F 0 875ý - 
3 Bahrain 1 72.21 5.2 84 16751 6195.29 F -0.7868 - . . 9 

- 0.8474 0 87)ý -16 
ý4 Fiji 

ý 
72.1 781 6159 6015.991 

- 
0-. _7 845 . 0.8709 0.869ý - 16: 

ma 45 Fana`- I 73.4 72 6022-74 F- 0.8065F -- 084391 0 9541 0 868 
46 Venezuela 72.3 F 91.11 67 8090f -6-081.66 0.7885[ . . , - 0-8291 0.963F- 0 861 
47 Hungary 68.9 67 6046.67-1 - 0.73171 . -- 0.883-3 0.8571 6 
4'8Uniied ýArab 

i ates 74.4 
[ 

79. 
j 

69 
FI8008 [ 

6209 19 
F0 

82351 0 r Ern 
49 Mexico 72.11 89.61 67[ - 6-769 

. . 
0.78531 . 7592 0.855; -24 

0,82131 0.9571 0.8 -55'1 5 
aint Kitts r0 Saint Kitts 'i j [ [ 1 - 
ýs s, dýNevi 69 90 78 10150 0.7333 0.86FO. 9691 0. 8541 -11 ýi Grenada 

- - - - 
72 

-f 
78 F 5425 F 5425.121 0.78331 

- 
0.9133f 0.857f 0.8511 191 

polan d I F5 2 71-1 F 991 791 5442 F 5441.571 0.7683 F 0.92331 0.861 0.8511 17 
3 Colombia 70.31 91.31 69 6027.81 0.7557 F 0.83891 0.9541 0.85jr 4 

54 Kuwait 75.4 F 78.6[ 58 F 6234.31 0.8402 F 0.71651 0.9881 0.848 -49 
Vincent 72 78 1 6.7833 [ -0-. 9451 0.8451 6 

6 Seychýellýj StE F6 yc: 72 F 881 61 F-- 7697 [ 6072.631 0.7833 0.79FO-. 9-621 0.8451 -6 F57 Qlatar 1 71.1 r 79.41 71 6225.341 0.7683 f 0.9861 0.841' -3388 ý8 Saint Lucia 71 74 [ 653O F 6036.471 0.7667 F09561 0.839 
F59 Thailand --C9.5 f 93.8 55 f 6073.721 0.7423 F0 8098 1 0.8381 -10 
60 Malaysia 71.4 [- 8-3.5 61 - F 6109.7 [ 0.7737 1 0.7603 FO-9681 - 0.8341 -18 
ýI MaýTtius 70.9 61 [-- 13294 1 0.7652 F 0.75521 0.9781 0.833 F 

-28 
162 Brazil F 66.6 F 83.3 F- 72 f- 592-8.151 0.693 F 0.795F-O9381 0.809 11 
ý3 Belize F- 74.2 F 70 f 74 -- [ 5623 F 5622.821 0.8198 F0 7119 F0 8891 0.807 F1 
0 Libyan Arab 
ýamahiriya 64.3 

1 

90 

[- 

6309 0.6553 

[ 

0.8073 

r-0.806 1 

-6 
tedium hilman 1 

evelopment 67.47 65.61 0.7078 0.7737 0.6704 1 - 
165 Suriname - 70.9 f-93 71 1 F 4862 1 0.7657 [- -0.8566[ 0 7671 0.796 
166 Lebanon r- 69.3 F 92.4 F- 75 [ 4977 F 4977.44 - 1 0.7377 0.796F 17 
167 Bulgaria 71.2 F 98 f- 66 r- 4604 74604.04 1 0.7692 F0 8733 0.7891 8 
ý8 Belar-us l 69.3 F 97.9 1 80 F- 4398 F 397.66 - -4 1 0.7387 f 0.692 -- 11 1 0.7831 
169 Turkey 68.5 1 82.3 60 j F 5516 f 5516.31 F 0.7242 0.7504 0.782F -2 
ýO Saudi Arabia 70.7 F-63 1 57- F 8-516 F -6090.51 1- 0.7608 0.778F 24 
171 Oman - 70.3 60 [ 9383 F 6106.44 F 6-. -7-5 4 0.5923 0.967 -- 0.771 -27 
2 Russian 

Federation F 65.5 
1-99 

78 4530.9 
1 

0.6745 0.713 
[ 

0.92 
1 

0.7691 5 
F73-E-cuadorI 69.5 71 F 4602.45 1 0.7415 __ 0.725 F 0.767 3 
ý4- Romania 69. -6 F-9 8 62 1 4431 F-44--30.73 0.7437 1 0.86 0.697 0.767[ 4 
75 Korea, De 
Peo le' R *7 75 

[ 
4058 7773 0 

[ 
637 8833 0 0 0766 8 p s ep. o 1.6 

6 Croatia 71.6 F-98 F--- - 67 [- -3972 F- 3972 
. F- 0.7767 

. . 
0.8767 0.623 0.759 10 

77 Estonia 69.2 r- -7 2- 4062 F -4062 4061.58 - [ 3 [ 0.737-) 0.9F 0.638 l 1 0.7 55 
- 8 Iran, Islarnic 

Re f 
[- [ 

16 5480 7242 
10 

866 68411 0 0 
F 

-10 758 10 p. o 68.5 69 67 . . . . . 
79 Lithuania 70 2 1 [-- 99 70 1 0.7528 F0 8933 0.60-3) [ 0.751 12] 

. 80 Macedonia, -- 1 F -- ý [ 
9: 3 

1 
FYR 71.9 

, 
81 Syrian Arab 
Republic 68 1 

94 
1 

70.8 

60 

62 5374 

4058.09 0.7822 

0.7182 

0.8267 0.637 

0.6786 0.849 

0.74 

0.749 
17-10 

- . F8 2i ýA-I g e-r ia 68.1 61.6 66 [- -5618 [-5617.92 1 0.7182 . 
888 [ 0.6316[-0- 0.746ý -17 F 

3 Tunisia 68.7 66. -7 69 F- -5261 [-5260.75 1 0.729 F 0.67361 0.831 F- ::: ýO.: 7 4: 4: 

ý84 Jamaica 74 1 67 f 3801 3800.69 0.8183 1 F 0.79091 0.596 F 0.7351 9 
- - . 85 Cubý--- 7 75 95.7 66 3100 [- 0.8448 

- 
[- 0.8592[ 0.483 7 18 0.729, 1 

. 86 Peru 1 67.7 [ 88-7 79 F L 3939.71 1 0.7117 ' L 0.8567 F-- 0=618 0.7291 2 

13 /0 3,2 1 
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52.2 em. Rep. 

I- 

53.8 7 I(enya 

56.6 50 
52 

2571 
- 1438[ - 

2570-761 
1437-73 

0.4541 0.54341 0.3981 0.465ý 2 3, 
0.4805 0.6928F 0 - 2-15[- 0 4631 2 62.8 Pakistan F 41 2209 2209.131 

- - 
. . - 0.62951 -0.3887F 0-34 0 0 453F--16 453 61.6 9 India F 55 1422 

- _ 
1421.99 1 421 99 . . 1 7 0-6098 0.529-[-0 2-13 0 Fý0 451 52.9 140 ambodia - 

62 F i 5o 1109.63 . . - 0-4643 F 0.464 0.6403FO 1-631 0.422F- 14ý 
41 Comoros 56.5F 57.31 3ý 

- F 1317.23 1 F- 0.52521 0.5113[ 0 1-961 0.411 3 
142 Nigeria 51.4 491 i 270 1269.8 0.440 F -05457F-O 1-881 0.3911 5 
, 143 Dem. Rep. of 

eCongo 52.4 77.3 41 3551 355 0.4563 0.6513[ 0.0411 0 33 8331 
144 Togo 50.5 60 

--- 
F 11656-58 . r- 0.4243[- 0 5-4371 0.1721 0 T8 6 

14 Benin 54.41 37F 
- 

381 1800[ 
-- 

1800-33 
-- 

1 1 F -04892F-- 03719F-O. 2-7 4 F- 0.3781 -14 42.7 46 Zambia I F 78.2 I 52 
- 

F 986[ 
-- 

986.46 F 0-2945 0.6955 7- F T 0.1431 0.3 S II 
713anglades; 56.9 

- 
37 F 1382 

- - 
F 13-8 1.9 

- 
, 0.5311 T3 7-6 F-0 206! 0.3711 

51.81 8 C6te d'Ivoi F 1 
- - 

38 [ 1 731 F 1731.34 
- 

[- 0-44721 0.39291 0.26-31 0.368,15 1 -- '149 Mauritani 52.5[ 3 7.71 38 F1 621.81 F 04582F--03792F-O. '2-4-5 0.3611 - 14-' 
io Tanzani i 
ep. of 50.6 

[ 
67.8 

[ 
331 

---- 
636 636.181 0.4265 

-- 
0.358F 20 

J151 Yemen 56.7 1 
- 

49 856 [ 8561 0.5285 F0 4163[ 0 1-22F 0.3561 12 rl-52 Nepal 55.9 F 27.51 
- - 

56 F 114-4.811 0.5151 0.3704FO 1-681 0. F-- I [LI-531 ýadagascar 5 7.6 F 4 5.81 31 672.961 0.5433 - FO. 0921 0.348 15 
154 Central F I F African Republic 48.4 27 1092.1 I 0.390-) 0,161 0-347F 2 I 
115 5 Bhutan 1 52 [ 42.2 F- 31 1-382 3 F0 3845 1 0.347 -13 1156 Angola 47.4 30 F 1839 0.3 733 8 F 0.281 0.344 F 

-28 1157 Sudan 52.2 32 0.4525 F- 0.4129 F-0.1631 0.314 3 -3 F15-8 Se egal F 50.3 1 33 1 0.4213 F- 0-3297 FO-2761 
. 342 F 

-28 
1159 Haiti 54.6 1 45 1 29 0.4932 f 0.3967 1 0.34 3 
1160 Uganda 40.5 1 61.8 1 38 1-483 0.2585- F- 0 -5393 f0 -223ý 0 F--23 
1161 Malawi f 41 f 56.4 [ 76 F 773 0.2663 F---: -- 0.628 - [0 1081 0.334 - F5 
1162 Djibouti f 49.2 f 46.2 - [ 20 F 1300 0.4035 1 0.324 F 

-17 
1163 Chad 47.2 1f 48.1 [- 27 F- -1 172 f- 11-72.4 1 0.3707- [- -0.4112 10 1-731 0. F 

-14 
164 ýuinea-Bissau 

43.4 
F I- 

1 29 
-811 F F811.41 [ 

0.3065 
-1 

1 
0.4627 
- [0 

115 0.1 0.295 
ý0 

1165 Gambia F 46 [ 38.6 r- 39 [- 948 F 94-7.73 1 0.35 F-0.3856 1 0.1361 0.291 F--5 

166 
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F-46.3 F 
40.1 25 
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0-3542 
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0.35 
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0.1381 0.281 

F 

-7 
inea 45.5 1 35.9 [- 25 1139 F 1138-97 1 0.3417 1 0.3212 F 0.167r 0.277 - 15' 

- F1 16-8-E-ritrea 50. -2 29 F 982.82 . 4207 F 0.2621 [ 0.1421 0.275F 
-10 1169 Ethiopia 48.57 1 35.5 1 20 [ 455 F 454-85 1 0.393 1 0.3025 F 0.057[ 0.252 

- - 170 Burundi 44.5 1 35.3 23 [- 637 0.3253 F 0-3 113 8 61 0.24 1 F-0 0 
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5S6 41 
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4 77 81 
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Status of Global Mission, 1997, in Context of 20'band 21 " Centuries. 

; tatus of Global Mission, 1997, in Coh k-ý ntext of 20th and 21st. Centurie's 12 Year. 

oal. D rOPULATION 
Total ulat on 
Urban w9lic"s (urbanites) 

I Rural dsvellers 
ion (over 15s) 

Kdult F"Ful'at 
Literitc-'s 

01.1yWIC)E EXPANSION'OF CITIES 

7. ý,. jropolises (over 100,000 population) 
MeSseilies (over I million population) 
Urban Poor 
Urban slutndwellers 

VIORLD pC)pULATION BY REL1CION 

11, Christians (total all kinds) (=World C) 

Muslirns 
Nonreligious 
Hindus 

15. Buddhists 
!6 Atheist$ 
7: New-RcligiOnI515 
1. Tribal r0igionists 
i, Sikhs 

jcvýs 10 Christians (=Worlds A and B) 

. LODALCHRIS711ANITY 

1) 
Twtal Christians as %- of world (=World C) 

3. Atfilialtd chuNh, members 
', 'ractich%Christians 
PgntecostaLs, 'Charisnia tics 

3: CretatCummission Christians Octive) 
7, Average Christian martyrs per yez r 
1EMOVSHIP BY ECCLESIASTICAL BLOC 

Mn IMAM 
(non-Roman) 

I Proleitonts 10 lNuirstwinhlte 
injigellous Christia ns 

Orthodox 
rro(tst3rits 
Roirtan Catholics 

MENMERS111? BY CONTINENT 
'ý. Africa 
1. Asia (nt: w UN c1cfinition) 
7. Europ%: (new UN definition) 
A. Loatin America and the Caribbean 
)9. Northern America 
4 0. Oceania 

.1 IRISTIAN 0Rr, A NIZATI 0 NS 
1, -ýIrvlct agencies 
-2- F0rtV-m1sf-; ýn3endjng` gencies 
43. Fland-alone, Sjobal monoliths 
CHRISTIAN WORKERS 
4., Nationals (all denominations) 
'ý- Aliens (foreign missionaries) 
JIRISTIAN FINANCE (in U. S. 5 eryear) 46, Personal Income of church meXers, 5 
47' ? CfJCnSlinCOMCO(PeAteCOSIZIS/Ch2riSM2tiCS, $ 
I- Civing to Christian causes, S 
4. churaes. Income, $ 
'0 P&Mchurch dinstitutionalinconie, S fi: IcclesiasticalilicIrilr1c. S 

'ncOrnt 
01*910bal foreign mimicins, S 

COMPUItts in Christian use (total numbers) 
; 
IiRISTIAN LITERATURE 

- 
Ntw commercial book fitles per year 

ý5 
Christian 

pvriojicals 56. Nt%v books/articles 
on evangelization per year 

1CftlPTURE DISTRIBUTION (allsources) 
Bilts per year New Testaments 

per year SC"Pt%ltt3 including gospels, Selections C"ISTIAN BROADCAS17ING 'ý Christian 
radio/Tv stations 

ý1- 
Toill 

Inarilhly listeners/ vitivers I. for C`hrS1iAA 
31200nl A larstcularstations 

Clln'ST'A" URBAN MISSION 64. Non-Christian 
mega4: ities S. New 

rian. Ch 
1ýk 

ullm ! istian urban d%vullers per day 
11' Chrigl3n, 

"RIMAN 
EVANSCELISM 

EviinStIll"I. 
hours per year DisciP 

*'OP ttunities per c* pita per year 
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A Model for Achleiing Organizational Ch2nge 

11 

14 

L NVFere-Ari 

Assess Orcaniza . tion's Standina 00 Relative to Hallmarks for Success: 

Clear, community-based mission 
Strong leadership and manaeement 
Excellent board/staff relationships 
Organization communicates well 
Interpersonal relationships nurtured 
Adequate resources 
Organizational performance known 

Use Com'Prehensive Assessmen 
Process: 

Plan: Who, what, when, how 
Retain facilitator 
Gather data 
Organize and exan-fte data 
Staff/board discuss at retreat 
Aeree on indicators for chanat 6mmunicate, 

communicatei 

V; r ;.. j. L... NYjlerieDoWeNeid-t.. o 

Develop Optional Strategies: 

" Maintain status quo 
" Increase use of volunteers 
" Increase staff development 
" Increase use of technology 
" Divest 

-ew manaaement structure 
Seek alliance or collaboration 
Meree 
Go out of business - 

Establish Chanse Process: 

Facilitator 
Internal champions 
Listen to stakeholders 
Choose a strategy 

: Test the strate gy 
Analyze test findines 
AffirM or revise strateg CY Communicate, communicate! 

e? 

Develop Implementation Plan: 

" Establish a time line 
" Communicatiops ýIan 
" Program development plan 

Establish benchmarks 
Consider organizational culture 
Review lezal. issues 
Identifýy resources re-quired 

Expand change process: 

Facilitator 

.9 
Internal 'ch ampir. Lis 
Communicati, communicate! 
Monitor process closely 
Evaluate, evaluate; --v'aluate! 

Table (1: & 

A Model for Achieving Organizational Change, source: Building Capacity through 
Organizational Change, a guide for -Board and Management of Noa-Profit 
Organization, Centre for Non-Profit Management, Graduate School of Business, U. of 
St. Thomas, Minnewolis. Minnesota- U_RA_ 
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Development cooperation of Arab donors 
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Tomorrow's 
Organizational Structures 

pyRAMID 
(Armies) 
Prussia 

Command and control 
structure is well define 
Control is centralized. 

MATRIX 
(Exxon) 

USA 

Used to handle overlapping 
responsibilities. Control is 
shared among senior 
positions. 

MOLECULAR 
(Apple) 
France 

i 

CONPENTRIC 
(Semco) 
Brazil 

NETWORK 
(Siemens) 
Germany 

6 

ý, 

ADC Proprietary 

Chart (1) 

Strategic Business Units 
report to the CORE 
business. Control is 
decentralized into scattered 
clusters. 

Primarily reduces the 
numbe 

'r 
of management 

levels. Counselors and 
integrators, partners or 
division heads, all employees 
Control occurs through 
coordinators. 

Allowed because of 
information technology. 
Control is managed throu-dh ?n 
access to information. 

6-13 

source: Strategic Management skills tructures, 
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Traditional North American 

Eý Eý 

.J Women's Lib Eastern European 

'Oro 

South American Byzantine 
11 E 

F7 El FIE] Elý I ET I 

Middle East 
Aýian F7. F-I 

F 7 F-1 
-U El 

nI ný, -n El 
F1 F1 El 

Chart (2) 

International Organizational Structures, source: Strategic Management skills & 
process, Austin-Dunnovan, USA, 1995. 
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Keeper of 
Prophet 
Stamp 

Treasury 

[-A-rmy Leaders 

Teaching 
Women 
Reading 

and Writing 

Organizational Chart in the Era Of The Prophet (PBUH) 

Head of State 
(Prophet) 

Secret Keeper I 

Judges 

States Governors 

Council of 
Shoora 

Writers Readers Speakers 
qnd 

-Pn, 
- t. q 

FTranslat-o7rs 

Agreements 
and 

Treaties 

Wriiers 
for 

Bargaining Arabs 
and and Dealings Kings 

Alms Teachino 
and Qura 

Prizes 

Quran Writers 

Chart (3) 

Organizational Chart in the Era of the Prophet, source: Al-'Idara F-I $adr Al-Islam, 
Muhammad Khamis, AI-Ahrarn Printing Press, Cairo, Egypt. 
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Organizational Chart in the Era Of Caliph Abu-Baker M-Siddecl ue 

Caliph 

Secret Keeper 

Judges 

Expenditure 

Dealings 
and 

Bargaining 

Council of 
Shoora 

I 

Documenta 
Leaders 

Governors Prisoners Army 
Supervisor ry 

Amir of Judg-e-s-1 in Charg'e of 
Prayers and 

bar 

War 

Alms and Educating Quran 
Prizes 

II 
Quran 

II 
Writers 

Chart (4) 

Organizational Chart in the Era of Caliph 'Abu Bakr Al-$idiq, source: Al-'Idara R 
$adr Al-Islarn, Muhanunad Khamls, Al-Ahram Printing Press, Cairo, Egypt. 
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Organizational Chart in the Era Of Caliph Omar Bin Al-Khatab 

Caliph 

Statistics Secret Keeper ouncil of 
Shoora 

VV 
Educa, ting Correction Documenta Treasury Judges Governors 

:II Boys and Facilities ry 
Women 

F-A-rmy Leaden 
D' ealings 

WQArcchive 

and Writers 
Bargaining 

Army Deewan Public Se'rvices 
(Department) 

Kharaj (Tax) 
Department 

m --V-. P-11- Chart (5) 
Organizational Chart in the Era of Caliph 'Umar b. Al-KhatAb, source: Al-'Idara F1 
$adr Al-Islam, Muhammad Khamis, Al-Ahrarn Printing Press, Cairo,. Egypt. 
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Documents (D 

Kjtdb Al-'Imam Ali lid Al-'Ashtar Al-Nakh'i 'Indma Walahu 'Id Mig, source: 

Mbddi'Al-Fikr Al-'Iddri,, Muhammad Khamls, U. of Azhar, Cairo, Egypt, 1995. 


